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Power systems are experiencing substantial changes that will alter their operation
forever. Proliferation of distributed generation and the increased ability to monitor
different parts of the electrical grid offer unprecedented opportunities for con-
sumers and grid operators. Energy can be generated near the consumption point, 
which decreases transmission burdens and novel control schemes can be utilized 
to operate the grid closer to its limits. In other words, the same infrastructure can
be used at higher capacities thanks to increased efficiency. Also, new players are
integrated into this grid such as smart meters with local control capabilities, electric
vehicles that can act as mobile storage devices, and smart inverters that can provide
auxiliary support. To achieve stable and safe operation, it is necessary to observe
and coordinate all of these components in the smartgrid.

All of this requires extensive communication to collect data from all corners of the
network, monitor the system status, and send the necessary instructions, when
needed. Considering that there are countless different devices from many manufac-
turers, achieving this depends on establishing a standard communication approach. 
Furthermore, connecting different devices that require continuous communication
with different bandwidths and security levels is not easy. Novel communication
topologies and optimization approaches are needed.

An important piece of the puzzle is controlling smartgrid devices for specific pur-
poses such as Demand Side Management or Electric Vehicle Charging Coordination. 
Collection of data and successful monitoring of the grid will only become meaning-
ful if there are proper solutions implemented to dispatch storage devices, coordi-
nate EV charging, or trigger protection schemes.

This book aims to cover new approaches developed for communication and con-
trol in smartgrids. Traditional power systems use very little communication and 
dynamic control therefore, such solutions are direly needed to successfully achieve
power system revolution.

Taha Selim Ustun (PhD)
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Chapter 1

The Optimal Operation of Active
Distribution Networks with Smart
Systems
Bogdan Constantin Neagu, Gheorghe Grigoraş
and Ovidiu Ivanov

Abstract

The majority of the existing electricity distribution systems are one-way net-
works, without self-healing, monitoring and diagnostic capabilities, which are
essential to meet demand growth and the new security challenges facing us today.
Given the significant growth and penetration of renewable sources and other forms
of distributed generation, these networks became “active,” with an increased pres-
sure to cope with new system stability (voltage, transient and dynamic), power
quality and network-operational challenges. For a better supervising and control of
these active distribution networks, the emergence of Smart Metering (SM) systems
can be considered a quiet revolution that is already underway in many countries
around the world. With the aid of SM systems, distribution network operators can
get accurate online information regarding electricity consumption and generation
from renewable sources, which allows them to take the required technical measures
to operate with higher energy efficiency and to establish a better investments plan.
In this chapter, a special attention is given to the management of databases built
with the help of information provided by Smart Meters from consumers and
producers and used to optimize the operation of active distribution networks.

Keywords: smart metering, active distribution networks, optimal operation,
load balancing, demand response, voltage control

1. Introduction

At present, at European level, distribution networks have a high degree of
automation of distribution, using industrial standards, so transition from the
current situation to the active distribution networks is technically feasible. The
concepts of active distribution networks (ADN) defined both in the industrial and
academic environments take different forms by focusing attention on several
particular issues of concern: active consumers, distributed generation, active par-
ticipation in the electricity market, etc. Each of these development directions is
designed to respond to a part of issues regarding the ADN, similar to the pieces of a
puzzle game. It is obvious that the ultimate success of any initiative, which refers at
the transition to the ADN, is determined by the presence of the smart entity that
consistently places the pieces of the game in a consistent and consistent manner [1].
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It is important to address the general architecture of a control system to implement
and integrate new solutions in the ADN (Figure 1).

To facilitate the transmission of information between new smart systems and
actual distribution management systems, an integrative middleware system should
be devised. The flexibility of the ADN and smart monitoring and control compo-
nents is still a very important issue to be addressed. By using open standards, the
ADN is designed to be expanded with virtually any future functionality [1]. Data
provided by the smart meters allows detailed analyses on the operation of networks,
giving a strategic advantage to distribution system operators (DSOs) in identifying
the network zones or distributions which have a performance below acceptable
quality, maximizing the impact of profitable investments (such as maintenance
works, investments in new equipment and innovative technologies, replacing sub-
or over-sized distribution transformers from the MV/LV electric substations). Also,
it should be noted that these smart meters can allowed the protection of electric
installations from the consumers at overvoltages, reducing the problems in case of
possible incidents in the electricity grid. A meter that actively communicates with a
central system can provide the important information about the position, type and
magnitude of possible incidents from the network, reducing the time for interven-
tion staff and discomfort for customers as some interventions can be made remotely
[2]. The smart meters are integrated into a computerized application (smart
metering system) so they can be managed centrally and remotely (Figure 2). In the
ADN the benefits are win-win between the actors (DSO, consumers and energy
producers from the renewable sources integrated into the network).

The issues such as the real-time update of consumer data on smart grids, or the
integration of energy storage solutions (a critical issue in the case of discontinuous
renewable energy) could be addressed by DSOs. It is estimated that ADN, summing
up and extrapolating the individualized flexibility of smart meters, will be more
versatile in monitoring power flows and adapting dynamically to energy consump-
tion, helping the load balancing on the phases. The bidirectional communication is

Figure 1.
The general architecture of a control system in active distribution networks [1].
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possible between central system from the DSO and smart meters. Also, the growing
ability to integrate “green” generating unit into the network could be
complemented with meteorological forecasting functions, and estimations regard-
ing the variation in photovoltaic and wind energies could be correlated, at central
level, with the daily forecasting of consumption or distributed energy (correlating
with market trends through day-ahead market indicators) [3].

The current shift from fossil/nuclear to large-scale renewable energy sources
(RES) brings new challenges in grid operation. The unpredictability of wind farm
generation must be alleviated by DSOs with a higher flexibility of traditional gen-
eration sources and improved congestion management algorithms [4]. Also, with
the increasing penetration of small distributed energy generation sources in the
residential sector, the traditional consumers become prosumers, entities who gen-
erate electricity locally for their own use, and want to sell the excess power on the
market [5]. For enabling the access of prosumers in the market, regulators, DSOs
need to work together to create the technical infrastructure, trading regulations and
management procedures for Distributed Generation (DG) sources and Demand
Side Management (DSM) [6]. Inside the DSM paradigm, Demand Response (DR) is
a tool that can be used by DSOs for improving system security and supply quality
when operating at peak load or under restrictions imposed by the presence of RES.
DR focuses on load reduction for short time intervals (e.g., hours) at consumer
sites, by voluntary or automated disconnection of significant loads. To engage in DR
programs, consumers or prosumers need to be equipped with Smart Metering
infrastructures and Energy Management Systems (EMS), capable of automatically
managing the demand and generation at household or microgrid level.

DR initiatives are currently applied for industrial consumers, which can
reschedule their technological processes by shifting the operation of high-demand
loads away from peak load hours. In the residential sector, DR implementation is in
an incipient stage, due to consumer unawareness or lack of interest, high cost of
infrastructure at the consumer side or lack of regulations or market framework [7].
One key factor for enabling the development of residential DR is the emergence of
aggregators, local DSOs or independent players, which can cumulate the load
reduction from several small consumers or prosumers and manage entire LV/MV
network areas for DR as single entities [8]. For this purpose, aggregators can use
optimization algorithms which distribute the load disconnected because of DR in a

Figure 2.
The communication between the smart metering and management systems.
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way that the technical parameters of the distribution network, such as active power
losses, phase loading or bus voltage level, are kept in acceptable intervals or
improved.

Voltage level control is an essential process in secure and efficient active distri-
bution network (ADN) operation [9]. The ADN were built one century ago and
they have been renewed for decades to respond to changes of end-user needs. The
electricity is produced in classical grids by the central power plants, transmitted and
delivered through ADN to the end-user in a one-way direction [10]. LV ADN s
supply a large number of one-phase consumers, connected in a three-phase grid.
Because the number of consumers and their load behavior presents a continuously
dynamic, the load pattern of the three phases of the grid is different. One of the
cheapest measures that a DSO can take is to optimize the steady state through
voltage control and power losses and voltage drop minimization. Thereby, the real
operation state of an ADN is unbalanced, and in this type of grid, the voltage control
represents a relevant index, especially for LV grids, which are frequently built using
OHLs mounted on poles, with supply paths extending more than 1–2 km in length.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 treats the phase load
balancing problem in ADN. Section 3 presents a new approach for Demand
Response in ADN, and Section 4 proposes a simple method for voltage control in the
real AND. For all proposed approaches, their implementation and the obtained
results are discussed.

2. Phase load balancing in active distribution networks

2.1 Smart devices in phase load balancing

In the active distribution networks to operate in balancing symmetric regime,
the currents on the three phases should have equal values. But, due to the unequal
distribution of the consumers amongst the three phases along with variations in
their individual demand appear the unequal loading of phases the so-called “current
unbalance” [9]. In this context, the DSOs should take the measures by installing,
besides the smart meter, a device that allows switching from phase to phase in order
to balance the phases. This measure should lead at the minimization of active power
losses, which represents the cheapest resource of DSOs in order to improve the
energy efficiency of distribution networks [10]. In [11] is presented a constructive
variant for a digital microprocessor-based device. The principle is easy, namely, for
this device, a trigger module based on the minimum and maximum voltage thresh-
olds is set so that the load to switch from the service phase to other if these
thresholds are violated. The principle structure is presented in Figure 3.

The device is connected to the four-wire three-phase network (see Figure 3)
through inputs 1–4 at the phases a, b, c, and the neutral (N). If it is assumed that the
phase a is initial connected phase of the consumer, the voltage in this phase is
monitored to be within the thresholds set. Also, the presence and voltage value of
on the other two phases phase is monitored and if the voltage value on phase a fall
outside the thresholds, the device will switch quickly on the phase with the higher
value of voltage, but inside of thresholds (a switching delay is not more than 0.2 s)
[11]. The switching process has the following succession from the phase a to b, from
b to c. In [12] is presented another structure of a three-phase unbalanced automatic
regulating system whose operation principle is based on the real-time monitoring
and processing of three-phase current that is measured with the help of an external
current transformer. A smart module equipped with a microprocessor will deter-
mine if the distribution network has a load unbalance on the three phases, then will
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determine which will be the new allocation of the consumers on phases such that
the unbalance degree to be minimum. This objective can be obtained if the con-
sumers with the higher values of the absorbed current are switched on the phase
with a smaller current. At the consumers, the switch unit has in its structure a
thyristor and magnetic latching relay. The role of thyristor is cut off by zero
switching at the moment of input and removal, and the magnetic latching relay is
switched on. The main advantages of thyristor are represented by inrush charac-
teristic and short conduction time, because they do not lead to the generation of
heat. Magnetic relay has no impact on distribution network, and it is an ideal three-
phase unbalance control switch. The structure of three phase unbalance automatic
regulation system is presented in Figure 4. The data concentrator gives the com-
mutation command at those switch units which must transfer the consumer to the
current phase on a specified phase such that to ensure as low as possible unbalance
degree at the level of network.

Another structure of a smart device to connect a consumer at the distribution
network is presented in [13], see Figure 5. According to the proposed structure, the

Figure 3.
The structure of digital balancing system.

Figure 4.
The structure of smart phase microprocessor-based device.
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determine which will be the new allocation of the consumers on phases such that
the unbalance degree to be minimum. This objective can be obtained if the con-
sumers with the higher values of the absorbed current are switched on the phase
with a smaller current. At the consumers, the switch unit has in its structure a
thyristor and magnetic latching relay. The role of thyristor is cut off by zero
switching at the moment of input and removal, and the magnetic latching relay is
switched on. The main advantages of thyristor are represented by inrush charac-
teristic and short conduction time, because they do not lead to the generation of
heat. Magnetic relay has no impact on distribution network, and it is an ideal three-
phase unbalance control switch. The structure of three phase unbalance automatic
regulation system is presented in Figure 4. The data concentrator gives the com-
mutation command at those switch units which must transfer the consumer to the
current phase on a specified phase such that to ensure as low as possible unbalance
degree at the level of network.

Another structure of a smart device to connect a consumer at the distribution
network is presented in [13], see Figure 5. According to the proposed structure, the

Figure 3.
The structure of digital balancing system.

Figure 4.
The structure of smart phase microprocessor-based device.
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smart meter is provided with a phase selector by means of which the outputs can be
switched from one phase to another. In this way, when there are many 1-phase
consumers connected to the distribution network, the DSO can remotely control the
phase selectors in order to allocate the load over the different phases such that the
unbalance degree to be minimum. In this way, a more even spreading of the load on
the three phases of the distribution network can be achieved, see Table 1 where is
presented the logic of phase selection. 3-phases the output is connected to O1 and
O2, respectively in the case 4-phases the output is connected to O2 and O2 The
device send at the central system information about the power consumption and
state (ON/OFF), which can send back the parameters for establishing the phase
switching operations, after the scheme presented in Figure 5. Depending on the
type of devices and the choice communication support, the DSOs can obtain a
reliable structure, which can make the transition toward the active distribution
networks.

2.2 The smart metering-based algorithm

In this paragraph, an algorithm to solve the phase load balancing (PLB) problem
using a heuristic approach is proposed. This is applied to find the optimal connec-
tion phase of the 1-phase consumers such that the unbalance degree at the level of

Figure 5.
The smart structure with the phase selector, [6].

Relays R1 R2 Outputs 230 V output

Position d u d u O1 O2 3-phase 4-phase

1 X X a b a-b b-N

2 X X a c a-c c-N

3 X X b c b-c c-N

4 X X b a b-a a-N

Table 1.
The logic of phase selection.
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each pole to be minimum. The algorithm is based on knowing the topology of active
distribution network when it will be implemented. The input data are referred at
the number of poles (connection points), connected phase of each consumer, the
pole when is connected the consumer, the type of consumer (1-phase or 3-phases)
and load profiles provided by the smart meters. If the smart meter cannot commu-
nicate with the central unit then the algorithm will typical profiles associated to
consumers without smart meters, based on the energy consumption categories and
day type (weekend and working), knowing the daily energy indexes. The objective
is finding the optimal phase connection for all consumers using the expression of
current unbalance factor (CUF). Ideally, the value of this factor should be 1.00. But
these values are very difficult to be obtained from the technical reasons and by the
dynamic of loads. Thus, in most cases the obtained values will close to 1.00. The
CUF factor could be evaluated using the following equation [9, 10], and the value
should be under 1.10 p.u:
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where: a, b, and c indicate the three phases of network; Ī(p)(a,b,c),h—the average
phase current at the pole p and hour h; I(p)a,h, I

(p)
b,h, I

(p)
c,h—the total currents of

phases a, b and c at pole p and hour h; i(p)a,k,h—the current of consumer k connected
on the phase a, at the pole p and hour h; i(p)b,l,h—the current of consumer l
connected on the phase b, at the pole p and hour h; i(p)c,m,h—the current of con-
sumer m connected on the phase c, at the pole p and hour h; Nc(p)a, Nc(p)a, and
Nc(p)a—the number of consumers connected on the phases a, b, and c, at the pole p;
Nc(p)—the total number of consumers connected at the pole p; Np—the number of
poles from the network; T—analysed period (24 h for a day or 169 h for a week).

The proposed algorithm has as start point the final poles and tries to balance the
load on each phase at all poles until at the LV bus of the supply electric substation.
The dynamics of unbalance process is represented by the switching from a phase on
one from the other two phases (for example, from phase a to phases b or c) of some
consumers such that the factor CUF to have a minimum value at the level of each
pole and hour. In Table 1, all possible combinations in two distinct cases (3-phases
and 1-phase) are presented.

Starting from the last pole Np, depending on the initial connection of the con-
sumers, the factor CUF could have values between 1 and 2. The minimum value,
equal with 1, can be obtained in the ideal case (perfectly balanced), when the sum of
phase currents corresponding the consumers are identical, and the maximum value 2
corresponds to the maximum unbalancing when only one phase current has a high
value while the other two the phase currents have the values equal with 0 or close to
0. Finally, for the factor CUF on the LV side of the electric distribution substation
(link with external grid) it is obtained the minimum value, very close to 1.0.
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each pole to be minimum. The algorithm is based on knowing the topology of active
distribution network when it will be implemented. The input data are referred at
the number of poles (connection points), connected phase of each consumer, the
pole when is connected the consumer, the type of consumer (1-phase or 3-phases)
and load profiles provided by the smart meters. If the smart meter cannot commu-
nicate with the central unit then the algorithm will typical profiles associated to
consumers without smart meters, based on the energy consumption categories and
day type (weekend and working), knowing the daily energy indexes. The objective
is finding the optimal phase connection for all consumers using the expression of
current unbalance factor (CUF). Ideally, the value of this factor should be 1.00. But
these values are very difficult to be obtained from the technical reasons and by the
dynamic of loads. Thus, in most cases the obtained values will close to 1.00. The
CUF factor could be evaluated using the following equation [9, 10], and the value
should be under 1.10 p.u:
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The minimization of the deviation between phase currents, at the level of each
connection pole p (p = 1, …, Np) at each hour h, represents the objective of the
balancing problem, [7, 8]:

min εð Þ ¼ min CUF pð Þ
h

� �
p ¼ 1,…, Np, h ¼ 1,…, T (5)

The problem is solved with the combinatorial optimization. Generally, a combi-
natorial problem is solved by total or partial enumeration of the set of its solutions
(noted with Ω) [10]. In the Total Enumeration method, finding the optimal alloca-
tion x* ∈ A, where A is the set of admissible solutions, requires the generation of all
possible combinations of values given to the variables, for all elements from the set
Ω, see Table 2. The partial enumeration approach is characterized by finding the
optimal solution x* by generating the some part from the Ω and adopting the
assumption that in the remained part does not contain the optimal solutions.
Regardless of the enumeration scheme, once an element x ∈ Ω is generated, the
following two steps are performed: (1) It is investigated if element x ∈ A; if NO
another element in Ω is generated. If YES, go to the next step; (2) Compare the
current value of the objective function with the obtained value for the best element
found in step 1; if the value of the objective function is improved (in the optimal
sense), x is retained as the best item found in the set A.

Otherwise, x is dropped and a new element of Ω is generated. It is very
important to highlight that the generation of the set Ω or even a part of this set
does not mean the memorization of the generated elements for two reasons:
there are many and then unnecessary (except the best element found in a certain
iteration of the enumeration). The flow chart of the proposed algorithm is given in
Figure 6.

To be implemented in the active distribution networks, a system with the struc-
ture presented in Figure 4 should be used. The system contains the smart equip-
ment installed at the consumers consisting two components and the data
concentrator with an attached software infrastructure which integrate the proposed
algorithm. The communication between smart equipment and data concentrator
could be ensured by Power Line Carriers (PLC). From the consumers the trans-
ferred data refer at the absorbed load (current or active/reactive powers) and the
connection phase. The data concentrator will transmit to each consumer the new
connection phase.

2.3 Case study

The proposed method has been tested on a real distribution network from a rural
area, see Figure 7. The main characteristics of network (poles, total length, cable
type, cable section, sections length, number, type (single/three phase) and connec-
tion are indicated in Table 3. The connection phase of each consumer reflects the

Phases Initial allocation Final allocation

3-phases [a ǀ b ǀ c] [c ǀ a ǀ b] or [b ǀ c ǀ a] or [a ǀ b ǀ c]

1-phase [a ǀ ○ ǀ ○] [○ ǀ a ǀ ○] or [○ ǀ ○ ǀ a] or [a ǀ ○ ǀ ○]

[b ǀ ○ ǀ ○] [○ ǀ b ǀ ○] or [○ ǀ ○ ǀ b] or [b ǀ ○ ǀ ○]

[c ǀ ○ ǀ ○] [○ ǀ c ǀ ○] or [○ ǀ ○ ǀ c] or [c ǀ ○ ǀ ○]

Table 2.
Phase switching combinations for CUF minimization.
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situation real identified through visual inspection. The load profiles for each con-
sumer integrated into the Smart Metering system were imported for the analysis
period (27December 2017–2 January 2018). The loadings on each phase at the pole
level, starting with the last pole and reaching at LV side of the electric substation,
were calculated. The power flows on the three phases over the 24 h time interval on

Figure 6.
The flow-chart of proposed algorithm.
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the first section are shown in Figure 8. It can be observed a high current unbalance
degree. This degree was evaluated using the CUF factor calculated with Eq. (1).

The average value of CUF in the unbalancing case is 1.12, above the maximum
admissible value (1.10). Using the proposed method, the obtained currents had the

Figure 7.
The topology of test LV active distribution network.

Number of
poles

Total length
[m]

Data about consumers Data about conductors

R S T Three-
phases

Type Section
[mm2]

Length
[m]

67 2560 33 28 17 6 Classical 3�35 + 35 720

84 3�50 + 50 1840

Table 3.
The main characteristic for the analyzed feeder.

Figure 8.
The phase loading—section 0-1 [A] (initial situation—unbalanced case).
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very close values were obtained on the three phases, as can be seen in Figure 9, and
the CUF factor was reduced to the value by 1.007. The variation of the CUF factor
in the analyzed period for both situations is presented in Figure 10. Because the
phase current unbalancing leads to voltage unbalancing, Figures 11 and 12 show the
phase voltage variation at the pole level in the study period. These values were
obtained from the steady state calculation for each hour, in both situations (unbal-
anced and balanced) (Figure 13).

It can be observed that in the unbalanced case the minimum value of voltage is
recorded at the pole no. 41, identified by the red color in the scheme, on the phase b
(Ub(41) = 221.8 V). Following the application of the balancing algorithm, the values
of voltage on the phases of the network is approximately equal, and at the pole no.
41 41, on phase b, it was recorded an improved value Ub(41) = 227.4 V, very close to
the rated value (230 V). Also, the energy losses were reduced from 92.70 to
68.38kWh (by 26.23%), Table 4. A comparison between the energy losses on the
phase and the neutral conductor in the both cases (unbalanced and balanced) is

Figure 9.
The phase loading—section 0-1 [A] (final situation—unbalanced case).

Figure 10.
Variation of CUF factor, pole no. 1.
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Figure 11.
Voltage variation in the nodes [V] (initial situation—unbalanced case).

Figure 12.
Voltage variation in the nodes [V] (final situation—balanced case).

Figure 13.
Total energy losses [kWh] (unbalanced case vs. unbalanced case).
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presented in Figure 12. A substantial reduction of the energy losses was obtained on
the neutral conductor (approximately 86.21%, from 17.26 to 2.38 kWh).

3. Demand response in active distribution networks

While all Demand response programs encourage consumer demand flexibility
by shifting or reducing load in critical time intervals, for lowering market prices and
improving operation conditions in electricity transmission and distribution net-
works, there are several ways to achieve this goal. The literature distinguishes two
main types of DR: controllable (incentive-based) and price-based [14].

The former are most restrictive DR approaches and they frequently involve
direct or indirect load control, according to the curtailment level required by the
coordinating entity of the program (usually, the DSO or an aggregator). Direct Load
Control (DLC) is remotely enforced by the coordinating entity, a task that requires
bidirectional real-time communication with the consumer site. On the other hand,
price-based DR relies on consumer response to electricity price variations.

3.1 Demand response management algorithm for ADN

The involvement of residential consumers in DR programs is currently in its
incipient stage. Several problems contribute to this situation. The first are the
demand level of individual consumers and the need for aggregators. Residential
consumers have much lower demand, compared to other consumer categories, such
as industry. In rural underdeveloped areas, most consumers achieve less than 1 kW
power draw. Because electricity markets require minimum demand reduction
biddings of 100 kW and more [8], the participation of residential consumers to DR
programs is feasible only to households with higher demand, managed by
aggregators who can achieve the minimum DR levels required by the market.

Another key factor is the user comfort. As a general rule, residential consumers
are not willing to sacrifice to a great extent their personal comfort in order to better
contribute to DR. As such, a household will try to set and accomplish a DR target
with minimum effort, while maintaining its comfort requirements (i.e., room air
temperature). The process of dynamically optimizing appliance schedule while
accounting for pre-set comfort levels, market price variation and DR signals,
requires automated algorithms, known as Smart Home Energy Management

Day Unbalanced case Balanced case δΔWT [kWh]

ΔWT [kWh] ΔWT [kWh]

MI 10.10 7.18 2.92

JO 12.93 9.71 3.22

VI 11.29 8.49 2.8

SA 15.27 11.19 4.08

DU 16.57 11.88 4.69

LU 14.56 10.32 4.24

MA 11.99 9.59 2.4

Total 92.70 68.37 24.33

Table 4.
Energy losses during the analyzed period.
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Figure 12.
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Figure 13.
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Systems (SHEMS) [15]. While the effect of the rebound load on operating fre-
quency is negligible [16], it can be higher regarding network losses and quality of
supply.

As described in [17], artificial intelligence algorithms are widely used for man-
aging DR at LV network level. This paragraph describes a DR Management Algo-
rithm for aggregators based on the Particle Swarm Optimization (DRMA), which
investigates the effect of rebound load in a LV distribution network, taking into
account consumer demand levels, comfort and privacy preferences. The algorithm
requires as input the following information:

• network data (topology, length of feeder sections, wire type, consumer phase
and pole connection) and load data, given as consumer active and reactive
power load profiles with a known (e.g., hourly) sampling: Pi,h, Qi,h, h = 1…24;

• the DR interval set by the aggregator: IntDR = [h1, h2], h1, h2 ∈ [1..24], h1 < h2;

• the DR signal magnitude for the entire network, targetDR, given in percent
from the network demand in each hour h1…h2;

• the maximum percent reduction from each consumer load i, maxDRi, the same
for all DR intervals, a value which consider the consumer comfort preferences,
given as the maximum load that can be disconnected upon request. At each
time interval h, the actual reduction demand of the aggregator must not exceed
the maximum limit for any consumer i (lDRi,h ≤ maxDRi, h ∈ IntDR, i = 1..Nc);

• the load rebound rate RBh, which describes the load amount which will be
switched back on by the consumers after DR, at hour h + 1, given in percent
from the reduction at hour h. For modeling consumer behavior uncertainty,
the actual value of the rebound can be set randomly in an interval from [0,
RBh].

Based on the consumer load and rebound data, the DRMA determines which
consumers are eligible for DR load curtailment, according to their hourly demand.
Only consumers exceeding a given load threshold (Pi,h ≥ Pmax,h, h ∈ IntDR i = 1..Nc)
will be considered for DR. A higher threshold will result into a smaller number of
consumers being affected. The scheduling of appliances is performed by each con-
sumer, using its SHEMS and comfort preferences. For privacy reasons, the
aggregator receives only the load reduction lDRi,h,. For determining the optimal DR
signal for each household, the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm [10] is used.
The solutions are encoded as number vectors in which each element describes the
DR reduction applied to the load of each eligible consumer at hour h, as described in
Figure 14. Here, n is the number of consumers eligible for DR at hour h, and value 3
for consumer n depicts a 30% DR load reduction.

The fitness function based on which the solutions are evaluated has two factors:
minimum active power losses in the LV network, and minimum difference between
the expected and obtained load reduction by DR, computed for the hour h for which
the PSO algorithm is running. Both are expressed in percent.

Figure 14.
Solution encoding for the PSO algorithm.
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min ΔPh þMDR,hð Þ, h∈ IntDR (6)

By this approach, it is expected that the algorithm will search for solutions where
MDR,h is close to 0, choosing between them as optimal solution the one with the
minimal value of ΔPh. The active losses in the network ΔPh are computed using the
graph theory, with a procedure consisting of several steps. In the initialization stage
of the algorithm, the branch-node connectivity matrix [A] and the reference bus
loads for each hour h from the DR interval are computed, using the topology of the
network and the consumer data. Next, the real bus loads are determined, by
subtracting the loss reduction imposed by the DR signal:

Pbs,x ¼ Pref ,bs,x � PDR,bs,x, bs ¼ 1::n (7)

The bus active power loads are converted into bus current injections, using the
nominal voltage of the network and the power factor:

Ibs,x ¼ Pbs,x= Un � cos φbsð Þð Þ, bs ¼ 1::Nb (8)

The branch current flows on each feeder section (branch) br and phase x are
then computed, using matrix A and the bus current vector [Ibs,x]:

Ibr,x½ � ¼ �inv Að Þ � Ibs,x½ � (9)

The power losses in kW on each section br follow:

ΔPbr,x ¼ Ra,br � I2br � Kbr � 10�3 (10)

The Kbr coefficient is used to account for the losses caused by the current flow
on the neutral wire. According to Romanian standards, Kbr is computed for
each branch using the CUF factor (1), considering the phase load variation in each
hour, with:

Kbr,h ¼ CUFbr,h � 1þ 1:5 � Rn,br

Ra,br

� �
� 1:5 � Rn,br

Ra,br
(11)

In Eqs. (6)–(11), Pbs,x—the aggregate active power draw in bus bs and phase x (x is
a, b, c or abc), during DR; Pref,bs,x—the aggregate reference active power draw in bus bs
and phase xwithout DR; PDR,bs,x—the aggregate active power reduction in bus bs and
phase x, during DR; Ibs,x—the aggregate current draw in bus bs, on phase x, during
DR;Un—the nominal voltage of the network, cos(φbs)—the power factor determined
from the aggregate individual active and reactive loads at bus bs;Nb—the number of
buses in the network; Ra,br, Rn,br—the resistance on section br, on the active and
neutral wire respectively. Powers are given in [kW], currents in [A], and voltages in
[kV]. The percent active losses in the network for hour h are obtained by summing all
branch losses obtainedwith Eq. (10) and dividing the result by the power infeed of the
network:

ΔP ¼
X
x

ΔPbr

� X
x

Pbs þ
X
x

ΔPbr

 ! !
� 100 (12)

On the other hand, he difference between the expected and obtained load
reduction by DR, MDR,h, uses the sum of all differences between the aggregate bus
power draws, in absence of and during DR (Eq. (13)).
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the expected and obtained load reduction by DR, computed for the hour h for which
the PSO algorithm is running. Both are expressed in percent.
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min ΔPh þMDR,hð Þ, h∈ IntDR (6)

By this approach, it is expected that the algorithm will search for solutions where
MDR,h is close to 0, choosing between them as optimal solution the one with the
minimal value of ΔPh. The active losses in the network ΔPh are computed using the
graph theory, with a procedure consisting of several steps. In the initialization stage
of the algorithm, the branch-node connectivity matrix [A] and the reference bus
loads for each hour h from the DR interval are computed, using the topology of the
network and the consumer data. Next, the real bus loads are determined, by
subtracting the loss reduction imposed by the DR signal:

Pbs,x ¼ Pref ,bs,x � PDR,bs,x, bs ¼ 1::n (7)

The bus active power loads are converted into bus current injections, using the
nominal voltage of the network and the power factor:

Ibs,x ¼ Pbs,x= Un � cos φbsð Þð Þ, bs ¼ 1::Nb (8)

The branch current flows on each feeder section (branch) br and phase x are
then computed, using matrix A and the bus current vector [Ibs,x]:

Ibr,x½ � ¼ �inv Að Þ � Ibs,x½ � (9)

The power losses in kW on each section br follow:

ΔPbr,x ¼ Ra,br � I2br � Kbr � 10�3 (10)

The Kbr coefficient is used to account for the losses caused by the current flow
on the neutral wire. According to Romanian standards, Kbr is computed for
each branch using the CUF factor (1), considering the phase load variation in each
hour, with:

Kbr,h ¼ CUFbr,h � 1þ 1:5 � Rn,br
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(11)

In Eqs. (6)–(11), Pbs,x—the aggregate active power draw in bus bs and phase x (x is
a, b, c or abc), during DR; Pref,bs,x—the aggregate reference active power draw in bus bs
and phase xwithout DR; PDR,bs,x—the aggregate active power reduction in bus bs and
phase x, during DR; Ibs,x—the aggregate current draw in bus bs, on phase x, during
DR;Un—the nominal voltage of the network, cos(φbs)—the power factor determined
from the aggregate individual active and reactive loads at bus bs;Nb—the number of
buses in the network; Ra,br, Rn,br—the resistance on section br, on the active and
neutral wire respectively. Powers are given in [kW], currents in [A], and voltages in
[kV]. The percent active losses in the network for hour h are obtained by summing all
branch losses obtainedwith Eq. (10) and dividing the result by the power infeed of the
network:
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ΔPbr

 ! !
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On the other hand, he difference between the expected and obtained load
reduction by DR, MDR,h, uses the sum of all differences between the aggregate bus
power draws, in absence of and during DR (Eq. (13)).
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MDR ¼ 1�
X

x, IntDR

Pbs,x

� X
x, IntDR

Pref ,bs,x

 !
� 100 (13)

In Eqs. (7)–(13), the hourly index h was omitted for simplicity. The solution
which minimizes Eq. (6) is the optimal DR dispatch among the eligible consumers
for hour h. The PSO algorithm is executed for each hour from the DR interval, with
the bus loads updated to account the hourly demand and the rebound after the DR
signal from the previous hour has ended. The block diagram of the DRMA algo-
rithm is given in Figure 15.

3.2 Case study

The DRMA was tested on a real Romanian distribution network from a rural
area, namely network T2, from Figure 16. The main characteristics of the network
(number of poles or buses; cable type and cross-section; feeder section lengths;
number; type (single phase/three phase) and connection phase of consumers) are
indicated in Table 5. The load profiles for all the consumers are provided by a Smart
Metering system. The hourly load profile of the entire network, on each of the three
phases, is given in Figure 17.

Analyzing the load profile of the network from Figure 17, the IntDR interval was
set as h1 = 18, h2 = 22, for a DR interval of 5 h, for the evening peak load time. In
Tables 6–8 are given the results corresponding to the following scenarios:

• Ref—the reference case, where no DR request is enforced in the network, and
the demand varies according to Figure 17;

• DR00—DR with 0% rebound, the ideal case, where the load disconnected
because of the DR signal is not switched back on later;

• DR50—DR with minimum 20% and maximum 50% rebound, when maximum
half of the load disconnected in hour h will return at the network buses in h + 1.

Figure 15.
The block diagram of the DRMA.
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Figure 16.
The topology of the test network T2.

Number of poles Total length [m] Connection phase Wire data

a b c abc Type Section [mm2] Length [m]

86 3440 20 21 19 0 OHL Ol-Al 3 � 50 + 35 3440

60

Table 5.
Input data for test network T2.

Figure 17.
Phase load in the network, on the three phases.

h Pa

[kW]
Pb

[kW]
Pc

[kW]
ΔPabc

[kW]
ΔPa

kW]
ΔPb

[kW]
ΔPc

[kW]
ΔPabc

[%]
ΔPa

[%]
ΔPb

[%]
ΔPc

[%]

18 11.596 28.215 13.028 3.486 0.820 1.869 0.797 6.19 6.60 6.21 5.76

19 10.981 29.093 14.132 4.079 0.810 2.366 0.902 7.00 6.87 7.52 6.00

20 10.087 26.366 10.229 4.029 0.761 2.735 0.533 7.95 7.01 9.40 4.96

21 10.285 30.877 8.494 7.211 1.043 5.695 0.474 12.68 9.21 15.57 5.28

22 9.050 19.016 6.806 2.709 0.789 1.704 0.216 7.21 8.02 8.22 3.08

Table 6.
Results for the reference case without DR (scenario ref).
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The minimum hourly load for DR-eligible consumers was set at 0.8 kW. This
setting resulted in 13–23 consumers affected by the DR signal in the DR50 scenario,
the number varying in each hour according to the bus and rebound loads. Figure 17
shows that the phase loads are highly unbalanced, which results in higher power
losses in the network, due to the excessive loading of phase b and the neutral wire
current flow. By optimally dispatching the DR signal across the network in each
hour, the DRMA algorithm is expected to also reduce the phase load unbalance from
the reference case.

The results show that the active power losses decrease in the DR scenarios, more
if there is no rebound load in the 19:00–22:00 interval. The best effect can be seen at
the peak hour 21:00, when the losses drop from 12.68% in the reference case to
7.36% in the DR00 scenario and 8.05% in the DR50 scenario respectively. The phase
loss distribution in the three scenarios, depicted in Figure 18, shows that a second-
ary effect of DR an improved balancing of the phase loss values. The load variation
for scenario DR50 is similar to case (b).

h Pa

[kW]
Pb

[kW]
Pc

[kW]
ΔPabc

kW]
ΔPa

[kW]
ΔPb

[kW]
ΔPc

[kW]
ΔPabc

[%]
ΔPa

[%]
ΔPb

[%]
ΔPc

[%]

18 9.256 24.791 10.860 2.249 0.446 1.313 0.490 4.77 4.59 5.03 4.32

19 9.529 23.739 12.821 2.375 0.528 1.211 0.636 4.90 5.25 4.85 4.73

20 9.339 20.598 9.750 2.066 0.496 1.167 0.403 4.95 5.04 5.36 3.97

21 9.639 24.074 8.494 3.355 0.697 2.287 0.371 7.36 6.74 8.68 4.18

22 7.451 15.382 6.806 1.441 0.412 0.838 0.191 4.64 5.24 5.17 2.73

Table 7.
Results for the case DR with no rebound (scenario DR00).

h Pa

[kW]
Pb

[kW]
Pc

[kW]
ΔPabc

[kW]
ΔPa

[kW]
ΔPb

[kW]
ΔPc

[kW]
ΔPabc

[%]
ΔPa

[%]
ΔPb

[%]
ΔPc

[%]

18 9.499 24.791 10.620 2.234 0.467 1.309 0.457 4.74 4.69 5.02 4.12

19 10.326 24.781 13.436 2.699 0.601 1.372 0.726 5.27 5.50 5.24 5.13

20 9.585 21.456 10.430 2.374 0.588 1.296 0.490 5.41 5.78 5.70 4.48

21 10.241 25.070 8.425 3.830 0.853 2.607 0.370 8.05 7.69 9.42 4.21

22 8.255 16.265 6.835 1.773 0.543 1.029 0.202 5.35 6.17 5.95 2.87

Table 8.
Results for the case DR with 20–50% rebound (scenario DR50).

Figure 18.
Phase active power losses in scenario Ref (left), DR00 (right).
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4. Voltage control in active distribution networks

4.1 Problem statement

The voltage control strategies are sometimes a key performance indicator in
ADN. In the literature, this problem is solved using pseudo-measurements. Due to
the intermittent and unpredictable behavior of consumptions and distributed
energy sources, the generation excess could lead to a reversed power flow, from the
consumers to the supply external point [18, 19]. This drawback requires a real-time
effective voltage control strategy [20], particularly under islanded operation modes,
to obtain the best solutions, with reliable effects on the minimization of energy
losses, and energy efficiency improvement [21, 22]. Our proposed approach uses
Smart Metering information (active and reactive daily load curves).

The objective of the optimization procedure is to assess the influence of renew-
able sources (i.e., wind turbines) into an ADN in order to improve the voltage at the
end-users and to minimize the active power losses, considering the technical con-
straints. The proposed approach was formulated as:

MinF U½ �; Ψ½ �ð Þ ¼ min ΔUh
ADN

� �þmin ΔPh
ADN

� �
(14)

where: minF—the goal function;
[U]—the voltage magnitude vector;
[Ψ]—the transformers tap changing matrix;
ΔU—the voltage drops;
h = 1…T, the hourly measurement interval for the steady state;
ΔP—the active power losses.
The equality constraints coincide with the bus power balance in the ADN. For a

given bus k = 1,…, N, a time sample h, and an operating states j, the equations are:

P3ph
h,k, j þ jQ3ph

h,k, j ¼ Uh,k, j � I ∗h,k, j (15)

where the active and reactive power are a sum of the three phases of the ADN:

P3ph
h,k, j ¼ Pa

h,k, j þ Pb
h,k, j þ Pc

h,k, j; Q
3ph
h,k, j ¼ Qa

h,k, j þQb
h,k, j þQc

h,k, j (16)

The mathematical model has the following inequality constraints:

1. Voltage allowable limits:

Umin
h,k, j ≤Uh,k, j ≤Umax

h,k, j (17)

2. Thermal limits of the branch loadings:

Sh,k, j ≤ Smax
h,k, j or Ih,k, j ≤ Imax

h,k, j (18)

3.The allowable reactive power of DG sources must be constrained as:

Qwind
h,min ≤Qwind

h ≤Qwind
h,max (19)

4.The constraints for the transformer tap changer must be in accordance with
the proposed strategy, and are the following:
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The minimum hourly load for DR-eligible consumers was set at 0.8 kW. This
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the number varying in each hour according to the bus and rebound loads. Figure 17
shows that the phase loads are highly unbalanced, which results in higher power
losses in the network, due to the excessive loading of phase b and the neutral wire
current flow. By optimally dispatching the DR signal across the network in each
hour, the DRMA algorithm is expected to also reduce the phase load unbalance from
the reference case.

The results show that the active power losses decrease in the DR scenarios, more
if there is no rebound load in the 19:00–22:00 interval. The best effect can be seen at
the peak hour 21:00, when the losses drop from 12.68% in the reference case to
7.36% in the DR00 scenario and 8.05% in the DR50 scenario respectively. The phase
loss distribution in the three scenarios, depicted in Figure 18, shows that a second-
ary effect of DR an improved balancing of the phase loss values. The load variation
for scenario DR50 is similar to case (b).

h Pa

[kW]
Pb

[kW]
Pc

[kW]
ΔPabc

kW]
ΔPa

[kW]
ΔPb

[kW]
ΔPc

[kW]
ΔPabc

[%]
ΔPa

[%]
ΔPb

[%]
ΔPc

[%]

18 9.256 24.791 10.860 2.249 0.446 1.313 0.490 4.77 4.59 5.03 4.32

19 9.529 23.739 12.821 2.375 0.528 1.211 0.636 4.90 5.25 4.85 4.73

20 9.339 20.598 9.750 2.066 0.496 1.167 0.403 4.95 5.04 5.36 3.97

21 9.639 24.074 8.494 3.355 0.697 2.287 0.371 7.36 6.74 8.68 4.18

22 7.451 15.382 6.806 1.441 0.412 0.838 0.191 4.64 5.24 5.17 2.73

Table 7.
Results for the case DR with no rebound (scenario DR00).

h Pa

[kW]
Pb

[kW]
Pc

[kW]
ΔPabc

[kW]
ΔPa

[kW]
ΔPb

[kW]
ΔPc

[kW]
ΔPabc

[%]
ΔPa
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ΔPc
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21 10.241 25.070 8.425 3.830 0.853 2.607 0.370 8.05 7.69 9.42 4.21

22 8.255 16.265 6.835 1.773 0.543 1.029 0.202 5.35 6.17 5.95 2.87

Table 8.
Results for the case DR with 20–50% rebound (scenario DR50).

Figure 18.
Phase active power losses in scenario Ref (left), DR00 (right).
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4. Voltage control in active distribution networks

4.1 Problem statement

The voltage control strategies are sometimes a key performance indicator in
ADN. In the literature, this problem is solved using pseudo-measurements. Due to
the intermittent and unpredictable behavior of consumptions and distributed
energy sources, the generation excess could lead to a reversed power flow, from the
consumers to the supply external point [18, 19]. This drawback requires a real-time
effective voltage control strategy [20], particularly under islanded operation modes,
to obtain the best solutions, with reliable effects on the minimization of energy
losses, and energy efficiency improvement [21, 22]. Our proposed approach uses
Smart Metering information (active and reactive daily load curves).

The objective of the optimization procedure is to assess the influence of renew-
able sources (i.e., wind turbines) into an ADN in order to improve the voltage at the
end-users and to minimize the active power losses, considering the technical con-
straints. The proposed approach was formulated as:

MinF U½ �; Ψ½ �ð Þ ¼ min ΔUh
ADN

� �þmin ΔPh
ADN

� �
(14)

where: minF—the goal function;
[U]—the voltage magnitude vector;
[Ψ]—the transformers tap changing matrix;
ΔU—the voltage drops;
h = 1…T, the hourly measurement interval for the steady state;
ΔP—the active power losses.
The equality constraints coincide with the bus power balance in the ADN. For a

given bus k = 1,…, N, a time sample h, and an operating states j, the equations are:

P3ph
h,k, j þ jQ3ph

h,k, j ¼ Uh,k, j � I ∗h,k, j (15)

where the active and reactive power are a sum of the three phases of the ADN:

P3ph
h,k, j ¼ Pa

h,k, j þ Pb
h,k, j þ Pc

h,k, j; Q
3ph
h,k, j ¼ Qa

h,k, j þQb
h,k, j þQc

h,k, j (16)

The mathematical model has the following inequality constraints:

1. Voltage allowable limits:

Umin
h,k, j ≤Uh,k, j ≤Umax

h,k, j (17)

2. Thermal limits of the branch loadings:

Sh,k, j ≤ Smax
h,k, j or Ih,k, j ≤ Imax

h,k, j (18)

3.The allowable reactive power of DG sources must be constrained as:

Qwind
h,min ≤Qwind

h ≤Qwind
h,max (19)

4.The constraints for the transformer tap changer must be in accordance with
the proposed strategy, and are the following:
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Ψh
min ≤Ψh

k, j ≤Ψh
max (20)

where Umin, Umax—the inferior/superior voltage limit; Ih,k,j—the branch current
value; Imax—the branch ampacity value; Sh,k,j—the branch apparent power; Smax—

Figure 19.
Single-line diagram of the LV distribution network.

Hour/cases Pole no. 88 Pole no. 110

I II III I II III

1 0.3684 0.3924 0.3925 0.3673 0.3913 0.3915

2 0.3701 0.3928 0.3929 0.3691 0.3919 0.3919

3 0.3721 0.3933 0.3933 0.3712 0.3924 0.3925

4 0.3718 0.3932 0.3932 0.3708 0.3923 0.3923

5 0.3719 0.3933 0.3933 0.3710 0.3924 0.3924

6 0.3764 0.3947 0.3947 0.3755 0.3939 0.3939

7 0.3715 0.3936 0.3935 0.3705 0.3926 0.3925

8 0.3681 0.3927 0.3927 0.3670 0.3916 0.3916

9 0.3653 0.3918 0.3920 0.3641 0.3907 0.3909

10 0.3640 0.3913 0.3916 0.3628 0.3901 0.3905

11 0.3584 0.3896 0.3897 0.3571 0.3883 0.3884

12 0.3617 0.3902 0.3907 0.3605 0.3890 0.3896

13 0.3591 0.3894 0.3902 0.3579 0.3882 0.3891

14 0.3600 0.3900 0.3907 0.3587 0.3887 0.3895

15 0.3593 0.3897 0.3905 0.3580 0.3884 0.3893

16 0.3646 0.3914 0.3917 0.3634 0.3902 0.3906

17 0.3591 0.3897 0.3905 0.3578 0.3884 0.3892

18 0.3534 0.3883 0.3885 0.3519 0.3868 0.3869

19 0.3583 0.3900 0.3901 0.3568 0.3886 0.3887

20 0.3628 0.3914 0.3917 0.3615 0.3901 0.3904

21 0.3561 0.3906 0.3898 0.3545 0.3892 0.3882

22 0.3482 0.3895 0.3880 0.3462 0.3879 0.3861

23 0.3493 0.3880 0.3882 0.3474 0.3861 0.3863

24 0.3642 0.3917 0.3920 0.3629 0.3905 0.3908

Table 9.
Voltage magnitude for the two representative busses [kV].
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the maximum apparent power on branch; Qwind—the reactive power from the DG
source; Qmin, Qmax—the allowable reactive power limits; Ψ—the tap position of the
transformer.

4.2 Case study

The voltage control approach proposed above was tested on a real ADN with 163
residential consumers, presented in Figure 19. It must be highlighted that the tested
ADN already includes two connected small-scale renewable sources.

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed voltage control strategy,
three scenarios for simulation using MATLAB environment were considered:

• First, the base case (Case I) without small-scale sources and AVR control (with
the initial tap position).

• The second case (Case II) considers the two real wind generators (2 � 5 kW)
connected into the AND.

• The last case (Case III) uses the voltage control strategy (14)–(20).

Case II is proposed for assessing the influence of the DG sources on the voltage
and power losses magnitude in a real ADN. In addition, Case III follows the
improvement of voltage magnitude based on a coordination between the generation
of the distributed sources and the automation distribution devices.

The results regarding the voltage magnitude in the three considered cases, are
given in Table 9, only for representative connected points of DGs: pole no. 88 and
the last ADN bus, pole no. 110. The daily energy losses are presented in Table 10,
where Wload is the total energy required by the consumers.

It can be observed in Table 10 a reduction of energy losses, with over 3%, from
15.14 to 12.13% with energy savings of about 17.82 kWh for the entire ADN.

5. Conclusions

The active distribution networks will be developed based on the improved actual
infrastructure with the main advantage regarding the bidirectional communication
between supplier and consumers. This makes possible a supervising and control at
an advanced level of the smart systems which will be integrated inside their.

The chapter aimed to highlight the advantages of introducing the smart systems
in the active distribution networks that lead to an optimal operation regarding the
phase load balancing, voltage control and demand response with benefits for both
DSO and consumers. The offered solutions are based on the information provided
by the smart meters, these being an important link between the consumers,

Case Wload [kWh] ΔWloss [kWh] ΔWloss [%] Energy savings [kWh]

Case I (base) 442.47 78.95 15.14 521.42

Case II (DG connected) 442.47 62.36 12.35 504.83

Case III (DG + AVR) 442.47 61.13 12.13 503.60

Table 10.
Comparison between the simulation cases.
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k, j ≤Ψh
max (20)
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value; Imax—the branch ampacity value; Sh,k,j—the branch apparent power; Smax—
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the maximum apparent power on branch; Qwind—the reactive power from the DG
source; Qmin, Qmax—the allowable reactive power limits; Ψ—the tap position of the
transformer.

4.2 Case study

The voltage control approach proposed above was tested on a real ADN with 163
residential consumers, presented in Figure 19. It must be highlighted that the tested
ADN already includes two connected small-scale renewable sources.

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed voltage control strategy,
three scenarios for simulation using MATLAB environment were considered:

• First, the base case (Case I) without small-scale sources and AVR control (with
the initial tap position).

• The second case (Case II) considers the two real wind generators (2 � 5 kW)
connected into the AND.

• The last case (Case III) uses the voltage control strategy (14)–(20).

Case II is proposed for assessing the influence of the DG sources on the voltage
and power losses magnitude in a real ADN. In addition, Case III follows the
improvement of voltage magnitude based on a coordination between the generation
of the distributed sources and the automation distribution devices.

The results regarding the voltage magnitude in the three considered cases, are
given in Table 9, only for representative connected points of DGs: pole no. 88 and
the last ADN bus, pole no. 110. The daily energy losses are presented in Table 10,
where Wload is the total energy required by the consumers.

It can be observed in Table 10 a reduction of energy losses, with over 3%, from
15.14 to 12.13% with energy savings of about 17.82 kWh for the entire ADN.

5. Conclusions

The active distribution networks will be developed based on the improved actual
infrastructure with the main advantage regarding the bidirectional communication
between supplier and consumers. This makes possible a supervising and control at
an advanced level of the smart systems which will be integrated inside their.

The chapter aimed to highlight the advantages of introducing the smart systems
in the active distribution networks that lead to an optimal operation regarding the
phase load balancing, voltage control and demand response with benefits for both
DSO and consumers. The offered solutions are based on the information provided
by the smart meters, these being an important link between the consumers,

Case Wload [kWh] ΔWloss [kWh] ΔWloss [%] Energy savings [kWh]

Case I (base) 442.47 78.95 15.14 521.42

Case II (DG connected) 442.47 62.36 12.35 504.83

Case III (DG + AVR) 442.47 61.13 12.13 503.60

Table 10.
Comparison between the simulation cases.
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dispatch centers of DSOs, renewable sources, and the smart systems integrated in
the networks. The case studies based on the pilot active distribution networks
belonging to a DSO from Romania, emphasized the importance of integrating the
smart devices so that the control to make easy and the transition to self-control
networks to be smooth. The obtained results allow us to expect that in a short time
the expression “active” will be used for all distribution networks.
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Chapter 2

Optimal Power Flow Solution in
Smart Grid Environment Using
SVC and TCSC
Ankur Singh Rana, Mohit Bajaj and Shrija Gairola

Abstract

Flexible AC transmission system devices (FACTS) are most promising control-
lers in present day scenario when it comes to power transmission in long distances
in smart grids. FACTS devices provide system stability, midpoint voltage support
and reactive power control in grid interconnections. Conventionally, power flow
algorithm was used to evaluate the rating of FACTS devices by taking consideration
of magnitude of voltage and phase angle as independent variables. Nowadays,
FACTS device rating is evaluated with a new framework called optimal power flow.
This chapter provides a comparison for optimal power flow, with or without FACTS
devices such as static VAR compensator (SVC) and thyristor controlled series
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Advancement in the FACTS technology used for renewable energy generation as
well as for the transmission and distribution network interconnections ask for the
upgrade should be smart enough to cope up for the solution.

Smart grid concept came into the effect with the enhancement of technologies
like new and renewable energy sources, also the power transfer capabilities get
increased manifold in case of both transmission and distribution system. Also the
use of smart grid technology provides more flexible, stable and efficient operation
[1]. In smart grid interconnection, FACTS devices will increase the power transfer
capacity between existing transmission lines without erecting a new line [2]. FACTS
controller either reduce impedance of the line (by injecting voltage drop) or
increase the phase angle in turn increasing the active power transfer in power
system. Also, FACTS device does the reactive power compensation by injecting a
current to the existing system. Conventionally, controlled mechanical switches with
large switching time were used to connect the compensators to the transmission
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lers in present day scenario when it comes to power transmission in long distances
in smart grids. FACTS devices provide system stability, midpoint voltage support
and reactive power control in grid interconnections. Conventionally, power flow
algorithm was used to evaluate the rating of FACTS devices by taking consideration
of magnitude of voltage and phase angle as independent variables. Nowadays,
FACTS device rating is evaluated with a new framework called optimal power flow.
This chapter provides a comparison for optimal power flow, with or without FACTS
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line. During the time of fault, power system needs a fast recovery and to fulfill this
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requirement fast acting power electronics base FACTS devices are used in place of
mechanical switches. Apart from this, there are some major benefits of FACTS
devices listed below:

• Increase in power transfer capabilities of transmission lines.

• Provide voltage support along the line.

• Provide reactive power compensation in mid pints as well as at receiving end of
the line.

• Enhance the dynamic as well as steady state stability of the system
interconnections.

• Improvement in power factor.

On the basic of its placement in transmission line, FACTS controllers are classi-
fied in four categories as shown in Figure 1.

First is series controllers which inject voltage to the system. It also offers
variable impedance to the system. These controllers absorb or deliver active as well
as reactive power in the line. Examples of series FACTS controllers are: GTO
controlled series capacitor (GCSC), thyristor controlled series capacitor (TCSC),
static synchronous series compensators (SSSC), etc. Second is shunt controllers
which inject current to the system. If the phase angle between injected current and
line voltage is 90 degrees, then the device will deliver or absorb reactive power only.
Static VAR compensators (SVC), static synchronous compensators (STATCOM)
are the examples of this type of controller. Combined series-series controllers are
third type of FACTS controller which are used where more than one transmission
lines needs active and reactive power compensation at same time. It is a combina-
tion of series controllers connected by a DC link to provide compensation in differ-
ent transmission lines; for example, interline power flow controller (IPFC).
Combined series-shunt controller falls in fourth category, which is the combina-
tion of a series and shunt FACTS devices, which are connected with a dc link. The
DC link enables active power exchange between controllers; for example, unified
power flow controller (UPFC) is the combination of SSSC (series FACTS controller)
and STATCOM (shunt FACTS controller) which are coupled with a common DC
link. It has been observed that designers and researches have proposed various

Figure 1.
FACTS controllers.
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models for improvement of FACTS device performance with changing power sector
scenarios [3–19].

Starting from the conventional power system, a comparative studies of load flow
in system interconnection is done between Hessian matrix and Jacobian matrix
calculation [3]. The major obstacle in load flow studies have been identified by
Burchett et al. [4]. With course of time the power system structure has been
changed due to deregulation and independent power producer became the major
contributor in power generation [5]. With advancements in power sector policies,
conventional methods of active and reactive power dispatch has been changed over
the years. So Fuerte had suggested a new approach for optimal power flow problem
which was based on Newton’s method. This time a new augmented Lagrangian
function was associated with the original problem. Implementation of Lagrangian
function gave good results as compared to previous ones [6]. Fuerte et al. presented
a new and effective method for power flow by incorporating FACTS controllers in
power lines. They have also discussed series compensators, phase shifters and tap
changing transformers [7]. Pilotto et al. have discussed that how an electricity
market has changed after the introduction of FACTS controllers. They have also
discussed the rating, location and most efficient types of FACTS controllers for
particulate application in power system [8]. Gotham and Heydt presented the
model of FACT controllers and also showed that the FACTS devices are solid state
converters which have the mechanism for controlling various power system
parameters [9].

At the beginning of twenty-first century, Li et al. have developed a steady state
model of single FACTS controller for power flow control in the power line. They
had proposed genetic algorithm method for efficient power flow control. Result had
shown good results in this approach [10]. Canizares discussed the dynamic model of
thyristors based FACTS controllers. Models of static VAR compensators, thyristor
based series controller, unified power flow controllers had discussed in detail [11].
Dussan P proposed a model which has incorporated the existing load flow method
with Newton’s method. For designing of static VAR compensators variable shunt
susceptance model with Newton’s method is used in this case [12]. Yan and Sekar
have discussed about the evaluation of rating of FACTS devices. This paper have
discussed a whole new framework for designing the alternate power flow network
in power system [13]. In years, FACT devices are developed so that it will add
contribute more to steady state stability of the system. Keeping this in mind,
Biansoongnern proposed the optimum placement of FACTS devices like static VAR
compensators (SVC) and thyristor controlled series compensator (TCSC) which
will reduce the line losses and increase the power transfer capacity with additional
advantage of maintain the voltage profile along the line [14]. Pandya and Joshi has
published a paper which emphasis on reduction in generation cost and encourage
the use of FACT devices in place of adding another transmission line in the existing
system [15]. Hassan and other researchers have proposed a steady state model of
series and shunt compensators with firing angle control method. With this proposed
model variable power flow has been achieved in the transmission line. With intro-
duction of new generation techniques like renewables, concept of smart grid have
introduced in the power system [16]. Smart grid strengthens the transmission and
distribution system because of its coordination between various generating source
and smart meters installed in consumer’s end [17]. The critical technical issues faced
by smart grids are also discussed by Colak et al. [18]. With each passing year power
system is getting more efficient and stable because of the incorporation of FACTS
controllers in smart grid systems [19].

In this chapter the working of SVC and TCSC for OPF is explained. To do so, the
chapter is divided into five sections. Section 2 provides the overview of DG and
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models for improvement of FACTS device performance with changing power sector
scenarios [3–19].

Starting from the conventional power system, a comparative studies of load flow
in system interconnection is done between Hessian matrix and Jacobian matrix
calculation [3]. The major obstacle in load flow studies have been identified by
Burchett et al. [4]. With course of time the power system structure has been
changed due to deregulation and independent power producer became the major
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conventional methods of active and reactive power dispatch has been changed over
the years. So Fuerte had suggested a new approach for optimal power flow problem
which was based on Newton’s method. This time a new augmented Lagrangian
function was associated with the original problem. Implementation of Lagrangian
function gave good results as compared to previous ones [6]. Fuerte et al. presented
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converters which have the mechanism for controlling various power system
parameters [9].

At the beginning of twenty-first century, Li et al. have developed a steady state
model of single FACTS controller for power flow control in the power line. They
had proposed genetic algorithm method for efficient power flow control. Result had
shown good results in this approach [10]. Canizares discussed the dynamic model of
thyristors based FACTS controllers. Models of static VAR compensators, thyristor
based series controller, unified power flow controllers had discussed in detail [11].
Dussan P proposed a model which has incorporated the existing load flow method
with Newton’s method. For designing of static VAR compensators variable shunt
susceptance model with Newton’s method is used in this case [12]. Yan and Sekar
have discussed about the evaluation of rating of FACTS devices. This paper have
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introduced in the power system [16]. Smart grid strengthens the transmission and
distribution system because of its coordination between various generating source
and smart meters installed in consumer’s end [17]. The critical technical issues faced
by smart grids are also discussed by Colak et al. [18]. With each passing year power
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FACTS in smart grid environment. Section 3 focuses on the optimal power flow
solution with SVC and TCSC. Section 4 include the results related to SVC and TCSC
using OPF solution. In Section 5, future scope of FACTS devices in smart grid
environment is discussed.

2. Overview of DG and FACTS in smart grid environment

Smart grid is the futuristic approach for modernizing the normal grid [2]. Elec-
trical power system is the most complex system which contains all three major
sectors, namely, generation, transmission and distribution and were interconnected
like one unit, called vertical integrated utility.

In conventional grids, to supply load demands few interconnections were
needed among different systems and load shearing between power plants were
easy. But, in last few decades, electricity market has grown so fast and there is a
need of extra power by different consumers [20]. In order meet increased load
demand, many of the generating units are forced to operate at its maximum
installed capacity or other solution to get rid from this increased demand of elec-
tricity is with the help of distribution generation (DG) [17]. Addition of distribution
generation (DG) can make the power grid more reliable in terms of power genera-
tion and also can affect the system parameters like voltage or active and reactive
power control. Placements of DG and FACTS devices are depicted in Figure 2. Due
to placement of distributed generator at various points, generation capacity gets

Figure 2.
Smart grid environment using DG and FACTS.
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increased and there is a chance of system overload. Also there is an uncertainty of
power generation from distributed power generation source and it will lead to under
load condition [18]. Situations like overload and underload lead to frequency varia-
tion in power system. As discussed earlier, DG increase the generation capacity of the
systems will put more stress to the transmission system as there is no other new
transmission line for transferring the increase electric energy to various points. It is
difficult to erect a new line due to large installation cost. These problems like over
voltage, active and reactive power control need to be resolved. Only FACTS devices
with power electronics-based control can modify the voltage, phase angle and active
power transfer in real time [9, 10]. So FACTS controllers are used for resolving the
issues regarding the variation in network parameters imposed by distributed genera-
tion. Figure 2 depicts the smart grid environment with the involvements of DGs and
FACTs devices at various levels. Conventional power generation uses coal, nuclear,
hydro and gas actuated resources, whereas distributed generation uses solar, wind,
biomass, and geothermal resources. Distributed generations may be directly
connected to the industrial/commercial users level or it may be connected directly to
the transmission level with much higher capacity. Intermittent nature of these
renewable energy resources may generate the various problems (as discussed in last
paragraph) in the power flow, so in order to get rid of these problems various optimal
power flow methods are discussed in the next section.

3. Optimal power flow

Load in power system is distributed in such a manner that each generating unit
which is sharing the load will produce electrical power in most economical way. The
solution of this economic dispatched is done by optimal power flowmethod. The idea
of OPF concept was first introduced by Carpentier [21]. In OPF method, real and
reactive power scheduling is done in such way that the total generation cost gets
minimum [22]. It means each power plant is so scheduled that it will generate maxi-
mum power with minimum fuel cost. In optimal power flow (OPF) solution, first an
objective function is selected (e.g., cost of active power generation). As our power
system is highly complex, this objective function is represented by nonlinear equation.
Now this objective function is subjected to some system variables and constrains. In
Newton’s method, the formulation of objective function is much more flexible so that
theOPF algorithmcan be used for different applications. Newton’smethod is preferred
over other method due to its rapid convergence characteristic near solution [23].

The OPF solution yield various important information about power system and
implementation of OPF solution gives more promising results [24].

3.1 Conventional power flow model

The power transfer between sending and receiving end depends on three fac-
tors, first one is voltage at each end (shunt compensation), second one is reactance
of line (series compensation) and third is phase angle between two ends (phase
angle regulation) [25]. These factor can be varied together or separately.

The power transfer Pkm between two nodes, k and m is

Pkm ¼ VkVm

Xkm
sin θk � θmð Þ (1)

where Vk and Vm are the voltage magnitudes, θk � θm is phase angle difference
and Xkm is the reactance between node k and m.
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increased and there is a chance of system overload. Also there is an uncertainty of
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systems will put more stress to the transmission system as there is no other new
transmission line for transferring the increase electric energy to various points. It is
difficult to erect a new line due to large installation cost. These problems like over
voltage, active and reactive power control need to be resolved. Only FACTS devices
with power electronics-based control can modify the voltage, phase angle and active
power transfer in real time [9, 10]. So FACTS controllers are used for resolving the
issues regarding the variation in network parameters imposed by distributed genera-
tion. Figure 2 depicts the smart grid environment with the involvements of DGs and
FACTs devices at various levels. Conventional power generation uses coal, nuclear,
hydro and gas actuated resources, whereas distributed generation uses solar, wind,
biomass, and geothermal resources. Distributed generations may be directly
connected to the industrial/commercial users level or it may be connected directly to
the transmission level with much higher capacity. Intermittent nature of these
renewable energy resources may generate the various problems (as discussed in last
paragraph) in the power flow, so in order to get rid of these problems various optimal
power flow methods are discussed in the next section.

3. Optimal power flow

Load in power system is distributed in such a manner that each generating unit
which is sharing the load will produce electrical power in most economical way. The
solution of this economic dispatched is done by optimal power flowmethod. The idea
of OPF concept was first introduced by Carpentier [21]. In OPF method, real and
reactive power scheduling is done in such way that the total generation cost gets
minimum [22]. It means each power plant is so scheduled that it will generate maxi-
mum power with minimum fuel cost. In optimal power flow (OPF) solution, first an
objective function is selected (e.g., cost of active power generation). As our power
system is highly complex, this objective function is represented by nonlinear equation.
Now this objective function is subjected to some system variables and constrains. In
Newton’s method, the formulation of objective function is much more flexible so that
theOPF algorithmcan be used for different applications. Newton’smethod is preferred
over other method due to its rapid convergence characteristic near solution [23].

The OPF solution yield various important information about power system and
implementation of OPF solution gives more promising results [24].

3.1 Conventional power flow model

The power transfer between sending and receiving end depends on three fac-
tors, first one is voltage at each end (shunt compensation), second one is reactance
of line (series compensation) and third is phase angle between two ends (phase
angle regulation) [25]. These factor can be varied together or separately.
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FACTS controllers are used to modify voltage, line reactance and power angle. It
is clear from Eq. (1) that change in above factor will lead to change in power
transfer between nodes.

According to Gotham and Heydt, Newton-power flow method was used for
estimation of power transfer between generation end and distribution end [9].

In this method, the Jacobian Matrix J is formed and its structure is given below

J ¼
∂P
∂θ

∂Q
∂δ

∂P
∂V

∂Q
∂V

2
664

3
775 ¼

J1 J2

J3 J4

" #
(2)

The matrix of derivative of state variable describe the power system network in
a single equation In AC systems, power system variables can be represented by
simultaneous equations:

f XnAC;RnFð Þ ¼ 0 (3)

g XnAC;RnFð Þ ¼ 0 (4)

where XnAC and RnF are the control variables which stand for reactance and
resistance of power system. Dimensions of Jacobian are proportional to numbers
and kind of such controller variables.

3.2 Optimal power flow (OPF) concept

The main motive of OPF solution is to meet the load demand while keeping the
generation cost minimum. OPF also include economic load dispatch between the
generating units by assigning the load to each unit so that the fuel cost as well as
losses gets minimum. OPF also maintain system security by maintaining the system
in desired operating range at steady state. Maximum and minimum operating range
is decided by the operators so that at the time of overload, necessary action can be
taken easily. OPF only deals with steady state operating of power system not with
transient stability, contingency analysis of power system.

The application of optimal power flow is listed below:

1. OPF is used to calculate optimum generation pattern and to achieve the
minimum cost of generation.

2. By using current state of short- and long-term load forecasting, OPF can
provide preventive dispatch.

3.At the time of overload, when voltage limits get violated, a corrective dispatch
action is provided by optimal power flow solution.

4.OPF is also used to provide optimum generation voltage setting for switched
capacitor and for static VAR compensators.

Optimal power flow solution is also used for calculation of bus incremental cost.
Bus incremental cost tool is generally used to determine the marginal cost of power
at any bus.

3.3 Solution of the optimal power flow

The different methods for solving the OPF are given shown in Figure 3.
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Newton’s method (or lambda iteration method) of OPF is preferable among
other methods because of its fast convergence. It is the standard method for solving
the nonlinear power flow problems. So in coming segments, Newton’s method will
be discussed for designing of FACTS.

3.4 Newton’s method

3.4.1 Variables in Newton’s method

First the power flow equations are formulated by Newton’s power flow method.
After that sparse matrix techniques are applied on power flow equations to attain
the solution. In OPF solution, two types of variables are there. First one are control
variables and second one depends on control variable called dependent variable.
Magnitude of voltage its phase angle and active power at generator buses are
considered as controlled variables. Active and reactive power flow (including
losses) in all buses except slack bus and phase angle are dependent variable.

3.4.2 Objective function

In OPF solution, the selection of objective function is based on power system
economy and power system security. The most commonly used objective function
is cost of power generation. For thermal generating units this objective function is
generally represented by nonlinear, second order function given below:

F ¼ ∑
Ng

i¼1
Fi ¼ ∑

Ng

i¼1
aiP2

gi þ b Pgi þ ci
� �

Rs=h (5)

3.4.3 Equality constraints

The power flow equation provides information about the power flow that exists
in power network in steady state. For a feasible solution, the power balance must be
satisfied, otherwise the OPF solution is referred as infeasible. For a feasible OPF
some attempts are being made by relaxing some network constrains which are
subjected to

(a) For active power

Pi V; δð Þ � Pgi þ Pdi ¼ 0 for i ¼ 1; 2;…:;Nbð Þ (6)

Figure 3.
Optimal power flow methods.
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The main motive of OPF solution is to meet the load demand while keeping the
generation cost minimum. OPF also include economic load dispatch between the
generating units by assigning the load to each unit so that the fuel cost as well as
losses gets minimum. OPF also maintain system security by maintaining the system
in desired operating range at steady state. Maximum and minimum operating range
is decided by the operators so that at the time of overload, necessary action can be
taken easily. OPF only deals with steady state operating of power system not with
transient stability, contingency analysis of power system.

The application of optimal power flow is listed below:

1. OPF is used to calculate optimum generation pattern and to achieve the
minimum cost of generation.

2. By using current state of short- and long-term load forecasting, OPF can
provide preventive dispatch.

3.At the time of overload, when voltage limits get violated, a corrective dispatch
action is provided by optimal power flow solution.

4.OPF is also used to provide optimum generation voltage setting for switched
capacitor and for static VAR compensators.

Optimal power flow solution is also used for calculation of bus incremental cost.
Bus incremental cost tool is generally used to determine the marginal cost of power
at any bus.

3.3 Solution of the optimal power flow

The different methods for solving the OPF are given shown in Figure 3.
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Newton’s method (or lambda iteration method) of OPF is preferable among
other methods because of its fast convergence. It is the standard method for solving
the nonlinear power flow problems. So in coming segments, Newton’s method will
be discussed for designing of FACTS.

3.4 Newton’s method

3.4.1 Variables in Newton’s method

First the power flow equations are formulated by Newton’s power flow method.
After that sparse matrix techniques are applied on power flow equations to attain
the solution. In OPF solution, two types of variables are there. First one are control
variables and second one depends on control variable called dependent variable.
Magnitude of voltage its phase angle and active power at generator buses are
considered as controlled variables. Active and reactive power flow (including
losses) in all buses except slack bus and phase angle are dependent variable.

3.4.2 Objective function

In OPF solution, the selection of objective function is based on power system
economy and power system security. The most commonly used objective function
is cost of power generation. For thermal generating units this objective function is
generally represented by nonlinear, second order function given below:

F ¼ ∑
Ng

i¼1
Fi ¼ ∑

Ng

i¼1
aiP2

gi þ b Pgi þ ci
� �

Rs=h (5)

3.4.3 Equality constraints

The power flow equation provides information about the power flow that exists
in power network in steady state. For a feasible solution, the power balance must be
satisfied, otherwise the OPF solution is referred as infeasible. For a feasible OPF
some attempts are being made by relaxing some network constrains which are
subjected to

(a) For active power

Pi V; δð Þ � Pgi þ Pdi ¼ 0 for i ¼ 1; 2;…:;Nbð Þ (6)

Figure 3.
Optimal power flow methods.
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(b) For reactive power

Qi V; δð Þ –Qgi þQdi ¼ 0 for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;……::;Nbð Þ (7)

3.4.4 Inequality constraints

Variable should satisfy the OPF solution. Inequality constrains define the limits
for real power and reactive power generation, voltage magnitude and phase angle.
These constraints are:

Pmin
gi ≤Pgi ≤Pmax

gi for i ¼ 1; 2;…:;Nbð Þ (8)

Vmin
i ≤Vi ≤Vmax

i for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;……::;Nbð Þ (9)

δmin
i ≤ δi ≤ δmax

i for i ¼ 1; 2;…:;Nbð Þ (10)

Qmin
gi ≤Qgi ≤Qmax

gi for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;……::;Nbð Þ (11)

Now the equations of real and reactive power flow is given as

Pi V; δð Þ ¼ Vi ∑
Nb

j¼1
Vj Gij cos δi � δj

� �� Bij cos δi � δj
� �� �

(12)

Qi V; δð Þ ¼ Vi ∑
Nb

j¼1
Vj Gij sin δi � δj

� �� Bij Sin δi � δj
� �� �

(13)

where Vi, δi, Pi, and Qi are the voltage, phase angle, and active and reactive
power for ith bus; Pgi, Qgi and Pdi, Qdi are the active and reactive power generation
and demand of ith bus and.

Nb, Ng and Nv are is the total no. of buses, generator buses, voltage controlled
buses respectively,

In order to form the cost function, power system constrains are incorporated on
load flow equation. This new equation with added variable is called incremental cost
functions or Lagrange multiplier functions. It can be expressed as:

L Pg;V; δV
� � ¼ F Pgi

� �þ ∑
Nb

i¼1
λpi Pi V; δV; δð Þgi þ Pdi

� �
þ∑Nb

i¼Nvþ1λqi Qi V; δV; δð Þgi þ Qdi

� �
(14)

After the formulation of cost function, partial derivatives (first and second order)
of Lagrangian multiplier (Eq. 14) are calculated with respect to Pgi, δ, Vi, λpi, λqi.

3.4.5 Penalty function method

With consideration of voltage inequality constrains, an additional function is
added to the objective function, F. This additional function is called penalty func-
tion, αi. If voltage is outside the limit, the resulting function would be large and the
OPF will try to minimize it. Newton’s method is second derivative in formation so it
is easy to converge. There is only one difficulty which is near the limit, where
penalty is small thus it will allow the variable, i.e., if the voltage is above, it will float
over its limit. The penalty factor always fulfills the need for inequality constraints.
The quadratic penalty factor is described below:

∑R
i¼1αi ¼ ∑

R

i¼1

Si
2

yi � yi
� �2 (15)

where yi is for desired value, yi is the actual value and Si is theweighting coefficient.
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The objective of weighting coefficient is to strengthen the equation. Value
of weighting coefficient is calculated by taking the second derivative of penalty
factor.

∂αi
∂yi

¼ Si yi � yi
� �

(16)

∂
2αi
∂y2i

¼ Si (17)

Value of Si is varied automatically between two values called hard limit (target
limit) and soft limit (lowest value).

3.4.6 Algorithm for OPF based Newton’s method

1. Acquire the data ai, bi and ci (for i= total no of generator buses), current load
on each bus and total no of buses for existing distribution system.

2.Now compute the YBUS matrix by the algorithm designed for Y-bus.

3.Compute the initial values of Pgi for all generator buses as well as λ by
supposing that PL = 0. At that point the problem can be expressed by Eqs. (4)
and (5). Hence the solution can be got directly by Eqs. (14) and (2). Initialize
all λpi = 1, λqi = 0, Vi = 1p.u. and δi = 0.

4.Now compute elements of the Jacobean [J] and Hessian matrix [H], by
calculation the first and second order derivatives of Eq. 14

H½ �∙

ΔPg

Δδ

Δλp

ΔV

Δλq

2
666666664

3
777777775
¼ �

∂L
∂Pg

∂L
∂δ
∂L
∂λp

∂L
∂V
∂L
∂λq

2
666666666666666664

3
777777777777777775

(18)

where H is expressed by

∂
2L
∂P2

g

∂
2L

∂Pg∂δ

∂
2L

∂Pg∂λp

∂
2L

∂Pg∂V
∂
2L

∂Pg∂λq

∂
2L

∂δ∂Pg

∂
2L
∂δ2

∂
2L

∂δ∂λp

∂
2L

∂δ∂V
∂
2L

∂δ∂λq

∂
2L

∂λp∂Pg

∂
2L

∂λp∂δ

∂
2L
∂λ2p

∂
2L

∂λp∂V
∂
2L

∂λp∂λq

∂
2L

∂V∂Pg

∂
2L

∂V∂δ

∂
2L

∂V∂λp

∂
2L

∂V2
∂
2L

∂V∂λq

∂
2L

∂λq∂Pg

∂
2L

∂λq∂δ

∂
2L

∂λq∂λp

∂
2L

∂λq∂V
∂
2L
∂λq

2
66666666666666666664

3
77777777777777777775

(19)
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(b) For reactive power

Qi V; δð Þ –Qgi þQdi ¼ 0 for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;……::;Nbð Þ (7)

3.4.4 Inequality constraints

Variable should satisfy the OPF solution. Inequality constrains define the limits
for real power and reactive power generation, voltage magnitude and phase angle.
These constraints are:

Pmin
gi ≤Pgi ≤Pmax

gi for i ¼ 1; 2;…:;Nbð Þ (8)

Vmin
i ≤Vi ≤Vmax

i for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;……::;Nbð Þ (9)

δmin
i ≤ δi ≤ δmax

i for i ¼ 1; 2;…:;Nbð Þ (10)

Qmin
gi ≤Qgi ≤Qmax

gi for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;……::;Nbð Þ (11)

Now the equations of real and reactive power flow is given as

Pi V; δð Þ ¼ Vi ∑
Nb

j¼1
Vj Gij cos δi � δj

� �� Bij cos δi � δj
� �� �

(12)

Qi V; δð Þ ¼ Vi ∑
Nb

j¼1
Vj Gij sin δi � δj

� �� Bij Sin δi � δj
� �� �

(13)

where Vi, δi, Pi, and Qi are the voltage, phase angle, and active and reactive
power for ith bus; Pgi, Qgi and Pdi, Qdi are the active and reactive power generation
and demand of ith bus and.

Nb, Ng and Nv are is the total no. of buses, generator buses, voltage controlled
buses respectively,

In order to form the cost function, power system constrains are incorporated on
load flow equation. This new equation with added variable is called incremental cost
functions or Lagrange multiplier functions. It can be expressed as:

L Pg;V; δV
� � ¼ F Pgi

� �þ ∑
Nb

i¼1
λpi Pi V; δV; δð Þgi þ Pdi

� �
þ∑Nb

i¼Nvþ1λqi Qi V; δV; δð Þgi þ Qdi

� �
(14)

After the formulation of cost function, partial derivatives (first and second order)
of Lagrangian multiplier (Eq. 14) are calculated with respect to Pgi, δ, Vi, λpi, λqi.

3.4.5 Penalty function method

With consideration of voltage inequality constrains, an additional function is
added to the objective function, F. This additional function is called penalty func-
tion, αi. If voltage is outside the limit, the resulting function would be large and the
OPF will try to minimize it. Newton’s method is second derivative in formation so it
is easy to converge. There is only one difficulty which is near the limit, where
penalty is small thus it will allow the variable, i.e., if the voltage is above, it will float
over its limit. The penalty factor always fulfills the need for inequality constraints.
The quadratic penalty factor is described below:

∑R
i¼1αi ¼ ∑

R

i¼1

Si
2

yi � yi
� �2 (15)

where yi is for desired value, yi is the actual value and Si is theweighting coefficient.
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The objective of weighting coefficient is to strengthen the equation. Value
of weighting coefficient is calculated by taking the second derivative of penalty
factor.

∂αi
∂yi

¼ Si yi � yi
� �

(16)

∂
2αi
∂y2i

¼ Si (17)

Value of Si is varied automatically between two values called hard limit (target
limit) and soft limit (lowest value).

3.4.6 Algorithm for OPF based Newton’s method

1. Acquire the data ai, bi and ci (for i= total no of generator buses), current load
on each bus and total no of buses for existing distribution system.

2.Now compute the YBUS matrix by the algorithm designed for Y-bus.

3.Compute the initial values of Pgi for all generator buses as well as λ by
supposing that PL = 0. At that point the problem can be expressed by Eqs. (4)
and (5). Hence the solution can be got directly by Eqs. (14) and (2). Initialize
all λpi = 1, λqi = 0, Vi = 1p.u. and δi = 0.

4.Now compute elements of the Jacobean [J] and Hessian matrix [H], by
calculation the first and second order derivatives of Eq. 14
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ΔPg

Δδ

Δλp

ΔV

Δλq

2
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3
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where H is expressed by
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Value ofΔPg,Δδ,Δλp,ΔV, andΔλq are calculated using Gauss elimination method

5. Checking the convergence and optimal flow conditions. In case the condition
violates, GOTO step 6 else GOTO step 8.

∑
Ng

i¼1
ΔPgi
� �2 þ ∑

Nb

i¼2
Δδið Þ2 þ ∑

Nb

i¼1
Δλpi
� �2 þ ∑

Nb

i¼Nvþ1
ΔVið Þ2 þ ∑

Nb

i¼Nvþ1
Δλqi
� �2

" #
≤ ∈ (20)

6. After checking the convergence of the problem, values of Pgi, δi, λpi, Vi and
λqi has modified as:

Pgi ¼ Pgi þ ΔPgi for i ¼ 1; 2;…;Nvð Þ (21)

δi ¼ δi þ Δδi for i ¼ 2; 3;…;Nbð Þ (22)

λpi ¼ λpi þ Δλpi for i ¼ 1; 2;…;Nbð Þ (23)

Vi ¼ Vi þ ΔV i for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;…;Nbð Þ (24)

λqi ¼ λqi þ Δλqi for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;…;Nbð Þ (25)

7. For inequality, eliminate penalty factor or equation of power flow. After
addition or removal of derivatives, change the equation and now repeat step 4
to update the power flow solution.

8. Compute total generation cost.
9. End.

3.5 An optimal power flow numerical example for 5-bus system

For calculation of bus voltages and generated power, a five-bus network is given
in Figure 4.

Figure 4.
A typical 5-bus system.

Bus no. V (p.u.) δ (rad) λp

1 1.06 0 3.4052

2 1.00 �0.0014 3.4084

3 0.9875 �0.0555 3.5437

4 0.9843 �0.0593 3.5520

5 0.9717 �0.0684 3.5760

Table 1.
Node parameters for the 5-bus system.
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Tables 1 and 2 shows the resulting power flows, the node voltages and values of
Lagrange multipliers at operating points.

3.6 OPF analysis using FACTS

From literature survey done on FACTS controller, it has been observed that only
few research papers are there for the modeling of FACTS-devices. Yan and Sekar
proposed a mathematical model for TCSC, IPC and UPFC [13]. Also, in Handschin
and Lehmkoester research paper, an improvisation has done in the modeling field
and mathematical models of UPFC, SSSC have been proposed using OPF solution
[24]. The next section covers series (TCSC) and shunt (SVC) FACT devices.

3.7 Static VAR compensator (SVC)

SVC is a shunt FACTS devices used to maintain voltage profile along the trans-
mission line. The word “static” stands for the device with no moving parts. It is a
shunt connected device consists of thyristor switches with an assembly of inductors
and capacitors connected on parallel. This shunt FACTS device absorb or inject the
reactive as well as active power in the system. Figure 5 shows the basic SVC diagram.

3.7.1 OPF incorporating SVC

In this section discuss the designing methods of SVC using Newton’s method of
OPF. In this method it has been assumed that in order fulfill target voltage require-
ment, SVC should act as a variable shunt susceptance. Two type of SVC designing
methods are described in this section.

a. Shunt susceptance method

b.Firing angle control method

3.7.2 Lagrangian function

Lagrangian function for SVC is formulated by transforming the constrained
power flow equation into unconstrained one. Lagrangian function is denoted by L
(x,λ) which is the summation of objective function f(Pg) and product of Lagrange
multiplier vector λ and power flow equation [Pg,V,θ, B(α)].

Line
no.

From
bus

To
bus

Ps
(p.u.)

Qs (p.u.) Pr
(p.u.)

Qr
(p.u.)

PLoss
(p.u.)

QLoss
(p.u.)

1 1 2 0.4077 j0.9466 �0.2623 �j0.8926 0.1454 j0.0540

2 1 3 0.5855 j0.2217 �0.0712 �j0.1899 0.5143 j0.0318

3 2 3 0.4702 �j0.0193 �0.1096 �j0.0345 0.3606 j0.0152

4 2 4 0.4937 �j0.0082 �0.1334 �j0.0259 0.3603 j0.0177

5 2 5 0.6841 j0.0660 �0.4379 �j0.0273 0.2462 j0.0387

6 3 4 0.1717 j0.0581 �0.1132 �j0.0573 0.0586 j0.0007

7 4 5 0.2807 j0.0358 �0.0349 �j0.1787 0.4594 j0.0009

Table 2.
Line flows for the 5-bus system.
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Value ofΔPg,Δδ,Δλp,ΔV, andΔλq are calculated using Gauss elimination method

5. Checking the convergence and optimal flow conditions. In case the condition
violates, GOTO step 6 else GOTO step 8.

∑
Ng

i¼1
ΔPgi
� �2 þ ∑

Nb

i¼2
Δδið Þ2 þ ∑

Nb

i¼1
Δλpi
� �2 þ ∑

Nb

i¼Nvþ1
ΔVið Þ2 þ ∑

Nb

i¼Nvþ1
Δλqi
� �2

" #
≤ ∈ (20)

6. After checking the convergence of the problem, values of Pgi, δi, λpi, Vi and
λqi has modified as:

Pgi ¼ Pgi þ ΔPgi for i ¼ 1; 2;…;Nvð Þ (21)

δi ¼ δi þ Δδi for i ¼ 2; 3;…;Nbð Þ (22)

λpi ¼ λpi þ Δλpi for i ¼ 1; 2;…;Nbð Þ (23)

Vi ¼ Vi þ ΔV i for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;…;Nbð Þ (24)

λqi ¼ λqi þ Δλqi for i ¼ Nv þ 1;Nv þ 2;…;Nbð Þ (25)

7. For inequality, eliminate penalty factor or equation of power flow. After
addition or removal of derivatives, change the equation and now repeat step 4
to update the power flow solution.

8. Compute total generation cost.
9. End.

3.5 An optimal power flow numerical example for 5-bus system

For calculation of bus voltages and generated power, a five-bus network is given
in Figure 4.

Figure 4.
A typical 5-bus system.

Bus no. V (p.u.) δ (rad) λp

1 1.06 0 3.4052

2 1.00 �0.0014 3.4084

3 0.9875 �0.0555 3.5437

4 0.9843 �0.0593 3.5520

5 0.9717 �0.0684 3.5760

Table 1.
Node parameters for the 5-bus system.
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Tables 1 and 2 shows the resulting power flows, the node voltages and values of
Lagrange multipliers at operating points.

3.6 OPF analysis using FACTS

From literature survey done on FACTS controller, it has been observed that only
few research papers are there for the modeling of FACTS-devices. Yan and Sekar
proposed a mathematical model for TCSC, IPC and UPFC [13]. Also, in Handschin
and Lehmkoester research paper, an improvisation has done in the modeling field
and mathematical models of UPFC, SSSC have been proposed using OPF solution
[24]. The next section covers series (TCSC) and shunt (SVC) FACT devices.

3.7 Static VAR compensator (SVC)

SVC is a shunt FACTS devices used to maintain voltage profile along the trans-
mission line. The word “static” stands for the device with no moving parts. It is a
shunt connected device consists of thyristor switches with an assembly of inductors
and capacitors connected on parallel. This shunt FACTS device absorb or inject the
reactive as well as active power in the system. Figure 5 shows the basic SVC diagram.

3.7.1 OPF incorporating SVC

In this section discuss the designing methods of SVC using Newton’s method of
OPF. In this method it has been assumed that in order fulfill target voltage require-
ment, SVC should act as a variable shunt susceptance. Two type of SVC designing
methods are described in this section.

a. Shunt susceptance method

b.Firing angle control method

3.7.2 Lagrangian function

Lagrangian function for SVC is formulated by transforming the constrained
power flow equation into unconstrained one. Lagrangian function is denoted by L
(x,λ) which is the summation of objective function f(Pg) and product of Lagrange
multiplier vector λ and power flow equation [Pg,V,θ, B(α)].
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Qr
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PLoss
(p.u.)

QLoss
(p.u.)

1 1 2 0.4077 j0.9466 �0.2623 �j0.8926 0.1454 j0.0540

2 1 3 0.5855 j0.2217 �0.0712 �j0.1899 0.5143 j0.0318

3 2 3 0.4702 �j0.0193 �0.1096 �j0.0345 0.3606 j0.0152

4 2 4 0.4937 �j0.0082 �0.1334 �j0.0259 0.3603 j0.0177

5 2 5 0.6841 j0.0660 �0.4379 �j0.0273 0.2462 j0.0387

6 3 4 0.1717 j0.0581 �0.1132 �j0.0573 0.0586 j0.0007

7 4 5 0.2807 j0.0358 �0.0349 �j0.1787 0.4594 j0.0009
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Line flows for the 5-bus system.
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And shunt susceptance model of SVC is expressed as.

L x; λð Þ ¼ f Pg
� �þ λth Pg;V; θ;B αð Þ� �

(26)

where Pg is generated active power x is variable vector; B(α) is the shunt
susceptance of SVC. In above case only equality constraints are considered.

So keeping the equality constraints in consideration, the Lagrangian function
formulated for SVC is given as.

LSVC x; λð Þ ¼ λqkQk (27)

Qk ¼ �V2
kBsvc (28)

where designing of SVC can be done with two different methods. These
methods will be discussed in next section.

3.7.3 SVC total susceptance model (B = BSVC)

In total susceptance model of SVC, value of fundamental component of
susceptance Bsvc and equivalent reactance of SVC is calculated. The TCR is the
combination of capacitor and inductance with a bi-directional Thyristors valve
which is attached in parallel with a fixed capacitor.

Figure 5.
Static VAR compensator (SVC).
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At fundamental frequency, the equivalent reactance, XLeq

XLeq ¼ πXL

sin 2αþ 2 π � αð Þ (29)

where α is the thyristor firing angle. XL is inductive reactance, and Xc is
capacitive reactance.

Value of SVC susceptance is

BSVC ¼ XL � XC
π 2 π � αð Þð Þ þ sin 2αð Þ

XCXL
(30)

And value of reactive power is:

QSVC
i ¼ �V2

i BSVC (31)

After the computation of BSVC and QSVC
i , elements of the Jacobean (Eq. 18)

and Hessian matrix (Eq. 19) will be calculated by taking first and second order
derivatives of Eq. 14.

3.7.4 SVC firing angle control model

In TCR-FC configuration of SVC, TCR branch has a reactor in series with
thyristor pair. Its inductive reactance (XL) can be controlled by changing the firing
angle α. Because of this, total reactance of the SVC (XSVC) get changed as reactor is
in parallel with fixed capacitor. So the susceptance BSVC is given as

ISVC ¼ �jBSVCVk (32)

And the reactance of TCR is given by the formula

XTCR ¼ πXL

σ � sin σ
(33)

Now after putting the value σ = 2(π-α)

XTCR ¼ πXL

2 π � αð Þ þ sin 2αð Þ (34)

where σ and α are conduction and firing angles, respectively.
In SVC, TCR is in parallel with capacitor so, total reactance of SVC will be

(XLk XC)

XSVC ¼ πXCXL

XC 2 π � að Þ þ sin 2α½ � � πXL
(35)

where Xc = 1/wC,
After the computation of BSVC, elements of the Jacobean (Eq. 19) and Hessian

matrix (Eq. 20)will be calculated by taking first and second order derivatives of Eq. 13.

3.7.5 Lagrange multiplier

In case of SVC, Lagrange multiplier is initialized at λpk = 1 and λqk = 0.
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Figure 5.
Static VAR compensator (SVC).
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At fundamental frequency, the equivalent reactance, XLeq
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3.7.6 OPF test cases for SVC

The above defined method for SVC has implemented in an OPF to test algo-
rithm. Testing is done on 5-bus system discussed in Section 3.5. The objective
function is active power generation cost. Figure 6 shows a 5-bus system incorpo-
rating SVC.

Tables 3–6 shows the Node voltage, optimal generation cost of a standard 5-bus
system for susceptance model and firing angle control model respectively.

Figure 6.
A typical 5-bus system incorporating SVC.

Bus no. V (p.u.) δ (rad) λp

1 1.06 0 3.4052

2 1.00 �0.0013 3.4084

3 1 �0.0629 3.5519

4 1.0053 �0.0649 3.5600

5 0.9788 �0.0699 3.5780

Table 3.
Node parameters for the 5-bus system for susceptance model of SVC.

Line
no.

From
bus

To
bus

Ps
(p.u.)

Qs
(p.u.)

Pr
(p.u.)

Qr
(p.u.)

PLoss
(p.u.)

QLoss
(p.u.)

1 1 2 0.4061 j0.9471 �0.2607 �j0.8931 0.1454 j0.0540

2 1 3 0.5870 j0.1076 �0.0627 �j0.0836 0.5243 j0.0240

3 2 3 0.4724 �j0.1629 �0.1007 j0.1831 0.3717 j0.0202

4. 2 4 0.4940 �j0.1228 �0.1253 j0.1433 0.3687 j0.0205

5 2 5 0.6820 j0.0285 �0.4344 j0.0294 0.2476 j0.0379

6 3 4 0.1771 j0.2351 �0.1153 �j0.2329 0.0619 j0.0022

7 4 5 0.2943 j0.0938 0.1791 �j0.0911 0.4734 j0.0027

Table 4.
Line flows for the 5-bus system for susceptance model of SVC.
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3.8 Thyristor-controlled series capacitor (TCSC)

Thyristor control series capacitor is used to provide the variable impedance to
the network. TCSC assembly consists of a combination of capacitor in parallel with
Thyristor controlled reactor. The overall reactance of TCSC is the parallel combina-
tion of capacitive reactance and variable inductive reactance. By changing the
reactance of the line, this controller will change the power transfer capacity of the
line. Diagram of TCSC is shown in Figure 7.

3.9 OPF incorporating TCSC

In this section the OPF TCSC designing is done. TCSC model is adjusted
according to the Newton’s method for OPF calculation. For designing, it has been
assumed that the series reactance of TCSC is the non-linear function of firing angle.
Lagrangian function for TCSC is formulated by transforming the constrained power
flow equation into unconstrained one. Lagrangian function is denoted by L(x,λ)
which is the summation of objective function f(Pg) and product of Lagrange

Line
no.

From
bus

To
bus

Ps
(p.u.)

Qs (p.u.) Pr
(p.u.)

Qr
(p.u.)

PLoss
(p.u.)

QLoss
(p.u.)

1 1 2 0.4077 j0.9466 �0.2623 �j0.8926 0.1454 j0.0540

2 1 3 0.5826 j0.1682 �0.0640 �j0.1412 0.5187 j0.0270

3 2 3 0.4665 �j0.0866 �0.1012 �j0.1027 0.3654 j0.0161

4 2 4 0.4936 �j0.0486 �0.1306 �j0.0667 0.3631 j0.0181

5 2 5 0.6836 �0.0457 �0.4369 �j0.0073 0.2467 j0.0384

6 3 4 0.2053 j0.2184 �0.1450 �j0.2160 0.0603 j0.0024

7 4 5 0.2857 j0.0559 0.1786 �j0.0545 0.4643 j0.0014

Table 6.
Line flows for the 5-bus system for firing angle model of SVC.

Figure 7.
Thyristor controlled series capacitor.

Bus no. V (p.u.) δ (rad) λp

1 1.06 0 3.4053

2 1.00 �0.0014 3.4084

3 1.00 �0.0582 3.5403

4 0.9917 �0.0613 3.5485

5 0.9742 �0.0690 3.5739

Table 5.
Nodal parameters for the 5-bus system for firing angle model of SVC.
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3.8 Thyristor-controlled series capacitor (TCSC)

Thyristor control series capacitor is used to provide the variable impedance to
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multiplier vector λ and power flow equation [Pg,V,θ, B(α)]. And shunt susceptance
model of SVC is expressed as.

L x; λð Þ ¼ f Pg
� �þ λth Pg;V; θ;B αð Þ� �

(36)

where Pg is generated active power; B(α) is the shunt susceptance of SVC. In
above case only equality constraints are considered.

The power flow equations for bus k and m using Lagrangian function can be
written as

Ltcsc: x; λð Þ ¼ λpk Pk þ Pdk � Pgk
� �þ λqk Qk þ Qdk � Qgk

� �

þ λpm Pm þ Pdm � Pgm
� �þ λgm Qm þQdm � Qgm

� � (37)

where values λ of are for Lagrange multipliers for k and m bus; Pd, Qd are the
load demand for bus k and m. and Pg, Qg are the scheduled power generation. For
branch k-l the Lagrangian function, L

L ¼ Ltcsc: x; λð Þ þ Lflow x; λð Þ (38)

where Lflow = λml(Pml-Pspecified) and λml is Lagrange multiplier for active power
flow in branch m-l.

Reactance of TCSC is given by

XTCSC αð Þ ¼ XCXL αð Þ
XL αð Þ � XL

(39)

XL ¼ XL π π � 2α� sin 2α=ð Þ (40)

XTCSC αð Þ ¼ XLXC
XC
π 2 π � αð Þ þ sin 2 α½ � � XL

(41)

3.10 TCSC test case

Designing of TCSC can be done with two different methods. First one is variable
reactance model and second is firing angle control model of TCSC. For both models,
XTCSC, and BTCSC are calculated using Lagrange multiplier. After the computa-
tion of BTCSC, and XTCSC, elements of the Jacobean (Eq. 15) and Hessian matrix
(Eq. 18) will be calculated by taking derivatives of Eq. (13). Objective function for
TCSC is cost of active power generation. After designing, variable impedance TCSC
model and firing angle control TCSC model will be tested on 5-bus system. A 5-bus

Figure 8.
A typical 5-bus system incorporating TCSC.
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Bus no. V (p.u.) δ (rad) λp

1 1.06 0 3.4641

2 1.00 �0.0065 3.5023

3 1.048 �0.0579 3.5387

4 0.977 �0.0522 3.4581

5 0.972 �0.0611 3.5519

Table 7.
Node parameters for the 5-bus system for variable impedance model.

Line
no.

From
bus

To
bus

Ps
(p.u.)

Qs
(p.u.)

Pr
(p.u.)

Qr (p.u.) PLoss
(p.u.)

QLoss
(p.u.)

1 1 2 0.4889 j0.9199 �0.3432 �j0.8652 0.1456 j0.0547

2 1 3 0.5290 �j0.0257 0.0091 j0.0402 0.5381 j0.0145

3 2 3 0.3715 �j0.3228 0.0146 j0.3482 0.3861 j0.0254

4 2 4 0.4432 j0.0457 �0.0871 �j0.0329 0.3561 j0.0128

5 2 5 0.5915 j0.0883 �0.3489 �j0.0606 0.2426 j0.0276

6 3 4 0.6021 j2.2911 �0.4898 �j2.1389 0.1123 j0.1522

7 4 5 0.2669 j0.0079 0.1890 �j0.0075 0.4560 j0.0004

Table 8.
Line flows for the 5-bus system for variable impedance model.

Bus no. V (p.u.) δ (rad) λp

1 1.06 0 3.4541

2 1.00 �0.024 3.4632

3 1.036 �0.0613 3.4562

4 0.962 �0.0642 3.4431

5 0.971 �0.0653 3.5562

Table 9.
Nodal parameters for the 5-bus system for firing angle model of TCSC.

Line
no.

From
bus

To
bus

Ps
(p.u.)

Qs
(p.u.)

Pr
(p.u.)

Qr (p.u.) PLoss
(p.u.)

QLoss
(p.u.)

1 1 2 0.7685 j0.8314 �0.6200 �j0.7682) 0.1485 j0.0632

2 1 3 0.5563 j0.0190 �0.0232 �j0.0014) 0.5331 j0.0176

3 2 3 0.3144 �j0.2498 0.0634 j0.2545 0.3778 j0.0137

4 2 4 0.4379 j0.1294 �0.0864 �j0.1145) 0.3516 j0.0150

5 2 5 0.4953 j0.1235 �0.2559 �j0.1048) 0.2394 j0.0187

6 3 4 0.8856 j2.2711 �0.7708 �j2.1066) 0.1148 j0.1645

7 4 5 0.2151 �j0.0330 0.2334 j0.0341 0.4485 j0.0003

Table 10.
Line flows for the 5-bus system for firing angle model of TCSC.
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(Eq. 18) will be calculated by taking derivatives of Eq. (13). Objective function for
TCSC is cost of active power generation. After designing, variable impedance TCSC
model and firing angle control TCSC model will be tested on 5-bus system. A 5-bus
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A typical 5-bus system incorporating TCSC.
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system incorporating TCSC is shown in Figure 8. Tables 7–10 shows the nodal
parameters and optimal generation cost for modified with system losses for variable
impedance model and firing angle control modal respectively.

4. Result and discussion

For standard 5 bus system, the resulting power flows, node voltages are given in
Tables 1 and 2, the generation cost and active power losses are presented in tabular
form in Table 11.

Above table shows that all nodal voltages edge toward high voltage side. The
purpose of OPF solution is served as the multiplier method handled the limit
violation efficiently which happed during the iteration process. Also the power
production by two generators after optimal power flow solution is different from
conventional solution. In conventional solution, an undesirable situation arise as
there is a mismatched generation of power for both generator used in standard 5 bus
system. But in OPF solution, the produced and absorbed reactive power is function
of optimization algorithm which enable each generator to hold the even share of
active power requirement.

4.1 The static VAR compensator (SVC)

The OPF solution for new model of SVC are tested on standard 5-bus system
which are used previously. Tables 12 and 13 provide the detail of optimal genera-
tion cost for Upgraded SVC with susceptance model and firing angle control model.

Quantity Value

cost of Active power generation 127.59 Rs/h

Active power generation 1.7031 p.u.

Reactive power generation 0.400 p.u.

Table 11.
OPF solution for the 5-bus system by Newton’s method.

Quantity Value

cost of Active power generation 125.78 Rs/h

Active power generation 1.7037 p.u.

Reactive power generation 0.5460 p.u.

Table 12.
OPF solution for the 5-bus system by using susceptance model of SVC.

Quantity Value

Cost of Active power generation 125.75 Rs/h

Active power generation 1.7024 p.u.

Reactive power generation 0.5532 p.u.

Table 13.
OPF solution for the 5-bus system by using firing angle model of SVC.
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The above table shows that the generation cost is reduced after the implemen-
tation of SVCs and the voltage profile is also improved. So it is clear that incorpo-
ration of SVC in the system will lead to content voltage profile along the line.

On comparing above two cases, it can be concluded that the generation cost is
almost equal. In early iteration, there are oscillation in cost and losses due to
variation in penalty weighing factor.

4.2 Thyristor-controlled series compensator (TCSC)

Like SVCs, the OPF solution for new model of TCSC is tested on, Standard 5-bus
system which were used previously. The detail of optimal generation cost for
upgraded SVC is provided by Tables 14 and 15.

On comparing both models of OPF it can be observed that, the generation cost is
a bit different but both models work in favor of increase in power transfer capacity
of transmission line.

5. Conclusion

This chapter includes the optimum power flow solution for FACTS devices in
smart grid environment. FACTS devices functions are evolving from simply sus-
taining the stability of the transmission system to increasing of power transfer
capability hence improvement of overall performance of transmission line. It can be
concluded that over the year, various optimization techniques, numerical methods
are used for solving the optimum power flow problems. In today’s scenario, cur-
rently available OPF algorithm satisfy all the full nonlinear load flow model and its
boundary variables. Newton’s method is one of the newest OPF algorithm and gives
highest convergence characteristic. Since 1980, there are so many improvements in
numeric techniques and introduction of computer based numerical techniques have
given it a tremendous exposure. But even after such a remarkable advancement, the
OPF solution is a difficult mathematical problem to solve. In real time OPF is more
complex nonlinear problem which are subjected to real time constrains, and some-
time prone to some ill real time conditions and difficult to converge. So a new OPF
algorithm can be recommended for future which will have the ability to overcome
the drawback that is encountered in real time application.

Quantity Value

Cost of Active power generation 125.72 Rs/h

Active power generation 1.6952 p.u.

Reactive power generation 0.4324 p.u.

Table 14.
OPF solution for the 5-bus system by using susceptance model of TCSC.

Quantity Value

Cost of Active power generation cost 125.718 Rs/h

Active power generation 1.7002 p.u.

Reactive power generation 0.4623 p.u.

Table 15.
OPF solution for the 5-bus system by using firing angle model of TCSC.
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The above table shows that the generation cost is reduced after the implemen-
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5.1 Future scope

From several years thyristor-based phase controlled switches has been used for
FACTS device application, and considered as conventional. Now a days, more
promising switch-mode GTO-based switches are introduces in place of conven-
tional thyristor switch. A hybrid approach involving both thyristor and GTO based
switches are suggested for future FACTS controller.

The ongoing restructuring of power system leads to power system stability
problem because of the change in power transfer patters between generation,
transmission and distribution companies. FACTS controllers are used for
accomplishing stability objectives. OPF algorithm for FACTS controller ensure the
placement of FACTS devices in such a manner that will ensure system stability,
content voltage profile and improved overall reliability of the power system.
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Chapter 3

Reducing Power Losses in Smart
Grids with Cooperative Game
Theory
Javier B. Cabrera, Manuel F. Veiga, Diego X. Morales
and Ricardo Medina

Abstract

In a theoretical framework of game theory, one can distinguish between the
noncooperative and the cooperative game theory. While the theory of noncoopera-
tive games is about modeling competitive behavior, cooperative game theory is
dedicated to the study of cooperation among a number of players. The cooperative
game theory includes mostly two branches: the Nash negotiation and the coalitional
game theory. In this chapter, we restrict our attention to the latter. In recent years,
the concept of efficient management of electric power has become more complex as a
result of the high integration of distributed energy resources in the scenarios to be
considered, mainly distributed generation, energy storage distributed, and demand
management. This situation has been accentuated with the appearance of new con-
sumption elements, such as electric vehicles, which could cause a high impact on
distribution gridworks if they are not managed properly. This chapter presents an
innovative approach toward an efficient energy model through the application of the
theory of cooperative games with transferable utility in which the management,
capacity, and control of distributed energy resources are integrated to provide opti-
mal energy solutions that allow achieving significant savings in associated costs. This
chapter presents a general description of the potential of the application of the theory
to address Smart Grid, providing a systematic treatment.

Keywords: game theory, coalition, cooperative, Smart Grid, power loss

1. Introduction

Electricity consumption has grown in terms of the advances in technology, but
we must bear in mind that this demand for electricity is variable at different times
of the day. It is therefore possible to divide a day into two parts, namely, the
maximum and minimum demand periods [1]. For 1 day, the maximum demand
consists of the most active time of electricity consumption, and the maximum
demand differs depending on the season. If power plants are able to consistently
maintain high power generation, they can meet the maximum demand. However,
the high production of electricity, especially obtained from nonrenewable energy
resources (e.g., thermoelectric power plants), usually wastes a lot of energy. There-
fore, we require a new type of intelligent electrical grid, which can help power
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the high production of electricity, especially obtained from nonrenewable energy
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fore, we require a new type of intelligent electrical grid, which can help power
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plants to be more efficient, reliable, and solid, to avoid the generation of unneces-
sary energy and/or loss of energy in the distribution.

Microgrids (MGs) comprising distributed power generators have been intro-
duced recently to construct smart grid to reduce power loss. MGs are able to supply
electricity to the end users (i.e., homes, companies, schools, and so forth) which are
linked to the corresponding MGs [2]. The MGs can exchange power with others. In
addition, they are also capable of transferring power with the macro station (MS),
which is the primary substation of the smart grid. In the presence of MGs, it is
desirable to allow the microgrids to service some small geographical areas or group
of customers based on their demand, so as to relieve the demand on the main grid
[2]. We consider a power network consisting of interconnected microgrids and a
macrogrid. The MGs harvest renewable energy (e.g., wind, solar, etc.), whereas the
macrogrid produces energy from conventional sources. The MGs are equipped with
storage devices (e.g., batteries) in which they can store energy for future usage
locally. Although these resources are easily procurable and depicted as “green”
energy resources, they present a significant shortcoming since they cannot guaran-
tee stable production of electricity at all times [3]. For example [4], solar energy
generation through deployed solar panels in the MGs can be seriously hampered on
rainy days. When a MG needs additional power, it can buy electricity from the
wholesaler (i.e., the MS) and/or from neighboring MGs.

Kantarci et al. proposed the “cost-aware smart microgrid network design,”
which enables economic power transactions within the smart grid [5, 6]. The prob-
lem of power loss minimization was discussed in the work conducted by
Meliopoulos et al. [7, 8] whereby a real-time and coordinated control scheme was
proposed with the participation of distributed generation resources that can be
coordinated with the existing infrastructure [9–11].

Kirthiga et al. proposed a detailed methodology to develop an autonomous
microgrid for addressing power loss in [12]. Furthermore, some researchers have
addressed power loss in the works in [13–15].

At present, game theory is an important tool for microgrid research as described
in the work in [16–18]. Saad et al. presented an algorithm based on the cooperative
game theory to study novel cooperative strategies between the microgrids of a
distribution network [19].

The challenge of the electric companies is to determine the mechanisms that
allow efficiently and quickly the equal distribution of the electric power surren-
dered by the electricity distribution grid as well as the distributed generation and
that the clients or consumers of that energy have a common benefit.

According to the energy current pattern, the chain of the use of the energy was
based on the generation stages, transport, distribution-commercialization, and con-
sumption. This model in some countries differs basically in the form of the electric
market, that is to say, in countries like Ecuador, Venezuela, and Mexico, the market
structure is monopolist which has a single company constituted by subcompanies
denominated as generation company, transmission company, and distribution
companies. The price for the energy is fixed by the institutions of the State that
regulate the electric sector. In other countries, mainly European countries, the
market pattern is based on the free offer on the part of the generation companies,
consumers can choose the company freely to which they want to buy the product,
and the transmissions and distribution companies allow to carry out these trans-
actions acting as intermediaries in the energy sale. From a general perspective, it is
foreseen that the new smart electric grid is a cyber-physical system of a large scale
that can improve the efficiency, dependability, and robustness of the electric grids,
by means of the integration of advanced techniques, as control, communications,
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and signal processing. Intrinsically, the smart electric grid is an energy grid made up
of intelligent nodes that can operate, communicate, and interact, in an autonomous
way, to provide efficient electrical power to its consumers. The heterogeneous
nature of the smart electric grid motivates the adoption of advanced techniques to
overcome the diverse technical challenges in different levels as the design, control,
and implementation.

In this sense, it is expected that the theory of games constitutes an essential
analytic tool in the design of the future smart power grid, as well as in the cyber-
physical systems to a large scale. The theory of games is a formal framework as
much analytic as conceptual with a group of mathematical tools that allow the study
of complex interactions among rational, independent players.

2. Electric system model for a cooperative game

Considering a single macro station denominated by a transmission substation,
this macro station has a group of N Smart Grid, which a certain period of time can
behave as microgrids that have an energy surplus (sellers) or energy requirements
(buyers). Thus, a coalition formed in the grid can have any of these two types of
Smart Grid.

One of the initial hypotheses to consider the exchange pattern based on a coop-
erative game is that all the Smart Grid possesses the information of the grid that
allows choosing one of them. Being part of a specific coalition is always know, and
the link between all and each one of Smart Grid belonging to the certain Macro
station is always feasible, having as a result that all the members of the electric grid
can interact with each other.

A specific electric grid may be made up of a group of Smart Grid, where for the
i-th Smart Grid in a particular frame of time it can be said that this microgrid has a
generated total power called Pi and at the same time a power demand by a group of
consumers that is shown in Di. Therefore, the surplus power to the Smart Grid i∈N
is given by [20]:

Qi ¼ Pi �Di (1)

Depending on the power generation values and electrical demand in Smart Grid,
the surplus energy can define three cases to analyze:

• Case 1: Qi>0:In this case, the Smart Grid has a surplus power which makes it
able to sell this electric power (seller) and shaping coalitions with the Smart
Grid or substation.

• Case 2: Qi ¼ 0: In this case, the Smart Grid supplies its consumption.

• Case 3: Qi <0:Here the Smart Grid can buy electric power (buyer) from
another Smart Grid or substation.

It should be kept in mind that both the power generated Pi and the demand Di
are random; the first can rely on the wind speed, solar irradiation intensity, etc.;
and the second would be determined by uses of the energy on the part of the
consumers. This gives rise to the surplus Qi that will also be a random variable in
the Smart Grid. Its value in a point in time will define an agent as a seller or an
energy buyer [20].
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and signal processing. Intrinsically, the smart electric grid is an energy grid made up
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generated total power called Pi and at the same time a power demand by a group of
consumers that is shown in Di. Therefore, the surplus power to the Smart Grid i∈N
is given by [20]:

Qi ¼ Pi �Di (1)

Depending on the power generation values and electrical demand in Smart Grid,
the surplus energy can define three cases to analyze:

• Case 1: Qi>0:In this case, the Smart Grid has a surplus power which makes it
able to sell this electric power (seller) and shaping coalitions with the Smart
Grid or substation.

• Case 2: Qi ¼ 0: In this case, the Smart Grid supplies its consumption.

• Case 3: Qi <0:Here the Smart Grid can buy electric power (buyer) from
another Smart Grid or substation.

It should be kept in mind that both the power generated Pi and the demand Di
are random; the first can rely on the wind speed, solar irradiation intensity, etc.;
and the second would be determined by uses of the energy on the part of the
consumers. This gives rise to the surplus Qi that will also be a random variable in
the Smart Grid. Its value in a point in time will define an agent as a seller or an
energy buyer [20].
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A second hypothesis might bear in mind that the energy exchange will only
happen among the Smart Grid (each other) or the substation. Then it won’t be
deemed the energy exchange with the macrogrid, which means that an electric
possible transmission system will not be considered present [20].

All energy exchange that is carried out either among the Smart Grid and the Smart
Grid and the substation incurs a cost associated with the energy losses in the driver.
The energy losses in the feeders or the electric lines that are connected to each other,
to the Smart Grid or to the substation are a function of the driver's resistance, the
distance of the line, and of the power transmitted by the line in a specific time t.

2.1 Losses of power for the exchange between a Smart Grid and the substation

If a smart grid carries out an energy exchange with the substation, the losses of
power incurred can be determined through Eq. (2) [20]:

P loss
i ¼ RioI2o þ βPi Qið Þ (2)

where
Ploss
i is the losses due to the exchange of power between the substation and the

Smart Grid i∈N.
Rio is the driver’s resistance that joins the substation with the Smart Grid i∈N.
This resistance is calculated as the product of the resistivity per unit length of the

driver in Ω=km½ � used to connect both Smart Grid and the distance in km½ � between
these elements.

Io is the electric current in A½ � that flows through the driver, which joins the
substation with the ith Smart Grid.

β is the coefficient that reflects the fraction of the losses in the transformer by
the substation during the power exchange.

Pi Qið Þ is the power flow between the substation and the i-th Smart Grid.
It can be said that the power losses associated to the power exchange are made

up of a loss component in the electric line (feeder or sub-transmission line) that
links the substation with the Smart Grid i∈N: The second component is given by
the losses in the substation due to the use of the transformer to carry out the
exchange of power. If it is considered that the electric current through the electric
line of distribution may be calculated from:

Io ¼ Pi Qið Þ
Uo

, (3)

then, Eq. (2) to determine power losses can be written as an only power flow
function through electric line given by Eq. (4):

P loss
i ¼ Rio

Pi Qið Þ
Uo

� �2
þ βPi Qið Þ (4)

The power flow depends on the kind of the Smart Grid i∈N (buyer or seller);
thus [1]:

Pi Qið Þ ¼
Qi if Qi>0

Li if Qi <0

0 other cases

8><
>:

(5)
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Eq. (4) expresses the next; if a Smart Grid acts as a seller, the power of Qi is
completely sold to the substation; thus the flow power PiQi corresponds exclusively
to that power, and the power losses are determined by Eq. (4) [20].

On the other hand, if the i-th Smart Grid is a buyer, the power flow will
be generated from the substation that should deliver such a power to solve the
Smart Grid’s power demands and its losses of power incurred for the power
flow. Then the power of Li which should be delivered by the substation is
determined by [20]:

Li ¼ Ploss
io þ Prequired

i (6)

where Prequired
i ¼ �Qi is the power required by the substation’s load and the value

of Li the power flow through the line. When substituting these values from Eq. (4)
to Eq. (6), the expression for the power which should be delivered by the substation
to Smart Grid i∈N is reached [1]:

Li ¼ Rio
Li

Uo

� �2
þ βLi �Qi (7)

Rio

U2
o
L2
i � 1� βð ÞLi � Qi ¼ 0 (8)

Eq. (8) can present three possible solutions for the variable Li because the same
one corresponds to a quadratic equation.

If the equation presents real positive roots, the root that is the solution will be
the lesser of the two, since it will cause fewer losses. Then the losses through the
distribution line are determined to substitute in Eq. (4) the value of PiQi ¼ Lij j.

If the equation presents negative roots or it does not have a real solution, the
considered answer is:

L ∗
i ¼ 1� βð ÞU2

o

2Rio
(9)

Then the power losses are calculated substituting L ∗
i in Eq. (7).

In either case, if Nb is the total number of buyers present in a certain time, being
Nb⊆N, then it should be fulfilled with the power of the substation at a given
moment that [1]:

X
i∈Nb

Li ≤Psubestation (10)

The value of Li is the power flow which means the demanded power plus the
power loss in the electric lines.

2.2 Power loss in smart grids

Suppose that the energy exchange is carried out between the Smart Grid i∈Nb
denominated buyer, and another Smart Grid j∈Ns called the seller. Since Nb, the
group of all the Smart Grid buyers and the group of all the Smart Grid sellers with
Nb∪Ns¼N; the power losses will be similar to the case of the exchange with the
substation, unless:
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It can be said that the power losses associated to the power exchange are made

up of a loss component in the electric line (feeder or sub-transmission line) that
links the substation with the Smart Grid i∈N: The second component is given by
the losses in the substation due to the use of the transformer to carry out the
exchange of power. If it is considered that the electric current through the electric
line of distribution may be calculated from:
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, (3)

then, Eq. (2) to determine power losses can be written as an only power flow
function through electric line given by Eq. (4):

P loss
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The power flow depends on the kind of the Smart Grid i∈N (buyer or seller);
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Li if Qi <0
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Eq. (4) expresses the next; if a Smart Grid acts as a seller, the power of Qi is
completely sold to the substation; thus the flow power PiQi corresponds exclusively
to that power, and the power losses are determined by Eq. (4) [20].

On the other hand, if the i-th Smart Grid is a buyer, the power flow will
be generated from the substation that should deliver such a power to solve the
Smart Grid’s power demands and its losses of power incurred for the power
flow. Then the power of Li which should be delivered by the substation is
determined by [20]:

Li ¼ Ploss
io þ Prequired

i (6)

where Prequired
i ¼ �Qi is the power required by the substation’s load and the value

of Li the power flow through the line. When substituting these values from Eq. (4)
to Eq. (6), the expression for the power which should be delivered by the substation
to Smart Grid i∈N is reached [1]:

Li ¼ Rio
Li

Uo
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þ βLi �Qi (7)

Rio

U2
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L2
i � 1� βð ÞLi � Qi ¼ 0 (8)

Eq. (8) can present three possible solutions for the variable Li because the same
one corresponds to a quadratic equation.

If the equation presents real positive roots, the root that is the solution will be
the lesser of the two, since it will cause fewer losses. Then the losses through the
distribution line are determined to substitute in Eq. (4) the value of PiQi ¼ Lij j.

If the equation presents negative roots or it does not have a real solution, the
considered answer is:

L ∗
i ¼ 1� βð ÞU2

o

2Rio
(9)

Then the power losses are calculated substituting L ∗
i in Eq. (7).

In either case, if Nb is the total number of buyers present in a certain time, being
Nb⊆N, then it should be fulfilled with the power of the substation at a given
moment that [1]:

X
i∈Nb

Li ≤Psubestation (10)

The value of Li is the power flow which means the demanded power plus the
power loss in the electric lines.

2.2 Power loss in smart grids

Suppose that the energy exchange is carried out between the Smart Grid i∈Nb
denominated buyer, and another Smart Grid j∈Ns called the seller. Since Nb, the
group of all the Smart Grid buyers and the group of all the Smart Grid sellers with
Nb∪Ns¼N; the power losses will be similar to the case of the exchange with the
substation, unless:
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1.The energy exchange does not incur in the use of the transformer substation;
consequently, the loss coefficient is β ¼ 0.

2.The energy exchange between the Smart Grids should not necessarily be
carried out with a voltage Uo but to a lower voltage U1.

Thus, the energy losses for the power flow of a Smart Grid i∈Nb y and another
Smart Grid j∈Ns can be determined from the equation [20]:

Ploss
ij ¼ RijI2ij (11)

Since Rij is the total resistance of the driver that joins the i-th Smart Grid buyer
with the jth Smart Grid seller, their value is calculated from Rij ¼ R∙dij, something
akin to an exchange case with the substation.

The current Iij depends on the power flow through the electric line; therefore, as
in the power exchange case with the substation and except for the different voltage
level that is U1, the power losses will be given for [20]:

Ploss
ij ¼ Rij

Pi Qið Þ
U1

� �2
(12)

The power flow Pi Qið Þ is similarly defined in Eq. (5) where the value of power Li
that supplies the Smart Grid buyer is determined by Eq. (11) with the value β ¼ 0,
getting the following equation [20]:

Rij

U2
1
L2
i � Li � Qi ¼ 0 (13)

The solution of Eq. (13) will result once again in the cases that have been
presented before where there are two different real solutions, a unique real solution,
or no practical solutions. This way if:

Eq. (13) generates two values Li, positive real and different. The lowest value is
chosen since it will produce the fewest losses. The losses due to the power exchange
are determined by (12) when substituting Pi Qið Þ ¼ Lij j.

On the other hand, Eq. (13) produces real roots, or there is no real solution; the
value that is to be adopted for the power is:

L ∗
i ¼ U2

1

2Rij
(14)

The value L ∗
i is replaced in Eq. (12) to determine the losses, since it is the power

sum of the microgrid plus the power losses present during the flow power. The
Smart Grid that acts at this precise point of time like seller will not necessarily cover
the power Qi required by the part of a certain Smart Grid buyer.

2.3 Algorithm for the coalition building in a cooperative game with
transferable utility

To set an algorithm 1 based on [20], considerations and definitions may be
carried out so that the result is a modified algorithm of [20] with the incorporation
of restrictions and hypothesis that simplify the mathematical process and the cal-
culations when carrying out its simulation.
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As it was described in point (2.2), a group Smart Grid S ofN is considered present
in the electric grid linked to a macrogrid through a substation. Thus, a coalition game
is formulated which is formed by the pair N; vð Þ, since N is the total number of
players (Smart Grid) and v : 2N ! ℝ is a function that assigns to a coalition ⊆N a real
number to represent the total benefit reached by S. It must, therefore, define the
value of function v sð Þ assigned to this number or the coalition S⊆N.

The following describes the subroutines that would make up an algorithm,
which will be necessary to set up the simulation that allows determining the game
payment functions, the power loss of electrical grid, and power distribution in the
cooperative exchange based on the resulting coalitions in the game process.

2.3.1 Subroutine for coalition formation

Once the noncooperative exchange is established, the next step is to form the
coalitions which are the generation of cooperative groups to ease substation load
and maximize the Smart Grid’s profitability through the decrease of the losses [20].

Issues that should be considered by the time to begin to carry out the coalitions
are the exchange between the Smart Grid regardless of the substation. Depending
on the distance among Smart Grids in the subsets and at smaller distance minors,
there will be losses; the exchange is carried out at the local level, without the
necessity of the substation, except for it still existing as a surplus or lacking energy
in the coalition and Smart Grid.

At the moment to start developing the coalitions, it is essential to consider that
the exchange between the Smart Grid depends on the distance between the Smart
Grid and the subsets Sb y Ss (at a shorter distance lower will be the losses). The
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getting the following equation [20]:
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On the other hand, Eq. (13) produces real roots, or there is no real solution; the
value that is to be adopted for the power is:

L ∗
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1
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The value L ∗
i is replaced in Eq. (12) to determine the losses, since it is the power

sum of the microgrid plus the power losses present during the flow power. The
Smart Grid that acts at this precise point of time like seller will not necessarily cover
the power Qi required by the part of a certain Smart Grid buyer.

2.3 Algorithm for the coalition building in a cooperative game with
transferable utility

To set an algorithm 1 based on [20], considerations and definitions may be
carried out so that the result is a modified algorithm of [20] with the incorporation
of restrictions and hypothesis that simplify the mathematical process and the cal-
culations when carrying out its simulation.
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As it was described in point (2.2), a group Smart Grid S ofN is considered present
in the electric grid linked to a macrogrid through a substation. Thus, a coalition game
is formulated which is formed by the pair N; vð Þ, since N is the total number of
players (Smart Grid) and v : 2N ! ℝ is a function that assigns to a coalition ⊆N a real
number to represent the total benefit reached by S. It must, therefore, define the
value of function v sð Þ assigned to this number or the coalition S⊆N.

The following describes the subroutines that would make up an algorithm,
which will be necessary to set up the simulation that allows determining the game
payment functions, the power loss of electrical grid, and power distribution in the
cooperative exchange based on the resulting coalitions in the game process.

2.3.1 Subroutine for coalition formation

Once the noncooperative exchange is established, the next step is to form the
coalitions which are the generation of cooperative groups to ease substation load
and maximize the Smart Grid’s profitability through the decrease of the losses [20].

Issues that should be considered by the time to begin to carry out the coalitions
are the exchange between the Smart Grid regardless of the substation. Depending
on the distance among Smart Grids in the subsets and at smaller distance minors,
there will be losses; the exchange is carried out at the local level, without the
necessity of the substation, except for it still existing as a surplus or lacking energy
in the coalition and Smart Grid.

At the moment to start developing the coalitions, it is essential to consider that
the exchange between the Smart Grid depends on the distance between the Smart
Grid and the subsets Sb y Ss (at a shorter distance lower will be the losses). The
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exchange is carried out at the local level without the need of the substation except
that an energy surplus or lack of power supply in the coalition and Smart Grid
would be present.

The aim of forming coalitions inside the electric grid is to look for participation
of group N, so the members of group N are creating disjoint subsets, where each
subset Si ⊂N is a coalition [21]. Thus, the participation established will be
S1; S2; S3;⋯; Snf g [1]. As a coalition has a large number of possible combinations, it

is necessary to introduce heuristic elements to simplify the calculations and reduce
the operation number to calculate a conformed partition of a group of coalitions.

The first step is to determine the neighbors [22], defining like a neighboring
coalition Si ⊂N to that one with the shortest distance toward the other coalition
Sj ⊂N. In this point, the first restriction corresponding to the distance between
coalitions appears. This distance is called threshold; dumbral is the shortest distance
that the two coalitions must have between them to be denominated neighbors,
which correspond to the minimal losses of power that should be considered in such
grid, so the energy quality indexes are inside the acceptable systems.

From this approach arises that large-size coalitions will hardly be formed; even a
great coalition that involves all the members of the grid will be formed when the
number of Smart Grid is significant.

Property: For the coalition game presented N; vð Þ, the great coalition of all the
Smart Grid rarely rises as the result of the presence of a series of expenses incurred
by the power exchange, since the longer the distance, the bigger losses the grid will
have. Rather, the disjoint independent coalition will be formed in the grid [22].

Observation: For the proposal of formation game coalitions N; vð Þ, the size of any
coalition Si ⊂ S that will be formed in the grid should satisfy the distance d≤ dthreshold.

The participation that will be carried out in the grid corresponds to merge the
Smart Grid neighbors into a set of pairs in a way that each pair has a seller and a
buyer that is located at the shortest reasonable distance and fulfill the distance
restriction. In this first stage of coalition building, some Smart Grid can be initially
isolated by the dynamics of the game. That means they do not fulfill with distance
restriction, the number of Smart Grid is odd, the number of elements belonging to
the set of the seller is greater or lesser than the number of the elements from the
buyer set, and all the combinations are possible from these alternatives.

The next building coalition process follows the rule of coalition and division to
achieve this; the following additional and necessary concepts are considered to
understand the proposed algorithm.

Definition: Consider two sets of a disjoint independent coalition called
C ¼ C1;C2;C3;⋯;Clf g and K ¼ K1;K2;K3;⋯;Kmf g made by the same players
(Smart Grid) that belong to the grid). Let ϕj Cj

� �
be the payment of player j in the

coalition CjϵC, and ϕj Kj
� �

the payment of player j in the coalition. Then, C is
preferred for the collection K only if the Pareto principle is fulfilled that is shown by
[1, 2]:

C⊳K() ϕj Kð Þ∀ Kð Þ∀j∈ C;K
n o

(15)

or at least just with a single player j that applies this expression.
Definition of the Pareto principle: The principle settles that the group of Smart

GridN prefers to be divided into partition or collection C rather than collection K, if
at least a player can improve his/her profitability when changing the structure of K
to C without reducing the benefits or the payments of other players in the Grid [20].
To apply the Pareto principle, the process of coalition building will follow the
coalition and division rules [23].
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Definition of the coalition rule (merge): For a group of coalitions
S ¼ S1; S2; S3;⋯; Snf g, two or more coalitions decide to merge just if the profitability
increases (it reduces the power losses) of at least a Smart Grid, without affecting or
diminishing the profitability of the other members of the group N [23]:

Uk
j¼1Sj

n o
⊳m S1;⋯; Skf g (16)

Definition of the division rule (split): A coalition Ŝ ¼ Uk
j¼1Sj decides to be

divided into two or more disjoint coalitions if just a Smart Grid increases its profit-
ability (reduces the power losses) without affecting or diminishing the profitability
of the other members of the group.

S1;⋯; Skf g⊳s Uk
j¼1Sj

n o

2.3.2 Subroutine for the exchange of power

As in the initial subroutine the group N of the Smart Grid was classified, these
were split into buyers and sellers’ subsets where the coalition is expressed as
S ¼ Ss∪Sb. However, it may focus on several approaches to the distribution of
energy for the assignment of the sellers to the buyers. The approach outlined is the
preference of the buyers in the coalition.

The splitS with k buyers in Sb∪S, being Sb ¼ b1; b2; b3;⋯; bkf g, and buyers in SS ⊂ ,
being SS ¼ s1; s2; s3;⋯; sSf g, these groupswill act sequentially. An important consider-
ation is the local transfer of energymade by the seller and buyer before using the
substation.

Also, if a Smart Grid just buys or sells energy from or toward the substation, this
Smart Grid is left out of the GridN since it does not deliver any benefit to the coalition.

3. Simulation of the electric system based on the theory of games

The software Matlab 2017 and the data of the network of Figure 1 were used for
the simulation.

3.1 Input data

Table 1 shows the data entered in the simulator; they include the driver
resistance, link voltage, and the minimum threshold distance to build coalitions.

Table 2 shows the substation characteristics, such as, geographical location,
power, meter of energy losses for the transformer of the substation, and price of the
electricity in dollars per MW.

In Table 3, the data of 10 microgrids (MG) [24] that are composed of 6 buyers
(�1) and 4 sellers (+1) are shown. Additionally, the location is given in Km by a
Cartesian coordinate system, power generated by the MG, energy demand by each
MG, and the price of electricity.

3.2 Analysis of the results

3.2.1 Noncooperative model

Table 4 shows the algorithm results for the noncooperative model. The energy
surplus is higher than zero Qi>0ð Þ, in which the Smart Grid has an energy surplus
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� �
be the payment of player j in the

coalition CjϵC, and ϕj Kj
� �

the payment of player j in the coalition. Then, C is
preferred for the collection K only if the Pareto principle is fulfilled that is shown by
[1, 2]:

C⊳K() ϕj Kð Þ∀ Kð Þ∀j∈ C;K
n o

(15)

or at least just with a single player j that applies this expression.
Definition of the Pareto principle: The principle settles that the group of Smart

GridN prefers to be divided into partition or collection C rather than collection K, if
at least a player can improve his/her profitability when changing the structure of K
to C without reducing the benefits or the payments of other players in the Grid [20].
To apply the Pareto principle, the process of coalition building will follow the
coalition and division rules [23].
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Definition of the coalition rule (merge): For a group of coalitions
S ¼ S1; S2; S3;⋯; Snf g, two or more coalitions decide to merge just if the profitability
increases (it reduces the power losses) of at least a Smart Grid, without affecting or
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3. Simulation of the electric system based on the theory of games

The software Matlab 2017 and the data of the network of Figure 1 were used for
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Table 1 shows the data entered in the simulator; they include the driver
resistance, link voltage, and the minimum threshold distance to build coalitions.

Table 2 shows the substation characteristics, such as, geographical location,
power, meter of energy losses for the transformer of the substation, and price of the
electricity in dollars per MW.

In Table 3, the data of 10 microgrids (MG) [24] that are composed of 6 buyers
(�1) and 4 sellers (+1) are shown. Additionally, the location is given in Km by a
Cartesian coordinate system, power generated by the MG, energy demand by each
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so that it can sell that power (seller). Likewise, it is observed that there are other
values of de Qi <0; consequently, in this case, some MGs need to buy energy from
another MG or directly from the substation. The value of Li is the power flow, that
is, the demanded power plus the power loss in the electric lines. Finally, there are
values of the power losses Pi0, and the individual payments Pi0.

3.2.2 Coalition building

When Smart Grids decide to build coalitions with its neighbors, the merger pro-
cesses and the application Pareto principle generate a stable coalition where the

Figure 1.
Base model.

Resistance [Ω/km] MT voltage [kV] BT voltage [kV] Threshold distance [km]

R Uo U1 Du

0.0147523 22 22 5

Table 1.
Data feeder.

N° Location [km] Power [MW] Loss constant Cost of energy [$/MW]

X Y

0 0 0 100 0.02 1

Table 2.
Macro station or substation data.
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members of each coalition can improve their payments. The evolution of the pay-
ments can also be observed and compared with the case presented in [24]. The
payments are shown in Table 5. In analyzing the payments concerning pattern [24],
these improve when the Smart Grids decide to build coalitions like those shown in
Figure 2.

It is noteworthy that like [24], it was not possible to improve the payment of the
Smart Grid 9, which was left isolated for the cooperative game and Pareto principle.
It would not represent any problem since it does not contribute any benefit to the
coalition’s members nor does it worsen the payments.

3.2.3 Power exchange in a cooperative game

Power exchange in a cooperative game incorporates the restrictions in the coali-
tion building, improving the algorithm presented for [24]. It carries an

N° Location [km] Power [MW] Demand [MW] Energy price [$/MW] State buyer: (�1)
seller: (1)

X Y

1 1.8 2.6 0 152.2 1 �1

2 1.6 4 56.6 0 1 1

3 �1 3 45.4 0 1 1

4 2.8 �3.3 134.3 0 1 1

5 4.7 0.4 0 35.4 1 �1

6 �3.4 2.8 42 0 1 1

7 3.5 �4 0 33.2 1 �1

8 �1.4 �0.6 0 60 1 �1

9 �3.8 �3.2 0 68 1 �1

10 �2.8 2.2 0 140.9 1 �1

Table 3.
Smart grid data.

N° Qi [MW] Li_optimo [MW] Pio [MW] Uii

1 �152.2000 162.0883 9.8883 �9.8883

2 56.6000 54.5463 2.1686 �2.1686

3 45.4000 44.0290 1.4294 �1.4294

4 134.3000 126.2559 8.9307 �8.9307

5 �35.4000 36.6394 1.2394 �1.2394

6 42.0000 40.6068 1.4616 �1.4616

7 �33.2000 34.3907 1.1907 �1.1907

8 �60.0000 61.6978 1.6978 �1.6978

9 �68.0000 71.4586 3.4586 �3.4586

10 �140.9000 150.3462 9.4462 �9.4462

Average of power losses for the noncooperative case is 4091 [MW].

Table 4.
Noncooperative state.
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members of each coalition can improve their payments. The evolution of the pay-
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improvement of the reduced power losses. Table 6 shows the increases in the
payments of the members belonging to the grid.

3.2.4 Energy exchange in the grid

Finally, Table 7 shows the power bought to each MG and substation during the
process of energy exchange in the grid.

�9.8883 �5.7107

�2.1686 �1.2524

�1.4294 �1.4254

�8.9307 �5.2128

�1.2394 �1.2394

�1.4616 �0.7797

�1.1907 �0.6950

�1.6978 �1.6930

�3.4586 �3.4586

�9.4462 �5.0395

Table 5.
Vector payment evolution.

Figure 2.
The coalition formed for the cooperative game in the energy exchange.
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Seller i Buyer j Transferred power
[MW] MGi �MGj Pij

Power purchased from
the substation [MW] Pj0

Power sold to the
substation [MW] Pi0

Coalition S1 1; 2f g
2 1 2.2507 — —

Substation 1 — 4.7124 —

Coalition S2 5f g
Substation 5 — — 1.2394

Coalition S3 4; 7f g
4 7 0.4390 — —

4 Substation — — 5.4688

Coalition S4 3; 8f g
3 8 2.7257 — —

Substation 8 — 0.3926 —

Coalition S5 9f g
Substation 9 — — 3.4586

Coalition S6 6; 10f g
6 10 0.6009 — —

Substation 10 — 5.2183 —

Table 6.
Power exchange in the distribution grid.

Purchase to MW Losses Transferred power

Coalition S1 1; 2f g
MG1 MG2 164.339 2.2507 162.0883

MG1 Substation 61.3124 4.7124 56.6000

Coalition S2 5f g
MG5 Substation 46.6394 1.2394 45.4000

Coalition S3 4; 7f g
MG7 MG4 134.739 0.4390 134.3000

MG4 Substation 42.1082 5.4688 36.6394

Coalition S4 3; 8f g
MG8 MG3 44.7257 2.7257 42.0000

MG8 Substation 34.7833 0.3926 34.3907

Coalition S5 9f g
MG9 Substation 65.1564 3.4586 61.6978

Coalition S6 6; 10f g
MG10 MG6 72.0595 0.6009 71.4586

MG10 Substation 155.5645 5.2183 150.3462

Table 7.
Energy exchange in the distribution grid.
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3.2.5 Average loss

Figure 3 shows that as N increases, the power losses tend to reduce. When N is
big in a smart grid, it has higher possibilities to find neighboring nodes to develop
the coalition process for cooperative exchange of energy.

Table 8 shows a significant power loss in the cooperative model compared to the
noncooperative. Thus, the study concludes that the average losses decrease by 38.62
when they join the MGs.

Figure 3.
Average power losses in a cooperative system vs. noncooperative.

N° MG Noncooperative Cooperative [%]

2 6.0622 3.2160 46.95

3 4.5179 2.6205 42.00

4 5.6211 3.6968 34.23

5 4.7448 2.6382 44.40

6 4.1976 2.4421 41.82

7 3.7680 2.4953 33.78

8 3.5092 2.3150 34.03

9 3.5036 2.4420 30.30

10 4.0979 2.4542 40.11

Table 8.
Payment evolution.
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4. Conclusions

The most outstanding conclusion in this chapter is the development of a coali-
tion building algorithm through the game theory to reduce energy losses in smart
grids, which are based on a conceptual new model within the same ones that
concentrate on the consumers and benefits if they decide to use the flexibility of
distributed generation grids.

The coalitions built between MGs could be very profitable if they were truly
allowed, and it they will encourage the consumers to participate and to take the next
step as prosumers, that is, to produce and consume energy at the same time.

The proposal presented allows the MG building coalitions to minimize the power
loss when the power is transmitted from an MG to another MG, to the macro
station, or to the nearest substation.

This study simplifies numeric calculations, by introducing certain heuristics to
the algorithm, through the approximation of the data that belongs to an ideal or
practical system. That is, a great coalition. among all the participants is not possible.

It can be seen that for similar distances between a buyer and a seller, and a buyer
and the substation, the power losses can end up being lower in the second case
than the first. This is because it is in the voltage level between the interconnection,
which is lower when two MGs are connected, instead that an MG and the
substation: U_1<U_2.

Concerning the theoretical pattern, the losses significantly decrease by intro-
ducing into the coalition building the right restrictions such as the correct selection
of neighbors (threshold distances), load priorities (distribution of power in the
coalitions), power flow, and limitation of the energy in Smart Grid.

About the theoretical pattern, the losses significantly decrease by introducing
appropriate restrictions into the coalition building, such as the correct selection of
neighbors (threshold distances), load priorities (distribution of power in the
coalitions), power flow, and limitation of the energy in Smart Grid.
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Abstract

The concept of active distribution network (ADN) is evolved to address the  
high penetration of renewables in the distribution network. To leverage the 
benefits of ADN, effective communication and information technology is 
required. Various communication standards to facilitate standard-based com-
munication in distribution network have been proposed in literature. This 
chapter presents various communication standards and technologies that can 
be employed in ADN. Among various communication standards, IEC 61850 
standard has emerged as the de facto standard for power utility automation. IEC 
61850-based information modeling for ADN entities has also been presented in 
this chapter. To evaluate the performance of ADN communication architecture, 
performance metrics and performance evaluation tools have also been presented 
in this chapter.

Keywords: active distribution networks (ADNs), communication standards, 
communication technologies, co-simulation, IEC 61850, network latency

1. Introduction

With increasing impetus towards use of cleaner energy, power utilities are 
increasingly integrating renewable energy resources (RER) at distribution level. 
High penetration of RERs and distributed energy resources (DERs) in the distribu-
tion network poses the challenge of reliable operation, control and quality power 
supply. The concept of active distribution network (ADN) will allow distribution 
networks to integrate DERs efficiently by addressing the above challenges by incor-
porating Information and Communication Technologies in distribution systems [1]. 
The management of ADN with penetration of DERs and RERs, which are highly 
intermittent, can be achieved by coordinated operation of different components of 
ADN such as distribution system operator (DSO), control centers, DERs, distribu-
tion substations and other components. In ADNs the different components are 
geographically distantly placed, thus for coordinated operation a wide area commu-
nication infrastructure is required. For stable, reliable and efficient management of 
distribution network, this communication is required to be standardized, interoper-
able, securable and scalable [2].
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To facilitate standard communication in the power distribution networks, vari-
ous standards and protocols such as IEEE P2030, IEC 60870-5, IEEE C37.118.1/2, 
Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3), IEC 61850, IEC 61970 and IEC 61968, 
OpenADR, etc., have been developed. This chapter will present a comprehensive 
analysis of these state-of-the-art standards and protocols for application in ADNs. 
The challenges presented by these standards are of feasibility, flexibility and 
interoperability. In this regard IEC 61850 is emerging as one of the most popular 
and widely accepted solutions since it is based on the interoperability approach 
and provides flexibility in implementation [2].

For information exchange between different components of ADN different 
communication technologies have been explored in literature [3, 4]. This chap-
ter enlists and provides a detailed study of different communication technolo-
gies that can be employed in ADNs. The presence of RERs and DERs in ADNs 
introduces intermittency, thus the communication architecture for ADN must 
be highly scalable. To address the scalability issue in the smart grid communica-
tion architectures Web protocols have been employed. The proposed chapter 
will present a detail study of the different Web protocols and their suitability for 
ADNs [5].

The performance of different communication network architectures is evaluated 
for network latency, quality-of-service (QoS), robustness, reliability and data secu-
rity to determine its applicability and suitability in ADNs. This chapter will discuss 
the different simulator tools for evaluating the performance of ADN communica-
tion networks. An overview of different real-time test beds and state-of-the-art 
co-simulation platforms of interfacing power system simulators and ICT simulators 
will be presented.

2. Active distribution networks: the concept

With the integration of large amount of renewable energy sources into the 
distribution network, the current distribution network has evolved into an active 
network from a passive network. The high penetration of DGs into the distribution 
system introduces bidirectional power flows in the distribution network and also 
causes voltage rise and increased levels of fault currents. The major challenge is to 
monitor, control and manage the ADN in order to supply reliable and clean energy 
to the consumer.

2.1 Challenges with traditional distribution system

In traditional distribution system, the DSOs operated in a top down approach in 
which the electricity from the transmission system operator (TSO) was received at the 
DSO level and was transferred to distribution network operator and finally to the end 
consumer. Since the distribution system operated as a radial network with the source 
supplying the loads at the end consumer in a unidirectional fashion, there were predict-
able electricity flows in the network which does not require extensive management and 
control.

However, with the proliferation of DGs in the distribution network introduces 
new challenges in management and control of the network and in ensuring reli-
able power and quality power supply to the consumer. Also increasing number of 
these DGs are being connected to the distribution network, both in capacity and 
numbers, leads to unpredictable power flows in the network, wide voltage varia-
tions, changed network reactive power characteristics and increased levels of fault 
current. This has resulted in profound implications on the operation of DSOs.
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Thus, the DSOs are expected to operate the modified distribution network  
(i.e., ADN) in a more secure and reliable way and provide high service quality to the 
end consumers.

2.2 Evolution of active distribution network

The growing impetus towards renewable energy sources (RESs) like wind power 
plants, photovoltaic power (PV) plants, fuel cells, electric vehicles (EV) supporting 
vehicle to grid (V2G), combined heat and power (CHP) plant, etc., is expected to 
increase their share in total power generation capacity worldwide. This has evolved 
the concept of Distributed Generation (DG) which involves small or medium 
generating units usually located on-site. These DGs meet the local power needs and 
dispatch the remaining power to the electric grid. In a move to reduce carbon foot-
prints and increase supply flexibility and reliability these DGs are getting largely 
integrated into the distribution system and changing its very nature from passive to 
active which evolves the concept of active distribution network (ADN).

In order to make the most efficient use of the existing network infrastructure 
and manage DGs for reliable and secure power supply, the concept of ADN manage-
ment is evolved. ADN will allow efficient integration of DGs to the existing distri-
bution infrastructure by taking maximum advantage of the inherent characteristics 
of DGs. This requires the planning and operation of the distribution network by 
taking into account the bidirectional power flows in the network. The system plan-
ning and development could happen only by setting out implications for the DSOs, 
TSOs and for the DG owner/operator.

In an ADN, the DGs provide advantages such as security of power supply, loss 
reduction in transmission and distribution, peak load and congestion reduction and 
less network investments. However, most of the DGs are nondispatchable in nature 
and therefore matching of power production profile with that of the load demand 
profile cannot be guaranteed at all times. It might happen that the DGs do not 
generate enough power in cases when the distribution network is constrained while 
DGs provide abundance power supply when the demand is low. Thus, there remains 
a challenge in operation of ADN and requires adequate mechanisms to provide 
solutions to these problems.

2.3 Architecture of active distribution network

The DGs are usually managed and controlled at the individual level and are 
geographically distributed in nature. The power requirements of the electrical 
grid are shared with the DG owner via aggregator. Since, management and control 
of individual DG is not possible due to large number of devices, the concept of 
aggregator plays a crucial role. Also, since the small scale DGs does not fall under 
the direct supervision and control of DSOs and thus DSOs acquire services from 
aggregators for monitoring and control of the DGs. The aggregator manages and 
controls a group of closely located DGs. The combined demand and supply from 
the group of DGs is shared with the Distribution System Operator (DSO) via the 
aggregators. The DSO develops the dispatch schedule for the DGs and provides it 
to DG owners via aggregators. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic of ADN architecture 
including the aggregators and DSO.

The DG operator is in direct contact with the aggregator for providing dispatch 
schedules. Due to heterogenous nature of DGs in terms of capacity and density, the 
schedules for different DG owners are different which depends upon the connected 
sources to the system and the load density. The advantages for having a hierarchical 
architecture for ADN are as follows:
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schedules for different DG owners are different which depends upon the connected 
sources to the system and the load density. The advantages for having a hierarchical 
architecture for ADN are as follows:
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1. Real time information exchange between the TSO, DSO, Aggregator and DG 
owner.

2. DGs connected through aggregators would provide various services such as 
power reserves, regulating/balancing power, reactive power support, etc.

3. Easy scheduling between various actors/components of the ADN.

4. Congestion management of the distribution network by active control of DGs.

3. Communication configurations for ADNs: standards and technologies

The cornerstone for the ADN management is the ability of multiple entities such 
as DG operators, aggregators, DSOs and TSOs to interact with each other for provid-
ing monitoring, control and real-time exchange of energy consumption and power 
usage data. Also, the TSOs and DSOs can retrieve consumer usage data and online 
pricing and optimize the electricity distribution based on the electricity consumption 
via a communication network. Thus, a fast, reliable and secure communication infra-
structure plays a vital role in management of ADN. With the adoption of information 
and communication technologies (ICT) in the ADN management it is possible to 
enhance the efficiency of power generation, transmission and distribution. The ICT 
helps in accumulating information from every point of ADN and can be used for 
demand forecasting, network planning, ADN operation, Control and Protection of 
ADN and in optimizing performance of ADN.

Due to increasing level of DG penetration, real time information about 
various measurements such as currents, voltage, active power, reactive power, 
etc., is becoming necessary. These measurements are required to be exchanged 

Figure 1. 
A simplified schematic illustration of active distribution network hierarchy.
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continuously between various components of ADN for overall monitoring and 
control applications. Also, due to intermittent nature of renewable DGs, these 
measurements are varying in relatively fast fashion such as like of meteorological 
data. Thus, a fast and reliable ICT infrastructure is required in order to improve the 
observability of the whole ADN using real time monitoring of the network. With 
evolving ICT infrastructure, the future ADN monitoring might not be limited to 
typical power system data monitoring rather than monitoring of new parameters 
such as dynamic phasor, dynamic line rating, rate of change of frequency, etc. These 
new measurements may be then utilized in disturbance management, predictive 
maintenance and to enhance the stability and load ability of the power system.

The components of ADN are distributed over vast geographic areas and thus 
in order to have a coordinated operation it requires a wide area communication 
infrastructure. The wide area network forms a backbone in providing communica-
tion between various ADN components to provide a reliable, secure, expedient and 
trustable service.

3.1 Communication standards for ADN

3.1.1 IEEE 1547

The IEEE 1547 [6] standard provides rules for interconnecting various distrib-
uted resources (DRs) to the electrical power systems (EPS). It is characterized by 
various forms of DRs operations and their interconnecting issues. It sets forth the 
guidelines for DG participation for voltage regulation, active power management, 
grounding requirements and integration of DR islands with the existing power 
systems. The guidelines for monitoring, control and information exchange among 
the DG and EPS is also provided by the standard.

The IEEE 1547 standard series has various parts dedicated to the issues related to 
DR interconnection to EPS. These are as follows:

1. IEEE 1547.1: IEEE Standard Conformance Test Procedures for Equipment 
Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems.

2. IEEE 1547.2: IEEE Application Guide for IEEE 1547, IEEE Standard for 
Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems.

3. IEEE 1547.3: IEEE Guide for Monitoring, Information Exchange, and Control 
of Distributed Resources Interconnected with Electric Power Systems.

4. IEEE 1547.4: Draft Guide for Design, Operation, and Integration of Distributed 
Resource Island Systems with Electric Power Systems.

5. IEEE 1547.5: Draft Technical Guidelines for Interconnection of Electric Power 
Sources >10 MVA to the Power Transmission Grid.

6. IEEE 1547.6: Draft Recommended Practice for Interconnecting Distributed 
Resources with Electric Power Systems Distribution Secondary Networks.

3.1.2 IEEE P2030

IEEE P2030 [7] standard is the first standard drafted by IEEE for providing 
smart grid interoperability. It provides a roadmap for establishing the framework 
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Figure 1. 
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continuously between various components of ADN for overall monitoring and 
control applications. Also, due to intermittent nature of renewable DGs, these 
measurements are varying in relatively fast fashion such as like of meteorological 
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new measurements may be then utilized in disturbance management, predictive 
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trustable service.
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guidelines for DG participation for voltage regulation, active power management, 
grounding requirements and integration of DR islands with the existing power 
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for developing IEEE national and international body of standard aimed at 
development of a standard for smart grid which merges the disciplines in power 
applications, information technology and control through communications. The 
IEEE P2030 standard establishes the smart grid interoperability reference model 
(SGIRM) which develops a base terminology for providing functional performance, 
characteristics, engineering principle evaluation related to the smart grid interoper-
ability. The SGIRM approach consists of systems of systems and inherently allows 
for extensibility, scalability, and upgradeability. The SGIRM approach is based on 
integration of power systems, communication and information technology. Also, it 
defines tables and data classification flow which are necessary for providing smart 
grid interoperability. According to IEEE P2030 standard, interoperability is defined 
as capability of a network, system, device to seamlessly transfer and exchange 
information with its counterpart in a secure and effective way.

The term Smart Grid interoperability is defined as the ability to effectively 
communicate and transfer information seamlessly among various devices, orga-
nizations even if they are using different variety of infrastructure and are spread 
along different geographic regions and locations. The smart grid interoperability is 
associated with three components: Hardware/software component, data formats, 
interoperability on content level. At the hardware/software level, the interoper-
ability is achieved by developing or designing the devices which follow a standard 
blueprint and adheres to a common protocol. At the data format level, the mes-
sages or information must be encoded in a standard well defined syntax. At the 
content level, a common understanding of the meaning of the data/content being 
exchanged must be developed to achieve interoperability at content level. To trans-
form the legacy networks into intelligent devices which can participate in smart grid 
communication, the standard must address the requirements of stakeholders and 
develop interoperable solutions and flexible business processes.

3.1.3 IEC 60870-5

IEC 60870-5 [8] standard was developed by IEC Technical Committee 57 to 
provide protocol for sending basic telecontrol messages from the telecontrol master 
station to outside stations which are connected through some form of permanent 
communication link. The telecontrol messages are transferred between the telecon-
trol equipment in the form of coded serial data which is used for monitoring and 
controlling of wide are processes. The part 5 of 60870 defines the interoperability 
among the telecontrol equipment. This standard is a combination of application 
layer of IEC 60870-5-101 and transport layer of TCP/IP standard. Within the TCP/
IP, there is an independent choice of telecommunication networks such as X.25, 
ATM, and Frame relay.

The IEC 60870-5 supports unbalance and balanced mode of data transfer, 
provides unique addresses for master telecontrol stations, time synchronization 
facility, data classification facility and cyclic data updating facility.

3.1.4 IEEE C37.118.1/2

The IEEE C37.118 is the standard drafted by IEEE for synchronized phasor 
measurement in power system. It is the main standard which governs phasor mea-
surement unit (PMU) operation. A PMU is a device which provides accurate time 
stamping of power system information by performing synchrophasors measurements 
by incorporating GPS time signal for time reference. It transmits synchrophasors 
data to remote peers either by unicast or multicast [9]. The IEEE C37.118 standard is 
split into two parts viz. IEEE C37.118.1 for synchrophasors measurement and IEEE 
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C37.118.2 for synchrophasors communication. Both these parts of IEEE C37.118 
standard form the backbone of PMU operation and communication in power system.

The IEEE C37.118.1 [10] defines synchrophasors, frequency and rate of change of 
frequency (ROCOF) measurements. IEEE C37.118.1-based measurements made at 
various locations by the PMU can be readily obtained and interpreted at the Phasor 
Data Concentrator (PDC) accurately due to the presence of GPS time tagging on 
PMU information. The IEEE C37.118.1 does not specify underlying hardware or 
components required for carrying out such synchrophasors measurement. The IEEE 
C37.118.1 standard specifies certain synchrophasors measurement requirements 
which are as follows: synchrophasor estimation, frequency and ROCOF estimation, 
measurement reporting delay, measurement response time and measurement errors.

The PMU must measure the synchrophasor data according to the synchrophasor 
measurement and estimation as specified in the standard. Measurement latency 
is the time delay occurred from the instance an event occurs in the power system 
to time it is reported. Measurement response time is the time transition between 
the two steady state measurements when an input signal is applied. The purpose 
of having measurement response time is to ensure that the time tagging is working 
correctly in the PMU data. The measurement errors are usually computed as the 
total vector error (TVE) in the synchrophasor measurement by the PMU.

The IEEE C37.118.2 [11] standard defines a method of exchange of synchropha-
sor data between the power system devices. It provides the guidelines for data 
message formats which are to be exchanged between a PMU and PDC. It defines 
various messages which are exchanged for realizing a handshake operation between 
the PMU and PDC. The following type of messages are employed in synchrophasor 
measurement viz, data, configuration, header and command.

3.1.5 Distributed network protocol (DNP3)

Distributed network protocol (DNP3) [12] was drafted for providing open, interop-
erable communication among substation computers, IEDs, remote terminal unit 
(RTUs) and master stations in the electric utility industry. DNP3 was developed by the 
combined efforts of IEC TC 57 working group (WG-3) who have been working on OSI 
three layer “enhanced performance architecture (EPA)” for telecontrol applications. 
DNP3 is also the recommended practice for RTU to IED communication protocol.

DNP3 was first developed by Harris, Distributed Automation Products (origi-
nally Westronic, Inc.) and later it is managed by the DNP3 users group which is 
composed of vendors and electric utilities which are using the DNP3 protocol. 
Amendments and modifications in the current draft of DNP3 are carried out by 
the DNP3 users technical group. To ensure interoperability, longevity and upgrade-
ability of DNP3 protocol, the modifications and recommendations are made open 
to DNP3 technical group. DNP3 is not limited to serial communication inside the 
substations but the widespread functionality of DNP3 make it usable with TCP/IP 
networks having Ethernet, frame relay, fiber-optic-based communication media.

3.1.6 IEC 61850

IEC 61850 has emerged as the global standard for substation automation system 
since its publication in the year 2004 [3]. The IEC 61850 standard is intended to 
provide interoperability among substation. The IEC 61850 standard was initially 
drafted for substation automation system and later on it was expanded to cover 
power utility system. IEC 61850 adopts object oriented approach for modeling power 
system components. Due to its worldwide acceptance by the industry and research 
organizations, it is poised to be the future automation industry standard.
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is the time delay occurred from the instance an event occurs in the power system 
to time it is reported. Measurement response time is the time transition between 
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combined efforts of IEC TC 57 working group (WG-3) who have been working on OSI 
three layer “enhanced performance architecture (EPA)” for telecontrol applications. 
DNP3 is also the recommended practice for RTU to IED communication protocol.

DNP3 was first developed by Harris, Distributed Automation Products (origi-
nally Westronic, Inc.) and later it is managed by the DNP3 users group which is 
composed of vendors and electric utilities which are using the DNP3 protocol. 
Amendments and modifications in the current draft of DNP3 are carried out by 
the DNP3 users technical group. To ensure interoperability, longevity and upgrade-
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power utility system. IEC 61850 adopts object oriented approach for modeling power 
system components. Due to its worldwide acceptance by the industry and research 
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Communication is divided into four main parts viz. Information modeling, 
services modeling, communication protocols and telecommunication media. 
Information modeling deals with the type of data that is to be exchanged. It is 
synonymous with noun in English language. Service modeling deals with reading, 
writing or other actions taken on data and is analogous to verb. Communication 
protocol is a way of mapping the data to the required action. Telecommunication 
media is the physical medium used for data communication.

IEC 61850 models power system components in terms of logical nodes and 
data objects. This modeling is known as information modeling. Information 
modeling is a way of exchanging standardized information as per the standard. 
The group of data objects that serves specific function is known as logical nodes 
and a group of logical nodes forms a logical device. Logical nodes may reside in 
different devices and at different levels. The objective of the standard is to specify 
requirements and to provide a framework to achieve interoperability between the 
IEDs supplied from different suppliers.

Based upon application, IEC 61850 defines main types of communication ser-
vices viz. services for real time communication, services for client server communi-
cation and services for time synchronization. Services for real time communication 
are generic object oriented substation event (GOOSE) and sampled values (SVs). 
Due the time criticality of GOOSE and SV messages, they are mapped directly onto 
the Ethernet layer of OSI seven layer communication model. The standard specifies 
the protocol data unit for the GOOSE and SV messages. The SV are multicast in the 
network.

Whenever a fault occurs, protection devices respond to the fault by generating 
burst of GOOSE messages. The occurrence of fault changes the periodic heartbeat 
nature of GOOSE message into burst mode. In burst mode, the transmission 
interval of GOOSE increases sequentially such that after the certain time of 
trigger of the event, the retransmission time changes back to normal periodic 
nature as shown in Figure 2. As an event occurs (such as a fault) the retransmis-
sion time of GOOSE message is changed from To to T1, T2, T3, …, Tn such that 
T1 < T2 < T3 < …. < Tn. The sequential increase in retransmission time ends until 
Tn reaches to To. The gradual increase in retransmission time in bursts is adopted 
in order to increase reliability of the network, since the GOOSE message conveys 
critical commands.

The GOOSE messages are LAN-based messages having no Internet or IP layer 
and is intended for protection purposes. In order to transport GOOSE messages over 
WAN, tunneling has been employed [13]. Also, differential protection in substa-
tions using IEC 61850 has been presented in [14]. Due to presence of distributed 
generations in a microgrid, the fault current levels increase and a revamped protec-
tion strategy is required. This protection scheme must me communication based so 
that relays are made aware of any addition or deletion of distributed generation. In 
[15, 16], authors have proposed microgrid protection strategy based on IEC 61850 
communication.

The IEC 61850 standard specifies set of abstract services and objects that allows 
applications to work in a manner independent of the underlying protocol. These 
services are followed by vendors for invoking any functionalities and are known as 
abstract communication service interface (ACSI).

3.2 IEC 61850-based communication configuration for ADN

For designing IEC 61850-based communication architecture for ADN, the 
entities or components of the ADN are modeled as per the IEC 61850 standard. 
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There are basically three types of IEDs in a distribution system viz. merging unit 
(MU) IED, Breaker IED and protection and control (P&C) IED. MU is the main 
equipment in process level, which receives current and voltage samples from non-
conventional instrument transformers and then convert them to digital data packets 
and communicate to other IEDs, as per communication mechanisms described 
in IEC 61850-9-2LE [17]. The SV data generated from MUs is time stamped and 
synchronized using time synchronization source in the substation. A synchronizing 
accuracy of 1 μs is required by the “IEC 61850-9-2LE” process-bus implementa-
tion guidelines to synchronize the MUs in SAS. Breaker IED represents the circuit 
breaker controlling device, which controls and monitors the status and condition of 
breaker and also acts as a sink for tripping, close and interlocking commands. P and 
C IEDs normally receive the SVs data packets from MU IEDs and implement protec-
tion and control functions by exchanging appropriate data with other IEDs.

3.2.1 IEC 61850 information models for different components of distribution networks

To enable IEC 61850-based approach for ADN, information models for various 
entities of ADN are required to be modeled as per IEC 61850 standard. This model-
ing requires realizing ADN components in terms of logical nodes and data objects. 
Modeling of various power system components by using relevant logical nodes as 
per IEC 61850 has been proposed in the standard. The following parts of the IEC 
61850 standard are for modeling different components such as,

• IEC 61850-7-420: Information modeling of various DERs such as wind, solar, 
battery, diesel, etc.

• IEC 61850-90-5: Synchrophasor transmission according to IEC 61850.

• IEC 61850-90-8: Modeling of Electric Vehicle Charging as per IEC 61850.

However, several ADN entities such as phasor measurement unit (PMU), 
controllable loads, distribution static compensator (DSTATCOM), electric vehicle 
(EV), solar home system (SHS) are not been modeled in the IEC 61850 standard. 
Therefore, several researchers have developed information models for all such enti-
ties of ADN which are not yet modeled. Authors in [4] have proposed information 
for IEC 61850-90-5 PMU and provided detailed comparison between the existing 
IEEE C37.118.2-based PMU and IEC 61850-90-5-based PMU. Performance evalu-
ation in terms of latency, for different network scenario has been presented. Since 

Figure 2. 
GOOSE message retransmission in IEC 61850.
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the GOOSE and SV type messages are restricted to a local substation and hence can-
not be transported in a wide area network (WAN) because of absence of IP layer, 
modified GOOSE and SV messages have been used. These are known as R-GOOSE 
(Routable GOOSE) and R-SV (Routable Sampled Values).

Due to absence of any logical node for controllable load, authors in [2] have 
proposed logical node CNLO by utilizing the generic logical node. The information 
model for controllable load is also presented. Modeling of Flexible AC transmission 
system devices is not yet proposed in the standard. Realizing this knowledge gap, 
authors in [18] have proposed DSTATCOM controller information model as per IEC 
61850 standard. The specific information exchanges in the DSTATCOM controller 
are modeled as instance of logical nodes in their work.

The impact on EV on smart grid has been presented in literature [19–22]. Extending 
the charging support-based information model of EV presented in IEC 61850-90-8, 
authors in [23], have amended the current information model of EV in order to include 
the discharging functionality. The proposed information model in their work can sup-
port both G2V (Grid to Vehicle) as well as V2G (Vehicle to Grid) functionality.

Solar Home System (SHS) is a small energy system with a PV panel on its 
rooftop used for energy generation. The IEC 61850-based model of SHS and Smart 
Meters to manage tariff structure for bidirectional power transfer has been pre-
sented in [24].

4. Performance evaluation of ADN

Performance evaluation for a communication network is computed based on 
certain communication parameters which are discussed in this section.

4.1 Performance evaluation metrics

Various actors involved in ADN operation are geographically distantly 
located. In order to manage and control the ADN operation, a coordinated action 
among various ADN actors is necessary. This coordinated action can be realized 
by a foolproof communication for control and management of a ADN. To ensure 
this foolproof communication, there are certain communication parameters to 
which every ADN communication network must adhere. For effective operation, 
these parameters must be followed. They are as follows.

4.1.1 Network latency

Latency may be described as the delay on the transmitted data between various 
ADN components. Network latency is the time elapsed in transferring a data packet 
from source to destination in a communication network. The network latency is 
also known as End-to-End delay. In certain time critical ADN applications, network 
latency is not tolerable and a constraint on network latency is defined in commu-
nication standards. Applications such as wide-area situational awareness system, 
protection strategies are highly time critical and hence requires very low latency 
rates. For other ADN applications, such as data logging, etc., are not very time criti-
cal, network latency is tolerable and has larger acceptable limits.

4.1.2 Data delivery criticality

Data delivery criticality is defined based on the type of data which is com-
municated in a ADN communication network. Certain commands such as trip 
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signals, critical alarms, etc., are critical in nature and requires guaranteed deliv-
ery to the destination. A ADN can operate in grid connected as well as islanded 
mode. To switch over from one ADN operation from one mode to another 
requires communication of commands from ADN central controller to point 
of common coupling circuit breaker. These commands are highly data critical 
commands and high data delivery criticality is to be ensured for safe operation 
of ADN.

4.1.3 Quality of service (QoS)

The communication between a power provider and the power consumer is a key 
aspect in ADN. Degradation in performance due to delay, network outage, jitter 
may affect the system reliability and thus a QoS mechanism is needed. A continuous 
cycle is required to achieve effective QoS in a system. QoS implementations in ADN 
communication networks are of paramount importance. Providing effective QoS in 
ADN communication network is becoming a prime aspect in today’s enterprise of 
communication network.

A use case for QoS in a smart grid scenario can be considered is the steaming of 
various smart sensors for large scale Internet of Things project in smart buildings. 
These smart sensors collect data such as temperature, pressure, and humidity and 
are highly time critical. Thus, with effective QoS, this data can be efficiently identi-
fied, analyzed, marked and queued accordingly.

4.1.4 Interoperability

Interoperability may be defined as the ability of different information systems 
and technologies to seamlessly exchange data and interact with other system for 
required application. In order to realize capabilities of a ADN, technology deploy-
ments must connect large numbers of smart devices and systems involving hard-
ware and software. These devices are manufactured from a wide range of vendors 
having little to much differences in their design and capabilities. Thus, these devices 
are vendor-specific and cannot be seamlessly integrated within one project. This 
hindrance creates inconvenience to the operator.

To effectively realize the ADN capabilities, interoperability is an important 
aspect of technology deployment and must be ensured. The prime requirement for a 
ADN communication network is on deployment of technologies having end to end 
integration with compatibility among them. A scheme that is driven and sustained 
by compliance with uniform standards is the prime motive in a ADN communica-
tion requirement.

4.1.5 Scalability

Scalability is defined as the capability of a system or network to handle increas-
ing amount of work or sudden growth without any change on its performance. A 
use case of scalability can be a network switch with multiple devices connected on 
its ports. As the number of devices which are plugged-in increases, it is required 
that the performance of the network switch must remain the same. If there is no 
change in performance, it is said to be a scalable network switch otherwise it is 
non-scalable.

In a ADN communication network scenario, large number of DERs and other 
devices are connected to a ADN network. These devices rapidly add and delete in 
the network architecture. It is required that the performance of ADN communica-
tion network must not be altered with the changing network scenario.
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the network architecture. It is required that the performance of ADN communica-
tion network must not be altered with the changing network scenario.
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4.1.6 Data security

An ADN communication network would be a wide area network and at times 
would use the resources of a public shared network such as Internet. Data security 
requires the transferred data to reach from the source to destination securely. The 
data must not be tampered in the communication path. An end to end cyber secure 
path must be achieved.

The cyberthreats are on rise in today’s scenario and it is required to protect the 
power system automation data from cyberattacks. Data confidentiality, integrity 
must be maintained to provide effective services in ADN communication network. 
A use case can be a scenario in which a fault arises in a part of ADN and respective 
protection devices issues a trip signal to the breaker. This trip command in form 
of GOOSE message in an IEC 61850-based ADN must be communicated within a 
stipulated delay. Any intrusion would lead to tampering of data in such a manner 
that it becomes illegitimate and is of no use. Thus, failure of protection strategy 
would give rise to cascading fault which could lead to huge losses in terms of 
economy.

4.1.7 Reliability, robustness and availability

Reliability is defined as an attribute of a communication network that consis-
tently performs according to the specifications. A communication network must 
not fail with increasing network traffic and performs consistently. Robustness is 
defined as the attribute of a communication network in which it is not vulnerable to 
any kind of faults and its performance is guaranteed. Availability of a communica-
tion network is defined as an attribute that a communication network device must 
be readily available at all times and there should be no denial of service (DoS).

In an ADN communication network, reliability, robustness and availability must 
be ensured. For ensuring functions such as protection, operation, management and 
control of ADN a highly reliable, deterministic, robust and available communica-
tion network must be developed.

4.1.8 Standardization

There is a great effort for standardizing the smart grid communication. The 
benefits of standardization include easy integration of devices, a holistic framework 
for working and application, a larger business perspective for new entrants. For 
cost effective and wide spread deployment of smart grid/ADN, interoperability and 
open interfaces for future extensions standardized solutions are a necessity. The 
standardization of ADN is driven by government’s worldwide by defining new poli-
cies and framework. Also, a large number of standardization organizations from 
ICT and energy industry are considering ADN standardization a priority issue.

For ADN standardization there are various standardization committees work-
ing in this direction. Some of the major standardization players are International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), National Institute of Standards and 
Technologies (NIST), ISO/IEC JTC1, German Commission for Electrical, Electronic 
and Information Technologies (DKE), etc. Due to presence of multiple vendor 
devices in a ADN communication network, the activities of standardization are nec-
essary to provide seamless deployments. The existing smart grid standards are from 
multiple standardization organizations and have to be developed continuously to 
deal with changes within regulatory, technical, political and organizational aspects.
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4.2 Performance evaluation tools

For carrying out performance evaluation of ADN communication archi-
tecture before its actual deployment in field, software tools are employed. 
These tools help to present the performance of the communication network in 
terms of latency, throughput, jitter, etc. An emulated system can be developed 
with the help of performance evaluation tools. The following software-based 
evaluation tools are used for testing communication configuration of ADN. 
OPNET/Riverbed Modeler [25], OMNET++ [26], OMNEST, NS2/3 [27] and 
Qualnet [28].

OPNET/Riverbed Modeler: It provides a comprehensive simulation environment 
for modeling the communication network and distribution network. It can be used 
to analyze the performance and behavior of communication network. It provides a 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and uses C programming language. It is now known 
as Riverbed Modeler.

OMNET++: OMNET++ is a component based, modular and open architecture 
discrete event simulator framework used for simulation of communication net-
works. Eclipse-based simulation library is used for OMNET++ simulation. Latest 
version of OMNET++ is OMNEST.

Network simulator (NS2/3): It is discrete event simulator which provides 
substantial support for TCP simulations, routing simulations and multicast proto-
col simulation for wired and wireless network. It is an open source freely available 
software which is designed specifically for computer network simulation. NS3 is the 
advanced version of NS2.

Qualnet: It is a commercial (licensed) network simulator from scalable net-
work technologies (SNT) which was initially developed for defense project. It is 
used to predict performance of wireless and wired networks and is a ultra-high 
fidelity software.

5. Cybersecurity in IEC 61850-based ADN

The IEC 61850-based communication for ADN relies on data transfer in terms 
of IEC 61850-based messages over a wide area network to realize various features 
of smart communication. This wide area network is usually a public network like 
Internet and hence demands proper message security. Ensuring cybersecurity in 
smart grids employing IEC 61850 requires implementation of IEC 62351’s guide-
lines for different power system operations. However, IEC 62351 cannot handle 
communications in WANs with several nodes exchanging information at the same 
time. Therefore, scalability is the bottleneck of cybersecurity in smart grids. 
Mapping XMPP to IEC 61850 messages can solve this problem. Very recent IEC 
61850-8-2 provides these mappings only for MMS messages. There is an immedi-
ate need to study feasibility and performance of these mappings. Furthermore, 
to fully implement XMPP in IEC 61850-based networks, it should be mapped to 
other IEC 61850 messages, namely R-GOOSE and R-SV. A study for the assess-
ment of delays caused due to processing probabilistic signature scheme (PSS) as 
per IEC 62351-6 standard in IEC 61850-based GOOSE messages has been pre-
sented in [29]. It was concluded that the existing security scheme does not meet 
the time criticality of GOOSE messages and there is a need of amendment of IEC 
62351-6 for providing effective cybersecurity and timing requirements for IEC 
61850-based messages.
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6. Conclusion

This chapter presents communication technologies and standards which can be 
employed in an ADN. Role of information and communication technology is inevi-
table in management of ADN. Thus, this chapter presents communication tech-
nologies and protocols which can be adopted for communication configuration of 
ADN. Among the existing communication protocols for ADN, IEC 61850 is found 
to be most suitable and acceptable worldwide for communication standardization 
of ADN. Also, software tools which are employed for simulation of communication 
architecture of ADN have been discussed. Also, cybersecurity needs for IEC 61850-
based ADN has been discussed in this chapter.
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Smart grid (SG) is an intelligent enhancement of the conventional energy grid
allowing a smarter management. In order to be implemented, SG needs to rely on a
communication network connecting different node types, implementing the SG
services, with different communication and energy requirements. Heterogeneous
network (Het-Net) solutions are very attractive, gaining from the allocation of
different radio access technologies (RATs) to the different SG node types; however,
due to the heterogeneity of the system, an efficient radio resource optimization and
energy management are a complex task. Through the exploitation of the most
significant key performance indicators (KPIs) of the SG node types and the key
features of the RATs, a joint communication and energy cost function are here
defined. Through this approach it is possible to optimally assign the nodes to the
RATs while respecting their requirements. In particular, we show the effect of
different nodes’ density scenarios on the proposed allocation algorithm.
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1. Introduction

Smart grid (SG) systems are characterized by the presence of several applica-
tions aiming at efficiently managing the energy grid. In order to do this, a smart grid
communication network (SGCN) is implemented strictly coupled with the energy
grid, which is able to interconnect the different nodes managing the energy grid
applications. A typical SGCN scenario is characterized by the presence of different
radio access technologies (RATs), with different communication configurations and
characteristics able to support the SG communication requirements. However,
wireless communications are now deployed for supporting different applications;
hence an efficient resource allocation to support different types of SG nodes should
be performed in order to maximize the resource efficiency while respecting to the
different SG node type communication requirements, with a particular attention to
data rate, delay, reliability, and security. For associating the nodes to the considered
RATs, we propose to measure the suitability of the assignment toward a certain
RAT of a given node type based on its communication requirements and RAT
communication characteristics. To this aim, an appropriate communication cost
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allowing a smarter management. In order to be implemented, SG needs to rely on a
communication network connecting different node types, implementing the SG
services, with different communication and energy requirements. Heterogeneous
network (Het-Net) solutions are very attractive, gaining from the allocation of
different radio access technologies (RATs) to the different SG node types; however,
due to the heterogeneity of the system, an efficient radio resource optimization and
energy management are a complex task. Through the exploitation of the most
significant key performance indicators (KPIs) of the SG node types and the key
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defined. Through this approach it is possible to optimally assign the nodes to the
RATs while respecting their requirements. In particular, we show the effect of
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1. Introduction

Smart grid (SG) systems are characterized by the presence of several applica-
tions aiming at efficiently managing the energy grid. In order to do this, a smart grid
communication network (SGCN) is implemented strictly coupled with the energy
grid, which is able to interconnect the different nodes managing the energy grid
applications. A typical SGCN scenario is characterized by the presence of different
radio access technologies (RATs), with different communication configurations and
characteristics able to support the SG communication requirements. However,
wireless communications are now deployed for supporting different applications;
hence an efficient resource allocation to support different types of SG nodes should
be performed in order to maximize the resource efficiency while respecting to the
different SG node type communication requirements, with a particular attention to
data rate, delay, reliability, and security. For associating the nodes to the considered
RATs, we propose to measure the suitability of the assignment toward a certain
RAT of a given node type based on its communication requirements and RAT
communication characteristics. To this aim, an appropriate communication cost
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function (CCF) is defined based on some KPIs as a function of node types and
densities and RAT characteristics. At the same time, low-power communication is
the key for the realization of reduced form factor SG nodes; to this aim a suitable
energy cost function (ECF) is also defined for minimizing energy per transferred
data bit. A novel approach to assign the node to different RATs based on jointly
exploiting the CCF and the ECF is here proposed resulting in a heterogeneous
network that is efficient in both energy and communication aspects. Cost function
(CF), based on node communication requirements, node type densities, and RAT
features, defines the percentage of each node type which should be allocated to each
RAT. The numerical results show the advantage of the proposed node allocation
approach to different RATs with respect to the separate CFs. Moreover, a variable
number of nodes are considered for understanding the impact of the nodes’ density
in terms of allocation efficiency.

2. Literature review

In the literature there are several papers dealing with SGCN, the node type
communication requirements, and RAT selection. The summary of some of the
most important papers is given in this section. In [1] a complete research on
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) exploring how to link consumer data
gathered by utilities and managing insufficient communication network resources
is considered. As an outcome of [1], it is clear that several data relay nodes and
aggregators are needed to collect data produced by smart meters (SMs). Moreover,
the SM message gathering problem is considered, and a method to collect multiple
SM information incoming at the data collector nodes in order to reduce protocol
overhead is considered. In [2] the capacity of a backhaul network to support the
distribution grid in SG is considered. Several communication technologies are taken
into consideration for coping with the SG communication requirements for the
backhaul, connecting customer data collection points to the CS. A multi-hop wire-
less communication architecture is proposed, and its capability in meeting the
requirements of the backhaul link is assessed by simulations. Despite introducing
several RATs that have been suggested to fulfill the communication requirements at
the distribution level, it is still lacking a method to assign SMs to the RATs. A
method showing the suitability of a given RAT with respect to the other can be
useful in assigning the nodes to the different RATs. In [3] the distribution network
implemented through WiMAX is considered, by taking into account the communi-
cation characteristics of different SG. An analysis of the communication require-
ments of SG specifically to the power grid distribution domain and the consumer
domain is also performed. In [3], the authors measure the smart metering
aggregator data rate and the quality of service (QoS) performance; WiMAX is
used as the backhaul from aggregators to the control station. In [4], the
exploitation of wireless communications for SG applications has been discussed;
however the node type communication requirements have not been considered.
Moreover, the resource allocation efficiency has not been considered in this work,
and the scalability and performance analysis on LTE networks have been left as
future work.

There are other general surveys on the communication architecture in SG. In [5]
the network implementation challenges in the power system settings have been
deeply studied. Another survey on the communication architecture in SG is [6]
focusing on communication network requirements for the main SG applications in
home area network (HAN), neighborhood area network (NAN), and wide-area
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network (WAN). For different communication standards and SG use cases, in [6],
the authors propose to collect the information about different communication
requirements for diverse SG applications, in the three different fields, i.e., HAN,
NAN, and WAN. Hence, a method to support the usage of different SG
implementations is considered. The US Department of Energy discusses the main
issues in SG by presenting the most significant goals of the different node types [7].
Furthermore, the communication requirements of different SG node types (i.e.,
data rate, delay sensitivity, reliability, and security) are explained [8]. Although
there is no unique solution for elaborating a certain RAT for SG, the SG node
communication requirements give a high-level vision to SG communication net-
work designer in order to design the optimized RAT [9].

With the aim of designing a reliable and secure heterogeneous network, load
balancing methods have been introduced [10]. Round-robin method, which dis-
tributes the traffic evenly among all the available base stations, regardless of
existing load and performance, is proposed in [11]. As it is obvious, this type of
balancing, regardless of RAT characteristics and SG node communication require-
ments and their adoptability, results in an inefficient heterogeneous network [12].
Load balancing is implemented in a way that the new user load is assigned to the
base station with the lower traffic. Another network balancing method is named
predictive node method where all the available base stations are observed over time
and the trends are analyzed. The load balance works by assigning the traffic to the
base stations with the best performance in terms of energy and spectral efficiency.
Managing such type of balancing is very complex in both hardware and software
aspects. Moreover, this type of observation needs a cognitive process and sensing
and finding that results in having higher delay [13].

Several studies have been also performed related to different communication
network infrastructures and their performance. In [14] the authors focused on LTE
uplink transmission scheme. Single-carrier frequency-division multiple access (SC-
FDMA) is the multiple access technique adopted in the LTE uplink transmission
scheme. Compared with orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA),
used in the LTE downlink transmission and WiMAX, SC-FDMA has a better per-
formance in terms of peak-to-average power ratio and frame error rate due to its
coherent “single-carrier” property and built-in frequency diversity. In [14], an
overview of LTE and LTE uplink transmission is done. The technology behind the
uplink transmission (i.e., SC-FDMA) is analyzed in depth. In [15, 16] the authors
studied a SG test-bed based on GSM capable of load management [15], fault
detection, and self-healing [16]. This test-bed allows the implementation of
various protocols and methodologies, which can be used for investigating the
problems in SG.

Assessing the different communication network reliabilities is an important
issue which has not been studied a lot. Wireless sensor networks for smart grid
applications using a case study on link reliability and node lifetime evaluations in
power distribution systems are described in [17]. The authors introduce the main
scenarios and design challenges of wireless sensor networks for SG applications. SG
node reliability in wireless sensor networks for SG applications is assessed through
specific studies based on field tests in power system. Moreover, the authors in [17]
discuss the challenges due to the RATs and SG channel conditions. One of the most
used approaches for defining the reliability of a RAT for different node types is
described in [18, 19]. In this technique, by means of the most important RAT
reliability criteria, such as buffer size, link usefulness, latency, node generating rate,
system status changing, and packet loss probability, the reliability of different
network types for a certain node type is done.
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function (CCF) is defined based on some KPIs as a function of node types and
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energy cost function (ECF) is also defined for minimizing energy per transferred
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is considered. As an outcome of [1], it is clear that several data relay nodes and
aggregators are needed to collect data produced by smart meters (SMs). Moreover,
the SM message gathering problem is considered, and a method to collect multiple
SM information incoming at the data collector nodes in order to reduce protocol
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distribution grid in SG is considered. Several communication technologies are taken
into consideration for coping with the SG communication requirements for the
backhaul, connecting customer data collection points to the CS. A multi-hop wire-
less communication architecture is proposed, and its capability in meeting the
requirements of the backhaul link is assessed by simulations. Despite introducing
several RATs that have been suggested to fulfill the communication requirements at
the distribution level, it is still lacking a method to assign SMs to the RATs. A
method showing the suitability of a given RAT with respect to the other can be
useful in assigning the nodes to the different RATs. In [3] the distribution network
implemented through WiMAX is considered, by taking into account the communi-
cation characteristics of different SG. An analysis of the communication require-
ments of SG specifically to the power grid distribution domain and the consumer
domain is also performed. In [3], the authors measure the smart metering
aggregator data rate and the quality of service (QoS) performance; WiMAX is
used as the backhaul from aggregators to the control station. In [4], the
exploitation of wireless communications for SG applications has been discussed;
however the node type communication requirements have not been considered.
Moreover, the resource allocation efficiency has not been considered in this work,
and the scalability and performance analysis on LTE networks have been left as
future work.

There are other general surveys on the communication architecture in SG. In [5]
the network implementation challenges in the power system settings have been
deeply studied. Another survey on the communication architecture in SG is [6]
focusing on communication network requirements for the main SG applications in
home area network (HAN), neighborhood area network (NAN), and wide-area
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network (WAN). For different communication standards and SG use cases, in [6],
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NAN, and WAN. Hence, a method to support the usage of different SG
implementations is considered. The US Department of Energy discusses the main
issues in SG by presenting the most significant goals of the different node types [7].
Furthermore, the communication requirements of different SG node types (i.e.,
data rate, delay sensitivity, reliability, and security) are explained [8]. Although
there is no unique solution for elaborating a certain RAT for SG, the SG node
communication requirements give a high-level vision to SG communication net-
work designer in order to design the optimized RAT [9].

With the aim of designing a reliable and secure heterogeneous network, load
balancing methods have been introduced [10]. Round-robin method, which dis-
tributes the traffic evenly among all the available base stations, regardless of
existing load and performance, is proposed in [11]. As it is obvious, this type of
balancing, regardless of RAT characteristics and SG node communication require-
ments and their adoptability, results in an inefficient heterogeneous network [12].
Load balancing is implemented in a way that the new user load is assigned to the
base station with the lower traffic. Another network balancing method is named
predictive node method where all the available base stations are observed over time
and the trends are analyzed. The load balance works by assigning the traffic to the
base stations with the best performance in terms of energy and spectral efficiency.
Managing such type of balancing is very complex in both hardware and software
aspects. Moreover, this type of observation needs a cognitive process and sensing
and finding that results in having higher delay [13].

Several studies have been also performed related to different communication
network infrastructures and their performance. In [14] the authors focused on LTE
uplink transmission scheme. Single-carrier frequency-division multiple access (SC-
FDMA) is the multiple access technique adopted in the LTE uplink transmission
scheme. Compared with orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA),
used in the LTE downlink transmission and WiMAX, SC-FDMA has a better per-
formance in terms of peak-to-average power ratio and frame error rate due to its
coherent “single-carrier” property and built-in frequency diversity. In [14], an
overview of LTE and LTE uplink transmission is done. The technology behind the
uplink transmission (i.e., SC-FDMA) is analyzed in depth. In [15, 16] the authors
studied a SG test-bed based on GSM capable of load management [15], fault
detection, and self-healing [16]. This test-bed allows the implementation of
various protocols and methodologies, which can be used for investigating the
problems in SG.

Assessing the different communication network reliabilities is an important
issue which has not been studied a lot. Wireless sensor networks for smart grid
applications using a case study on link reliability and node lifetime evaluations in
power distribution systems are described in [17]. The authors introduce the main
scenarios and design challenges of wireless sensor networks for SG applications. SG
node reliability in wireless sensor networks for SG applications is assessed through
specific studies based on field tests in power system. Moreover, the authors in [17]
discuss the challenges due to the RATs and SG channel conditions. One of the most
used approaches for defining the reliability of a RAT for different node types is
described in [18, 19]. In this technique, by means of the most important RAT
reliability criteria, such as buffer size, link usefulness, latency, node generating rate,
system status changing, and packet loss probability, the reliability of different
network types for a certain node type is done.
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3. System model

In order to support the communication requirements of the SG node types by
using different RATs, we aim at defining a method where the percentage allocation
of each SG node type to the considered RATs is optimized. By a suitable cost
function (CF), defined in terms of the communication requirements of all the SG
node types and the RAT communication characteristics, it is possible to evaluate the
suitability of RATs for the selected SG node types [20].

In this model it is assumed that the SG node data are buffered in aggregators,
each one considering a specific type of node; the aggregators are then connected
with a control station. The data generated by the nodes are gathered to the
aggregators and the collectors using different short- and medium-range RATs. In
the proposed model, we aim at maximizing the allocation efficiency to the different
RATs. The radio resource allocation is done based on the node densities and RAT
communication characteristics and features. The allocation is performed by using a
suitable CF, defining a matching score between RAT features and node communi-
cation characteristics. Moreover, the node traffic changes as a function of node
density. This is also considered giving interesting insights in the numerical results
related to the effect of the densities of the different node types.

The proposed CF is based on a joint approach between a CCF, defined in terms
of the communication requirements and characteristics, and an ECF defined in
terms of energy consumption per bit. By noticing that the energy efficiency
expressed in energy spent per bit is trading off with respect to the spectral effi-
ciency, by using the CCF in combination of ECF, an efficient method is introduced
to make a heterogeneous network for heterogeneous SG nodes in an efficient way in
which a trade-off between communication requirements and energy savings is
considered. In order to have a scalar output for mapping different types of RATs to
support different SG node type communication requirements a desirability value is
defined. The node allocation is performed with the aim of maximizing the desir-
ability of the RATs with respect to the node characteristics. Smaller values of the CF
stand for a higher importance of a given RAT for a given node type. In the proposed
approach, the RATs not qualified to achieve the communication requirements of the
nodes are omitted.

A SG environment is characterized by several types of nodes, having different
characteristics and requirements. In this section a brief description of the main SG
node types and their characteristics is given.

Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is considered as the backbone of the
SG. It is composed by smart meter (SM) nodes that cooperate on the power demand
controlling with the goal of optimizing the energy consumption. Besides, AMI
utilizes the power distribution management indirectly as it reports the consumption
to the control center in order to optimize the power consumption. Meter reading
allows a utility to collect data from electric, gas, and water meters and transfer data
to a CS for billing and analysis.

Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) are a node type used in electric trans-
portation applications for managing both electricity flows from vehicles to the
power grid (vehicle to grid (V2G)) and from the power grid to the vehicles (grid to
vehicle (G2V)). Electric transportation applications allow to receive information of
vehicle battery state of charge and inform vehicles about electricity prices [7, 21].

Wide-area situational awareness (WASA) is used for implementing the awareness
of the SG, in order to get information and react with respect to unwanted and unbal-
anced situations that may cause some problems to the electrical grid [7, 8, 22, 23].

Distributed grid management (DGM) allows to implement a smart management
of the power distribution network. Within this context cyber-attacks or risky
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weather conditions are considered. These bi-directional communications are vital to
accomplish power distribution. The real-time procedure of grid structure, automa-
tion control, and information communication and information management to
monitor and control the distribution grid is possible by using DGM [5–7, 17].

Distributed energy resources (DERs) are used for managing the distributed
electrical sources with an impact on the user generation plants and distributed
energy storage sites [7, 22, 24].

The communication requirements of the considered node types are reported in
Table 1.

(a) Smart meter parameters

Smart meters Reporting
time
period

Packet size

Every
15 min

125 bytes (i.e., 1000
bits)

(b) SG node characteristics [6, 25]

SG node type Average
data size
(bytes)

Reporting time period
[S]

Latency
[S]

Reliability
(%)

Security

AMI

SMs infrastructure 125 900 min 15 High

Wide-area protection

Adaptive islanding 4–157 0.1 <0.1 >99.9 High

Predictive under-
frequency load shedding

4–157 0.1 <0.1 >99.9

Wide-area control

Wide-area voltage
stability control

4–157 0.5–5 <5 >99.9 High

Facts and HVDC control 4–157 30–120 <120 >99.9

Cascading failure control 4–157 0.5–300 <5 >99.9

Pre-calculation transient
stability control

4–157 30–120 <120 >99.9

Closed-loop transient
stability control

4–157 0.02–6 <0.1 >99.9

Wide-area power
oscillation damping
control

4–157 0.1 <0.1 >99.9

Wide-area monitoring

Local power oscillation
monitoring

>52 0.1 <30 >99.9 High

Wide-area power
oscillation monitoring

>52 0.1 <0.1 >99.9

Local voltage stability
monitoring

>52 0.5–5 <30 >99.9

Wide-area voltage
stability monitoring

>52 0.5–5 <5 >99.9

PMU-based state
estimation

>52 0.1 <0.1 >99.9
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3. System model

In order to support the communication requirements of the SG node types by
using different RATs, we aim at defining a method where the percentage allocation
of each SG node type to the considered RATs is optimized. By a suitable cost
function (CF), defined in terms of the communication requirements of all the SG
node types and the RAT communication characteristics, it is possible to evaluate the
suitability of RATs for the selected SG node types [20].
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weather conditions are considered. These bi-directional communications are vital to
accomplish power distribution. The real-time procedure of grid structure, automa-
tion control, and information communication and information management to
monitor and control the distribution grid is possible by using DGM [5–7, 17].

Distributed energy resources (DERs) are used for managing the distributed
electrical sources with an impact on the user generation plants and distributed
energy storage sites [7, 22, 24].

The communication requirements of the considered node types are reported in
Table 1.

(a) Smart meter parameters

Smart meters Reporting
time
period

Packet size

Every
15 min

125 bytes (i.e., 1000
bits)

(b) SG node characteristics [6, 25]

SG node type Average
data size
(bytes)

Reporting time period
[S]

Latency
[S]

Reliability
(%)

Security

AMI

SMs infrastructure 125 900 min 15 High

Wide-area protection

Adaptive islanding 4–157 0.1 <0.1 >99.9 High

Predictive under-
frequency load shedding

4–157 0.1 <0.1 >99.9

Wide-area control

Wide-area voltage
stability control

4–157 0.5–5 <5 >99.9 High

Facts and HVDC control 4–157 30–120 <120 >99.9

Cascading failure control 4–157 0.5–300 <5 >99.9

Pre-calculation transient
stability control

4–157 30–120 <120 >99.9

Closed-loop transient
stability control

4–157 0.02–6 <0.1 >99.9

Wide-area power
oscillation damping
control

4–157 0.1 <0.1 >99.9

Wide-area monitoring

Local power oscillation
monitoring

>52 0.1 <30 >99.9 High

Wide-area power
oscillation monitoring

>52 0.1 <0.1 >99.9

Local voltage stability
monitoring

>52 0.5–5 <30 >99.9

Wide-area voltage
stability monitoring

>52 0.5–5 <5 >99.9

PMU-based state
estimation

>52 0.1 <0.1 >99.9
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As different RATs are supposed to be used in a Het-Net, in this study, LTE, GSM,
and three different satellite-based communication systems have been considered,
where the threemain constellation types have been used (i.e., low Earth orbit, medium
Earth orbit, and geostationary Earth orbit), while the reference communication system
has been considered to be the DVB-S2/DVB-RCS2 for the downlink/uplink.

The characteristics of the considered RATs are given in Table 7 in which differ-
ent parameters of each RAT for different scenarios are given.

4. Cost function-based allocation

In order to support the smart grid communication requirements of the different
node types by using different RATs, it is needed to define a method able to assign
the nodes of each SG node type to the RATs in an efficient way. We propose to use a
suitably defined cost function of all SG node communication requirements and RAT
communication characteristics. The cost function is modeled in a way that the SG
node requirements and the RAT characteristics are matched for maximizing their
suitability. The cost function minimization allows to find the optimal percentage of
nodes for ach SG node type to be allocated to each RAT.

4.1 Cost function definition

The CF is composed of two jointly coupled cost functions: the communication
cost function and the energy cost function. The CCF is characterized by some
parameters defined as KPIs; among others we focused our attention on data rate,
delay, reliability, and security [20]. The ECF is based on the energy consumption
per bit and based on the consideration that there is a trade-off between the spectral
efficiency and energy per bit at the transmitter side [26, 27]. By using a joint CCF
and ECF, an efficient method is introduced to design a heterogeneous network for
different SG nodes.

(b) SG node characteristics [6, 25]

SG node type Average
data size
(bytes)

Reporting time period
[S]

Latency
[S]

Reliability
(%)

Security

Dynamic state estimation >52 0.02–0.1 <0.1 >99.9

PMU-assisted state
estimation

>52 30–120 <120 >99.9

PHEV

Electric transportation
(utility interrogates PHEV
charge status)

>100 2–4 per PHEV per day
(7 am–10 pm)

<15 S >98 Relatively
high

DERs

Distribution customer >25 2–6 per dispatch period
per day

<5 S >99.5 High

Storage (charge/discharge
command from DAC to
the storage)

(discharge: 5 am–9 am
or 3 pm–7 pm; charge:

10 pm–5 am)

Table 1.
SG node communication requirements.
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The aim of the CCF is to map the matching degree of the SG nodes’ requirements
and the RAT characteristics by setting a RAT desirability value for each SG node type.
The CCF is defined between the ith node type and the jth RATwhich can be defined as

CCFij ¼
PNKPI

q¼1 Wqi �Nqij

� �
PNKPI

q¼1 Wqi

(1)

where NKPI is the number of KPIs we are considering and Wqi and Nqij are the
weight of the qth KPI for the node type i and the normalized value of the qth KPI
when considering the jth RAT type and the ith node type, respectively [20]. Eq. (1)
can be rewritten by considering the four KPIs previously introduced as [20]

CCFij ¼
WRi �NRij þWDi �NDij þWREi �NREij þWSEi �NSEij

WRi þWDi þWREi þWSEi
(2)

where i ¼ 1,…,N and j ¼ 1,…,F represent the node types and the RATs; WRi

and NRij are the data rate weight and normalized value for user type i and RAT type
j, respectively;WDiandNDij are the delay weight and normalized value for user type
i and RAT type j, respectively; WREij and NREij are the weight and the normalized
value for reliability; andWSEij andNSEij are the normalized values for reliability and
security, respectively.

Through the definition of proper weight and normalized values for every KPI, it
is possible to integrate in a simpler way. This approach is also convenient for those
KPIs, such as the reliability and the security that cannot be defined directly in a
quantitative way, while a class categorization is used.

4.1.1 KPIs

The data rate weight for the ith node type is defined as

WRi ¼
Ri

Rmax (3)

where Ri is the data rate required by the ith node type and
Rmax ¼ max R1;R2;…;RNf g is the maximum rate among all the SG node types. The
data rate normalized value can be written as

NRij ¼ Ri

RRAT
j

in which RRAT
j is the jth RAT proportional data rate.

The latency corresponds to the end-to-end delay to send the generated data at
the SG node to the CS including the processing time, the propagation delay, the
payload time, and the buffering time. The delay weight for node i is defined as

WDi ¼ 1� Di

Dmax (4)

where Di is the delay requirement for node type i and Dmax ¼ max D1;…;Dnf g is
the maximum value among Di. The latency normalized value for node i when using
the RAT j is defined as
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high
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Distribution customer >25 2–6 per dispatch period
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<5 S >99.5 High

Storage (charge/discharge
command from DAC to
the storage)

(discharge: 5 am–9 am
or 3 pm–7 pm; charge:
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Table 1.
SG node communication requirements.
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The aim of the CCF is to map the matching degree of the SG nodes’ requirements
and the RAT characteristics by setting a RAT desirability value for each SG node type.
The CCF is defined between the ith node type and the jth RATwhich can be defined as

CCFij ¼
PNKPI

q¼1 Wqi �Nqij

� �
PNKPI

q¼1 Wqi

(1)

where NKPI is the number of KPIs we are considering and Wqi and Nqij are the
weight of the qth KPI for the node type i and the normalized value of the qth KPI
when considering the jth RAT type and the ith node type, respectively [20]. Eq. (1)
can be rewritten by considering the four KPIs previously introduced as [20]

CCFij ¼
WRi �NRij þWDi �NDij þWREi �NREij þWSEi �NSEij
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(2)

where i ¼ 1,…,N and j ¼ 1,…,F represent the node types and the RATs; WRi

and NRij are the data rate weight and normalized value for user type i and RAT type
j, respectively;WDiandNDij are the delay weight and normalized value for user type
i and RAT type j, respectively; WREij and NREij are the weight and the normalized
value for reliability; andWSEij andNSEij are the normalized values for reliability and
security, respectively.

Through the definition of proper weight and normalized values for every KPI, it
is possible to integrate in a simpler way. This approach is also convenient for those
KPIs, such as the reliability and the security that cannot be defined directly in a
quantitative way, while a class categorization is used.

4.1.1 KPIs

The data rate weight for the ith node type is defined as

WRi ¼
Ri

Rmax (3)

where Ri is the data rate required by the ith node type and
Rmax ¼ max R1;R2;…;RNf g is the maximum rate among all the SG node types. The
data rate normalized value can be written as

NRij ¼ Ri

RRAT
j

in which RRAT
j is the jth RAT proportional data rate.

The latency corresponds to the end-to-end delay to send the generated data at
the SG node to the CS including the processing time, the propagation delay, the
payload time, and the buffering time. The delay weight for node i is defined as

WDi ¼ 1� Di

Dmax (4)

where Di is the delay requirement for node type i and Dmax ¼ max D1;…;Dnf g is
the maximum value among Di. The latency normalized value for node i when using
the RAT j is defined as
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NDij ¼ 1�Dij

Di

where

Dij ¼ DB
ij þ α̂ij Dproc

ij þDprop
ij

� �
þDt

ij

and [10]

α̂ij ¼ min αi1;…; αij
� �

Dij is the overall delay including the buffering delay DB
ij, the processing delay

Dproc
ij , the propagation delay Dprop

ij , and the transmission delay Dt
ij, and

αij ¼ Di

DB
ij þDproc

ij þDprop
ij

is a coefficient that can be assigned by the designer to highlight the propagation
and processing delay. This is an arbitrary option for the designer to highlight the
latency effect. The propagation and processing time are multiplied by αij to reflect
the RAT with high delay like satellite communication (i.e., GEO) that should have a
lower CF value for the nodes with lower delay sensitivity necessities.

The reliability value in a RAT is not easy to be defined. There are lots of issues
and parameters which should be evaluated in the different fields [19]. The reliabil-
ity in a network is often defined in terms of network availability in an end-to-end
connectivity. Reliability weight for each node type is defined as

WREi ¼
REi

REmax (5)

where REi is the target reliability value for node type i and REmax ¼
max RE1;RE2;…;RENf g. The required reliability of the different SG node types is
categorized from high to fairly medium, and a numerical value is allocated to each
one. These values are allocated as the weights to the SG reliability requirement values
(Table 2).

The reliability normalized value for node i when using the RAT j can be defined
by resorting to the mismatch probability (MMPR) concept which is introduced in
[18]. In this method the ith node type packet generation period, λi, is considered as
a variable of the system, and μj is the service rate of the jth RAT BS. The delay
requirement of the node is considered as a sufficient value for the target MMPR and
RAT latency and is Dij. MMPR depends also on the packet loss probability, Plij, that
is usually considered equal to 0.01 in the literature [10, 28]. Hence, the MMPR
between the SG node type i and the RAT j can be defined as.

MMPRij ¼ 1� 1� Plij

� �2
� ѵ ij

λi þ ѵ ij

� �
(6)

Reliability High,
1–0.99999

Fairly high,
0.99999–0.9999

Medium,
0.9999–0.999

Fairly medium,
0.999–0.99

REi 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2

Table 2.
Reliability values of KPI for the weight evaluation.
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where [29]

ѵij ¼ 1
Dij

(7)

MMPRij ¼ 1� 1�
1� λi

μj

� �
� λi

μj

� �Kj
� �

1� λi
μj

� �Kjþ1
� �

0
BB@

1
CCA

2 1

DB
ijþαij� Dproc

ij þDprop
ij

� �
þDt

ij

λi þ 1

DB
ijþαij� Dproc

ij þDprop
ij

� �
þDt

ij

0
BB@

1
CCA (8)

and Kj is he jth RAT BS buffer size. Hence.

NREij ¼
MMPRij

Nmax (9)

where

Nmax ¼ max MMPRi1;MMPRi2;…;MMPRij
� �

(10)

for a certain node type i and different RATs.
Security in a network and assessing it is not a straightforward issue, and to the

best of our knowledge, there is no work to evaluate it for a certain type of the RATs
[19]. The SG node security requirements exist in the literature and are evaluated by
these terms: high, very high, and medium. The reliability weight numeric values
proportional to the quality scale of security are given as [10].

WSEi ¼

1 if Node i security requirement is High

0:8 if Node i security requirement is Slightly High

0:6 if Node i security requirement is Medium

0:4 if Node i security requirement is Low

0:2 if Node i security requirement is Very Low

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

To define the normalized value for each different type of nodes in the SG
supported by different communication technologies, some RAT characteristics
should be considered [10]. The main parts are the response time (RST), encryption
policy (ENP), and RATs communication standards complexity (COMC). In Table 3
the values of each security standard for a certain RATs are shown.

RST ENP COMC

LTE Very low High Very high

GSM Low Fairly high Fairly high

SAT (LEO) Fairly high Fairly high Very high

SAT (LEO) High Fairly high High

SAT (LEO) Very high Fairly high Fairly high

Table 3.
Fulfillment of each security criterion for the considered RATs [10].
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To define the normalized value for each different type of nodes in the SG
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should be considered [10]. The main parts are the response time (RST), encryption
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Encryption is the procedure in which the data get twisted in a way that just the
planned receiver could decrypt the message to get its information. Based on the
ENP mode in a certain RAT and the complexity of the RAT, using symmetric
and asymmetric cryptography model [10] [29], the value can be given to each
parameter. The weights of ENP based on these algorithms are defined as wenj,
while repj indicates the number of consecutive encryption algorithms. The ENPj is
defined as.

ENPj ¼ 5
wenj

1=repjð Þ
wmax

en
(11)

where the ENP value has been normalized to 5 (based on the defined value for
security parameters); as it can be seen by increasing the number of consecutive
encryption algorithms, ENPj decreases significantly, indicating an increased
security level in the system, where its default value is 1 (Table 4).

The security non-normalized value for RAT j can be defined as [10]

NSEj ¼
αENP � ENPj þ αCOM � COMCj þ αRST � RSTjP3

SEC¼1 α SEC
(12)

where the parameter α SEC represents the weight of the security KPIs, while
αENP, αCOM, and αRST are the encryption, complexity, and response time weights; by
making a set, the normalized value for security is achieved from Eq. (12) and is
shown in Table 5 with 0< α SEC < 1.

To include energy part in our proposed method, energy per bit of information
to noise power spectral density ratio, Eb=N0, for RAT j is considered. The rationale
is that using a specific communication configuration for RAT j causes having
different Eb=N0 values. Let us recall the Shannon formula expressing the capacity
of a given link:

Rb ¼ B � log 2 1þ S
N

� �
(13)

where S and N are the signal and noise power, respectively. Thus, the link
efficiency expressed in bits per Hz is

ηj ¼
Rb

B
¼ log 2 1þ S

N

� �
, (14)

and S ¼ Eb � Rb and N ¼ N0 � B where N0 is the noise spectral density. By using
Eqs. (13) and (14), we have [5].

RSA DES 3DES AES

Decryption
velocity

Slowest Slow Very slow Fast

Security
weight: wenj

4–5 least
secure

3–4 not secure
enough

2–3 adequate
security

1–2 excellent
security

Table 4.
Encryption algorithm weight mapping.
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(15)

thus, we can state that

2ηj ¼ 1þ Eb

N0
� ηj (16)

If we rewrite Eb
N0

¼ ηenj, thus

ηenj ¼
2ηj � 1

ηj
(17)

For the same bandwidth,B,N0 remains fixed since it depends onB and temperature
K and Boltzmann coefficient, which are fixed.Hence, if the spectral efficiency changes,
Eb or energy per information bit is changed. Thus, the different signal (in RATs) with
different spectral efficiency canbe compared in terms of energy efficiency. To do so, an
algorithm should be applied. It can be defined in the following way:

Nbj ¼
ηenj

ηenmax (18)

Node
type

Data rate
[bps]

Delay
sensitivity [s]

Average packet
generation period [s]

Security Reliability

WASA1 5000 0.1 0.1 High 99.999–99.9999%

WASA2 8000 2.5 2.5 High 99.999–99.9999%

WASA3 3200 120 60 High 99.999–99.9999%

WASA4 5000 0.05 0.1 High 99.999–99.9999%

WASA5 1250 0.05 0.1 High 99.999–99.9999%

WASA6 1000 120 60 High 99.999–99.9999%

WASA7 2500 2.5 2.5 High 99.999–99.9999%

WASA8 15,000 15 15 High 99.999–99.9999%

WASA9 75,000 15 15 High 99.999–99.9999%

DGM1 10,000 0.1 1 High 99–99.999%

DGM2 5000 0.025 1 High 99–99.999%

DGM3 5000 0.1 1 High 99–99.999%

DGM4 250,000 0.15 1 High 99–99.999%

DERs 2400 3 4 � 3600 High 99–99.99%

PHEV 800 5 6 � 3600 Relatively
high

99–99.99%

Table 5.
Node communication requirements.
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where ηenj is the set of
Eb
N0

for different RATs. Thus,

ηenmax ¼ max ηen1;…; ηenj
n o

and 0<Nbj < 1; hence the ECF when the node type i

uses the RAT j can be defined as

ECFij ¼
2ηj�1
ηj

ηenmax

4.2 Optimal allocation

At first it should be mentioned that allocation is based on the number of the
nodes as a result of the node densities. The number of the nodes is achieved by
multiplying the density of the node in the size of the area. For different scenarios
and nodes, these values are given in Table 6. The certain type of the node traffic is
achieved as a function of its density in a certain area. Using the previously defined
CCF and ECF, it is possible to define an allocation rule βCij is RAT j (communication)
desirability value for node type i that shows the percentage of the node type i (using
CCF) traffic which should be supported by RAT j and for a certain node type i,PF

j¼1 β
C
ij ¼ 1:

βCij ¼
1� CCFij
� �

PF
j¼1 1� CCFij
� � (19)

R,D node types Scenarios

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5

R D R D R D R D R D

1 AMI 3 500 5 50 4 300 2 3000 3 1000

2 PHEV 40 3000 30 2000 30 1000 30 3000 40 200

3 DERs 40 3000 40 2500 20 4000 40 2000 20 300

4 DGM1 1 4 1 5 2 1 1 4 1 2

5 DGM2 1 100 2 20 2 20 2 15 1 18

6 DGM3 1 100 2 15 2 25 6 6 3 5

7 DGM4 1 5 1 3 2 1 1 4 1 2

8 WASA1 3 10 2 12 3 2 5 1 4 2

9 WASA2 1 40 1 25 1 80 2 13 1 6

10 WASA3 1 2000 3 300 2 700 3 250 2 800

11 WASA4 1 8 2 2 1 10 2 3 2 3

12 WASA5 1 4 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 10

13 WASA6 3 200 1 300 2 250 2 150 4 100

14 WASA7 2 1 3 1 1 3 2 2 1 30

15 WASA8 5 10 4 8 3 7 3 9 4 60

16 WASA9 5 10 6 3 3 8 4 15 2 8

Table 6.
The different scenarios, for different node types, coverage area radius (R), and node densities (D).
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Similarly βEij is RAT j (energy aspect) desirability value that shows the percentage
of the node type i (using ECF) traffic which should be supported by RAT j and for a
certain node type i,

PF
j¼1 β

E
ij ¼ 1:

βEij ¼
1� ECFij
� �

PF
j¼1 1� ECFij
� � (20)

If we define with wC and wE the weights used for the node allocation based on
CCF and ECF, respectively, showing the importance of communication and energy
aspects of node (they can depend on designer goals; in this paper wη ¼ wβ ¼ 1), Pij

is the percentages of the node type i that is assigned to RAT j based on both CCF and
ECF values and can be rewritten as

Pij ¼
wCβCij þwEβEij
wC þwE

¼
wC

1� CCFij
� �

PF
j¼1 1� CCFij
� �þwE

1� ECFij
� �

PF
j¼1 1� ECFij
� �

wC þwE

¼

wC:

1�
PNKPIu

q¼1 Wqi �Nqij

� �

PNKPIu
q¼1 Wqi

� �
0
@

1
A

XF
j¼1

1�
PNKPIu

q¼1 Wqi �Nqij

� �

PNKPIu
q¼1 Wqi

� �
0
@

1
A

þ wE:

1�

2ηej � 1
ηej

ηenmax ;

0
BB@

1
CCA

XF
j¼1

1�

2ηej � 1
ηej

ηenmax ;

0
BB@

1
CCA

wC þ wE

(21)

It should be mentioned that by increasing the density of the nodes, the
generated traffic is increased which affect the weights and normalized value of
the CF in KPIs.

5. Numerical results

Considering an average number of nodes and collectors per branch defined
by UTC, the numerical results based on the first proposed method show that
regarding the number of KPIs which are used in the CF, selecting the best
RATs for each type of SG nodes in a way that all the SG node communication
requirements were fulfilled while the resource allocation done in an efficient, are
changed.

Tables 6 and 7 showed the RAT, node density, and area size, respectively, for
five different scenarios. In Table 7 the RAT characteristics in terms of goodput,
spectral efficiency (SE), coding rate and forward error correction (FEC), packet
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Similarly βEij is RAT j (energy aspect) desirability value that shows the percentage
of the node type i (using ECF) traffic which should be supported by RAT j and for a
certain node type i,
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ij ¼ 1:
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If we define with wC and wE the weights used for the node allocation based on
CCF and ECF, respectively, showing the importance of communication and energy
aspects of node (they can depend on designer goals; in this paper wη ¼ wβ ¼ 1), Pij

is the percentages of the node type i that is assigned to RAT j based on both CCF and
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It should be mentioned that by increasing the density of the nodes, the
generated traffic is increased which affect the weights and normalized value of
the CF in KPIs.

5. Numerical results

Considering an average number of nodes and collectors per branch defined
by UTC, the numerical results based on the first proposed method show that
regarding the number of KPIs which are used in the CF, selecting the best
RATs for each type of SG nodes in a way that all the SG node communication
requirements were fulfilled while the resource allocation done in an efficient, are
changed.

Tables 6 and 7 showed the RAT, node density, and area size, respectively, for
five different scenarios. In Table 7 the RAT characteristics in terms of goodput,
spectral efficiency (SE), coding rate and forward error correction (FEC), packet
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LTE GSM LEO MEO GEO

Scenario 1 Goodput 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

SE 5.4 1.35 1.87 1.25 1.87

Modulation 64 QAM GMSK 4 PSK 4 PSK 8 PSK

FEC rate 0.9 7/8 5/6 3/4 2/3

PLP 0.001 0.007 0.009 0.01 0.015

RTT 0.001 0.009 0.025 0.150 0.350

Process 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005

Encryption AES DES 3 DES AES AES

Scenario 2 Goodput 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

SE 4.8 1.35 2.9 3.2 3.9

Modulation 32 QAM GMSK 8 PSK 16 PSK 32 PSK

FEC rate 1 0.95 8/9 7/8 5/6

PLP 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.1

RTT 0.005 0.009 0.025 0.150 0.350

Process 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.003

Encryption AES RSA DES 3 DES AES

Scenario 3 Goodput 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

SE 2.9 2.4 2.07 3.1 1.87

Modulation 8 QAM 8 PSK 8 PSK 16 PSK 4 PSK

FEC rate 1 8/9 2/3 4/5 7/8

PLP 0.001 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.05

RTT 0.008 0.009 0.025 0.150 0.350

Process 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.003

Encryption DES DES RSA 3 DES AES

Scenario 4 Goodput 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

SE 4 1.5 1.60 2 3

Modulation 16 QAM 4 PSK PSK 4 PSK 8 PSK

FEC rate 1 8/9 7/8 3/4 2/3

PLL 0.001 0.001 0.02 0.03 0.04

RTT 0.005 0.008 0.025 0.150 0.350

Process 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

Encryption AES 3 DES AES AES AES

Scenario 5 Goodput 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

SE 4 4 4 4 4

Modulation 16 PSK 16 PSK 16 PSK 16 PSK 16 PSK

FEC rate 1 8/9 3/4 3/4 3/4

PLL 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

RTT 0.005 0.005 0.025 0.150 0.350

Process 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Encryption AES 3 DES DES AES 3 DES

Table 7.
The different RAT features for the defined scenario.
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loss probability (PLP), and round trip time (RTT) are given; complexity of the
Radio Access Technologies, encryption at data link layer, RAT access point buffer
size, access method, and other communication parameters are given, whose values
are used to define CFs.

In Scenario 1, presented in Table 7, LTE and GSM have the maximum and the
minimum SE, respectively. As depicted in Figure 1, due to the 64 QAMmodulation
scheme that allows to achieve the lowest CF and the reduced densities of the nodes,
the LTE has the lowest CF, making it the preferable for Scenario 1. It is worth to be
noticed that node types 5–8 and 11 and 12 cannot support the MEO and GEO
satellite communications due to the strict latency requirements, while LEO is not
supported only by 5 and 6. In general it can be noticed that LTE is the best choice for
the CCF, while GSM and LEO are the second choice. In Figure 2 the ECF is shown
where it is possible to see that the highest cost is for the LTE, while the other three
RATs have a similar behavior in terms of ECF; it affects the ECF based node
allocation that foresees a lower amount of nodes allocated to the LTE. Figure 3
shows instead the node assignment percentage to different RATs based on the CCF
that reflect the CCF values depicted in Figure 1, by assigning more nodes to the
RATs with a lower CCF value. Finally, in Figure 4, the joint CCF and ECF are

Figure 1.
CCF in S1.

Figure 2.
ECF value and allocation percentage in S1.
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loss probability (PLP), and round trip time (RTT) are given; complexity of the
Radio Access Technologies, encryption at data link layer, RAT access point buffer
size, access method, and other communication parameters are given, whose values
are used to define CFs.

In Scenario 1, presented in Table 7, LTE and GSM have the maximum and the
minimum SE, respectively. As depicted in Figure 1, due to the 64 QAMmodulation
scheme that allows to achieve the lowest CF and the reduced densities of the nodes,
the LTE has the lowest CF, making it the preferable for Scenario 1. It is worth to be
noticed that node types 5–8 and 11 and 12 cannot support the MEO and GEO
satellite communications due to the strict latency requirements, while LEO is not
supported only by 5 and 6. In general it can be noticed that LTE is the best choice for
the CCF, while GSM and LEO are the second choice. In Figure 2 the ECF is shown
where it is possible to see that the highest cost is for the LTE, while the other three
RATs have a similar behavior in terms of ECF; it affects the ECF based node
allocation that foresees a lower amount of nodes allocated to the LTE. Figure 3
shows instead the node assignment percentage to different RATs based on the CCF
that reflect the CCF values depicted in Figure 1, by assigning more nodes to the
RATs with a lower CCF value. Finally, in Figure 4, the joint CCF and ECF are

Figure 1.
CCF in S1.

Figure 2.
ECF value and allocation percentage in S1.
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considered for the node assignment; it is possible to notice both communication and
energy effects on the nodes’ assignment.

Scenario 2 represents a low-density node area. Also in this case, it is possible to
notice that node types from 5 to 8 and 11 and 12 cannot use the satellite MEO and
GEO, while LEO can be used for node types 7 and 8. By comparing SMs in Scenario
2 with SMs in Scenario 1, it is possible to notice that in Scenario 2 MEO has a better
behavior than LEO and GSM, due to a higher SE. A similar behavior is noticed also

Figure 3.
Node allocation based on CCF in S1.

Figure 4.
Node allocation based on the joint CF in S1.

Figure 5.
CCF in S2.
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for node types 2, 3, and 9. For the node type 4 in Scenario 2, we can instead notice a
different behavior. The MEO is the best RAT in terms of CCF, but GSM has a lower
CCF than the same node in Scenario 1. However, MEO with higher SE joined with
its higher delay causes it to be a better choice than LTE. For nodes 5 and 6 in
Scenario 2, though still LTE SE is higher than GSM SE, GSM with higher RTT and
handling time makes GSM better in terms of CCF, while in nodes 7 and 8, CCF is
slightly different if compared with the same node in Scenario 1, but, even with
lower LTE SE, due to the density of the nodes, it has a better behavior in Scenario 2
than Scenario 1. For node 10, GEO CCF is lower than GSM, LEO, and MEO, but in
node 13, GEO CCF is just lower than MEO. By looking at the node densities in these
two scenarios, node 13 is lower. Higher density in node 10 rises the CFs for RATs
with lesser SE. The RAT priorities for nodes 14, 15, and 16 are similar but are
different compared with Scenario 1 because of different node densities using
different communications in S2 (Figure 5). With the same ECF method, node
assigning based on the CCF and based on both CCF and ECF is depicted in Figure 6.

In Scenario 3, it is worth to mention that in node type 7 (due to a high
number of nodes whose data rate requirement is high) the SE and ECF weights are
reduced (Figures 7 and 8). The other nodes have a similar behavior than
the previous scenarios. The impact of the lower modulation order considered
in Scenario 3 is clearly seen in the CCF differences and in node 16 CCFs
(Figures 9–12).

In Scenarios 4 and 5, a similar behavior can be noticed. Though the RATs in
these scenarios have different communication characteristics and, also, the node

Figure 6.
ECF value and allocation percentage in S2.

Figure 7.
Node allocation based on CCF in S2.
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behavior than LEO and GSM, due to a higher SE. A similar behavior is noticed also
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Node allocation based on CCF in S1.
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Figure 5.
CCF in S2.
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for node types 2, 3, and 9. For the node type 4 in Scenario 2, we can instead notice a
different behavior. The MEO is the best RAT in terms of CCF, but GSM has a lower
CCF than the same node in Scenario 1. However, MEO with higher SE joined with
its higher delay causes it to be a better choice than LTE. For nodes 5 and 6 in
Scenario 2, though still LTE SE is higher than GSM SE, GSM with higher RTT and
handling time makes GSM better in terms of CCF, while in nodes 7 and 8, CCF is
slightly different if compared with the same node in Scenario 1, but, even with
lower LTE SE, due to the density of the nodes, it has a better behavior in Scenario 2
than Scenario 1. For node 10, GEO CCF is lower than GSM, LEO, and MEO, but in
node 13, GEO CCF is just lower than MEO. By looking at the node densities in these
two scenarios, node 13 is lower. Higher density in node 10 rises the CFs for RATs
with lesser SE. The RAT priorities for nodes 14, 15, and 16 are similar but are
different compared with Scenario 1 because of different node densities using
different communications in S2 (Figure 5). With the same ECF method, node
assigning based on the CCF and based on both CCF and ECF is depicted in Figure 6.

In Scenario 3, it is worth to mention that in node type 7 (due to a high
number of nodes whose data rate requirement is high) the SE and ECF weights are
reduced (Figures 7 and 8). The other nodes have a similar behavior than
the previous scenarios. The impact of the lower modulation order considered
in Scenario 3 is clearly seen in the CCF differences and in node 16 CCFs
(Figures 9–12).

In Scenarios 4 and 5, a similar behavior can be noticed. Though the RATs in
these scenarios have different communication characteristics and, also, the node

Figure 6.
ECF value and allocation percentage in S2.

Figure 7.
Node allocation based on CCF in S2.
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densities and numbers are different, a similar behavior of RAT importance for
different node types is present, although some important changes can be noticed. In
Scenarios 4 and 5, node types 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 16 show the same
behavior in terms of RATs when considering the CCF. For nodes 1–3, LTE is the

Figure 8.
Node allocation based on the joint CF in S2.

Figure 9.
CCF in S3.

Figure 10.
ECF value and allocation percentage in S3.
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best choice when considering the CCF, while in the case of node 4, MEO is the best
selection. Node 4, due to its high data rate requirement and high delay sensitivity,
cannot be supported by GEO.

In Scenario 4, the high PLP in GEO RAT type causes to have a lower reliability.
Moreover, low PLP in MEO causes to have lower required data rate (i.e., node 13)
resulting in having a lower CCF. Because of the high amount of data rate required
by nodes 5 and 6 and due to the similar latency in GSM and LTE, LTE is better than
GSM. In S4 node types 4, 5, 6, 9, 13, and 14, Figures 13–16 show the same behavior
in the sense of RATs used by the proposed CCF. The level of encryption, which is

Figure 12.
Node allocation based on the joint CF in S3.

Figure 13.
CCF in S4.

Figure 11.
Node allocation based on CCF in S3.
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used as a part of security KPIs, is another criterion changing the node allocation
strategy. In S5, for the node type 8, GSM has a lower CCF than LEO. Because of its
encryption algorithm and coding rate which is better than LEO RAT and also delay
fitting degree of LEO is improved, it has a lower CCF (Figures 17–20).

Figure 15.
Node allocation based on CCF in S4.

Figure 16.
Node allocation based on the joint CF in S4.

Figure 14.
ECF value and allocation percentage in S4.
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As it is shown, changing the RATs factor and its configuration consequences in
changing the allocating percentage of the nodes to different RATs. For instance, in
the different defined scenarios, the high-level modulation does not make the RAT as
the priority. It means lots of well-defined criteria as the input of CCF define the
popularity value of RATs for a certain node in a certain scenario.

Figure 17.
CCF in S5.

Figure 18.
ECF value and allocation percentage in S5.

Figure 19.
Node allocation based on CCF in S5.
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6. Conclusions

Different SG node types need to interact with a centralized management center
by exchanging data with different requirements. Such communication can be
implemented through different RATs, having different characteristics supporting
the SG node communication requirements. A high-level fitness function is here
defined aiming at matching the RAT communication characteristics and SG node
type communication requirements. To this aim a joint communication and energy
cost function is introduced for evaluating the effectiveness of the RATs when
supporting different SG node types. Through the CF, the fraction of SG node types
to be assigned to different RATs is obtained. The solution allows to achieve advan-
tages in terms of load balancing and resource allocation. Thanks to the interesting
results, this method can be extended to the inclusion of novel communication
paradigms, such as those based on the presence of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) as well as to the IoT-based communication paradigms.
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Chapter 6

Environmental Impact of
Information and Communication
Equipment for Future Smart Grids
Vedad Mujan and Slavisa Aleksic

Abstract

The realization of the smart grid will require a deployment of additional infor-
mation and communication technology (ICT) equipment in various domains but
mostly the customer and distribution domains. All of these ICT equipment will
unavoidably lead to an increase in electricity consumption and consequently to
increased environmental sustainability issues and thus an overall environmental
sustainability analysis if the future smart grid has to be performed. In order to
obtain a meaningful environmental sustainability analysis, additionally to the oper-
ation phase, various other ICT equipment life cycle stages, i.e., raw material extrac-
tion and processing, manufacturing and assembly, recycling and disposal, as well as
transportation, have to be included in the assessment as well. This chapter addresses
the environmental sustainability of ICT equipment for smart grids involved in the
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and home area network (HAN) smart grid
applications. The environmental sustainability is analyzed by means of the exergy-
based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) that is based on the second law of thermody-
namics and takes the entire lifetime of ICT equipment into consideration. Some
selected results of the E-LCA study are briefly presented and discussed. They have
shown that the environmental impact of the additional ICT equipment cannot be
neglected and has to be taken into account when assessing the environmental
overall sustainability of smart grids.

Keywords: smart grids, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), home area
network (HAN), information and communication technology (ICT), exergy-based
life cycle assessment (E-LCA), environmental sustainability

1. Introduction

The global energy demand has continuously been increasing over the last years
and is expected to increase further at an average of 1.5% per year until 2040 [1]. The
strongest increase is observed in countries which do not belong to the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), known as non-OECD
countries. The demand for energy in those countries is mainly caused by a strong
economic growth, but also the growth in population has a remarkable contribution
to this fact [1]. As opposed to this, most OECD countries have a slower economic
growth, and also the growth in population in those countries is not that significant
compared to non-OECD countries. Figure 1 illustrates this development. Based on
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that, the world total energy consumption amounted 552.82 EJ in 2010 is expected to
increase to 664.65 EJ in 2020 and further to 865.1 EJ in the year 2040. This corre-
sponds to an approximately 56% increase between 2010 and 2040 [1].

Exploitation of fossil resources, like carbon and oil, for energy (e.g., electricity)
generation satisfies about 70% of the global energy demand [2–5]. However, fossil
resources are the main causes of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, which poses a
detrimental effect on the environment. The combustion of fossil fuels (i.e., coal, oil,
natural gas) leads also to pollution of water and land resources in the course of sulfur
and nitrogen oxide emissions (e.g., acid rain) [4]. Besides pollution, these resources
are also not available in unlimited quantities. The deployment of renewable energy
sources, like sunlight and wind, for energy production is seen as an alternative to
fossil resources. However, these energy sources are not always available, which makes
it difficult to follow the variable load and meet the ever-increasing energy demand
[3, 5]. Still, energy production by means of renewable energy sources is seen as a part
of the future electricity grid, mostly referred to as smart grid, which will coexist as a
decentralized energy source alongside with the traditional centralized power plants.
The smart grid can be understood as a constant improvement of the current electricity
grid. It will enable not only transport of electricity but also information, which will,
on the other hand, result in a more efficient grid management, and facilitate a large-
scale deployment of distributed renewable energy sources.

The realization of the smart grid, with the mentioned features, i.e., two-way
information exchange in a timely manner and integration of renewable energy
sources, will only be possible by a pervasive deployment of information and com-
munication technologies (ICTs) on top of it [3]. It is the information and commu-
nication technology in the smart grid which will improve the efficiency of current
electricity production, distribution, and consumption, as well as its management,
and allow the integration of distributed renewable energy sources. This fact gives
ICTs a very important role in smart grids, making them a very involved part of the
overall electricity supply system. ICT represents the most important part in the shift
from the current electricity grid to the future smart grid and will be the engine for
its realization. The future electricity grid will be augmented by a magnitude of
additional ICT components and devices, i.e., ICT equipment. Smart meters, power
line communication (PLC) modems, data concentrators, data and control center
(DCC) servers, switches, and routers are just some of them. All of these

Figure 1.
World total energy consumption between 1990 and 2040 (modified from U.S. Energy Information
Administration [1]). OECD, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
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components and devices will lead to a further increase in electricity consumption,
which should be taken into account in an overall, holistic analysis of environmental
impacts of smart grids.

Energy efficiency is an important design parameter, and new systems should be
designed with optimized energy consumption requirements in mind. Even though
the operation (or use) phase of ICT equipment is important, it is only a part of the
entire “story.” In order to design an energy-efficient and environmentally sustain-
able system, other life cycle phases of ICT equipment such as raw material extrac-
tion and processing, manufacturing and assembly, recycling and disposal, as well as
transportation have also to be taken into account [6]. An exergy-based life cycle
assessment (E-LCA) makes such a life cycle assessment possible, as it allows an
exergy consumption evaluation across the entire ICT equipment lifetime [7], which
serves as a measure for the attained environmental sustainability. Exergy can be
understood as the amount of energy that can be transformed into useful work, i.e.,
the quantity of energy available to be consumed [6]. An exergy analysis provides
the means to evaluate and compare various systems with regard to their environ-
mental sustainability. For that reason, it can be concluded that the environmental
sustainability of ICT equipment relies upon its lifetime exergy (i.e., available
energy) consumption and not just the electricity consumption during operation [8].
The exergy concept will be explained in more detail in the next section.

It is also worth noticing that the deployment of ICTs in various other sectors will
be responsible for great emission reductions. Smart grids are just one but maybe the
most promising of them [9]. Others include, e.g., smart transportation, smart
infrastructure, smart production, and smart buildings. According to the Global e-
Sustainability Initiative [9], ICT has the potential to enable 7.8 gigatons (Gt) of
carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emission abatements by the year 2020. Smart
grids will allow 2 Gt CO2e emission abatements, which represents the strongest
reduction potential of all the considered technologies. Although ICT’s own footprint
is expected to increase from 0.5 Gt CO2e in 2002 to 1.4 Gt CO2e in 2020, the enabled
abatements achieved by its introduction in the different sectors will be greater.
They will account for five times of ICT’s own footprint, which equals to 15% of the
projected total global CO2e emissions [10]. The findings provided in the Global e-
Sustainability Initiative [9] suggest that the realization of the smart grid from an
environmental aspect is justified, as its potential to improve the overall environ-
mental sustainability will overcome the environmental sustainability issues associ-
ated with the introduction of additional ICT equipment in its various domains.
However, the study presented in the Global e-Sustainability Initiative [9] did not
address explicitly the environmental impact of ICT for smart grids. Additionally, it
used traditional LCA approaches and energy analysis. An energy analysis tracks
material and energy flows of a process, enabling a complete assessment of a system
[7]. Even though mass and energy conservation are included, it does not consider
the second law of thermodynamics. This fact is the main drawback of an energy
analysis, since different forms of energy cannot be directly compared [7].

A life cycle assessment (LCA) represents a framework for indicators that can be
used to assess how various products or processes impact the environment [7]. For
that purpose, all inputs and outputs of a product or process during its considered
lifetime are analyzed, i.e., the evaluation takes the entire product or process life
cycle under consideration. There are a lot of variants of a LCA, but most of them
base their assessment on emissions. A LCA provides a thorough assessment of
environmental effects but has also a few drawbacks. The most important one is that
it does not produce a simple and unambiguous outcome, which could be used for
easy and meaningful comparison purposes between various potential approaches.
The other one is its time exposure and accomplishment expenses [7].
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that, the world total energy consumption amounted 552.82 EJ in 2010 is expected to
increase to 664.65 EJ in 2020 and further to 865.1 EJ in the year 2040. This corre-
sponds to an approximately 56% increase between 2010 and 2040 [1].

Exploitation of fossil resources, like carbon and oil, for energy (e.g., electricity)
generation satisfies about 70% of the global energy demand [2–5]. However, fossil
resources are the main causes of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, which poses a
detrimental effect on the environment. The combustion of fossil fuels (i.e., coal, oil,
natural gas) leads also to pollution of water and land resources in the course of sulfur
and nitrogen oxide emissions (e.g., acid rain) [4]. Besides pollution, these resources
are also not available in unlimited quantities. The deployment of renewable energy
sources, like sunlight and wind, for energy production is seen as an alternative to
fossil resources. However, these energy sources are not always available, which makes
it difficult to follow the variable load and meet the ever-increasing energy demand
[3, 5]. Still, energy production by means of renewable energy sources is seen as a part
of the future electricity grid, mostly referred to as smart grid, which will coexist as a
decentralized energy source alongside with the traditional centralized power plants.
The smart grid can be understood as a constant improvement of the current electricity
grid. It will enable not only transport of electricity but also information, which will,
on the other hand, result in a more efficient grid management, and facilitate a large-
scale deployment of distributed renewable energy sources.

The realization of the smart grid, with the mentioned features, i.e., two-way
information exchange in a timely manner and integration of renewable energy
sources, will only be possible by a pervasive deployment of information and com-
munication technologies (ICTs) on top of it [3]. It is the information and commu-
nication technology in the smart grid which will improve the efficiency of current
electricity production, distribution, and consumption, as well as its management,
and allow the integration of distributed renewable energy sources. This fact gives
ICTs a very important role in smart grids, making them a very involved part of the
overall electricity supply system. ICT represents the most important part in the shift
from the current electricity grid to the future smart grid and will be the engine for
its realization. The future electricity grid will be augmented by a magnitude of
additional ICT components and devices, i.e., ICT equipment. Smart meters, power
line communication (PLC) modems, data concentrators, data and control center
(DCC) servers, switches, and routers are just some of them. All of these

Figure 1.
World total energy consumption between 1990 and 2040 (modified from U.S. Energy Information
Administration [1]). OECD, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
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components and devices will lead to a further increase in electricity consumption,
which should be taken into account in an overall, holistic analysis of environmental
impacts of smart grids.

Energy efficiency is an important design parameter, and new systems should be
designed with optimized energy consumption requirements in mind. Even though
the operation (or use) phase of ICT equipment is important, it is only a part of the
entire “story.” In order to design an energy-efficient and environmentally sustain-
able system, other life cycle phases of ICT equipment such as raw material extrac-
tion and processing, manufacturing and assembly, recycling and disposal, as well as
transportation have also to be taken into account [6]. An exergy-based life cycle
assessment (E-LCA) makes such a life cycle assessment possible, as it allows an
exergy consumption evaluation across the entire ICT equipment lifetime [7], which
serves as a measure for the attained environmental sustainability. Exergy can be
understood as the amount of energy that can be transformed into useful work, i.e.,
the quantity of energy available to be consumed [6]. An exergy analysis provides
the means to evaluate and compare various systems with regard to their environ-
mental sustainability. For that reason, it can be concluded that the environmental
sustainability of ICT equipment relies upon its lifetime exergy (i.e., available
energy) consumption and not just the electricity consumption during operation [8].
The exergy concept will be explained in more detail in the next section.

It is also worth noticing that the deployment of ICTs in various other sectors will
be responsible for great emission reductions. Smart grids are just one but maybe the
most promising of them [9]. Others include, e.g., smart transportation, smart
infrastructure, smart production, and smart buildings. According to the Global e-
Sustainability Initiative [9], ICT has the potential to enable 7.8 gigatons (Gt) of
carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emission abatements by the year 2020. Smart
grids will allow 2 Gt CO2e emission abatements, which represents the strongest
reduction potential of all the considered technologies. Although ICT’s own footprint
is expected to increase from 0.5 Gt CO2e in 2002 to 1.4 Gt CO2e in 2020, the enabled
abatements achieved by its introduction in the different sectors will be greater.
They will account for five times of ICT’s own footprint, which equals to 15% of the
projected total global CO2e emissions [10]. The findings provided in the Global e-
Sustainability Initiative [9] suggest that the realization of the smart grid from an
environmental aspect is justified, as its potential to improve the overall environ-
mental sustainability will overcome the environmental sustainability issues associ-
ated with the introduction of additional ICT equipment in its various domains.
However, the study presented in the Global e-Sustainability Initiative [9] did not
address explicitly the environmental impact of ICT for smart grids. Additionally, it
used traditional LCA approaches and energy analysis. An energy analysis tracks
material and energy flows of a process, enabling a complete assessment of a system
[7]. Even though mass and energy conservation are included, it does not consider
the second law of thermodynamics. This fact is the main drawback of an energy
analysis, since different forms of energy cannot be directly compared [7].

A life cycle assessment (LCA) represents a framework for indicators that can be
used to assess how various products or processes impact the environment [7]. For
that purpose, all inputs and outputs of a product or process during its considered
lifetime are analyzed, i.e., the evaluation takes the entire product or process life
cycle under consideration. There are a lot of variants of a LCA, but most of them
base their assessment on emissions. A LCA provides a thorough assessment of
environmental effects but has also a few drawbacks. The most important one is that
it does not produce a simple and unambiguous outcome, which could be used for
easy and meaningful comparison purposes between various potential approaches.
The other one is its time exposure and accomplishment expenses [7].
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An exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA), on the other hand, tracks the
lifetime exergy consumption and considers the second law of thermodynamics.
Exergy is defined as the maximum amount of useful work that can be attained from
a system when brought into thermodynamic equilibrium with its reference envi-
ronment [10]. Exergy can be understood as the amount of energy that can be used,
i.e., the quantity of energy that can be transformed into useful work. Due to
irreversibilities (i.e., inefficiencies) attributed to real processes, it is never con-
served. This is the main characteristic which distinguishes exergy from energy [6].
An exergy analysis eliminates the main drawbacks of an energy analysis and a LCA.
In contrast to an energy analysis, exergy analysis allows different forms of energy to
be directly compared, since it makes use of the second law of thermodynamics. It
does not allow a detailed assessment of environmental effects of ICTs, but it pro-
duces a simple (i.e., a single) outcome, which can be more easily computed and
compared with other approaches [7]. An E-LCA is also not that time-consuming and
costly to accomplish like a LCA. All of these benefits make E-LCA the best candi-
date for the evaluation of the environmental sustainability of ICTs for smart grids,
and this thermodynamic-based indicator [7] will therefore be used as the environ-
mental sustainability indicator of choice for the study presented in this chapter.

2. Framework for environmental sustainability analysis

This section provides the framework for the environmental sustainability analy-
sis of information and communication technologies (ICTs). Since a large amount of
additional ICT equipment is expected to become part of the future smart grid, the
means to provide useful and meaningful information on the environmental sus-
tainability of this equipment would prove beneficial. Exergy-based life cycle
assessment (E-LCA) provides such means, as it allows various approaches to be
compared with each other based on their exergy consumption in their different
lifetime or life cycle stages, i.e., raw material extraction and processing,
manufacturing and assembly, operation, recycling and disposal, as well as trans-
portation. The obtained exergy consumption serves thereby as a measure for the
attained environmental sustainability. Moreover, specific electrical generation sys-
tems and their respective energy and exergy efficiencies can be considered as well.

2.1 Classification of sustainability indicators

Before the discussion of sustainability indicators, a definition of sustainability
deems appropriate. According to the Report of the World Commission on Environ-
ment and Development: Our Common Future [11, 12], the sustainable development
is defined as “development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” However,
this definition of sustainability exhibits two major shortcomings, namely the terms
needs and future generations, which are not precisely specified [13]. There are also
other definitions for sustainability, but they all fail to give a clear understanding if a
product, system, process, or approach is sustainable or not. For that reason, the
existence of a sustainability indicator, which could be used for comparison purposes
between different approaches, would prove beneficial. Such an indicator could be
used to evaluate which of the various approaches under consideration is the most
sustainable one. With this in mind, a strict definition for sustainability would not be
needed and could be replaced with a more easily attainable approach for sustain-
ability analysis and evaluation [13].
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There are several sustainability indicators in existence. Many of them have been
introduced and recommended over the last years [14]. According to a report
published by the Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE),
sustainability indicators can be categorized into three “pillars” (also called the triple
bottom line), which classify sustainability into social, environmental, and economic
indicators [14]. An example of a social indicator is the human development index
(HDI), which evaluates the development of a country based on people and their
capabilities [15]. The gross domestic product (GDP), which indicates the economic
condition of a country, is an example of an economic indicator [16]. ICTs may have
an influence on the entire triple bottom line of sustainability. Introduction of ICTs
may lead to an improved access to education and its quality and also to more
profitable markets, which will, on the other hand, result in an increase of a country’s
HDI (i.e., social sustainability) and the GDP (i.e., economic sustainability), respec-
tively [14].

To obtain a useful indicator, a few requirements have to be fulfilled. First, it has
to be interchangeable so that it can be modified when new data becomes available
or some new processing techniques are applied. Further, the difficulty to obtain the
indicator should be kept within bounds. Finally, a considerable and most desired
indicator should at best provide a single value (i.e., outcome), which could be
utilized to compare different approaches with each other, with the aim to obtain the
most sustainable one [13].

In the following two subsections, only sustainability indicators associated with
environmental effects will be considered and further discussed. After a brief dis-
cussion of environmental sustainability indicators, thermodynamic-based environ-
mental sustainability indicators applicable to ICTs will be discussed in more detail.
The most promising of them will be chosen as the environmental sustainability
indicator for the assessment of ICTs in this study.

2.1.1 Environmental sustainability indicators

Environmental sustainability indicators are used to estimate the influence of
human actions (i.e., their behavior) on the environment. They can be used for
environmental impact assessment purposes, allowing different approaches to be
compared with regard to environmental sustainability. As an example, the environ-
mental sustainability index (ESI) represents an environmental sustainability indi-
cator [17]. By weighing 76 different variables, a single value for a country’s
environmental sustainability is derived [13, 17]. The main drawback of the ESI is
the fact that it is obtained based on subjective assumptions and conclusions, which
lead to inaccuracies. Hence, basing the various variables of the ESI on other assump-
tions would most probably result in a different outcome. This leads to the conclusion
that a more meaningful, unambiguous, and reliable indicator is needed, one that is
based on scientifically accurate estimations, and not on vague assumptions [13].

The fundamental laws of thermodynamics, which allow assessing mass and
energy transfers attributed to various processes, make such accurate estimations
possible. Mass conservation and the first law of thermodynamics provide means to
evaluate mass and energy transfers. The second law of thermodynamics enables a
further estimation of the exploited energy, i.e., a determination of the energy being
utilized [13]. It can be concluded that thermodynamic theory exhibits important
advantages for an environmental sustainability analysis, e.g., evaluation of mate-
rials needed by a process and those generated due to its existence and determination
of the energy demanded by the process. Moreover, it is possible to provide infor-
mation on how efficiently the energy is being exploited by the process. Based on
that, an evaluation of different approaches is facilitated. Even though a
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An exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA), on the other hand, tracks the
lifetime exergy consumption and considers the second law of thermodynamics.
Exergy is defined as the maximum amount of useful work that can be attained from
a system when brought into thermodynamic equilibrium with its reference envi-
ronment [10]. Exergy can be understood as the amount of energy that can be used,
i.e., the quantity of energy that can be transformed into useful work. Due to
irreversibilities (i.e., inefficiencies) attributed to real processes, it is never con-
served. This is the main characteristic which distinguishes exergy from energy [6].
An exergy analysis eliminates the main drawbacks of an energy analysis and a LCA.
In contrast to an energy analysis, exergy analysis allows different forms of energy to
be directly compared, since it makes use of the second law of thermodynamics. It
does not allow a detailed assessment of environmental effects of ICTs, but it pro-
duces a simple (i.e., a single) outcome, which can be more easily computed and
compared with other approaches [7]. An E-LCA is also not that time-consuming and
costly to accomplish like a LCA. All of these benefits make E-LCA the best candi-
date for the evaluation of the environmental sustainability of ICTs for smart grids,
and this thermodynamic-based indicator [7] will therefore be used as the environ-
mental sustainability indicator of choice for the study presented in this chapter.

2. Framework for environmental sustainability analysis

This section provides the framework for the environmental sustainability analy-
sis of information and communication technologies (ICTs). Since a large amount of
additional ICT equipment is expected to become part of the future smart grid, the
means to provide useful and meaningful information on the environmental sus-
tainability of this equipment would prove beneficial. Exergy-based life cycle
assessment (E-LCA) provides such means, as it allows various approaches to be
compared with each other based on their exergy consumption in their different
lifetime or life cycle stages, i.e., raw material extraction and processing,
manufacturing and assembly, operation, recycling and disposal, as well as trans-
portation. The obtained exergy consumption serves thereby as a measure for the
attained environmental sustainability. Moreover, specific electrical generation sys-
tems and their respective energy and exergy efficiencies can be considered as well.

2.1 Classification of sustainability indicators

Before the discussion of sustainability indicators, a definition of sustainability
deems appropriate. According to the Report of the World Commission on Environ-
ment and Development: Our Common Future [11, 12], the sustainable development
is defined as “development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” However,
this definition of sustainability exhibits two major shortcomings, namely the terms
needs and future generations, which are not precisely specified [13]. There are also
other definitions for sustainability, but they all fail to give a clear understanding if a
product, system, process, or approach is sustainable or not. For that reason, the
existence of a sustainability indicator, which could be used for comparison purposes
between different approaches, would prove beneficial. Such an indicator could be
used to evaluate which of the various approaches under consideration is the most
sustainable one. With this in mind, a strict definition for sustainability would not be
needed and could be replaced with a more easily attainable approach for sustain-
ability analysis and evaluation [13].
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There are several sustainability indicators in existence. Many of them have been
introduced and recommended over the last years [14]. According to a report
published by the Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE),
sustainability indicators can be categorized into three “pillars” (also called the triple
bottom line), which classify sustainability into social, environmental, and economic
indicators [14]. An example of a social indicator is the human development index
(HDI), which evaluates the development of a country based on people and their
capabilities [15]. The gross domestic product (GDP), which indicates the economic
condition of a country, is an example of an economic indicator [16]. ICTs may have
an influence on the entire triple bottom line of sustainability. Introduction of ICTs
may lead to an improved access to education and its quality and also to more
profitable markets, which will, on the other hand, result in an increase of a country’s
HDI (i.e., social sustainability) and the GDP (i.e., economic sustainability), respec-
tively [14].

To obtain a useful indicator, a few requirements have to be fulfilled. First, it has
to be interchangeable so that it can be modified when new data becomes available
or some new processing techniques are applied. Further, the difficulty to obtain the
indicator should be kept within bounds. Finally, a considerable and most desired
indicator should at best provide a single value (i.e., outcome), which could be
utilized to compare different approaches with each other, with the aim to obtain the
most sustainable one [13].

In the following two subsections, only sustainability indicators associated with
environmental effects will be considered and further discussed. After a brief dis-
cussion of environmental sustainability indicators, thermodynamic-based environ-
mental sustainability indicators applicable to ICTs will be discussed in more detail.
The most promising of them will be chosen as the environmental sustainability
indicator for the assessment of ICTs in this study.

2.1.1 Environmental sustainability indicators

Environmental sustainability indicators are used to estimate the influence of
human actions (i.e., their behavior) on the environment. They can be used for
environmental impact assessment purposes, allowing different approaches to be
compared with regard to environmental sustainability. As an example, the environ-
mental sustainability index (ESI) represents an environmental sustainability indi-
cator [17]. By weighing 76 different variables, a single value for a country’s
environmental sustainability is derived [13, 17]. The main drawback of the ESI is
the fact that it is obtained based on subjective assumptions and conclusions, which
lead to inaccuracies. Hence, basing the various variables of the ESI on other assump-
tions would most probably result in a different outcome. This leads to the conclusion
that a more meaningful, unambiguous, and reliable indicator is needed, one that is
based on scientifically accurate estimations, and not on vague assumptions [13].

The fundamental laws of thermodynamics, which allow assessing mass and
energy transfers attributed to various processes, make such accurate estimations
possible. Mass conservation and the first law of thermodynamics provide means to
evaluate mass and energy transfers. The second law of thermodynamics enables a
further estimation of the exploited energy, i.e., a determination of the energy being
utilized [13]. It can be concluded that thermodynamic theory exhibits important
advantages for an environmental sustainability analysis, e.g., evaluation of mate-
rials needed by a process and those generated due to its existence and determination
of the energy demanded by the process. Moreover, it is possible to provide infor-
mation on how efficiently the energy is being exploited by the process. Based on
that, an evaluation of different approaches is facilitated. Even though a
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thermodynamic analysis may not always provide a simple value (i.e., outcome) for
straightforward and uncomplicated comparison purposes, it is still possible to esti-
mate and evaluate all inputs and outputs to and from a process, respectively. Other
thermodynamic indicators, like exergy consumption, serve as a single value, i.e., a
simple indicator, which allows an easy comparison between competing approaches.

In order to distinguish between various thermodynamic indicators, two main
framework conditions exist [7]. The first one considers the thermodynamic quan-
tity assessed by the indicator. Thermodynamic quantities, which can be assessed by
an indicator, include, e.g., mass flow, energy flow, and exergy flow. The second
parameter considers the scope of the study, which is, moreover, related to its
objectives [7]. Indicators may take only a part of a device’s life cycle into consider-
ation, like the operation, manufacturing and assembly, or the recycling and disposal
stage. That means, the life cycle of a device is not strictly defined. On the other
hand, the cradle-to-grave approach includes raw material extraction and
processing, manufacturing and assembly, operation, recycling and disposal, as well
as the transportation between the various process stages. These life cycle stages can
in general be seen as the most important and significant ones. The cradle-to-grave
life cycle approach is commonly viewed as an entire life cycle and will therefore be
adapted as the ICT component and device (i.e., ICT equipment) life cycle in this
study. Thermodynamic-based environmental sustainability indicators that will be
considered in the following include [9]:

• Energy analysis

• Life cycle assessment (LCA)

• Exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA)

These thermodynamic-based environmental sustainability indicators will be
discussed in more detail in the following subsection. A comparison between them is
provided with the aim to derive the most suitable one for the environmental sus-
tainability analysis of ICTs. Figure 2 summarizes the discussion about sustainability
indicators and depicts their classification.

2.1.2 Thermodynamic indicators suitable for sustainability analysis of ICT

In the following few parts of this subsection, energy analysis, LCA, and E-LCA
will be discussed. Advantages and disadvantages of these thermodynamic indicator
types are presented. In addition, basic theory behind energy, exergy, and entropy
will be provided. A comparison between LCA and E-LCA for the environmental
sustainability analysis of ICT equipment is presented. Further, the relation between
environmental impact, exergy efficiency, and environmental sustainability is
briefly studied.

2.1.2.1 Energy analysis

It is a matter of common knowledge that it is possible to store energy within
systems (e.g., in batteries). Moreover, it is possible to convert energy from one form
to another (e.g., coal energy to electrical energy) and to transfer it from one system
to another. In the course of all the storages, conversions, and transfers, the entire
quantity of energy must be conserved [18]. This fact is embodied in the first law of
thermodynamics, which states that the change of the internal energy (U) of a
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system is equal to the sum of heat (Q) supplied to the system and work (W) done
by the same system on its surroundings [6], i.e.

dU ¼ δQ � δW: (1)

Therefore, the energy balance of an entire process or system is equal to zero [19]:

Enin � Enout ¼ 0: (2)

According to energy balance, input and output energies of a process or system
are equal. A portion of the energy at the output may be converted, e.g., into waste
heat. This waste heat may as well have a positive side effect, since it could be
exploited for, e.g., heating purposes. Nevertheless, the total amount of energy is
conserved in all the storages, transfers, and conversions. Using an energy balance, it
is possible to assess the energy demanded by a system. However, it does not tell us
how well the energy is being exploited by the same system.With an energy analysis,
it is not possible to determine the true thermodynamic inefficiencies related to an
energy transformation system [18]. An energy analysis can identify merely the
inefficiencies arising due to energy transfers out of a system that cannot be
exploited anymore in the considered or some other system.

This leads to the conclusion that utilizing energy as an indicator for the assess-
ment of energy system advantages and imperfections can be quite unclear and
inaccurate [10]. An energy analysis enables quantifying energy flows. For that
reason, a complete assessment of a system is facilitated. Nevertheless, even a com-
plete life cycle energy analysis exhibits considerable disadvantages [7]. The main
reason for this is the fact that an energy analysis does not consider the second law of
thermodynamics. Because of that, it is not possible to directly compare distinct
forms of energy with each other. However, an exergy-based life cycle assessment
(E-LCA) provides means to estimate the exergy consumption over the entire con-
sidered lifetime of a system and takes the second law of thermodynamics under
consideration. Based on that, it is further possible to provide information on the

Figure 2.
Classification of sustainability indicators (modified from Lettieri et al. [7]).
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thermodynamic analysis may not always provide a simple value (i.e., outcome) for
straightforward and uncomplicated comparison purposes, it is still possible to esti-
mate and evaluate all inputs and outputs to and from a process, respectively. Other
thermodynamic indicators, like exergy consumption, serve as a single value, i.e., a
simple indicator, which allows an easy comparison between competing approaches.

In order to distinguish between various thermodynamic indicators, two main
framework conditions exist [7]. The first one considers the thermodynamic quan-
tity assessed by the indicator. Thermodynamic quantities, which can be assessed by
an indicator, include, e.g., mass flow, energy flow, and exergy flow. The second
parameter considers the scope of the study, which is, moreover, related to its
objectives [7]. Indicators may take only a part of a device’s life cycle into consider-
ation, like the operation, manufacturing and assembly, or the recycling and disposal
stage. That means, the life cycle of a device is not strictly defined. On the other
hand, the cradle-to-grave approach includes raw material extraction and
processing, manufacturing and assembly, operation, recycling and disposal, as well
as the transportation between the various process stages. These life cycle stages can
in general be seen as the most important and significant ones. The cradle-to-grave
life cycle approach is commonly viewed as an entire life cycle and will therefore be
adapted as the ICT component and device (i.e., ICT equipment) life cycle in this
study. Thermodynamic-based environmental sustainability indicators that will be
considered in the following include [9]:

• Energy analysis

• Life cycle assessment (LCA)

• Exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA)

These thermodynamic-based environmental sustainability indicators will be
discussed in more detail in the following subsection. A comparison between them is
provided with the aim to derive the most suitable one for the environmental sus-
tainability analysis of ICTs. Figure 2 summarizes the discussion about sustainability
indicators and depicts their classification.

2.1.2 Thermodynamic indicators suitable for sustainability analysis of ICT

In the following few parts of this subsection, energy analysis, LCA, and E-LCA
will be discussed. Advantages and disadvantages of these thermodynamic indicator
types are presented. In addition, basic theory behind energy, exergy, and entropy
will be provided. A comparison between LCA and E-LCA for the environmental
sustainability analysis of ICT equipment is presented. Further, the relation between
environmental impact, exergy efficiency, and environmental sustainability is
briefly studied.

2.1.2.1 Energy analysis

It is a matter of common knowledge that it is possible to store energy within
systems (e.g., in batteries). Moreover, it is possible to convert energy from one form
to another (e.g., coal energy to electrical energy) and to transfer it from one system
to another. In the course of all the storages, conversions, and transfers, the entire
quantity of energy must be conserved [18]. This fact is embodied in the first law of
thermodynamics, which states that the change of the internal energy (U) of a
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system is equal to the sum of heat (Q) supplied to the system and work (W) done
by the same system on its surroundings [6], i.e.

dU ¼ δQ � δW: (1)

Therefore, the energy balance of an entire process or system is equal to zero [19]:

Enin � Enout ¼ 0: (2)

According to energy balance, input and output energies of a process or system
are equal. A portion of the energy at the output may be converted, e.g., into waste
heat. This waste heat may as well have a positive side effect, since it could be
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is possible to assess the energy demanded by a system. However, it does not tell us
how well the energy is being exploited by the same system.With an energy analysis,
it is not possible to determine the true thermodynamic inefficiencies related to an
energy transformation system [18]. An energy analysis can identify merely the
inefficiencies arising due to energy transfers out of a system that cannot be
exploited anymore in the considered or some other system.

This leads to the conclusion that utilizing energy as an indicator for the assess-
ment of energy system advantages and imperfections can be quite unclear and
inaccurate [10]. An energy analysis enables quantifying energy flows. For that
reason, a complete assessment of a system is facilitated. Nevertheless, even a com-
plete life cycle energy analysis exhibits considerable disadvantages [7]. The main
reason for this is the fact that an energy analysis does not consider the second law of
thermodynamics. Because of that, it is not possible to directly compare distinct
forms of energy with each other. However, an exergy-based life cycle assessment
(E-LCA) provides means to estimate the exergy consumption over the entire con-
sidered lifetime of a system and takes the second law of thermodynamics under
consideration. Based on that, it is further possible to provide information on the

Figure 2.
Classification of sustainability indicators (modified from Lettieri et al. [7]).
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quality of energy, i.e., how efficiently the energy is being utilized by a system.
E-LCA will be given its own discussion, and its benefits will be explained in more
detail.

2.1.2.2 Life cycle assessment (LCA)

A life cycle assessment (LCA) provides means to estimate environmental effects
of a product, process, or system over its respective lifetime, i.e., under consider-
ation of its entire life cycle [20]. It was specified by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) 14040 family of standards [14, 15]. LCA cannot be
directly or precisely considered as an indicator. It rather defines a framework for
indicators that can be used to evaluate how various products, processes, or systems
impact the environment during their entire lifetime [13]. Based on that, various
production approaches and techniques may be analyzed with regard to their envi-
ronmental effects, with the aim to indicate the most efficient (i.e., environmentally
sustainable) one [19]. The evaluation of environmental effects can be accomplished
by capturing all inputs and outputs of a product, process, or system during its
considered lifetime. Even though there are many variants of a LCA, most of them
are based on emissions [13]. Figure 3 depicts schematically the life cycle assessment
(LCA) framework, which is accomplished in four phases [15]:

1.Goal and scope definition

2.Inventory analysis

3. Impact assessment

4.Interpretation

The goal and scope definition phase considers the aims of the assessment and the
constraints that have to be taken into consideration. The goal definition includes

Figure 3.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) framework (modified from ISO 14040 [15]).
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further the purpose of the assessment and defines the group of people potentially
interested in the LCA outcomes. The scope definition defines additionally, e.g., the
functional unit, data specifications, assumptions, and constraints of the assessment
[15, 19]. The inventory analysis considers all inputs and outputs related to the
various processes of the considered system. Inputs and outputs of the processes can
be divided into economic and environmental flows [19]. Environmental inputs and
outputs, which either come from, or are emitted (i.e., released) to, the environ-
ment, are considered as environmental flows. The result of the inventory analysis
can be found in the inventory table. This table comprises all the resources and toxic
substances that are captured or released during the considered lifetime, i.e., during
the entire life cycle. Impact assessment represents the third phase of the LCA
framework. During this phase the data in the inventory table is evaluated. For this
purpose, impact categories are deployed, e.g., climate change, human toxicity,
ozone layer depletion, and ecotoxicity [19]. In the final, i.e., interpretation, phase of
a LCA, the obtained outcomes are evaluated and clarified. Based on this assessment,
it is possible to suggest further improvement potentials.

A LCA provides a thorough assessment of environmental effects but has also a
few drawbacks because of such a complete analysis. The first, and probably the
main, disadvantage of a LCA is the lack of a simple (i.e., single) outcome which
could serve as the basis for assessment and evaluation purposes between various
approaches. For that reason, a direct comparison between different impact catego-
ries shows to be not that easy (e.g., ecotoxicity vs. global warming potential) [7].
Even though collections of standardized impact factors are available, the estimation
of diverse environmental effects, caused from various processes, is still based on
subjective assumptions and conclusions [7]. The inaccuracies introduced in the
course of such vague assumptions may not be tolerable and would most probably
lead to uncertain or even useless results. The second disadvantage of a LCA relates
to its time exposure and accomplishment expenses. LCA software tools are existent
and in use (e.g., SimaPro, GaBi Software, EarthSmart) [13, 16, 21, 22]. Still, other
environmental sustainability indicators are easier to generate compared to a LCA.
Exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) is an example of such an environmen-
tal sustainability indicator and will be discussed in the following part of this
subsection.

2.1.2.3 Exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA)

Exergy is defined as “the maximum theoretical useful work, which can be
obtained from a system when brought into thermodynamic equilibrium with its
environment while the system interacts with this environment only” [18]. The
environment required for computing the exergy values is known as the exergy
reference environment or thermodynamic environment. It is free from any irre-
versibility. Moreover, the exergy value of this environment must be zero. The
natural environment does not meet the needs of the exergy reference environment,
since it is not in equilibrium. For that reason, a model for the thermodynamic
environment is always presumed. In most cases, the actual local environment is
chosen as the exergy reference environment. In other words, exergy can be under-
stood as the quantity of energy that can be utilized to perform useful work, i.e., the
amount of energy available to be consumed [6]. The theory behind exergy, its
characteristics, and benefits are defined by the first and second law of thermody-
namics. The first law of thermodynamics defines the concept of energy conserva-
tion (see Energy Analysis). The second law of thermodynamics introduces
additionally the concept of non-conservation of entropy [10, 19], i.e., the concept of
entropy increase. For that reason, an exergy analysis may be utilized to evaluate,
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framework. During this phase the data in the inventory table is evaluated. For this
purpose, impact categories are deployed, e.g., climate change, human toxicity,
ozone layer depletion, and ecotoxicity [19]. In the final, i.e., interpretation, phase of
a LCA, the obtained outcomes are evaluated and clarified. Based on this assessment,
it is possible to suggest further improvement potentials.

A LCA provides a thorough assessment of environmental effects but has also a
few drawbacks because of such a complete analysis. The first, and probably the
main, disadvantage of a LCA is the lack of a simple (i.e., single) outcome which
could serve as the basis for assessment and evaluation purposes between various
approaches. For that reason, a direct comparison between different impact catego-
ries shows to be not that easy (e.g., ecotoxicity vs. global warming potential) [7].
Even though collections of standardized impact factors are available, the estimation
of diverse environmental effects, caused from various processes, is still based on
subjective assumptions and conclusions [7]. The inaccuracies introduced in the
course of such vague assumptions may not be tolerable and would most probably
lead to uncertain or even useless results. The second disadvantage of a LCA relates
to its time exposure and accomplishment expenses. LCA software tools are existent
and in use (e.g., SimaPro, GaBi Software, EarthSmart) [13, 16, 21, 22]. Still, other
environmental sustainability indicators are easier to generate compared to a LCA.
Exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) is an example of such an environmen-
tal sustainability indicator and will be discussed in the following part of this
subsection.

2.1.2.3 Exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA)

Exergy is defined as “the maximum theoretical useful work, which can be
obtained from a system when brought into thermodynamic equilibrium with its
environment while the system interacts with this environment only” [18]. The
environment required for computing the exergy values is known as the exergy
reference environment or thermodynamic environment. It is free from any irre-
versibility. Moreover, the exergy value of this environment must be zero. The
natural environment does not meet the needs of the exergy reference environment,
since it is not in equilibrium. For that reason, a model for the thermodynamic
environment is always presumed. In most cases, the actual local environment is
chosen as the exergy reference environment. In other words, exergy can be under-
stood as the quantity of energy that can be utilized to perform useful work, i.e., the
amount of energy available to be consumed [6]. The theory behind exergy, its
characteristics, and benefits are defined by the first and second law of thermody-
namics. The first law of thermodynamics defines the concept of energy conserva-
tion (see Energy Analysis). The second law of thermodynamics introduces
additionally the concept of non-conservation of entropy [10, 19], i.e., the concept of
entropy increase. For that reason, an exergy analysis may be utilized to evaluate,
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construct, and upgrade various systems. Before further discussing exergy, a few
words will be addressed to entropy.

In conjunction with thermodynamic processes, entropy may be understood as
the amount of energy deficiency present to perform useful work. As characterized
by Rudolf Clausius, entropy can be considered as a state function of a reversible
cyclic process, known as the Carnot cycle, which states that the change of entropy
Sð Þ is proportional to the heat Qð Þ divided by the absolute temperature Tð Þ, i.e.

dS ¼ δQ
T

: (3)

It is important to underline that the process assumed in Clausius definition is a
reversible one. However, irreversible processes usually lead to an increase of
entropy. Assuming an isolated system is subjected to some process, entropy can
only be greater or equal to zero:

dS
dt

≥0: (4)

This relation is satisfied with equality only for a reversible process, whereas for
an irreversible process, the entropy will be greater than zero. One further aspect
with regard to entropy should be mentioned. It is possible to distinguish thermody-
namic entropy from logical entropy [6]. According to The American Heritage
Dictionary, thermodynamic entropy (expressed in Joule per Kelvin, i.e., J/K) is
formulated as “the quantitative measure of the amount of thermal energy per unit
temperature not available to do work in a closed system.” Logical entropy, on the
other hand, can be understood as “a measure for randomness in a closed system.”
The entropy concept can be applied in many fields of research, e.g., thermodynam-
ics, communications, and statistics [6]. Even though an entropy balance provides
information on inefficiencies associated with a considered system based on entropy
creation, it fails to communicate the precise amount of energy being exploited by
the system. The entropy concept does not provide any information about the qual-
ity of energy, just like an energy analysis. However, an exergy analysis eliminates
this drawback related to an energy analysis and the entropy concept. This is because
exergy allows evaluating the quality of an energy carrier (i.e., its ability to perform
useful work) [18].

Using an exergy analysis instead of an energy analysis, a more thorough assess-
ment of a system can be accomplished [20]. The data obtained from an exergy
analysis contains more valuable and relevant information than the one gained from
an energy analysis. Further, an increase of efficiency and means to decrease ther-
modynamic losses may as well be realized and determined using an exergy analysis.
Moreover, an exergy analysis allows different forms of energy (i.e., with different
qualities) to be compared directly with each other, as the main criterion is the
capability to perform useful work. For that reason, an evaluation of various systems
can be accomplished in a more accurate and meaningful way. Environmental effects
and improvement potentials may as well be analyzed and assessed with the use of
an exergy analysis [10]. In contrast to energy, exergy is destructed and never
conserved for a majority of real processes because of irreversibilities. As opposed to
an energy analysis, where the energy balance for an entire process equals zero (see
the paragraph Energy analysis), the exergy balance corresponds to irreversibilities
related to the process under consideration [19], so that

Exin � Exout >0: (5)
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According to the energy balance, the difference between input and output
energy is zero, i.e., they are equal (see Eq. (2)). The exergy balance, on the other
hand, defines a decrease of the quality of energy (i.e., exergy) during a process [10].
This fact is obvious from Eq. (5), according to which the exergy at the input of a
system is greater than the exergy at its output. The exergy balance, which corre-
sponds to irreversibilities associated with the considered process, is proportional to
the creation of entropy ΔSð Þ weighted by the temperature of the exergy reference
environment Tj0ð Þ [6, 19]:

Exloss ¼ ΔEx ¼ Exin � Exout ¼ T0ΔS>0: (6)

This relation is also known as the law of exergy loss, or the law of Gouy-Stodola
[19]. The exergy loss of a complete system can be obtained by assessing and sum-
ming up the exergy losses of its corresponding subsystems or components, i.e.

Exloss, system ¼
X

Exloss,component: (7)

Exergy losses can be divided into internal and external exergy losses. External
exergy losses are composed of waste and exergies emitted (i.e., released) from a
system. They encompass the amount of exergy that cannot be exploited to perform
useful work. Internal exergy losses are losses related to internal inefficiencies (i.e.,
irreversibilities) of processes, which lead to a decrease of energy quality. They can
further be classified into technical and structural exergy losses [19]. Technical
exergy losses originate from system inefficiencies, while structural exergy losses are
defined by various system assumptions, its composition, and features. Technical
exergy losses can be minimized by applying improvement procedures. A decrease
of structural exergy losses may only be achieved by modification and upgrading
measures of the considered system [23].

The exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) takes all exergy inputs to a
system or process during its entire lifetime into account, i.e., it includes all exergy
inputs over the entire system or process life cycle [24]. Moreover, an accumulation
(i.e., conservation) of exergy during the considered life cycle exergy assessment is
excluded [25]. For that reason, it can be concluded that the life cycle system or
process exergy losses have to be proportional to the overall exergy consumption
[19, 25]. This total exergy consumption can be further used to assess and interpret
the environmental sustainability of different approaches, systems, and processes.

In the following few lines, the composition of the total exergy of a system is
presented. If electrical, magnetic, nuclear, and surface tension effects can be
excluded, then it is possible to divide the total exergy of a system (Exsystem) into
four components, namely, physical exergy (Exphysical), chemical exergy (Exchemical),
kinetic exergy (ExkineticÞ, and potential exergy (ExpotentialÞ [18], i.e.

Exsystem ¼ Exphyscial þ Exchemical þ Exkinetic þ Expotential: (8)

The physical exergy can be calculated according to Frangopoulos [18]:

Exphysical ¼ U � U0ð Þ þ p0 V � V0ð Þ � T0 S� S0ð Þ: (9)

Here, U, V, and S are internal energy, volume, and entropy of the system, in that
order. The subscript 0 in Eq. (9) indicates the state of the considered system at
temperature T0 and pressure p0 related to the exergy reference environment. The
physical exergy of a system can be further divided into thermal exergy (Exthermal)
related to the system’s temperature change from the temperature of the exergy
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information on inefficiencies associated with a considered system based on entropy
creation, it fails to communicate the precise amount of energy being exploited by
the system. The entropy concept does not provide any information about the qual-
ity of energy, just like an energy analysis. However, an exergy analysis eliminates
this drawback related to an energy analysis and the entropy concept. This is because
exergy allows evaluating the quality of an energy carrier (i.e., its ability to perform
useful work) [18].

Using an exergy analysis instead of an energy analysis, a more thorough assess-
ment of a system can be accomplished [20]. The data obtained from an exergy
analysis contains more valuable and relevant information than the one gained from
an energy analysis. Further, an increase of efficiency and means to decrease ther-
modynamic losses may as well be realized and determined using an exergy analysis.
Moreover, an exergy analysis allows different forms of energy (i.e., with different
qualities) to be compared directly with each other, as the main criterion is the
capability to perform useful work. For that reason, an evaluation of various systems
can be accomplished in a more accurate and meaningful way. Environmental effects
and improvement potentials may as well be analyzed and assessed with the use of
an exergy analysis [10]. In contrast to energy, exergy is destructed and never
conserved for a majority of real processes because of irreversibilities. As opposed to
an energy analysis, where the energy balance for an entire process equals zero (see
the paragraph Energy analysis), the exergy balance corresponds to irreversibilities
related to the process under consideration [19], so that
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[19]. The exergy loss of a complete system can be obtained by assessing and sum-
ming up the exergy losses of its corresponding subsystems or components, i.e.
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system or process during its entire lifetime into account, i.e., it includes all exergy
inputs over the entire system or process life cycle [24]. Moreover, an accumulation
(i.e., conservation) of exergy during the considered life cycle exergy assessment is
excluded [25]. For that reason, it can be concluded that the life cycle system or
process exergy losses have to be proportional to the overall exergy consumption
[19, 25]. This total exergy consumption can be further used to assess and interpret
the environmental sustainability of different approaches, systems, and processes.

In the following few lines, the composition of the total exergy of a system is
presented. If electrical, magnetic, nuclear, and surface tension effects can be
excluded, then it is possible to divide the total exergy of a system (Exsystem) into
four components, namely, physical exergy (Exphysical), chemical exergy (Exchemical),
kinetic exergy (ExkineticÞ, and potential exergy (ExpotentialÞ [18], i.e.
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The physical exergy can be calculated according to Frangopoulos [18]:
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Here, U, V, and S are internal energy, volume, and entropy of the system, in that
order. The subscript 0 in Eq. (9) indicates the state of the considered system at
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reference environment and mechanical exergy (Exmechanical) introduced because of a
difference of the system’s pressure from the pressure of the exergy reference
environment [18], i.e.

Exphysical ¼ Exthermal þ Exmechanical: (10)

In analogy to this, it is also possible to split the chemical exergy into reactive
exergy Exreactiveð Þ and nonreactive exergy Exnonreactiveð Þ [18], i.e.

Exchemical ¼ Exreactive þ Exnonreactive: (11)

The chemical exergy can be understood as the hypothetical maximum of useful
work that can be attained from a system as this chemically equilibrates with its
exergy reference environment. In order to determine the chemical exergy, it is not
sufficient to define just the temperature T0 and pressure p0 but also the chemical
consistency of the exergy reference environment. Finally, the kinetic and potential
exergies can be calculated according to the following Eqs. (10):

Exkinetic ¼ mv2

2
(12)

Expotential ¼ mgh: (13)

As can be seen from Eqs. (12) and (13), kinetic and potential exergies are equal
to kinetic and potential energies. The variables v and h correspond to the velocity
and height relative to that of the exergy reference environment (v0 = 0, h0 = 0) [18].

The preceding two parts of this subsection elaborated in detail two important
but different approaches for an environmental sustainability analysis of ICTs,
namely, the life cycle assessment (LCA) and the exergy-based life cycle assessment
(E-LCA). In the following part of this subsection, a comparison between them is
provided with the aim to point out the advantages of E-LCA for the assessment and
evaluation of environmental effects, i.e., the environmental sustainability, associ-
ated with various ICT equipment.

2.1.2.4 LCA vs. E-LCA

A life cycle assessment (LCA) enables a thorough assessment of environmental
effects related to ICT equipment, by capturing all inputs and outputs during its
considered lifetime [26–28]. Most LCA approaches base their analysis of environ-
mental effects on emissions, which pose a potential to negatively impact the envi-
ronment, e.g., greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. However, such an analysis brings
also considerable drawbacks with it, like time exposure, accomplishment expenses,
and, more importantly, the absence of a simple and unambiguous outcome for
meaningful comparison purposes between different approaches. The exergy-based
life cycle assessment (E-LCA), on the other hand, represents a sound approach for
the environmental sustainability analysis of ICT equipment, based on its lifetime
exergy consumption, which serves as a measure for the attained environmental
sustainability. The major benefit of E-LCA is the fact that it leads to a single
outcome (i.e., an exergy consumption value) that can be easily compared with
various other potential approaches. Moreover, the quite moderate time exposure,
accomplishment expenses, as well as the update and expandability features of E-
LCA make this thermodynamically based indicator the best choice for the environ-
mental sustainability analysis of ICTs.
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The conclusions drawn from the E-LCA do not differ much from those of a LCA.
Actually, they coincide quite well in all life cycle stages of the considered ICT
equipment, the only difference being the relative scales and the quantity character-
izing the environmental effects (e.g., GHG emissions vs. exergy consumption).
Figure 4 shows the results of a LCA of three different smartphones, namely, an
Apple iPhone 4S, a Nokia Lumia 920, and a Huawei U8652 [29]. The contribution of
the different smartphone life cycle stages to the climate change, attributed to GHG
emissions, over a lifetime of 3 years, is expressed in kilograms of carbon dioxide
equivalents (kg CO2e) [29, 30]. The production stage accounts for raw material
extraction and processing, manufacturing and assembly, as well as the transporta-
tion during these two processing phases; the use phase is based on a 3-year opera-
tion of the smartphones; the transportation stage includes the transport of the
products to their distribution location, while the recycling stage includes the trans-
port of products to recycling plants, their separation, and shredding. It is evident
that the use of a LCA for the assessment of environmental effects, even for the three
considered smartphones, leads to relatively different outcomes (ranging between
16 and 70 kg CO2e), which is a result of the quite different assumptions made for
each of these approaches and LCA tools used for their assessment. Even this simple
example illustrates the underlying ambiguity of a LCA. However, the conclusions
drawn from each of these approaches suggest that the most dominant life cycle
stage of a smartphone relates to its production stage, i.e., its raw material extraction
and processing, as well as its manufacturing and assembly (including transport).

The same conclusions on the environmental sustainability are provided by
means of the E-LCA. Figure 5 depicts the LCA and three E-LCA use cases (UCs) of
an Apple iPhone 5C, respectively [31]. The assumptions provided in Ref. [31], i.e.,
those concerning the production, transportation, customer use, as well as recycling,
have been adapted to a good degree into the E-LCA framework, in order to obtain a
more meaningful comparison between these two environmental sustainability
analysis approaches. The three depicted E-LCA UCs assume different usage inten-
sities and therefore different daily smartphone charging durations. The first UC
assumes a daily charging duration of 4 h, the second UC of 8 h, and the third UC of
12 h. An operational duration of 3 years is assumed. It should be noted that the
environmental impact of the different smartphone life cycle stages in Figure 5 is
given in percentage of the lifetime GHG emissions in the case of the LCA and in
percentage of the lifetime exergy consumption in the case of the E-LCA for easier
comparison purposes. Figure 5 suggests that for both the LCA and the E-LCA
approach, the most dominant (i.e., environmentally relevant) life cycle stage of the

Figure 4.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) of three different smartphones (modified from Andrae and Vaija [29]).
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reference environment and mechanical exergy (Exmechanical) introduced because of a
difference of the system’s pressure from the pressure of the exergy reference
environment [18], i.e.

Exphysical ¼ Exthermal þ Exmechanical: (10)

In analogy to this, it is also possible to split the chemical exergy into reactive
exergy Exreactiveð Þ and nonreactive exergy Exnonreactiveð Þ [18], i.e.

Exchemical ¼ Exreactive þ Exnonreactive: (11)

The chemical exergy can be understood as the hypothetical maximum of useful
work that can be attained from a system as this chemically equilibrates with its
exergy reference environment. In order to determine the chemical exergy, it is not
sufficient to define just the temperature T0 and pressure p0 but also the chemical
consistency of the exergy reference environment. Finally, the kinetic and potential
exergies can be calculated according to the following Eqs. (10):

Exkinetic ¼ mv2

2
(12)

Expotential ¼ mgh: (13)

As can be seen from Eqs. (12) and (13), kinetic and potential exergies are equal
to kinetic and potential energies. The variables v and h correspond to the velocity
and height relative to that of the exergy reference environment (v0 = 0, h0 = 0) [18].

The preceding two parts of this subsection elaborated in detail two important
but different approaches for an environmental sustainability analysis of ICTs,
namely, the life cycle assessment (LCA) and the exergy-based life cycle assessment
(E-LCA). In the following part of this subsection, a comparison between them is
provided with the aim to point out the advantages of E-LCA for the assessment and
evaluation of environmental effects, i.e., the environmental sustainability, associ-
ated with various ICT equipment.

2.1.2.4 LCA vs. E-LCA

A life cycle assessment (LCA) enables a thorough assessment of environmental
effects related to ICT equipment, by capturing all inputs and outputs during its
considered lifetime [26–28]. Most LCA approaches base their analysis of environ-
mental effects on emissions, which pose a potential to negatively impact the envi-
ronment, e.g., greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. However, such an analysis brings
also considerable drawbacks with it, like time exposure, accomplishment expenses,
and, more importantly, the absence of a simple and unambiguous outcome for
meaningful comparison purposes between different approaches. The exergy-based
life cycle assessment (E-LCA), on the other hand, represents a sound approach for
the environmental sustainability analysis of ICT equipment, based on its lifetime
exergy consumption, which serves as a measure for the attained environmental
sustainability. The major benefit of E-LCA is the fact that it leads to a single
outcome (i.e., an exergy consumption value) that can be easily compared with
various other potential approaches. Moreover, the quite moderate time exposure,
accomplishment expenses, as well as the update and expandability features of E-
LCA make this thermodynamically based indicator the best choice for the environ-
mental sustainability analysis of ICTs.
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The conclusions drawn from the E-LCA do not differ much from those of a LCA.
Actually, they coincide quite well in all life cycle stages of the considered ICT
equipment, the only difference being the relative scales and the quantity character-
izing the environmental effects (e.g., GHG emissions vs. exergy consumption).
Figure 4 shows the results of a LCA of three different smartphones, namely, an
Apple iPhone 4S, a Nokia Lumia 920, and a Huawei U8652 [29]. The contribution of
the different smartphone life cycle stages to the climate change, attributed to GHG
emissions, over a lifetime of 3 years, is expressed in kilograms of carbon dioxide
equivalents (kg CO2e) [29, 30]. The production stage accounts for raw material
extraction and processing, manufacturing and assembly, as well as the transporta-
tion during these two processing phases; the use phase is based on a 3-year opera-
tion of the smartphones; the transportation stage includes the transport of the
products to their distribution location, while the recycling stage includes the trans-
port of products to recycling plants, their separation, and shredding. It is evident
that the use of a LCA for the assessment of environmental effects, even for the three
considered smartphones, leads to relatively different outcomes (ranging between
16 and 70 kg CO2e), which is a result of the quite different assumptions made for
each of these approaches and LCA tools used for their assessment. Even this simple
example illustrates the underlying ambiguity of a LCA. However, the conclusions
drawn from each of these approaches suggest that the most dominant life cycle
stage of a smartphone relates to its production stage, i.e., its raw material extraction
and processing, as well as its manufacturing and assembly (including transport).

The same conclusions on the environmental sustainability are provided by
means of the E-LCA. Figure 5 depicts the LCA and three E-LCA use cases (UCs) of
an Apple iPhone 5C, respectively [31]. The assumptions provided in Ref. [31], i.e.,
those concerning the production, transportation, customer use, as well as recycling,
have been adapted to a good degree into the E-LCA framework, in order to obtain a
more meaningful comparison between these two environmental sustainability
analysis approaches. The three depicted E-LCA UCs assume different usage inten-
sities and therefore different daily smartphone charging durations. The first UC
assumes a daily charging duration of 4 h, the second UC of 8 h, and the third UC of
12 h. An operational duration of 3 years is assumed. It should be noted that the
environmental impact of the different smartphone life cycle stages in Figure 5 is
given in percentage of the lifetime GHG emissions in the case of the LCA and in
percentage of the lifetime exergy consumption in the case of the E-LCA for easier
comparison purposes. Figure 5 suggests that for both the LCA and the E-LCA
approach, the most dominant (i.e., environmentally relevant) life cycle stage of the

Figure 4.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) of three different smartphones (modified from Andrae and Vaija [29]).
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smartphone relates to its production. The contribution of the use phase to environ-
mental effects is more pronounced in the case of the LCA than in the case of the
E-LCA. This is mainly related to the power grid mix assumed in Ref. [31] (which is
accounted at a continent level), as well as the deployed LCA tool. Such an approach
underlines again the ambiguity of a LCA, as different power grid mix assumptions
and LCA tools will unavoidably lead to different relative outcomes (compare also
the use phases of the three different smartphones depicted in Figure 4). E-LCA, on
the other hand, bases its assessment of the use phase on the operational exergy
consumption, leading to a more scientifically reasonable and justified approach.
The difference between the use phases of the LCA and E-LCA becomes smaller
assuming a longer daily charging duration (i.e., usage intensity).

For that reason, it can be argued that the conclusions drawn from a LCA and the
E-LCA coincide to a good degree with each other. The main benefit of E-LCA,
however, is the fact that it leads to a simple and unambiguous outcome, useful for easy
and meaningful comparison purposes between various potential approaches. Such a
feature lacks in a LCA, as each environmental sustainability assessment approach
includes different assumptions, as well as LCA tools, leading to relatively different
results (see Figure 4). Therefore, E-LCA is chosen as the environmental sustainability
indicator of choice for the assessment of ICT equipment in the scope of this study.

To summarize the discussion regarding the thermodynamically based environ-
mental sustainability indicators that can be applied to ICTs, Table 1 provides a
comparison between the discussed indicator types. It can be concluded that the
environmental sustainability of ICTs may at best be assessed and evaluated using
the E-LCA approach. E-LCA proved to be the best choice among the other discussed
thermodynamically based environmental sustainability indicators, namely energy
analysis and LCA. It allows assessing the lifetime exergy consumption of various
ICT approaches, which will, on the other hand, serve as an indicator for the attained
environmental sustainability. Even though E-LCA does not provide detailed infor-
mation of environmental effects like a LCA, it derives at a simple outcome (i.e., a
single value) that can be used to compare different approaches, systems, and pro-
cesses. If more information of a particular system is needed, and a more thorough
assessment deems appropriate, a LCA can be applied [7]. Moreover, E-LCA satisfies
the requirements defined by SCOPE for useful and applicable indicators.

Figure 5.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) and three exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) use cases (UCs) of an Apple
iPhone 5C.
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E-LCA has the major benefit of being “flexible,” as it can be modified and
changed when, e.g., manufacturing techniques are changed. The new data can be
quite easily incorporated into the existing assessment framework. Exergy analysis
can be used to assess and analyze heterogeneous systems. Since recently, E-LCA has
also been used to analyze and evaluate the environmental sustainability of ICTs
[7, 8, 13, 25, 32, 33].

As the final topic in this section, the relation between environmental impact,
exergy efficiency, and environmental sustainability will be discussed. There are a
few ways to define exergy efficiency. One of them, known as the simple efficiency,
is given by the exergy at the output divided by the exergy at the input of a system or
process [19], i.e.

ηex, simple ¼
Exout
Exin

¼ 1� ΔEx
Exin

¼ 1� Exloss
Exin

: (14)

There are also other definitions for the exergy efficiency. However, the simple
exergy efficiency defined by Eq. (14) serves quite well for elaboration and assess-
ment purposes in the scope of this study. It can be argued that an increase of exergy
efficiency, i.e., a decrease of exergy losses (see also Eq. (6)), is an important step
toward the improvement of the environmental sustainability of a system, process,
or approach. Moreover, such an improvement would most probably lead to a
reduction of the environmental impact associated with the considered system,

Indicator type Advantage Disadvantage

Energy analysis Enables energy assessment and
evaluation by the use of the first law of
thermodynamics

Different forms of energy cannot be
directly compared; environmental
effects cannot be directly assessed

Life cycle
assessment
(LCA)

Allows a very detailed and thorough
assessment of environmental effects

Difficult to derive; lack of a simple and
unambiguous outcome for easy
comparison purposes

Exergy-based
life cycle
assessment
(E-LCA)

Different forms of energy can be directly
compared; simpler to obtain than a LCA;
leads to a single value for easy
comparison purposes

Does not allow a direct, i.e., a thorough,
assessment of environmental effects

Table 1.
Advantages and disadvantages of thermodynamic indicators [9, 14].

Figure 6.
Relation between environmental impact, exergy efficiency, and environmental sustainability (modified from
Rosen et al. [10]).
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smartphone relates to its production. The contribution of the use phase to environ-
mental effects is more pronounced in the case of the LCA than in the case of the
E-LCA. This is mainly related to the power grid mix assumed in Ref. [31] (which is
accounted at a continent level), as well as the deployed LCA tool. Such an approach
underlines again the ambiguity of a LCA, as different power grid mix assumptions
and LCA tools will unavoidably lead to different relative outcomes (compare also
the use phases of the three different smartphones depicted in Figure 4). E-LCA, on
the other hand, bases its assessment of the use phase on the operational exergy
consumption, leading to a more scientifically reasonable and justified approach.
The difference between the use phases of the LCA and E-LCA becomes smaller
assuming a longer daily charging duration (i.e., usage intensity).

For that reason, it can be argued that the conclusions drawn from a LCA and the
E-LCA coincide to a good degree with each other. The main benefit of E-LCA,
however, is the fact that it leads to a simple and unambiguous outcome, useful for easy
and meaningful comparison purposes between various potential approaches. Such a
feature lacks in a LCA, as each environmental sustainability assessment approach
includes different assumptions, as well as LCA tools, leading to relatively different
results (see Figure 4). Therefore, E-LCA is chosen as the environmental sustainability
indicator of choice for the assessment of ICT equipment in the scope of this study.

To summarize the discussion regarding the thermodynamically based environ-
mental sustainability indicators that can be applied to ICTs, Table 1 provides a
comparison between the discussed indicator types. It can be concluded that the
environmental sustainability of ICTs may at best be assessed and evaluated using
the E-LCA approach. E-LCA proved to be the best choice among the other discussed
thermodynamically based environmental sustainability indicators, namely energy
analysis and LCA. It allows assessing the lifetime exergy consumption of various
ICT approaches, which will, on the other hand, serve as an indicator for the attained
environmental sustainability. Even though E-LCA does not provide detailed infor-
mation of environmental effects like a LCA, it derives at a simple outcome (i.e., a
single value) that can be used to compare different approaches, systems, and pro-
cesses. If more information of a particular system is needed, and a more thorough
assessment deems appropriate, a LCA can be applied [7]. Moreover, E-LCA satisfies
the requirements defined by SCOPE for useful and applicable indicators.

Figure 5.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) and three exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) use cases (UCs) of an Apple
iPhone 5C.
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E-LCA has the major benefit of being “flexible,” as it can be modified and
changed when, e.g., manufacturing techniques are changed. The new data can be
quite easily incorporated into the existing assessment framework. Exergy analysis
can be used to assess and analyze heterogeneous systems. Since recently, E-LCA has
also been used to analyze and evaluate the environmental sustainability of ICTs
[7, 8, 13, 25, 32, 33].

As the final topic in this section, the relation between environmental impact,
exergy efficiency, and environmental sustainability will be discussed. There are a
few ways to define exergy efficiency. One of them, known as the simple efficiency,
is given by the exergy at the output divided by the exergy at the input of a system or
process [19], i.e.

ηex, simple ¼
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There are also other definitions for the exergy efficiency. However, the simple
exergy efficiency defined by Eq. (14) serves quite well for elaboration and assess-
ment purposes in the scope of this study. It can be argued that an increase of exergy
efficiency, i.e., a decrease of exergy losses (see also Eq. (6)), is an important step
toward the improvement of the environmental sustainability of a system, process,
or approach. Moreover, such an improvement would most probably lead to a
reduction of the environmental impact associated with the considered system,
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process, or approach. Figure 6 illustrates the relation between environmental
impact, exergy efficiency, and environmental sustainability. An increase of the
exergy efficiency is accompanied by a decrease of the environmental impact and at
the same time by an increase of the environmental sustainability. Therefore, mea-
sures to increase the exergy efficiency, or equivalently decrease the exergy losses
(i.e., exergy consumption), are desirable to achieve more environmentally sustain-
able systems or processes. This will, moreover, result in a decrease of environmental
effects.

Even though E-LCA does not provide detailed information on environmental
effects in comparison to a LCA, it can be argued that a low-exergy consumption
(i.e., low-exergy losses or equivalently a high-exergy efficiency) leads to less envi-
ronmental effects and, more importantly, to an increase of the environmental
sustainability of the considered system, product, or approach. This observation will
serve as the basis for the assessment and evaluation of the attained environmental
sustainability of ICT equipment deployed in the various smart grid domains. It has
to be mentioned that the relation between environmental impact, exergy efficiency,
and environmental sustainability depicted in Figure 6 does not hold for all pro-
cesses. For instance, if a process deploys specific pollution control methods, it is
possible to observe a decrease of environmental effects, even in the course of a
reduction of the exergy efficiency, i.e., an increase of exergy losses or equivalently
an increase of the exergy consumption.

2.2 Exergy consumption in different life cycle stages

In this section, the exergy consumption values for various processes (needed to
estimate and analyze the environmental sustainability of ICT equipment deployed
in the different smart grid domains) will be presented. Furthermore, the framework
required for the evaluation of the operational exergy consumption of ICT equip-
ment will be provided. As already mentioned in Section 1, a lot of additional ICT
equipment will become part of the future electricity grid, the smart grid. The
environmental sustainability of this ICT equipment will be analyzed using the
exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA), as this indicator type proved to be
the most suitable one for the assessment and evaluation of the environmental
sustainability of ICTs.

Life cycle stages that will be considered in the environmental sustainability
analysis of ICT equipment include raw material extraction and processing,
manufacturing and assembly, operation, recycling and disposal, as well as the
transportation between the different process stages. The exergy consumed in all of
these life cycle stages will be estimated and will serve as an indicator for the attained
environmental sustainability of various systems and approaches. The research focus
of most studies on energy efficiency and environmental sustainability of ICT
equipment considers mainly their use phase, i.e., their respective power consump-
tion during operation [8]. However, such an approach takes only a portion of the
entire ICT equipment life cycle into account, since the majority of its lifetime is not
included in the estimation of the overall exergy, i.e., useable energy, consumption.
In order to obtain a more thorough environmental sustainability assessment, the
whole life cycle of ICT equipment needs to be considered, i.e., from cradle to grave.
This approach is schematically depicted in Figure 7, which shows the different
lifetime exergy consumption stages that will be taken into account for the environ-
mental sustainability assessment of ICT equipment deployed in the various domains
of the overall model.

For this purpose, the considered overall model will be divided into submodels
for the home area network (HAN)/building area network (BAN), neighborhood
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area network (NAN), access network (AN), core network (CN), and finally the
data and control center (DCC). ICT equipment deployed in the HAN/BAN includes
smart meters and power line communication (PLC) modems, as well as user devices
(UDs) like smartphones, tablets, notebooks, digital subscriber line (DSL) modems,
and home energy management systems (HEMSs). This ICT equipment will enable
various monitoring and control functions and allow an easy and efficient manage-
ment of customers’ electricity consumption.

A few HANs/BANs are considered a NAN. Equipment in the NAN includes,
additionally to the ICT equipment of HANs/BANs, also data concentrators. Smart
meters, PLC modems, and data concentrators, referred here to as utility equipment
(UE), will be responsible for the collection of various quantities (e.g., electricity
consumption data), their management, processing, and forwarding to the DCC
where they will be further analyzed. This will enable an efficient management and
control of the electricity grid. But also other benefits for the user will emerge, e.g.,
diverse demand response (DR) methods [3]. The Global System for Mobile Com-
munications (GSM) and the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) radio access network (RAN) compose the considered AN. Components of
the AN (more precisely the RAN) include base transceiver station (BTS) and base
station controller (BSC) racks for the GSM RAN and Node B and radio network
controller (RNC) racks for the UMTS RAN. Further, for a more complete and
accurate assessment, optical fiber cables and cat5e cables will be included in the
evaluation of the RAN. The CN includes serving General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) switching node (SGSN) and gateway GPRS switching node (GGSN) racks.
Cables will be included in the CN as well. The DCC comprises not only a number of
servers (including cooling exergy consumption), switches, routers, modems, and
cables, but also notebooks, tablets, and smartphones, which represent an important
part of the control center (CC), will be included as well. The total exergy consump-
tion of the ICT equipment deployed in these various submodels will be estimated
separately. Moreover, the exergy consumption in all the different life cycle stages of
this ICT equipment will be evaluated, in order to see where the largest exergy
consumption occurs, i.e., in which life cycle stage. Finally, the total exergy con-
sumption of the overall system will be estimated and further analyzed. Additionally,
the most dominant ICT equipment category groups (i.e., those with the largest
exergy consumption), as well as the most important smart grid domains (i.e., those
closely associated with environmental sustainability issues) will be indicated.

Here, a distinction will be made between embodied and operational exergy
consumption. Embodied exergy consumption (EEC) refers to the exergy consumed

Figure 7.
Life cycle exergy consumption stages of ICT equipment (modified from Aleksic [6]).
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process, or approach. Figure 6 illustrates the relation between environmental
impact, exergy efficiency, and environmental sustainability. An increase of the
exergy efficiency is accompanied by a decrease of the environmental impact and at
the same time by an increase of the environmental sustainability. Therefore, mea-
sures to increase the exergy efficiency, or equivalently decrease the exergy losses
(i.e., exergy consumption), are desirable to achieve more environmentally sustain-
able systems or processes. This will, moreover, result in a decrease of environmental
effects.

Even though E-LCA does not provide detailed information on environmental
effects in comparison to a LCA, it can be argued that a low-exergy consumption
(i.e., low-exergy losses or equivalently a high-exergy efficiency) leads to less envi-
ronmental effects and, more importantly, to an increase of the environmental
sustainability of the considered system, product, or approach. This observation will
serve as the basis for the assessment and evaluation of the attained environmental
sustainability of ICT equipment deployed in the various smart grid domains. It has
to be mentioned that the relation between environmental impact, exergy efficiency,
and environmental sustainability depicted in Figure 6 does not hold for all pro-
cesses. For instance, if a process deploys specific pollution control methods, it is
possible to observe a decrease of environmental effects, even in the course of a
reduction of the exergy efficiency, i.e., an increase of exergy losses or equivalently
an increase of the exergy consumption.
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estimate and analyze the environmental sustainability of ICT equipment deployed
in the different smart grid domains) will be presented. Furthermore, the framework
required for the evaluation of the operational exergy consumption of ICT equip-
ment will be provided. As already mentioned in Section 1, a lot of additional ICT
equipment will become part of the future electricity grid, the smart grid. The
environmental sustainability of this ICT equipment will be analyzed using the
exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA), as this indicator type proved to be
the most suitable one for the assessment and evaluation of the environmental
sustainability of ICTs.

Life cycle stages that will be considered in the environmental sustainability
analysis of ICT equipment include raw material extraction and processing,
manufacturing and assembly, operation, recycling and disposal, as well as the
transportation between the different process stages. The exergy consumed in all of
these life cycle stages will be estimated and will serve as an indicator for the attained
environmental sustainability of various systems and approaches. The research focus
of most studies on energy efficiency and environmental sustainability of ICT
equipment considers mainly their use phase, i.e., their respective power consump-
tion during operation [8]. However, such an approach takes only a portion of the
entire ICT equipment life cycle into account, since the majority of its lifetime is not
included in the estimation of the overall exergy, i.e., useable energy, consumption.
In order to obtain a more thorough environmental sustainability assessment, the
whole life cycle of ICT equipment needs to be considered, i.e., from cradle to grave.
This approach is schematically depicted in Figure 7, which shows the different
lifetime exergy consumption stages that will be taken into account for the environ-
mental sustainability assessment of ICT equipment deployed in the various domains
of the overall model.

For this purpose, the considered overall model will be divided into submodels
for the home area network (HAN)/building area network (BAN), neighborhood
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area network (NAN), access network (AN), core network (CN), and finally the
data and control center (DCC). ICT equipment deployed in the HAN/BAN includes
smart meters and power line communication (PLC) modems, as well as user devices
(UDs) like smartphones, tablets, notebooks, digital subscriber line (DSL) modems,
and home energy management systems (HEMSs). This ICT equipment will enable
various monitoring and control functions and allow an easy and efficient manage-
ment of customers’ electricity consumption.

A few HANs/BANs are considered a NAN. Equipment in the NAN includes,
additionally to the ICT equipment of HANs/BANs, also data concentrators. Smart
meters, PLC modems, and data concentrators, referred here to as utility equipment
(UE), will be responsible for the collection of various quantities (e.g., electricity
consumption data), their management, processing, and forwarding to the DCC
where they will be further analyzed. This will enable an efficient management and
control of the electricity grid. But also other benefits for the user will emerge, e.g.,
diverse demand response (DR) methods [3]. The Global System for Mobile Com-
munications (GSM) and the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) radio access network (RAN) compose the considered AN. Components of
the AN (more precisely the RAN) include base transceiver station (BTS) and base
station controller (BSC) racks for the GSM RAN and Node B and radio network
controller (RNC) racks for the UMTS RAN. Further, for a more complete and
accurate assessment, optical fiber cables and cat5e cables will be included in the
evaluation of the RAN. The CN includes serving General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) switching node (SGSN) and gateway GPRS switching node (GGSN) racks.
Cables will be included in the CN as well. The DCC comprises not only a number of
servers (including cooling exergy consumption), switches, routers, modems, and
cables, but also notebooks, tablets, and smartphones, which represent an important
part of the control center (CC), will be included as well. The total exergy consump-
tion of the ICT equipment deployed in these various submodels will be estimated
separately. Moreover, the exergy consumption in all the different life cycle stages of
this ICT equipment will be evaluated, in order to see where the largest exergy
consumption occurs, i.e., in which life cycle stage. Finally, the total exergy con-
sumption of the overall system will be estimated and further analyzed. Additionally,
the most dominant ICT equipment category groups (i.e., those with the largest
exergy consumption), as well as the most important smart grid domains (i.e., those
closely associated with environmental sustainability issues) will be indicated.

Here, a distinction will be made between embodied and operational exergy
consumption. Embodied exergy consumption (EEC) refers to the exergy consumed

Figure 7.
Life cycle exergy consumption stages of ICT equipment (modified from Aleksic [6]).
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during raw material extraction and processing, manufacturing and assembly,
recycling and disposal, as well as the transportation between the various process
stages. Operational exergy consumption (OEC) refers to the power consumed by
the considered system during operation, called operational power consumption,
and the power needed by the cooling infrastructure (if present), called cooling
exergy consumption [6]. This distinction of the exergy consumption will prove
beneficial for the assessment of the environmental sustainability of ICT equipment,
its deployment in the various submodels of the smart grid, and finally the environ-
mental sustainability assessment of the overall system.

2.2.1 Requirements on data for environmental sustainability analysis

Before we can start with the environmental sustainability assessment of ICT
equipment, the following data has to be made available [13]:

• Mass of materials that compose the various ICT components and devices

• Exergy consumption values for extraction and processing of various raw
materials

• Amount and dimensions of printed circuit boards (PCBs), integrated circuits
(ICs), and processors

• Exergy consumption values for various manufacturing and assembly processes

• Operational specifications of the considered system (i.e., ICT equipment), such
as peak power consumption, average load, uptime (i.e., daily operation time),
operational (i.e., use) duration, and cooling characteristics

• Exergy consumption value for recycling and disposal processes of ICT
equipment

• Locations of raw material extraction and processing, manufacturing and
assembly, operation, recycling and disposal, and the transportation mode
between these locations

• Exergy consumption values for various transportation modes

In the following few parts of this subsection, the exergy consumption values
required for the ICT equipment exergy consumption (i.e., environmental sustain-
ability) estimation in the different process stages as well as the framework for the
calculation of the operational exergy consumption, will be presented and discussed
in more detail. These exergy consumption values as well as the operational exergy
consumption framework form the basis for the assessment of the environmental
sustainability of the ICT equipment.

2.2.1.1 Raw material extraction and processing

Before going into the examination of the various exergy consumption values, it
will be repeated what is understood under exergy consumption. Exergy can be
understood as the amount of energy available to perform useful work. For example,
high-concentration ores possess an exergy value in comparison to the Earth’s crust
[13]. The extraction of these ores for manufacturing and assembly (i.e., production)
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purposes is related to an exergy loss from the environment, i.e., exergy consump-
tion. The estimation of the raw material extraction and processing exergy con-
sumption of ICT equipment is achieved by using mass-specific exergy consumption
values for different materials obtained from Refs. [8, 13]. For that reason, the mass
of various materials, which make up the different components and devices, needs to
be provided. The mass-specific exergy consumption values for raw material extrac-
tion and processing of different materials are given in Table 2.

The energy required for mining, transporting, and refining defines, among
others, these raw material extraction and processing exergy consumption values.
The exergy required for the extraction of materials or ores with high concentra-
tions, compared to that of the Earth’s crust, is also included in this process stage
[13]. For a lot of materials, characterized by a minor weight, mass-specific exergy
consumption values were not available. For that reason, an order of magnitude
estimate approach deemed appropriate and was applied to those materials in order
not to magnify their share to the overall exergy consumption in this particular life
cycle stage [6]. Because of the low weight of many of these materials, the deviation
from the true or exact raw material extraction and processing exergy consumption
value is assumed to be very low, i.e., negligible [8].

2.2.1.2 Manufacturing and assembly

The manufacturing and assembly exergy consumption is composed of the
energy required by the machinery and procedures for manufacturing and assembly
purposes and the exergy contained in the resulting material waste streams. It is
estimated that the waste stream for metals and plastics corresponds to 10 and 50%,
respectively [13]. Mass-specific exergy consumption values for the manufacturing
and assembly of metals and plastics are taken from Refs. [8, 13]. The manufacturing
and assembly of printed circuit boards (PCBs), integrated circuits (ICs), and pro-
cessors involves very complex and more profound energy-related techniques and
procedures than those applied to metals and plastics. The exergy consumption
values for the manufacturing and assembly procedures of these components are as
well taken from Refs. [8, 13]. The exergy consumption expended on the
manufacturing and assembly of PCBs is determined and provided on a per area
basis, which is based on an average dimension assumption of PCB. The
manufacturing and assembly exergy consumption of ICs is determined and pro-
vided on a per IC basis, which is based on an average dimension assumption of ICs.
The manufacturing and assembly of processors relies upon highly purified silicon
wafers and is accompanied by large amounts of water and chemicals. This leads
further to various side product waste streams and explains, moreover, the high

Material Specific exergy (kJ/kg)

Aluminum 341,500

Steel 52,100

Plastic 92,300

Copper 67,000

Iron 51,040

Glass 33,400

Epoxy, ceramics, and others 20,000

Table 2.
Mass-specific exergy consumption values for raw material extraction and processing [6, 14].
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during raw material extraction and processing, manufacturing and assembly,
recycling and disposal, as well as the transportation between the various process
stages. Operational exergy consumption (OEC) refers to the power consumed by
the considered system during operation, called operational power consumption,
and the power needed by the cooling infrastructure (if present), called cooling
exergy consumption [6]. This distinction of the exergy consumption will prove
beneficial for the assessment of the environmental sustainability of ICT equipment,
its deployment in the various submodels of the smart grid, and finally the environ-
mental sustainability assessment of the overall system.

2.2.1 Requirements on data for environmental sustainability analysis

Before we can start with the environmental sustainability assessment of ICT
equipment, the following data has to be made available [13]:

• Mass of materials that compose the various ICT components and devices

• Exergy consumption values for extraction and processing of various raw
materials

• Amount and dimensions of printed circuit boards (PCBs), integrated circuits
(ICs), and processors

• Exergy consumption values for various manufacturing and assembly processes

• Operational specifications of the considered system (i.e., ICT equipment), such
as peak power consumption, average load, uptime (i.e., daily operation time),
operational (i.e., use) duration, and cooling characteristics

• Exergy consumption value for recycling and disposal processes of ICT
equipment

• Locations of raw material extraction and processing, manufacturing and
assembly, operation, recycling and disposal, and the transportation mode
between these locations

• Exergy consumption values for various transportation modes

In the following few parts of this subsection, the exergy consumption values
required for the ICT equipment exergy consumption (i.e., environmental sustain-
ability) estimation in the different process stages as well as the framework for the
calculation of the operational exergy consumption, will be presented and discussed
in more detail. These exergy consumption values as well as the operational exergy
consumption framework form the basis for the assessment of the environmental
sustainability of the ICT equipment.

2.2.1.1 Raw material extraction and processing

Before going into the examination of the various exergy consumption values, it
will be repeated what is understood under exergy consumption. Exergy can be
understood as the amount of energy available to perform useful work. For example,
high-concentration ores possess an exergy value in comparison to the Earth’s crust
[13]. The extraction of these ores for manufacturing and assembly (i.e., production)
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purposes is related to an exergy loss from the environment, i.e., exergy consump-
tion. The estimation of the raw material extraction and processing exergy con-
sumption of ICT equipment is achieved by using mass-specific exergy consumption
values for different materials obtained from Refs. [8, 13]. For that reason, the mass
of various materials, which make up the different components and devices, needs to
be provided. The mass-specific exergy consumption values for raw material extrac-
tion and processing of different materials are given in Table 2.

The energy required for mining, transporting, and refining defines, among
others, these raw material extraction and processing exergy consumption values.
The exergy required for the extraction of materials or ores with high concentra-
tions, compared to that of the Earth’s crust, is also included in this process stage
[13]. For a lot of materials, characterized by a minor weight, mass-specific exergy
consumption values were not available. For that reason, an order of magnitude
estimate approach deemed appropriate and was applied to those materials in order
not to magnify their share to the overall exergy consumption in this particular life
cycle stage [6]. Because of the low weight of many of these materials, the deviation
from the true or exact raw material extraction and processing exergy consumption
value is assumed to be very low, i.e., negligible [8].

2.2.1.2 Manufacturing and assembly

The manufacturing and assembly exergy consumption is composed of the
energy required by the machinery and procedures for manufacturing and assembly
purposes and the exergy contained in the resulting material waste streams. It is
estimated that the waste stream for metals and plastics corresponds to 10 and 50%,
respectively [13]. Mass-specific exergy consumption values for the manufacturing
and assembly of metals and plastics are taken from Refs. [8, 13]. The manufacturing
and assembly of printed circuit boards (PCBs), integrated circuits (ICs), and pro-
cessors involves very complex and more profound energy-related techniques and
procedures than those applied to metals and plastics. The exergy consumption
values for the manufacturing and assembly procedures of these components are as
well taken from Refs. [8, 13]. The exergy consumption expended on the
manufacturing and assembly of PCBs is determined and provided on a per area
basis, which is based on an average dimension assumption of PCB. The
manufacturing and assembly exergy consumption of ICs is determined and pro-
vided on a per IC basis, which is based on an average dimension assumption of ICs.
The manufacturing and assembly of processors relies upon highly purified silicon
wafers and is accompanied by large amounts of water and chemicals. This leads
further to various side product waste streams and explains, moreover, the high
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quantity of this exergy consumption value. The overall manufacturing and assem-
bly exergy consumption of a system, component, or device is composed of the
exergy consumption portions of the various processes involved in its production.
The exergy consumption values for the different manufacturing and assembly
processes can be found in Table 3.

As can be seen from Table 3, the most complex manufacturing and assembly
procedures (i.e., processes with the highest exergy consumption expenditure) are
those for PCBs, ICs, and processors. For that reason, the estimation of the
manufacturing and assembly exergy consumption of metals and plastics can be
neglected for devices with a low mass, e.g., smartphones, tablets, power line com-
munication (PLC) modems, and data concentrators, since the portion of the more
complex processes is expected to dominate.

As these devices are, furthermore, considered to be equipped with quite a few
ICs and processors (i.e., higher-exergy consumption-related components), the
deviation from the true or exact exergy consumption in this particular process stage
is expected to be very low.

2.2.1.3 Operation

The operational exergy consumption is composed of the operational power
consumption, i.e., the electricity required to power the various ICT equipment, and
the cooling exergy consumption, i.e., the electricity demanded by the cooling infra-
structure, if present. The framework for the evaluation of the operational power
consumption and the cooling exergy consumption will be discussed in more detail
in the following two segments.

1.Power consumption of the networking equipment

The operational power consumption takes only the electric power (i.e., electricity)
demanded by the system (i.e., some ICT equipment) into consideration, including
the cooling requirements within the considered system, i.e., internal fans. The oper-
ational power consumption of a system, expressed in joule (J), can be calculated
according to the following relation (modified from Hannemann et al. [8]):

Exoperational ¼ Psystem,peak ∙Ĺsystem ∙ tup ∙ toperational ∙C, (15)

where Psystem,peak, given in watts (W), denotes the system’s peak electricity
consumption. Ĺsystem represents the average load of the system during its use. It is
expressed in % of the peak system load. tup is the system’s daily operation time and
is expressed in % of the time it is deployed. toperational denotes the system’s total

Material/component (unit) Specific exergy

Metals (kJ/kg) 0.28

Plastics (kJ/kg) 14.9

PCBs (kJ/m2) 238,400

ICs (kJ/IC) 12,500

Processors (kJ/processor) 1,242,000

PCBs, printed circuit boards; ICs, integrated circuits.

Table 3.
Exergy consumption values for manufacturing and assembly [8, 13].
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usage time, expressed in years. Finally, C represents a constant required for a
correct unit conversion. It is important to mention that the operational power
consumption, described by Eq. (15), takes the entire exergy that enters the consid-
ered system during its use into account. It does not depict its actual destruction.
Even though the heat emitted from the system may be exploited to perform useful
work (e.g., for heating purposes), most systems, however, discard this emitted heat.
For that reason, Eq. (15) defines the total exergy loss (i.e., exergy consumption),
which is related to the electricity consumption of the considered system.

2.Power consumption of the equipment for cooling

The cooling exergy consumption may represent a major part of the operational
exergy consumption. It is important for the analysis of data centers, which house a
large number of servers and other equipment (e.g., switches, routers). Its power
consumption is defined by the electricity demanded by, e.g., the computer room
air conditioning (CRAC) units, in general cooling equipment required for a data
center’s proper operation. According to Hannemann et al. [8], the cooling peak
power consumption can be considered to be approximately proportional to the
server’s peak power consumption. The cooling exergy consumption, expressed in
joules (J), can be calculated using the following relation (modified from
Hannemann et al. [8]):

Excooling ¼ PCRAC,peak ∙ 1� δdynamic ∙ 1� ĹCRAC
� �� �

∙ tup ∙ toperational ∙C: (16)

PCRAC,peak, given inWatt (W), denotes the CRAC units’ peak power consumption.
δdynamic denotes a binary indicator, which is used to indicate if a linear adjustment of
the CRAC units’ electricity consumption to that of the servers is in force, i.e., active.
If it is, it is equal to one (i.e., δdynamic = 1); otherwise it is zero (i.e., δdynamic = 0). ĹCRAC

represents the average CRAC load. It is expressed in % of the peak CRAC load. This
factor is needed just in the case of a dynamic cooling system (i.e., for δdynamic = 1),
where an adjustment of the cooling electricity consumption to that of the servers is in
force. tup corresponds to the CRAC units’ daily operation time and is expressed in %
of the time it is deployed. toperational denotes the CRAC units’ total usage time,
expressed in years. C also denotes here a constant needed for a correct unit conver-
sion [6]. Equation (16) considers also here, equivalently to Eq. (15), the entire exergy
that enters the considered cooling system (e.g., CRAC units) during its use, not its
actual destruction. Even though the exergy contained in the CRAC unit waste emis-
sions may be exploited to perform useful work, this amount is considered to be
negligible and will not be considered in further assessments [6].

2.2.1.4 Recycling and disposal

It is not an easy task to obtain the exact amount of exergy consumed during the
recycling and disposal (i.e., dismantling, shredding, separating, and recovering
useful materials) of a particular ICT device. The main reason for this is the fact that
accurate and trustworthy information on the goods (e.g., notebooks, smartphones)
delivered to the recycling plants is not available. In Hannemann et al. [8], an order
of magnitude estimate approach was assumed, according to which the amount of
exergy expended on the recycling of a server (relative to its mass) corresponds to
approximately 520 kilo joules per kilogram (kJ/kg). This value is assumed to be
reasonable and will, therefore, be used in this correspondence as the reference for
the evaluation of the recycling and disposal exergy consumption of ICT equipment.
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quantity of this exergy consumption value. The overall manufacturing and assem-
bly exergy consumption of a system, component, or device is composed of the
exergy consumption portions of the various processes involved in its production.
The exergy consumption values for the different manufacturing and assembly
processes can be found in Table 3.

As can be seen from Table 3, the most complex manufacturing and assembly
procedures (i.e., processes with the highest exergy consumption expenditure) are
those for PCBs, ICs, and processors. For that reason, the estimation of the
manufacturing and assembly exergy consumption of metals and plastics can be
neglected for devices with a low mass, e.g., smartphones, tablets, power line com-
munication (PLC) modems, and data concentrators, since the portion of the more
complex processes is expected to dominate.

As these devices are, furthermore, considered to be equipped with quite a few
ICs and processors (i.e., higher-exergy consumption-related components), the
deviation from the true or exact exergy consumption in this particular process stage
is expected to be very low.

2.2.1.3 Operation

The operational exergy consumption is composed of the operational power
consumption, i.e., the electricity required to power the various ICT equipment, and
the cooling exergy consumption, i.e., the electricity demanded by the cooling infra-
structure, if present. The framework for the evaluation of the operational power
consumption and the cooling exergy consumption will be discussed in more detail
in the following two segments.

1.Power consumption of the networking equipment

The operational power consumption takes only the electric power (i.e., electricity)
demanded by the system (i.e., some ICT equipment) into consideration, including
the cooling requirements within the considered system, i.e., internal fans. The oper-
ational power consumption of a system, expressed in joule (J), can be calculated
according to the following relation (modified from Hannemann et al. [8]):

Exoperational ¼ Psystem,peak ∙Ĺsystem ∙ tup ∙ toperational ∙C, (15)

where Psystem,peak, given in watts (W), denotes the system’s peak electricity
consumption. Ĺsystem represents the average load of the system during its use. It is
expressed in % of the peak system load. tup is the system’s daily operation time and
is expressed in % of the time it is deployed. toperational denotes the system’s total

Material/component (unit) Specific exergy

Metals (kJ/kg) 0.28

Plastics (kJ/kg) 14.9

PCBs (kJ/m2) 238,400

ICs (kJ/IC) 12,500

Processors (kJ/processor) 1,242,000

PCBs, printed circuit boards; ICs, integrated circuits.

Table 3.
Exergy consumption values for manufacturing and assembly [8, 13].
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usage time, expressed in years. Finally, C represents a constant required for a
correct unit conversion. It is important to mention that the operational power
consumption, described by Eq. (15), takes the entire exergy that enters the consid-
ered system during its use into account. It does not depict its actual destruction.
Even though the heat emitted from the system may be exploited to perform useful
work (e.g., for heating purposes), most systems, however, discard this emitted heat.
For that reason, Eq. (15) defines the total exergy loss (i.e., exergy consumption),
which is related to the electricity consumption of the considered system.

2.Power consumption of the equipment for cooling

The cooling exergy consumption may represent a major part of the operational
exergy consumption. It is important for the analysis of data centers, which house a
large number of servers and other equipment (e.g., switches, routers). Its power
consumption is defined by the electricity demanded by, e.g., the computer room
air conditioning (CRAC) units, in general cooling equipment required for a data
center’s proper operation. According to Hannemann et al. [8], the cooling peak
power consumption can be considered to be approximately proportional to the
server’s peak power consumption. The cooling exergy consumption, expressed in
joules (J), can be calculated using the following relation (modified from
Hannemann et al. [8]):

Excooling ¼ PCRAC,peak ∙ 1� δdynamic ∙ 1� ĹCRAC
� �� �

∙ tup ∙ toperational ∙C: (16)

PCRAC,peak, given inWatt (W), denotes the CRAC units’ peak power consumption.
δdynamic denotes a binary indicator, which is used to indicate if a linear adjustment of
the CRAC units’ electricity consumption to that of the servers is in force, i.e., active.
If it is, it is equal to one (i.e., δdynamic = 1); otherwise it is zero (i.e., δdynamic = 0). ĹCRAC

represents the average CRAC load. It is expressed in % of the peak CRAC load. This
factor is needed just in the case of a dynamic cooling system (i.e., for δdynamic = 1),
where an adjustment of the cooling electricity consumption to that of the servers is in
force. tup corresponds to the CRAC units’ daily operation time and is expressed in %
of the time it is deployed. toperational denotes the CRAC units’ total usage time,
expressed in years. C also denotes here a constant needed for a correct unit conver-
sion [6]. Equation (16) considers also here, equivalently to Eq. (15), the entire exergy
that enters the considered cooling system (e.g., CRAC units) during its use, not its
actual destruction. Even though the exergy contained in the CRAC unit waste emis-
sions may be exploited to perform useful work, this amount is considered to be
negligible and will not be considered in further assessments [6].

2.2.1.4 Recycling and disposal

It is not an easy task to obtain the exact amount of exergy consumed during the
recycling and disposal (i.e., dismantling, shredding, separating, and recovering
useful materials) of a particular ICT device. The main reason for this is the fact that
accurate and trustworthy information on the goods (e.g., notebooks, smartphones)
delivered to the recycling plants is not available. In Hannemann et al. [8], an order
of magnitude estimate approach was assumed, according to which the amount of
exergy expended on the recycling of a server (relative to its mass) corresponds to
approximately 520 kilo joules per kilogram (kJ/kg). This value is assumed to be
reasonable and will, therefore, be used in this correspondence as the reference for
the evaluation of the recycling and disposal exergy consumption of ICT equipment.
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2.2.1.5 Transportation

In order to make the exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) complete, the
exergy consumed during the transportation between the various life cycle stages
needs to be included in the analysis as well. After raw material extraction and
processing, the materials have to be transported to the manufacturing and assembly
location. From there, the final products will be transported to the location where
they will be operated (or used). The final stage is the transportation of used up,
damaged, or outdated components and devices to recycling plants. Three different
transportation stages in the life cycle of ICT equipment will be considered, and
these are material transportation, product transportation, and end-of-life transpor-
tation to recycling plants. The transportation exergy consumption does not only
depend merely on the mass of the materials but also on the distance between the
different process stages and the transportation mode [13]. Table 4 shows the mass
(and distance)-specific exergy consumption values for the different transportation
modes.

One further important fact, which concerns the provided exergy consumption
values, has to be pointed out. A lot of manufactured and assembled (i.e., produced)
ICT components and devices, for which diverse raw materials (e.g., aluminum,
steel, plastic, copper; see also Table 2) need to be extracted and processed, will not
be used for smart grid applications only. Therefore, the total estimated raw material
extraction and processing exergy consumption are weighted by a usage factor (UF)
of the considered ICT component or device. This is done with the aim not to
overestimate the impact of the considered ICT component or device to the total
exergy consumption in this particular life cycle stage. For the same reason, the
estimated exergy consumption in the other process stages (i.e., life cycle stages)
needs to be weighted by such a UF as well, including manufacturing and assembly,
operation, recycling and disposal, as well as transportation. User devices (UDs)
represent such devices, since smartphones, tablets, and notebooks will be used for
other applications as well. In fact, they will be used for other purposes most of the
time (e.g., various Internet services, telephony, mobile and video games). They will
be used for home energy management purposes, e.g., in average only 2 h daily. To
account for this fact, the consumption of smartphones, tablets, and notebooks will
be multiplied by their respective UF, referred to as home energy management usage
factor (HEMUF). The UF of home energy management systems (HEMSs), on the
other hand, is accounted for through its daily uptime. Other examples of ICT
equipment in the smart grid, which will be used for only a few minutes daily, are
the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Universal Mobile Tele-
communications System (UMTS) radio access network (RAN) components, i.e.,
base transceiver station (BTS), base station controller (BSC), Node B, and radio
network controller (RNC) racks, as well as cables connecting these racks. These
components will be multiplied by their respective UF as well, termed smart grid
application usage factor (SGAUF), accounting for the time they are used for the

Mode of transportation Specific exergy (kJ/kg km)

Air 22.41

Truck 2.096

Rail 0.253

Ship 0.296

Table 4.
Mass (and distance)-specific exergy consumption values for different transportation modes [8, 13].
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advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) smart grid application (AMI will be
discussed in Section 3.1.1 in more detail). The same UF will be used for core
network (CN) components, i.e., serving General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
support node (SGSN) and gateway GPRS support node (GGSN) racks, core
switches, as well as cables connecting this equipment. Utility equipment (UE), i.e.,
smart meters, power line communication (PLC) modems, and data concentrators,
will be used for the AMI smart grid application only, so their respective UF is one.
The same holds for the data and control center (DCC) equipment (i.e., UF = 1),
which manages and controls the entire electric power grid.

3. Sustainability analysis of ICT for smart grids

This section presents the environmental sustainability analysis of the overall
system. The exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) is used as the environ-
mental sustainability indicator of choice for the assessment and evaluation of infor-
mation and communication technology (ICT) equipment, crucial for a proper
operation of the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and home area networks
(HANs). For that purpose, the overall model, developed for the environmental
sustainability analysis of ICTs for smart grids, will be divided into submodels for the
home area network (HAN)/building area network (BAN), neighborhood area net-
work (NAN), radio access network (RAN), core network (CN), and the data and
control center (DCC). The exergy consumption of ICT equipment deployed in the
various submodels will be estimated and analyzed using the E-LCA framework.
Moreover, the considered ICT equipment will be categorized into five different
category groups, namely, utility equipment (UE), user devices (UDs), radio access
network (RAN), core network (CN), as well as data and control center (DCC)
equipment. Such an approach provides the means to indicate the most exergy
consumption-related ICT equipment categories, as well as the most dominant
domains of the smart grid. Based on that, ICT equipment categories and smart grid
domains closely associated with environmental sustainability issues can be indi-
cated.

3.1 Description of the overall system

We present first an ICT equipment inventory required for the E-LCA of the
overall system. The considered ICT equipment defines the basis for a correct and
reliable functioning of the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and home area
networks (HANs). Further, the submodels for the home area network (HAN)/
building area network (BAN), neighborhood area network (NAN), radio access
radio network (RAN), core network (CN), and the data and control center (DCC),
as well as the ICT equipment included in these submodels, are provided. Finally, the
assumptions and models required for the environmental sustainability analysis of
ICT equipment involved in AMI and HANs are outlined.

The overall model, developed for the assessment of ICT equipment involved in
AMI and HANs, is composed of submodels for the HAN/BAN, NAN, RAN, CN, and
the DCC. This overall system is schematically depicted in Figure 8. The HAN/BAN
equipment includes smart meters and power line communication (PLC) modems,
as well as user devices (UDs) like smartphones, tablets, notebooks, digital sub-
scriber line (DSL) modems, and home energy management systems (HEMSs),
required for a proper utilization of the HAN application. The HEMS in Figure 8 is
placed out of the home, as it is assumed that the HEMS can support energy
management requirements of a certain number of households (more precisely
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2.2.1.5 Transportation

In order to make the exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) complete, the
exergy consumed during the transportation between the various life cycle stages
needs to be included in the analysis as well. After raw material extraction and
processing, the materials have to be transported to the manufacturing and assembly
location. From there, the final products will be transported to the location where
they will be operated (or used). The final stage is the transportation of used up,
damaged, or outdated components and devices to recycling plants. Three different
transportation stages in the life cycle of ICT equipment will be considered, and
these are material transportation, product transportation, and end-of-life transpor-
tation to recycling plants. The transportation exergy consumption does not only
depend merely on the mass of the materials but also on the distance between the
different process stages and the transportation mode [13]. Table 4 shows the mass
(and distance)-specific exergy consumption values for the different transportation
modes.

One further important fact, which concerns the provided exergy consumption
values, has to be pointed out. A lot of manufactured and assembled (i.e., produced)
ICT components and devices, for which diverse raw materials (e.g., aluminum,
steel, plastic, copper; see also Table 2) need to be extracted and processed, will not
be used for smart grid applications only. Therefore, the total estimated raw material
extraction and processing exergy consumption are weighted by a usage factor (UF)
of the considered ICT component or device. This is done with the aim not to
overestimate the impact of the considered ICT component or device to the total
exergy consumption in this particular life cycle stage. For the same reason, the
estimated exergy consumption in the other process stages (i.e., life cycle stages)
needs to be weighted by such a UF as well, including manufacturing and assembly,
operation, recycling and disposal, as well as transportation. User devices (UDs)
represent such devices, since smartphones, tablets, and notebooks will be used for
other applications as well. In fact, they will be used for other purposes most of the
time (e.g., various Internet services, telephony, mobile and video games). They will
be used for home energy management purposes, e.g., in average only 2 h daily. To
account for this fact, the consumption of smartphones, tablets, and notebooks will
be multiplied by their respective UF, referred to as home energy management usage
factor (HEMUF). The UF of home energy management systems (HEMSs), on the
other hand, is accounted for through its daily uptime. Other examples of ICT
equipment in the smart grid, which will be used for only a few minutes daily, are
the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Universal Mobile Tele-
communications System (UMTS) radio access network (RAN) components, i.e.,
base transceiver station (BTS), base station controller (BSC), Node B, and radio
network controller (RNC) racks, as well as cables connecting these racks. These
components will be multiplied by their respective UF as well, termed smart grid
application usage factor (SGAUF), accounting for the time they are used for the
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advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) smart grid application (AMI will be
discussed in Section 3.1.1 in more detail). The same UF will be used for core
network (CN) components, i.e., serving General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
support node (SGSN) and gateway GPRS support node (GGSN) racks, core
switches, as well as cables connecting this equipment. Utility equipment (UE), i.e.,
smart meters, power line communication (PLC) modems, and data concentrators,
will be used for the AMI smart grid application only, so their respective UF is one.
The same holds for the data and control center (DCC) equipment (i.e., UF = 1),
which manages and controls the entire electric power grid.

3. Sustainability analysis of ICT for smart grids

This section presents the environmental sustainability analysis of the overall
system. The exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) is used as the environ-
mental sustainability indicator of choice for the assessment and evaluation of infor-
mation and communication technology (ICT) equipment, crucial for a proper
operation of the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and home area networks
(HANs). For that purpose, the overall model, developed for the environmental
sustainability analysis of ICTs for smart grids, will be divided into submodels for the
home area network (HAN)/building area network (BAN), neighborhood area net-
work (NAN), radio access network (RAN), core network (CN), and the data and
control center (DCC). The exergy consumption of ICT equipment deployed in the
various submodels will be estimated and analyzed using the E-LCA framework.
Moreover, the considered ICT equipment will be categorized into five different
category groups, namely, utility equipment (UE), user devices (UDs), radio access
network (RAN), core network (CN), as well as data and control center (DCC)
equipment. Such an approach provides the means to indicate the most exergy
consumption-related ICT equipment categories, as well as the most dominant
domains of the smart grid. Based on that, ICT equipment categories and smart grid
domains closely associated with environmental sustainability issues can be indi-
cated.

3.1 Description of the overall system

We present first an ICT equipment inventory required for the E-LCA of the
overall system. The considered ICT equipment defines the basis for a correct and
reliable functioning of the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and home area
networks (HANs). Further, the submodels for the home area network (HAN)/
building area network (BAN), neighborhood area network (NAN), radio access
radio network (RAN), core network (CN), and the data and control center (DCC),
as well as the ICT equipment included in these submodels, are provided. Finally, the
assumptions and models required for the environmental sustainability analysis of
ICT equipment involved in AMI and HANs are outlined.

The overall model, developed for the assessment of ICT equipment involved in
AMI and HANs, is composed of submodels for the HAN/BAN, NAN, RAN, CN, and
the DCC. This overall system is schematically depicted in Figure 8. The HAN/BAN
equipment includes smart meters and power line communication (PLC) modems,
as well as user devices (UDs) like smartphones, tablets, notebooks, digital sub-
scriber line (DSL) modems, and home energy management systems (HEMSs),
required for a proper utilization of the HAN application. The HEMS in Figure 8 is
placed out of the home, as it is assumed that the HEMS can support energy
management requirements of a certain number of households (more precisely
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between 10 and 100). NAN equipment includes additionally to those of the HAN/
BAN also data concentrators, required for data collection, processing, and
forwarding purposes, and represents a very essential component of the smart grid.
RAN equipment includes the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) equipment, i.e., base
transceiver station (BTS), base station controller (BSC), Node B, and radio network
controller (RNC) racks. The CN comprises serving General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) support node (SGSN) and gateway GPRS support node (GGSN) racks, as
well as core switches. Copper and optical fiber cables, required to link RAN and CN
equipment, are included in the overall system as well. The DCC comprises not only
servers (including cooling exergy consumption), switches (i.e., core, aggregation,
and rack/edge switches), routers, modems, and cables but also notebooks, tablets,
and smartphones, which represent an important part of the control center (CC).
Such a holistic approach allows us to obtain more meaningful conclusions on the
environmental sustainability of ICT equipment associated with the advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) and home area networks (HANs). Lifetime assump-
tions of the ICT equipment deployed in the RAN, CN, as well as the DCC are
provided in Table 5.

These lifetime characteristics are assumed to be fixed during the E-LCA of the
overall system. The ICT equipment lifetime listed in Table 5 is, moreover, weighted
by its respective usage factor (UF), termed smart grid application usage factor
(SGAUF), accounting for the time it is used for the AMI and HAN smart grid
applications. The listed ICT equipment lifetime assumptions are partly based on
analytical conclusions as well as the information provided in Refs. [32, 35]. Lifetime
assumptions as well as various other parameter assumptions of utility equipment
(UE) and user devices (UDs) will be provided in the respective scenario considered.

3.1.1 Models for AMI and HANs

The advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) represents the basic infrastructure
of the future smart grid. It includes smart meters, PLC modems, data concentrators,
and DCC equipment, as well as communication network equipment, i.e., RAN and
CN equipment (see Figure 8). It is assumed that the smart meter measurements are

Figure 8.
Overall model considered for the environmental sustainability analysis of information and communication
technology (ICT) equipment for smart grids (modified from Budka et al. [34]).
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delivered to the data concentrator by means of the PLC technology. The forwarding
of data from the data concentrator toward the DCC is accomplished by means of
cellular mobile communication systems, i.e., GSM and UMTS, for further evalua-
tion and processing purposes. AMI is expected to bring a huge number of advan-
tages with it, like increased reliability and energy efficiency, as well as a thorough
insight into the condition of the entire smart grid. This will provide the staff at the
DCC with advanced management and monitoring opportunities and enable impor-
tant remote control functions essential in the course of unusual or unexpected
events [34].

The home area networks (HANs) considered here can be seen as an enhance-
ment of the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). They extend the smart grid
idea into the home and enable important home energy management functions. The
HAN is used to link various consumer appliances with the home energy manage-
ment system (HEMS) by means of PLC or, e.g., a low-rate wireless personal area
network (LR-WPAN) communication technology like ZigBee. The communication
technology deployed will highly depend on the location of the HEMS, i.e., the
distance between the HEMS and the various monitored and managed consumer
appliances. UDs, i.e., smartphones, tablets, notebooks, DSL modems, and HEMSs,
provide users with real-time electricity consumption information by means of a
local area network (LAN) and/or wireless local area network (WLAN). This gives
them the opportunity to see where and when their electricity consumption is at its

ICT equipment ICT equipment category group Lifetime (years)

BTS rack RAN 7

BSC rack RAN 8

Node B rack RAN 8

RNC rack RAN 9

SGSN rack CN 10

GGSN rack CN 10

Core switch CN/DCC 3

Aggregation switch DCC 3

Rack/edge switch DCC 3

Server DCC 4

Notebook (15-inch) DCC 3

Notebook (13-inch) DCC 3

Tablet DCC 2

Smartphone DCC 2

Router DCC 3

DSL modem DCC 3

Cat5e cable RAN/CN/DCC >20

Optical fiber cable RAN/CN/DCC >20

BTS, base transceiver station; BSC, base station controller; Node B, Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) base station; RNC, radio network controller; SGSN, serving General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) support
node; GGSN, gateway GPRS support node; DSL, digital subscriber line.

Table 5.
Lifetime assumptions of ICT equipment deployed in the radio access network (RAN), core network (CN), and
the data and control center (DCC) (based on analytical conclusions and [32, 35]).
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and DCC equipment, as well as communication network equipment, i.e., RAN and
CN equipment (see Figure 8). It is assumed that the smart meter measurements are
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delivered to the data concentrator by means of the PLC technology. The forwarding
of data from the data concentrator toward the DCC is accomplished by means of
cellular mobile communication systems, i.e., GSM and UMTS, for further evalua-
tion and processing purposes. AMI is expected to bring a huge number of advan-
tages with it, like increased reliability and energy efficiency, as well as a thorough
insight into the condition of the entire smart grid. This will provide the staff at the
DCC with advanced management and monitoring opportunities and enable impor-
tant remote control functions essential in the course of unusual or unexpected
events [34].

The home area networks (HANs) considered here can be seen as an enhance-
ment of the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). They extend the smart grid
idea into the home and enable important home energy management functions. The
HAN is used to link various consumer appliances with the home energy manage-
ment system (HEMS) by means of PLC or, e.g., a low-rate wireless personal area
network (LR-WPAN) communication technology like ZigBee. The communication
technology deployed will highly depend on the location of the HEMS, i.e., the
distance between the HEMS and the various monitored and managed consumer
appliances. UDs, i.e., smartphones, tablets, notebooks, DSL modems, and HEMSs,
provide users with real-time electricity consumption information by means of a
local area network (LAN) and/or wireless local area network (WLAN). This gives
them the opportunity to see where and when their electricity consumption is at its
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BTS, base transceiver station; BSC, base station controller; Node B, Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) base station; RNC, radio network controller; SGSN, serving General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) support
node; GGSN, gateway GPRS support node; DSL, digital subscriber line.

Table 5.
Lifetime assumptions of ICT equipment deployed in the radio access network (RAN), core network (CN), and
the data and control center (DCC) (based on analytical conclusions and [32, 35]).
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peak, providing a way to cut down electricity bills. The link between the HEMS and
the utility energy management system (UEMS) is achieved by means of the Internet
and the utility web portal [34].

3.2 Description of the scenarios

This section considers various scenarios defined for the environmental sustain-
ability assessment of ICT equipment involved in AMI and HANs. Different
assumptions and parameter alterations are defined with the aim to gain more
insight into the distribution and development of the ICT equipment exergy con-
sumption. Based on that, meaningful and useful conclusions on the environmental
sustainability of the ICT equipment are provided.

The presented scenarios are based on a model developed for the city of Vienna.
The embodied exergy consumption (EEC) and operational exergy consumption
(OEC) are assessed over a time period from 2020 to 2040, i.e., an operational
duration of 20 years is considered. The main assumption is that by the year 2020,
the city of Vienna will be equipped with appropriate smart metering, data
processing, and forwarding equipment (i.e., smart meters, PLC modems, and data
concentrators), required for a correct operation of the AMI application [46]. The
equipment needed for an appropriate functioning of the HAN application, e.g.,
smartphones, tablets, notebooks, digital subscriber line (DSL) modems, and per-
sonal computer (PC) towers, is already in existence and widely utilized for various
other purposes in almost every (if not every) household. These devices may as well
be utilized for a multitude of different home energy management applications in
connection with the smart grid concept. The PC tower, for example, may provide
the functionality of a home energy management system (HEMS). For that purpose,
adequate software programs would be required. Here, however, the HEMS is
assumed to be implemented in the form of a server, which is able to support energy
management applications of more than one household. The HEMS will most likely
be placed with many others near a few houses and/or buildings and will be respon-
sible for the energy management of their various households. This HEMS service
could be offered by, e.g., some third-party service provider. It is further assumed
that in 2020 only 20% of all households in Vienna will make use of HANs. This
percentage is, moreover, assumed to grow to 80% in 2040, as it is expected that not
all consumers will agree to deploy HANs in their households. Smartphones, tablets,
and notebooks could be equipped with suitable mobile applications and software
programs as well, enabling users to visualize their electricity consumption. This
would, moreover, lead to an increased energy consumption awareness and enable a
greater involvement of consumers in the smart grid concept.

Information on the number of households in Vienna, their expected develop-
ment, as well as the average number of persons per household is obtained from
Statistics Austria. The number of households in Vienna is expected to increase from
927,905 in 2020 to 1,027,846 in 2040 [36]. This corresponds to a yearly average
household increase of 4997.05 households. The average number of persons per
household during this time period is assumed to be equal to 2. Based on this (and the
assumptions regarding the development of HANs between 2020 and 2040
described above), the average yearly increase of households that make use of HANs
between 2020 and 2040 is estimated to be approximately equal to 31,834.8. That is,
the number of households that deploy HANs will increase from 185,581 in 2020 to
822,277 in 2040. The total traveled distance of extracted and processed raw mate-
rials to their manufacturing and assembly location in Shenzhen, Guangdong, in
China, is assumed to be equal to 5000 km. From there, the final products are
transported over Shanghai, China, and Hamburg, Germany, to the location where
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they will be deployed, namely, to Vienna, Austria. The total traveled distance of
these products was estimated to be equal to 22,403 km. For the end-of-life trans-
portation, a recycling plant in Berlin, Germany, is assumed. The total traveled
distance of used up, damaged, and outdated ICT equipment to this location was
estimated to be equal to 675 km. The provided distances between the different ICT
equipment life cycle stages (i.e., raw material extraction and processing,
manufacturing and assembly, operation, recycling and disposal) were estimated by
means of the Google Maps route planner. Moreover, various transportation modes
(i.e., truck, rail, and ship) between these different locations are considered.

Exergy consumption data of utility equipment (UE), i.e., smart meters, PLC
modems, and data concentrators, as well as user devices (UDs), i.e., smartphones,
tablets, notebooks (13-inch), and HEMSs, was presented and analyzed in Refs.
[37, 38]. The estimation of the exergy consumption of the Apple 15-inch MacBook
Pro with Retina Display (w/RD) notebook was based on analytical conclusions as
well as the data and information provided in Refs. [39–41]. Exergy consumption
data of RAN and CN equipment (including copper and optical fiber cables), as
well as that of routers and switches (i.e., rack/edge, aggregation, and core
switches), was obtained from Refs. [25, 32, 33]. Network configuration parameters
of RAN and CN equipment were based on the data and information provided in
Refs. [25, 35]. The evaluation of the exergy consumption of the DSL modem was
based on an analytical analysis as well as the information provided in Refs. [42, 43].
Exergy consumption data of the server was based on the data provided in Refs.
[8, 13]. The lifetime of BTS and BSC racks is assumed to be equal to 7 and 8 years,
respectively, and that of Node B and RNC racks to 8 and 9 years, in that order. The
lifetime of both the SGSN and GGSN racks is assumed to be equal to 10 years. The
lifetime of DCC routers, CN/DCC switches, and DCC DSL modems is assumed to
be equal to 3 years (see also Table 5). Data on technology penetration was based on
the information obtained from Statistics Austria as well as the forecasts provided
in Safaei [32].

3.2.1 Scenario 1: deployment of AMI

This scenario analyzes the environmental sustainability of ICT equipment
involved in the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). The first part of this
scenario, i.e., Scenario 1.a, investigates how different utility equipment (UE) life-
time assumptions influence the cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC)
of the overall model developed for the city of Vienna, over an operational duration
of 20 years. The second part of this scenario, i.e., Scenario 1.b, analyzes how the
number of smart meters connected to a data concentrator impacts both the cumu-
lative EEC and operational exergy consumption (OEC).

3.2.1.1 Scenario 1a: influence of the utility equipment (UE) lifetime

As the customer and distribution domains of the smart grid will be equipped
with a huge number of utility equipment (UE), namely, smart meters, power line
communication (PLC) modems, and data concentrators, the means to gain insight
into the exergy consumption of this equipment in connection with different lifetime
assumptions would prove beneficial. For that purpose, three different use cases
(UCs) are defined which assume different lifetimes of the considered UE. The
assumptions for these three UCs are listed in Table 6.

UC 1 assumes a short lifetime of UE, i.e., smart meters and PLC modems are
replaced every 5 years, and the data concentrator even every 3 years. UC 2 and UC
3, on the other hand, assume a longer lifetime of UE. UC 2 defines, moreover, the
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adequate software programs would be required. Here, however, the HEMS is
assumed to be implemented in the form of a server, which is able to support energy
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be placed with many others near a few houses and/or buildings and will be respon-
sible for the energy management of their various households. This HEMS service
could be offered by, e.g., some third-party service provider. It is further assumed
that in 2020 only 20% of all households in Vienna will make use of HANs. This
percentage is, moreover, assumed to grow to 80% in 2040, as it is expected that not
all consumers will agree to deploy HANs in their households. Smartphones, tablets,
and notebooks could be equipped with suitable mobile applications and software
programs as well, enabling users to visualize their electricity consumption. This
would, moreover, lead to an increased energy consumption awareness and enable a
greater involvement of consumers in the smart grid concept.

Information on the number of households in Vienna, their expected develop-
ment, as well as the average number of persons per household is obtained from
Statistics Austria. The number of households in Vienna is expected to increase from
927,905 in 2020 to 1,027,846 in 2040 [36]. This corresponds to a yearly average
household increase of 4997.05 households. The average number of persons per
household during this time period is assumed to be equal to 2. Based on this (and the
assumptions regarding the development of HANs between 2020 and 2040
described above), the average yearly increase of households that make use of HANs
between 2020 and 2040 is estimated to be approximately equal to 31,834.8. That is,
the number of households that deploy HANs will increase from 185,581 in 2020 to
822,277 in 2040. The total traveled distance of extracted and processed raw mate-
rials to their manufacturing and assembly location in Shenzhen, Guangdong, in
China, is assumed to be equal to 5000 km. From there, the final products are
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estimated to be equal to 675 km. The provided distances between the different ICT
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based on an analytical analysis as well as the information provided in Refs. [42, 43].
Exergy consumption data of the server was based on the data provided in Refs.
[8, 13]. The lifetime of BTS and BSC racks is assumed to be equal to 7 and 8 years,
respectively, and that of Node B and RNC racks to 8 and 9 years, in that order. The
lifetime of both the SGSN and GGSN racks is assumed to be equal to 10 years. The
lifetime of DCC routers, CN/DCC switches, and DCC DSL modems is assumed to
be equal to 3 years (see also Table 5). Data on technology penetration was based on
the information obtained from Statistics Austria as well as the forecasts provided
in Safaei [32].

3.2.1 Scenario 1: deployment of AMI

This scenario analyzes the environmental sustainability of ICT equipment
involved in the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). The first part of this
scenario, i.e., Scenario 1.a, investigates how different utility equipment (UE) life-
time assumptions influence the cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC)
of the overall model developed for the city of Vienna, over an operational duration
of 20 years. The second part of this scenario, i.e., Scenario 1.b, analyzes how the
number of smart meters connected to a data concentrator impacts both the cumu-
lative EEC and operational exergy consumption (OEC).

3.2.1.1 Scenario 1a: influence of the utility equipment (UE) lifetime

As the customer and distribution domains of the smart grid will be equipped
with a huge number of utility equipment (UE), namely, smart meters, power line
communication (PLC) modems, and data concentrators, the means to gain insight
into the exergy consumption of this equipment in connection with different lifetime
assumptions would prove beneficial. For that purpose, three different use cases
(UCs) are defined which assume different lifetimes of the considered UE. The
assumptions for these three UCs are listed in Table 6.

UC 1 assumes a short lifetime of UE, i.e., smart meters and PLC modems are
replaced every 5 years, and the data concentrator even every 3 years. UC 2 and UC
3, on the other hand, assume a longer lifetime of UE. UC 2 defines, moreover, the
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basis for Scenario 1.b, which analyzes how the number of smart meters that can be
served by a single data concentrator influences the cumulative embodied and oper-
ational exergy consumption. It should be noted that the assumed number of smart
meters connected to a data concentrator for the present Scenario 1.a equals to 150,
which corresponds to the number provided by UC 1 of the following Scenario 1.b (see
also UC 1 in Table 7). Information on the amount of data traffic per data concentra-
tor, required for the assessment of AMI, was obtained from Luan et al. [44].

3.2.1.2 Scenario 1b: influence of the data concentrator (DC) configuration

The number of smart meters that can be served by a data concentrator can be
very high. Up to 2000 smart meters can be linked to a single data concentrator [45].
The present scenario analyzes how the number of smart meters connected to a data
concentrator relates to the distribution and development of the cumulative embod-
ied exergy consumption (EEC) and operational exergy consumption (OEC) of the
overall system. Two use cases (UCs) with different assumed numbers of smart
meters linked to a data concentrator are considered. Table 7 provides the assump-
tions for these two UCs. This scenario is based on UC 2 of Scenario 1.a, according to
which the lifetime of smart meters, PLC modems, and data concentrators equals to
15, 10, and 7 years, respectively (see also UC 2 in Table 6).

UC 1 assumes that 150 smart meters are linked to a data concentrator, whereas
UC 2, with 2000 smart meters per data concentrator, represents the upper limit.
This scenario will give more insight into the cumulative EEC and OEC in the case of
these two UCs. Moreover, UC 1 of the present Scenario 1.b (with 150 smart meters
per data concentrator) defines the basis for Scenario 2 described in the following
subsection.

3.2.2 Scenario 2: deployment of AMI and HANs

This scenario assesses the environmental sustainability of ICT equipment
involved in both the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and home area
networks (HANs). The first part of this scenario, i.e., Scenario 2.a, analyzes how
different lifetimes of utility equipment (UE) as well as user devices (UDs) influence
the cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC) of the overall system.

UC UE lifetime (years)

Smart meter PLC modem Data concentrator

UC 1: short lifetime 5 5 3

UC 2: medium lifetime 15 10 7

UC 3: long lifetime 20 15 10

PLC, power line communication.

Table 6.
Use case (UC) assumptions for the utility equipment (UE) lifetime.

UC Number of smart meters per DC

UC 1: 150 smart meters per DC 150

UC 2: 2000 smart meters per DC 2000

Table 7.
Use case (UC) assumptions for different data concentrator (DC) configurations.
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Scenario 2.b, on the other hand, investigates how various parameter alterations,
e.g., daily charging durations and home energy management usage factors
(HEMUFs) of smartphones, tablets, and notebooks, as well as daily uptimes and
average loads of home energy management systems (HEMSs), influence the cumu-
lative EEC and operational exergy consumption (OEC) of the overall system. The
assumed parameters of these UDs define, thereby, the utilization intensity of HANs.
Finally, Scenario 2.c analyzes how the number of households that can be served by a
single HEMS, i.e., its configuration, influences the total cumulative exergy con-
sumption of the overall system.

3.2.2.1 Scenario 2.a: influence of the devices’ lifetime

The present scenario can be seen as the enhancement of Scenario 1.a, as it
considers additionally to utility equipment (UE) also user devices (UDs), i.e.,
smartphones, tablets, notebooks, home energy management systems (HEMSs), and
digital subscriber line (DSL) modems, essential for a proper and easy utilization of
home area networks (HANs). As in the case of Scenario 1.a, three use cases (UCs)
are defined, which assume different lifetimes of the considered UDs. Each UC of
Scenario 2.a is, moreover, related to the respective UC of Scenario 1.a. This can be
seen in Table 8, which provides the assumed lifetimes for both the UDs and UE for
the three considered UCs.

The first UC assumes a short lifetime of UDs as well as UE. UC 2 defines the
most probable case considering the lifetimes of UDs and UE. UC 3 assumes an
extended lifetime for both the UDs and UE, i.e., their replacement period is longer
than that of the first two UCs. Based on these UCs, more information on the exergy
consumption distribution and its development will be provided. UC 2 defines,
moreover, the basis for Scenario 2.b as well as Scenario 2.c, which assess how
different UDs’ parameters, e.g., daily charging durations and home energy man-
agement usage factors (HEMUFs) of smartphones, tablets, and notebooks, daily
uptimes and average loads of HEMSs, as well as HEMS configurations, influence the
cumulative embodied and operational exergy consumption. It should be noted that
the assumed daily charging durations and HEMUFs of smartphones, tablets, and
notebooks, daily uptimes and average loads of HEMSs, as well as HEMS configura-
tions for the present Scenario 2.a correspond to those of UC 2 of Scenario 2.b as well
as Scenario 2.c discussed in the following two parts of this subsection.

UC Lifetime of the user devices (UDs) (years)

Smartphone Tablet Notebook HEMS DSL modem

UC 1: short lifetime 1 1 2 2 3

UC 2: medium lifetime 2 2 3 4 5

UC 3: long lifetime 4 4 6 6 10

UC Lifetime of utility equipment (UE) (years)

Smart meter PLC modem Data concentrator

UC 1: short lifetime 5 5 3

UC 2: medium lifetime 15 10 7

UC 3: long lifetime 20 15 10

HEMS, home energy management system; DSL, digital subscriber line; PLC, power line communication.

Table 8.
Use case (UC) assumptions for the user devices (UDs) and utility equipment (UE) lifetime.
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basis for Scenario 1.b, which analyzes how the number of smart meters that can be
served by a single data concentrator influences the cumulative embodied and oper-
ational exergy consumption. It should be noted that the assumed number of smart
meters connected to a data concentrator for the present Scenario 1.a equals to 150,
which corresponds to the number provided by UC 1 of the following Scenario 1.b (see
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UC UE lifetime (years)

Smart meter PLC modem Data concentrator
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UC 3: long lifetime 20 15 10

PLC, power line communication.

Table 6.
Use case (UC) assumptions for the utility equipment (UE) lifetime.

UC Number of smart meters per DC

UC 1: 150 smart meters per DC 150

UC 2: 2000 smart meters per DC 2000

Table 7.
Use case (UC) assumptions for different data concentrator (DC) configurations.
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Scenario 2.b, on the other hand, investigates how various parameter alterations,
e.g., daily charging durations and home energy management usage factors
(HEMUFs) of smartphones, tablets, and notebooks, as well as daily uptimes and
average loads of home energy management systems (HEMSs), influence the cumu-
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assumed parameters of these UDs define, thereby, the utilization intensity of HANs.
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3.2.2.2 Scenario 2.b: influence of the home area network (HAN) utilization

This scenario analyzes how different daily charging durations and home energy
management usage factors (HEMUFs) of smartphones, tablets, and notebooks, as
well as daily uptimes and average loads of home energy management systems
(HEMSs), influence the exergy consumption of the overall system. For that pur-
pose, three use cases (UCs) are defined which assume different utilization intensi-
ties of home area networks (HANs). The assumed daily charging durations and
HEMUFs of smartphones, tablets, and notebooks, as well as the daily uptimes and
average loads of HEMSs for these three UCs, are provided in Tables 9–11. This
scenario is based on UC 2 of Scenario 2.a, according to which the lifetime of
smartphones tablets, notebooks, HEMSs, and DSL modems equals to 2, 2, 3, 4, and
5 years, respectively, and that of smart meters, PLC modems, and data concentra-
tors to 15, 10, and 7 years.

UC 1 corresponds to a high utilization of HANs, which is associated with longer
smartphone, tablet, and notebook daily charging durations and higher HEMUFs, as
well as a higher average HEMS load. UC 3, on the other hand, is associated with a
low utilization of HANs. UC 2 represents the most probable usage pattern of HANs.
Moreover, UC 2 of the present scenario defines the basis for Scenario 2.c described
in the following part of this subsection. The daily uptime of HEMSs and DSL
modems is set to 100% (i.e., 24 h) for all three UCs, however, with varying average
loads (see Table 11). Further, the average load of the DSL modem is assumed to be
proportional to that of the HEMS for all the three considered UCs. It is important to

UC Daily charging duration (h)

Smartphone Tablet Notebook

UC 1: high utilization 4 4 6

UC 2: medium utilization 2 2 3

UC 3: low utilization 1 1 2

Table 9.
Use case (UC) assumptions for daily charging duration.

UC HEMUF (h) Daily uptime (%)

Smartphone Tablet Notebook HEMS DSL modem

UC 1: high utilization 4 4 4 100 100

UC 2: medium utilization 2 2 2 100 100

UC 3: low utilization 1 1 1 100 100

Table 10.
Use case (UC) assumptions for the home energy management usage factor (HEMUF) as well as HEMS and
DSL modem daily uptime.

UC Average HEMS load (%)

UC 1: high utilization 80

UC 2: medium utilization 50

UC 3: low utilization 20

Table 11.
Use case (UC) assumptions for the average home energy management system (HEMS) load.
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mention that the assumed number of households that can be served by a single
HEMS for the present Scenario 2.b equals to 20 households, which corresponds to
the number provided by UC 2 of the following Scenario 2.c (see also UC 2 in
Table 12).

3.2.2.3 Scenario 2.c: influence of the configuration of the home energy management system
(HEMS)

The last scenario analyzes how the number of households that can be served by a
single home energy management system (HEMS) influences the cumulative
embodied exergy consumption (EEC) and operational exergy consumption (OEC)
of the overall system. As already mentioned several times across this chapter, the
HEMS is assumed to be implemented in the form of a 2-unit (2 U) rack-mounted
server, which is placed at a convenient location near the various homes and/or
buildings it is responsible for to manage. Moreover, the HEMS is considered to be
equipped with all the necessary software programs required for a correct and
reliable functioning of home energy management applications, i.e., home area net-
works (HANs). Three different use cases (UCs) are considered which assume
different HEMS configurations, i.e., numbers of households it can serve. The
assumptions for this three UCs are provided in Table 12. This scenario is based on
UC 2 of Scenario 2.a as well as Scenario 2.b, which assume a medium lifetime of user
devices (UDs) and utility equipment (UE), as well as a medium utilization intensity
of HANs.

UC 1 and UC 2 assume that the HEMS can support home energy management
applications of 10 and 20 households, respectively. UC 3, on the other hand,
assumes that 100 households can be served by a single HEMS. Based on this sce-
nario, more information on the cumulative EEC and OEC for the three defined UCs
will be provided. This provides, moreover, means to indicate the most exergy
consumption-related category in the case of these three UCs, i.e., whether the EEC
or OEC dominates over the considered operational duration of 20 years.

4. Major findings of the E-LCA study

It can be argued that for all of the considered scenarios, the customer and
distribution domains are the most exergy-consuming domains. For that reason, they
have the highest potential to negatively impact the environment, i.e., they are
closely associated with environmental sustainability issues.

Considering only the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) scenarios (i.e.,
Scenarios 1.a and 1.b), the utility equipment (UE) was ascertained to be the ICT
equipment category group related to the highest cumulative embodied exergy con-
sumption (EEC) as well as operational exergy consumption (OEC). The contribu-
tion of the data and control center (DCC) equipment to the total cumulative OEC
was determined to be relatively high (i.e., about 20%), taking into account that the

UC Number of households per HEMS

UC 1: 10 households per HEMS 10

UC 2: 20 households per HEMS 20

UC 3: 100 households per HEMS 100

Table 12.
Use case (UC) assumptions for different home energy management system (HEMS) configurations.
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mention that the assumed number of households that can be served by a single
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devices (UDs) and utility equipment (UE), as well as a medium utilization intensity
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will be provided. This provides, moreover, means to indicate the most exergy
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It can be argued that for all of the considered scenarios, the customer and
distribution domains are the most exergy-consuming domains. For that reason, they
have the highest potential to negatively impact the environment, i.e., they are
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Considering only the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) scenarios (i.e.,
Scenarios 1.a and 1.b), the utility equipment (UE) was ascertained to be the ICT
equipment category group related to the highest cumulative embodied exergy con-
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tion of the data and control center (DCC) equipment to the total cumulative OEC
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number of DCC equipment is much less than that of UE. The cumulative EEC of the
DCC equipment was ascertained to be around 1% and is for that reason almost
negligible. The contribution of radio access network (RAN) and core network (CN)
equipment to the total cumulative EEC and OEC turned out to be very low com-
pared to that of the UE and DCC equipment (i.e., lower than 1%). Such a low
contribution of RAN and CN equipment to the total cumulative exergy consump-
tion of the overall system arises from the fact that it is used relatively shortly for
AMI throughout the day, i.e., for only a few minutes daily.

Figures 9 and 10 depict the share of the embodied exergy consumption (EEC)
and operational exergy consumption (OEC) to the total cumulative exergy con-
sumption of the overall system for the Scenarios 1.a and 1.b, respectively, at the end

Figure 9.
Distribution of the cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC) and operational exergy consumption
(OEC) of Scenario 1.a for the three defined use cases (UCs) with different utility equipment (UE) lifetimes,
after an operational duration of 20 years.

Figure 10.
Distribution of the cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC) and operational exergy consumption
(OEC) of Scenario 1.b for the two defined use cases (UCs) with different numbers of smart meters (SMs) per
data concentrator (DC), after an operational duration of 20 years.
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of the operational duration of 20 years. As can be seen from Figure 9, the cumula-
tive EEC differs significantly for different utility equipment (UE) lifetimes. The
cumulative OEC is the same for all the three use cases (UCs) and is, moreover,
lower than their cumulative EEC. A longer UE lifetime decreases considerably the
cumulative EEC (see the provided percentages in Figure 9). A reduction of up to
about 61.77% at the end of the operational duration of 20 years is possible, if the
lifetime of smart meters, power line communication (PLC) modems, and data
concentrators is extended to 20, 15, and 10 years (i.e., UC 3), respectively, in
contrast to 5, 5, and 3 years (i.e., UC 1). Extending the lifetime of smart meters, PLC
modems, and data concentrators to 15, 10, and 7 years (i.e., UC 2), respectively,
reduces the cumulative EEC by about 49.53% compared to UC 1. Moreover, the
difference between the cumulative EEC of UC 2 and UC 3 at the end of the
operational duration of 20 years corresponds to approximately 24.25%.

From Figure 10 it is evident that the number of smart meters (SMs) that can be
served by a single data concentrator (DC) does not have a strong impact on the
cumulative EEC as well as OEC. The difference between the cumulative EEC of UC
1 (which assumes that 150 smart meters are linked to a data concentrator) and UC 2
(which assumes 2000 smart meters per data concentrator) corresponds to approx-
imately 0.88%, which is not that high. The difference between the cumulative OEC
of these two UCs is not that large as well and equals to about 1.6%. It can be
concluded that the number of smart meters connected to a data concentrator does
not have a large influence on the cumulative EEC and OEC of the overall system.
The impact of the UE lifetime has a much stronger impact on the total cumulative
exergy consumption of the overall system (see the percentages provided in
Figure 9).

In the case of the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and home area
network (HAN) scenarios (i.e., Scenarios 2.a–2.c), the utility equipment (UE) was
determined to be the ICT equipment category group with the highest share to the
cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC). The user devices (UDs) were
ascertained to be the next largest contributor to the overall cumulative EEC. The
assessment of the cumulative operational exergy consumption (OEC), however,
revealed a large dependence on the utilization intensity of HANs. That is, for a high
and medium utilization intensity of HANs, it was shown that the UE represents the
most dominant ICT equipment category group until a certain time point, from
where on the UDs become the ICT equipment category group with the highest
exergy expenditure and with that the category group closely linked to environmen-
tal sustainability issues. For a low utilization intensity of HANs, however, the UE
turned out to be the ICT equipment category group with the highest contribution to
the cumulative OEC over the entire operational duration of 20 years. In this case, it
is the UE that is closely associated with increased environmental sustainability
issues. The share of radio access network (RAN) and core network (CN) equipment
to the total cumulative exergy consumption of the overall system was determined
to be less dominant for all the three considered scenarios, as this equipment is
utilized for AMI for only a few minutes daily. Therefore, it can be argued that
the RAN and CN equipment is associated with lower environmental
sustainability issues. The contribution of the data and control center (DCC)
equipment to the total cumulative exergy consumption of the overall system turned
out to be larger than that of the RAN and CN equipment, but lower than that of
the UE and UDs.

Figures 11–13 provide the distribution of the cumulative embodied exergy con-
sumption (EEC) and operational exergy consumption (OEC) to the total cumula-
tive exergy consumption of the overall system for Scenarios 2.a–2.c, respectively,
after the operational duration of 20 years.
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Figure 11.
Distribution of the cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC) and operational exergy consumption
(OEC) of Scenario 2.a for the three defined use cases (UCs) with different utility equipment (UE) and user
device (UD) lifetimes, after an operational duration of 20 years.

Figure 12.
Distribution of the cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC) and operational exergy consumption
(OEC) of Scenario 2.b for the three defined use cases (UCs) with different home area network (HAN)
utilization intensities, after an operational duration of 20 years.

Figure 13.
Distribution of the cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC) and operational exergy consumption
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From Figure 11 it is clear that an increased lifetime of user devices (UDs) and
utility equipment (UE) leads to a significant reduction of the cumulative EEC of the
overall system, at the end of the operational duration of 20 years. Moreover, the
cumulative OEC is the same for all three use cases (UCs) and turns out to be lower
than the cumulative EEC for all the three considered UCs. A decrease of about
48.68% can be achieved if the short lifetime of UDs and UE (i.e., UC 1) is extended
to a medium lifetime (i.e., UC 2). Extending the lifetime of UDs and UE further
(i.e., UC 3), an even larger cumulative EEC reduction of about 62.74% becomes
possible. Furthermore, the cumulative EEC difference between UC 2 and UC 3
corresponds to approximately 27.41%.

As can be seen from Figure 12, an increased utilization intensity of home area
networks (HANs) leads to a significant increase of the cumulative EEC but even
more notably the cumulative OEC. Nevertheless, the cumulative OEC is lower than
the cumulative EEC in the case of all the three considered use cases (UCs). The
cumulative EEC difference between the high and medium utilization intensities of
HANs (i.e., UC 1 and UC 2) equals to about 11.18%. Comparing UC 1 and UC 3 (i.e.,
low utilization of HANs) provides a cumulative EEC difference of approximately
16.78%. Moreover, the cumulative EEC difference between UC 2 and UC 3 equals to
about 6.3%. From Figure 12 it is also obvious that the usage pattern of HANs has a
much higher impact on the cumulative OEC than on the cumulative EEC. The
difference between the high and medium utilization of HANs (i.e., UC 1 and UC 2)
shows an approximately 25.19% difference of the cumulative OEC, at the end of the
operational duration of 20 years. The difference of the cumulative OEC between UC
1 and UC 3 (which assumes a low utilization of HANs) is even more pronounced
and corresponds to about 48.01%. Furthermore, a comparison of the cumulative
OEC between UC 2 and UC 3 exhibits a difference of approximately 30.5%. Such a
large cumulative OEC difference between the three considered UCs is mainly asso-
ciated with the different average home energy management system (HEMS) loads
assumed for each of these UCs (see also Table 11). That is, an increased HAN usage
pattern is related to higher average HEMS loads and leads therefore to an increase of
the cumulative OEC. The contributions of the daily charging durations as well as the
respective home energy management usage factors (HEMUFs) of smartphones,
tablets, and notebooks have a minor impact on the total cumulative OEC of the
overall system compared to that of the average HEMS load.

From Figure 13 it is obvious that the number of households (HHs) that can be
served by a single home energy management system (HEMS), i.e., its configuration,
has a large impact on the cumulative EEC as well as OEC of the overall system.
Moreover, the cumulative OEC is ascertained to be lower than the cumulative EEC
for all the three considered use cases (UCs). A cumulative EEC reduction of about
11.66% can be achieved if 20 households are linked to a single HEMS (i.e., UC 2)
instead of 10 households (i.e., UC 1). Increasing the number of households from 10
(i.e., UC 1) to 100 (i.e., UC 3) leads to an even larger cumulative EEC reduction of
approximately 20.99%. Furthermore, the difference between the cumulative EEC of
UC 2 and UC 3 equals to about 10.56%. Taking a look at Figure 13, it can be seen
that the HEMS configuration has also a considerable, and an even larger, impact on
the cumulative OEC of the overall system. The difference between the cumulative
OEC of UC 1 and UC 2 (i.e., for 10 and 20 households per HEMS, respectively)
amounts approximately to 33.01%. If the number of households that can be man-
aged by a single HEMS is increased from 10 to 100, the cumulative OEC difference
becomes even larger and amounts about 59.41%. Moreover, a cumulative OEC
reduction of approximately 39.41% can be attained if 100 households are managed
by a single HEMS instead of 20.
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From Figure 11 it is clear that an increased lifetime of user devices (UDs) and
utility equipment (UE) leads to a significant reduction of the cumulative EEC of the
overall system, at the end of the operational duration of 20 years. Moreover, the
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5. Conclusions

The exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) of utility equipment (UE), i.e.,
smart meters, power line communication (PLC) modems, and data concentrators,
revealed that the lifetime embodied exergy consumption (EEC) represents the most
exergy consumption-related category. Based on that, it can be argued that the
lifetime EEC is the exergy consumption category closely associated with environ-
mental sustainability issues. The lifetime operational exergy consumption (OEC)
was ascertained to have a much lower impact on the environment. Furthermore, the
manufacturing and assembly stage turned out to be the most dominant life cycle
stage in the case of the considered UE. The processor was additionally ascertained to
be the most exergy consumption-related UE component.

Similar to the results for the utility equipment, the analysis has shown that also
for user devices such as smartphones, tablets, and notebooks the most exergy-
consumption related category is the embodied exergy consumption (EEC). In par-
ticular, the manufacturing and assembly stages turned out to be the most dominant
life cycle stage in the case of these user devices (UDs). The processor was also here
ascertained to be the most exergy consumption-related component. Just as in the
case of the UE, the lifetime operational exergy consumption (OEC) of the
smartphone, tablet, and notebook was determined to be the exergy consumption
category associated with lower (i.e., almost negligible) environmental sustainability
issues, when compared to the lifetime EEC of these devices. However, the E-LCA of
the home energy management system (HEMS) revealed that the lifetime OEC
represents the most exergy consumption-related category, i.e., the category closely
associated with environmental sustainability issues.

The exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) of the overall model developed
for the city of Vienna revealed that the customer and distribution domains are the
most exergy consumption-related domains, i.e., these domains are closely linked to
environmental sustainability issues. Scenarios considering only the advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) ascertained the utility equipment (UE) as the ICT
equipment category group leading to the highest cumulative embodied exergy
consumption (EEC) as well as operational exergy consumption (OEC). The share of
the data and control center (DCC) equipment to the total cumulative OEC was
determined to be relatively high (i.e., about 20%), considering the much lower
number of DCC equipment compared to that of the UE. The share of radio access
network (RAN) and core network (CN) equipment to the total cumulative exergy
consumption of the overall system was ascertained to have a much lower impact on
the environment than the UE and DCC equipment. The reason for such a low
contribution of RAN and CN equipment to the overall cumulative exergy con-
sumption arises from the fact that it is used relatively shortly for the AMI applica-
tion throughout the day. Moreover, the cumulative EEC was ascertained to be the
most exergy consumption-related category over the entire operational duration of
20 years. For that reason, it is associated with increased environmental sustainabil-
ity issues. It was shown that an increase of the UE lifetime has a strong impact on
the cumulative EEC. Increasing the lifetime of smart meters, power line communi-
cation (PLC) modems, and data concentrators from 5, 5, and 3 years, respectively,
to 15, 10, and 7 years, in that order, results at the end of the operational duration of
20 years in a cumulative EEC reduction of about 49.53%. A cumulative EEC
decrease of approximately 61.77% is possible if the smart meter, PLC modem, and
data concentrator are replaced every 20, 15, and 10 years, respectively, instead of
every 5, 5, and 3 years. Moreover, it was shown that the number of smart meters
that can be served by a single data concentrator does not have a strong impact on
the total cumulative exergy consumption of the overall system. A reduction of the
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cumulative EEC of approximately 0.88% after the operational duration of 20 years
can be attained if 2000 smart meters are linked to a data concentrator instead of
150. The reduction of the cumulative OEC for these two different data concentrator
configurations is not that large as well and corresponds to about 1.6%.

The exergy-based life cycle assessment (E-LCA) of the advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI) and home area network (HAN) scenarios ascertained the
utility equipment (UE) as the ICT equipment category group with the largest
contribution to the cumulative embodied exergy consumption (EEC). The user
devices (UDs) were determined to be the next largest contributor to the total
cumulative EEC of the overall system. However, the analysis and evaluation of the
cumulative operational exergy consumption (OEC) showed that the HAN utiliza-
tion intensity determines which ICT equipment category group is the most domi-
nant one. It turned out that for a high and medium HAN utilization intensity, the
UE contributes the most to the cumulative OEC until a specific time point, from
where on the UDs become the most dominant ICT equipment category group, i.e.,
the category group closely associated with increased environmental sustainability
issues. For a low utilization intensity of HANs, the UE was ascertained to be the ICT
equipment category group with the highest contribution to the cumulative OEC
over the entire operational duration of 20 years, i.e., the category group closely
related to environmental sustainability issues. The contribution of radio access
network (RAN) and core network (CN) equipment to the overall cumulative
exergy consumption was determined to be less dominant. This result is based on the
fact that this equipment is utilized for AMI for merely a few minutes daily. For that
reason, this equipment is associated with lower environmental sustainability issues.
The share of the data and control center (DCC) equipment to the total exergy
consumption of the overall system was ascertained to be larger than that of the RAN
and CN equipment, but lower when compared to that of the UDs and UE. More-
over, the contribution of the DCC equipment to the cumulative OEC is more
pronounced than its share to the cumulative EEC. As in the case of the AMI
scenarios, an increase of the UDs’ as well as UE lifetime leads to a considerable
decrease of the cumulative EEC. Further, the cumulative EEC turned out to be the
most exergy consumption-related category over the entire operational duration of
20 years, i.e., the category group closely linked to environmental sustainability
issues, just as in the case of the scenarios considering only AMI. It was determined
that an increase of the lifetime of UDs and UE results in a significant reduction of
the cumulative EEC. A decrease of the cumulative EEC of about 48.68% at the end
of the operational duration of 20 years is possible, if the UDs’ and UE lifetime is
extended from a short lifetime to a medium lifetime. A further extension of the
UDs’ and UE lifetime resulted in an even larger cumulative EEC reduction of
approximately 62.74%. The assessment of the utilization intensity of home energy
management applications, i.e., HANs, revealed a large influence on the cumulative
EEC and, even more, the cumulative OEC. It was shown that an increase from a low
utilization intensity of HANs (i.e., average HEMS load equals to 20%) to a medium
utilization intensity of HANs (i.e., average HEMS load equals to 50%) leads to an
approximately 11.18% cumulative EEC increase as well as an approximately 25.19%
cumulative OEC increase at the end of the operational duration of 20 years. A
further increase of the utilization intensity to a high utilization of HANs (i.e., the
average HEMS load corresponds to 80%) showed an even larger cumulative EEC
and OEC increase of about 16.78% and 48.01%, respectively, compared to a low
utilization intensity of HANs. Furthermore, it was ascertained that the number of
households that can be managed by a single home energy management system
(HEMS), i.e., its configuration, has a considerable impact on the cumulative EEC as
well as OEC of the overall system. That is, an increase of households that can be
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served by a single HEMS from 10 to 20 households showed, after the operational
duration of 20 years, a cumulative EEC and OEC decrease of about 11.66 and
33.01%, respectively. A further increase of households linked to a single HEMS
from 10 to 100 revealed an even larger cumulative EEC and OEC reduction of
approximately 20.99% and 59.41%, respectively.

Finally, it can be concluded that the lifetime of utility equipment (UE) as well as
user devices (UDs) has a strong influence on the cumulative embodied exergy
consumption (EEC). An increase of the UE’s and UDs’ lifetime results in a consid-
erable decrease of the cumulative EEC. Moreover, the utilization intensity of home
energy management applications, i.e., home area networks (HANs), defined espe-
cially by the average home energy management system (HEMS) load, revealed a
large impact on the cumulative operational exergy consumption (OEC). The daily
charging durations as well as home energy management usage factors (HEMUFs) of
smartphones, tablets, and notebooks have a minor influence on the cumulative OEC
when compared to the average HEMS load. Nevertheless, the cumulative EEC
turned out to be related to the largest exergy consumption for all of the studied
scenarios and over the entire considered operational duration of 20 years. For that
reason, it can be concluded that the most dominant life cycle stages of the consid-
ered overall system relate to those involved in the raw material extraction and
processing, manufacturing and assembly, recycling and disposal, as well as the
transportation. The operation phase of the overall system turned out to be the less
dominant one. Therefore, it can be concluded that the EEC is closely associated with
environmental effects, i.e., increased environmental sustainability issues.
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served by a single HEMS from 10 to 20 households showed, after the operational
duration of 20 years, a cumulative EEC and OEC decrease of about 11.66 and
33.01%, respectively. A further increase of households linked to a single HEMS
from 10 to 100 revealed an even larger cumulative EEC and OEC reduction of
approximately 20.99% and 59.41%, respectively.
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user devices (UDs) has a strong influence on the cumulative embodied exergy
consumption (EEC). An increase of the UE’s and UDs’ lifetime results in a consid-
erable decrease of the cumulative EEC. Moreover, the utilization intensity of home
energy management applications, i.e., home area networks (HANs), defined espe-
cially by the average home energy management system (HEMS) load, revealed a
large impact on the cumulative operational exergy consumption (OEC). The daily
charging durations as well as home energy management usage factors (HEMUFs) of
smartphones, tablets, and notebooks have a minor influence on the cumulative OEC
when compared to the average HEMS load. Nevertheless, the cumulative EEC
turned out to be related to the largest exergy consumption for all of the studied
scenarios and over the entire considered operational duration of 20 years. For that
reason, it can be concluded that the most dominant life cycle stages of the consid-
ered overall system relate to those involved in the raw material extraction and
processing, manufacturing and assembly, recycling and disposal, as well as the
transportation. The operation phase of the overall system turned out to be the less
dominant one. Therefore, it can be concluded that the EEC is closely associated with
environmental effects, i.e., increased environmental sustainability issues.
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Chapter 7

Communications for Exploiting
Flexible Resources in the
Framework of Smart Grids in
Islands
Javier Rodríguez-García, David Ribó-Pérez,
Carlos Álvarez-Bel and Manuel Alcázar-Ortega

Abstract

Although being among the least responsible for climate change, islands are in
great threat due to it. The decarbonisation of the power system arises as a key factor
to ensure adaptation and mitigation to it. Islands' characteristics make renewable
electrification a challenge. Most islands are isolated systems with low levels of
inertia that require stability for ensuring security of supply. Therefore, the potential
of smart grids and flexible resources must be fully exploited to ensure a viable
integration of renewable energy sources. In this vein, it is necessary to evolve the
system including demand response, batteries and electric transport to increase the
share of renewables. However, all these elements require a reliable communication
architecture to be deployed. A communication architecture is hereby presented
and applied to Galapagos for exploiting flexible resources. Different protocols have
been selected to interoperate flexible resources integrated on the system. Each of
them tries for each application to standardise and ensure the largest functionalities
available. The deployment of smart grids in islands can reduce their carbon
footprint as it is validated with a case study in Santa Cruz, Galapagos. This system
proves to ensure the energy balance in a viable way, in technical, economic and
environmental terms.

Keywords: smart grids, renewable generation, communication systems, flexible
resources, islands, Galapagos

1. Introduction

Electric power business used to be a very traditional sector with a very well-
established structure both in the physical and market layers. Depletion of fossil
fuels, climate change, the boom of renewables and communications has forced a
change in the ways in which the electricity is generated, consumed and traded.
Traditional power systems were formed by large centralised generators, a very large
and extended transmission grid to connect the generation and the load sites. Gen-
eration arrived to costumers through a final distribution grid, which was usually
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operated in radial form to feed the large customers and small customers in low
voltage (LV) [1]. However, the new time in the power sector are characterised by a
large increment in the renewable generation. The main technologies are solar pho-
tovoltaic (PV) and wind generation. This generation can be concentrated in
medium/large capacity plants or be very distributed. The so-called distributed gen-
eration (DG) is much smaller in size (commonly some tens to hundreds of kilo-
watts) and is usually connected to LV or medium voltage (MV). This generation can
be owned by companies or individual customers that may also install some small
generation. Moreover, the electrification of transport and the rise of information
and communication technology are increasing the possibility to take advantage of
customer’s flexibility in the consumption by dynamically trading their demand
response resources [2, 3].

This new power system paradigm is usually referred as the smart grid (SG) as it
allows the integration of all these “active” elements (including customers) in the
physical system (grid) and new trading mechanisms and markets (mainly retail)
[4, 5]. The concept is gaining importance as the solution for the future power
system [6]. However, it is essential a proper operation and control, which is
intended to be automatic through SG controllers, using the resources offered by
generators and customers directly or through intermediate agents such as load
aggregators or generation aggregators, usually referred as virtual power plants
(VPP) too [7].

The requirements for building these SG are as follows:

• Reliability: they have to be more reliable than the traditional power systems.
This has to be accomplishing providing them with self-healing capacity.

• Economic: they have to reduce the cost of the electricity by integrating all
available generation and new technologies like control, storage, etc.

• Secure: they have to be secure against physical attacks or cyberattacks.

• Participation: they have to give the consumer more options to participate in
energy or other services markets.

To build this type of SG application, it is necessary to deploy a large number of
elements (control centres, smart metering system, renewable control system, stor-
age elements, etc.) and operate them in a synchronised and cooperative way so that
the above-mentioned objectives can be achieved. In this sense, the information and
communication technologies may be the bottleneck for a correct implementation of
the SG paradigm. One of the most relevant problems is to establish reliable two-way
communication systems between the distributed elements of the SG.

Normally, the digitalisation and communication layer has been studied on a very
abstract level [8]. However, the implementation of such layers requires to be
deployed at the application level to overcome the practical problems of smart grids.
Thus, it remains essential to clarify and select the different protocols that need to be
applied in a smart grid. A summary of them can be seen in [4]. Nevertheless, it is
important to note that power systems and their communication systems remain in
constant growing and evolution, and new protocols or upgrades of them are con-
stantly appearing [9]. Therefore, the protocols that can be selected should tend to
maximise the functionalities and ensure the maximum standardisation possible. To
do so, the maximum number of functionalities and interoperability can be selected
in order to better adapt the flexible resources potentialities to the communication
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system. Moreover, the selection of standards also has to fulfil cybersecurity needs
that enable a proper communication from the customer side to the system. Enabling
a proper communication platform (such as internet) will remain essential to inte-
grate distributed generation in the system.

Specifically, the transition to a more sustainable energy sector has gained impor-
tance in islands. Many islands are facing or will face severely the effects of climate
change and are joining efforts to reduce their carbon footprints. However, their
isolation and lower systems sizes represent a challenge to fully integrate volatile and
intermittent renewables. Therefore, flexibility combined with renewable integration
arises as a condition to make a viable transition from a fossil fuel-based system to a
sustainable one. Thus, to capture all the benefits of renewable-based SG, islands
needs to deploy reliable communication systems designed for their particularities.
Moreover, island scenarios are analogue to the cases of electrification of isolated rural
communities, which are widely studied [10–12]. These systems tend to rely on hybrid
systems with renewables in island to overcome the lack of electricity [13]. The
deployment of renewables in island mode requires better coordination and commu-
nications to ensure the security, reliability and viability of the system under the
stochastic nature of renewable energy sources [14].

This chapter aims to design an architecture communication to provide the com-
munication and interactions design between the different agents. Second, this
architecture model is applied to the Santa Cruz Island in the Galapagos archipelago.
Here, the implications to have a smart grid with proper communications are
detailed. In this vein, a year simulation is performed to show the results of the
proposed architecture and highlight both economic and environmental benefits
arising from the deployment of smart grids with large share of flexible resources.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the communica-
tion characteristics and architecture required to implement a smart grid on islands.
Then, Section3 describes theGalapagos case of studyunder the scenarios suggested and
includes the discussion of the results. Finally, in Section 4, some conclusions are drawn.

2. Communication architecture for exploiting flexible resources

The exploitation of flexible resources to boost the integration of renewables
requires a proper communication architecture. In this section, the solutions that
need to be applied at distribution level to integrate demand response, electric
vehicles and distributed generation have been stated. Special attention is also put
into the deployment of smart metres to ensure an advanced metering infrastructure
that enables the correct operation of the smart grid.

In order to design the communication solutions, four different types of interac-
tions based on the characteristics of the different participants have been considered.
The first three types are implemented without human intervention (full automa-
tion), while the last one requires human intervention. Before describing these
interactions, it is needed to explain the concept of actor. In this context, an actor is
defined as any agent involved in the operation of the power system but not taking
part as a consumer, storage or generator.

1.“Actor-generator/storage” communication

In this case, the system operator or the VPP remotely operates a generator or a
group of them in real-time to provide secondary and tertiary control reserve or
voltage control to the power system.
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Reviewing the existing communication protocols used to operate generators
remotely, there are a lot of options but it is proposed to use the protocol “IEC
61850”. It is expected that this protocol will be one of the most widespread solutions
for integrating distributed energy resources (DER) in the distribution network
when these resources are controlled by the DSO.

2.“Actor-consumer” communication

This communication is used to remotely change the electric consumption pat-
tern of the customers that participate in a demand response programme in an
orderly manner. In this regard, the exchange of data between an actor and a
consumer includes different types of messages such as the transfer of an array of
hourly prices (RTP), the customer acceptance of a DR event, the use of the direct
load control (DLC), etc.

Regarding the proposed application protocol for this type of communication, the
most widespread protocol related to demand response issues throughout the world
is open ADR. One of its most important features is that it can be used to implement
most of the demand response programmes existing nowadays. In particular, it is
proposed to use the version 2 and the profile B due to the fact that it does not need
to open any ports in customer’s firewall improving security aspects and avoiding a
lot of problems during the initial hardware setting.

As an alternative to open ADR, the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) is also
proposed for managing the electric vehicle charging using the version 2.0. This
protocol is the most widespread one in this specific field. Regarding the manage-
ment of EV charging, it is important to highlight that this kind of flexible resources
can be considered as a load or an electric battery depending on if V2G option is
implemented or not.

3.“Actor-actor” communication

Apart from customers and generators, the rest of agents employ centralised
management systems to perform their main activities. In this vein, it is very com-
mon inside the smart grid paradigm that all actors need to exchange information
between them in real time. In the proposed communication architecture for islands,
there is only one case where the TSO uses the flexible resources for operating the
power system. In this case, the DR server of the TSO has to be able to send signals to
the DSO, who acts as a DR aggregator. To this end, it is proposed to use open ADR
2.0b, in spite of this protocol was not developed to resolve this specific goal.

4.“Human operator-system” communication

Although the degree of automation is becoming higher and higher, there are
some tasks that has to be already carried out by human operators (e.g., initial setting
of systems). Moreover, graphical user interface (GUI) trends to be implemented as
a web application in order to reduce the cost for improving the compatibility with
the different versions of operating systems and other required applications such as
database software, communication libraries DLL, etc.

According to all this, it is proposed the Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
(HTTPS) to exchange information between human operators and centralised man-
agement systems. This protocol is an extension of the hypertext transfer protocol
that improves security thanks to the integration of the Transport Layer Security
(TLS), which encrypts bidirectionally all the packets exchanged between client and
server.
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2.1 Application to distribution automation

The standards and systems for the communication at transmission level among
the different components (energy management system, generators, substations and
large customers) are relatively well established due to the relevance of their perfor-
mance in the overall reliability of the power system. In fact, before the development
of smart grids, most of the investment in the electricity sector was made on the
reinforcement of the transmission grid and improvement of the associated energy
management system.

Regarding the communication requirements at distribution level, a lot of
changes are necessary to evolve the existing infrastructure and systems into smart
grids. The idea of making distribution systems more automatic is not new. In this
regard, the utilities, along the last 30 years, have been trying to reproduce the
successful EMS in transmission systems into distribution. What really happened is
that a set of independent applications were developed in the distribution control
centres (managed by the Distribution System Operator, DSO) at the feeder and
substation levels. The communications required for these applications were usually
implemented by using vendor-dependent protocols and by implementing different
and independent data networks in the past, but the current trend is to minimise the
number of proprietary communication implementations and use open, standard-
based specifications.

According to that, the protocol IEC 61850, for controlling network elements from
SCADA, and ICCP-TASE-2, for exchange information between control centres, is
proposed to successfully implement the required communication at the distribution.
Nevertheless, recently, new requirements have arisen at the distribution level due to
smart grid implementation. For example, the adequate integration of new distributed
energy resources such as distributed generation or storage, even if managed by virtual
power plants, requires new communication features in the existing or new protocols.
Additionally, it is important to highlight that due to the security problems associated
with the cited protocols, it is necessary to consider the recommendations of IEC 62351
in order to increase the resiliency of the proposed solutions.

In addition to the specific standards commented above, a set of suggested com-
munication standards for distribution automation applications are summarised
below, based on the recommendations of the International Electrotechnical Com-
mission (IEC, [9]):

• IEC/TR 62357 service oriented architecture (SOA)

• IEC 61970 common information model (CIM)/energy management

• IEC 61968 common information model (CIM)/distribution management

• IEC 61850 power utility automation. The following subsections are a result of
special interest:

◦ IEC 61850-7-420—Communication systems for Distributed Energy
Resources (DER)—Logical nodes

◦ IEC 61850-7-500—Use of logical nodes to model functions of a substation
automation system

◦ IEC 61850-90-2—Use of IEC 61850 for the communication between
control centres and substations
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◦ IEC 61850-90-6—Use of IEC 61850 for distribution feeder automation
system

◦ IEC 61850-90-7—Object models for photovoltaic, storage and other DER
inverters

◦ IEC 61400-25—Application of the IEC 61850 methodology for Wind
turbines

• IEC 62351 security

• IEC 62056 data exchange for metre readings, tariffs and load control

• IEC 61508 functional safety of electrical, electronic, programmable electronic
and safety related problems.

• IEC PAS 62746 interface between customer energy management system and
power management system. Open automated demand response

2.2 Smart metres

The implementation of smart grids has to overcome all the problems that have
encountered the utilities to enhance the distribution system. One key element in the
communication chain in smart grids is the Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI) System that encloses all the elements to provide a reliable and secure com-
munication to the most important partner in smart grids: the customer [15].

The main features of the AMI systems are:

• Smart metre, which is the frontier element with the customer, where bi-
directional communication is implemented and where the smart metre may
initiate a conversation with other agents in the smart grid. For example, it may
send a black out (no supply voltage signal) before the metre goes off.

• The smart metres must be configurable in remote mode so the parameters of
customer facility (for example, the protection settings) may be remotely
changed without needing to go physically to the customer site.

• The smart metres may also be used as the gateway of customer network for
other distribution management systems (Home Area Network, HAN, in
residential customers).

• The smart metres have not been considered suitable for demand response
implementation, as discussed later, because the possible delays and latencies
introduced by other processes running in the metre.

• Another basic component, which is complementary to the AMI system, is the
measurement data management (MDM) system that is an application
responsible for the measurement data consistency and coherency checking as
well as for the preparation of this data for further applications: commercial or
technical.

According to what has been reviewed so far, it is clear that there are two main
issues in developing smart grid communication structures and systems:
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interoperability and cybersecurity. Interoperability may be warranted by using the
adequate non-vendor protocols for communication, whereas cybersecurity may be
improved considering the recommendations of standards devoted to this issue (e.g.,
IEC 62351).

2.3 Application to electric vehicles

Integration of EVs on the system is being widely studied due to the interest of
decarbonizing transport [16]. In this regard, the interoperability and necessity to
charge and discharge EVs is a topic of interest due to the large number of existent
studies [17–19]. The proposed standards for charging electric vehicles are mainly
three. on the one hand, open ADR is proposed to manage the EV charging of
commercial and residential customers, especially in the case of wall-box charging
stations due to the requirement of standardising the protocols for controlling loads
at residential and small commercial customers. Their specifications are described in
“Section 2.4”. The IEC 61850 standard has also been studied for implementing the
harmonisation of charging protocols of EVs [20].

Finally, “Open Charge Point Protocol” (OCPP) is proposed for public charging
stations. This is an open and interoperable communication standard based on JSON
over Websockets, including compression for data reduction what facilitates the
interchange of information between EV centralised management system and the
charging stations.

This protocol has been considerably improved in version 2.0 with extended
functionality related to smart charging such as direct smart charging inputs form a
centralised management system to a charging station or just with a local controller
and supporting smart charging based on ISO15118.

OCPP 2.0 supports around 120 use cases that are integrated into 16 blocks
according to different functionalities. These are completely described in [21] and
are summarised below:

a. Security

b. Provisioning

c. Authorization

d. Local authorization list

e. Transactions

f. Remote control

g. Availability

h. Reservation

i. Tariff and costs

j. Metering

k. Smart charging

l. Firmware management
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m. ISO 15118 certificate management

n. Diagnostics

o. Display message

p. Data transfer

Although there are several interesting functionalities for the deployment of
smart grid, smart charging can be considered the most relevant for its impact on the
feasibility of the proposed solution. The capacity of smart charging implies that a
centralised EV charging management system gains the ability to influence the
charging power or current of a specific electric vehicle or the overall energy con-
sumption of an entire charging station during a period of time. Therefore, an
external system has the possibility to set a charging profile as a limit of overall
energy consumption of each charging station or group of them, what can be suitable
to improve distribution network operation (network restrictions, balancing, loss
reductions, etc.). This protocol is enabled to implement V2G applications.

2.4 Application to demand response

As commented above, the communication protocol “OpenADR” has been
chosen since it has been identified as the best standard procedure for this
application. Currently, it is the most used protocol to implement DR actions in
power systems [22].

The OpenADR 2.0 standard includes two profiles:

• Profile A (OpenADR 2.0a). It has been designed for low-end embedded devices
to support the basic services of demand response and markets.

• Profile B (OpenADR 2.0b). It has been designed for high-end embedded
devices and it includes feedback to consumers as a response to events/data
reports, present and futures.

The “OpenADR Alliance” has developed the procedures and necessary tools for
the certification of products working with such protocol:

• The technical specifications for different profiles

• The documents establishing the characteristics that should be mandatory for
each profile

• The testing plan; the certification documents

• Finally, the tools to perform the certification tests that may be used by third
parties to check their products

A new concept, introduced in OpenADR 2.0, is the capacity to support two types
of communication nodes: “Virtual Top Node” (VTN) and “Virtual End Node”
(VEN).

The VTN represents a server that published and transmits OpenADR signals to
final devices or other intermediate servers. The VEN is a client, a building energy
management system (BEMS) or terminal device that accepts OpenADR signals
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from the VTN and responds to them. A final node may simultaneously be VTN and
VEN. OpenADR signals are sent through standards based on internet protocols (IP)
such as “Hyper Text Transfer Protocol” (HTTP) or “XML Measuring and Presence
Protocol” (XMPP).

Information on a new event is contained in five parts:

• Event description: general metadata about the event

• Active period: starting time and total duration

• Event signal: interval data for the event

• Reference line for the event: interval data for the reference line

• Objectives: objective resources of the event (single VEN, defined VEN group,
type of device, service area, type of resource, etc.)

Regarding security, open ADR uses a public key infrastructure (PKI) in order to
provide:

• Authentication

• Confidentiality

• Integrity of transmitted data

There are two security levels between communications:

• Standard security: TLS with certificate interchange between server and client

• High security: it adds to standard security the utilisation of digital signatures
for the XML data, so that the risk to reject information is reduced

Certified products should be provided with standard security, being optional the
incorporation of high security.

According to the loads that need to be controlled and their communication
needs, four different configurations for implementation have been considered:

• Connection to residential and small commercial consumers

• Connection to residential and small commercial consumers through a graphic
user interface (GUI) on the cloud

• Connection to residential and small commercial consumers through an BEMS

• Direct connection to industrial and commercial consumers

• Aggregator model

Among other existing programmes, which may be implemented by means of
open ADR, the following examples can be found:

• Residentia
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application. Currently, it is the most used protocol to implement DR actions in
power systems [22].

The OpenADR 2.0 standard includes two profiles:

• Profile A (OpenADR 2.0a). It has been designed for low-end embedded devices
to support the basic services of demand response and markets.

• Profile B (OpenADR 2.0b). It has been designed for high-end embedded
devices and it includes feedback to consumers as a response to events/data
reports, present and futures.

The “OpenADR Alliance” has developed the procedures and necessary tools for
the certification of products working with such protocol:

• The technical specifications for different profiles

• The documents establishing the characteristics that should be mandatory for
each profile

• The testing plan; the certification documents

• Finally, the tools to perform the certification tests that may be used by third
parties to check their products

A new concept, introduced in OpenADR 2.0, is the capacity to support two types
of communication nodes: “Virtual Top Node” (VTN) and “Virtual End Node”
(VEN).

The VTN represents a server that published and transmits OpenADR signals to
final devices or other intermediate servers. The VEN is a client, a building energy
management system (BEMS) or terminal device that accepts OpenADR signals
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from the VTN and responds to them. A final node may simultaneously be VTN and
VEN. OpenADR signals are sent through standards based on internet protocols (IP)
such as “Hyper Text Transfer Protocol” (HTTP) or “XML Measuring and Presence
Protocol” (XMPP).

Information on a new event is contained in five parts:

• Event description: general metadata about the event

• Active period: starting time and total duration

• Event signal: interval data for the event

• Reference line for the event: interval data for the reference line

• Objectives: objective resources of the event (single VEN, defined VEN group,
type of device, service area, type of resource, etc.)

Regarding security, open ADR uses a public key infrastructure (PKI) in order to
provide:

• Authentication

• Confidentiality

• Integrity of transmitted data

There are two security levels between communications:

• Standard security: TLS with certificate interchange between server and client

• High security: it adds to standard security the utilisation of digital signatures
for the XML data, so that the risk to reject information is reduced

Certified products should be provided with standard security, being optional the
incorporation of high security.

According to the loads that need to be controlled and their communication
needs, four different configurations for implementation have been considered:

• Connection to residential and small commercial consumers

• Connection to residential and small commercial consumers through a graphic
user interface (GUI) on the cloud

• Connection to residential and small commercial consumers through an BEMS

• Direct connection to industrial and commercial consumers

• Aggregator model

Among other existing programmes, which may be implemented by means of
open ADR, the following examples can be found:

• Residentia
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◦ “Save Power Day” (SPD)

◦ “Summer Advantage Incentive” (SAI)

• Commercial and industrial

◦ “Demand Bidding Program” (DBP)

◦ “Summer Advantage Incentive” (SAI) also known as “Critical Peak
Pricing” (CPP)

◦ “Capacity Bidding Program” (CBP)

◦ “Aggregated Managed Portfolio” (AMP)

◦ “Base Interruptible Program” (BIP)

◦ “Real Time Pricing” (RTP)

Apparently, the requirements for the communication between a DR requester
(system operator, DR aggregator, etc.) and a DR provider are linked to the
implemented type of DR programme. In this regard, a basic set of DR programmes
was proposed to try to maximise the benefit of the potential flexibility of each type
of flexible resource. They were classified into two groups depending on the degree
of automation of the solution that is defined as:

• DR programmes oriented to semi-automatic control systems: customers receive a
notification at least 1 hour before the starting time of a DR event, and they
should set up their local control systems to implement the DR action on time.
Some examples of this type of DR programmes are known as “Traffic lights”
(CPP) more suitable for residential customers or “dynamic pricing (RTP)” for
industrial customers. The strong point of this type of programmes is that there
is no need to install additional hardware in the customer facilities, except from
installing smart metres that it is necessary to hourly collect the energy
consumption in real-time. However, the drawback is a lower percentage of
customer who reacts to these kinds of signals and the lack of accuracy for
implementing the response.

• DR programmes for automatic control systems: customer’s resources are directly
controlled by other agent, but there is a clear definition of how this control has
to be implemented. In this regard, two types of signals can be received by the
local control system to implement a DR event: a price signal or a power set
point. Regarding the first type, it is proposed to use auto-DR programmes or
fast DR programmes depending on the reaction time of each resources to
implement the change of pattern that can be used to provide secondary reserve
or primary reserve, respectively. On the other hand, it is proposed to use direct
load control for large flexible resources due to the need of being more accurate
in the implementation of DR events.

Finally, according to the proposed model, customers may have installed genera-
tion plants with an installed power lower than 100 kW with additional electric
batteries that might be remotely controlled using open ADR as the explained flexi-
ble resources due to they have the same network conditions.
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Regarding all these DR programmes, it is not recommended to use the smart
metre as a gateway to communicate with local control systems and devices due to
possible delays and latency problems in the communication network as mentioned
above.

2.5 Application to distributed generation

Distributed generation can be defined as generation that is small, disperse
and connected to the distribution grid [23]. Regarding VPP, it can be considered
as the agent that coordinates small and disperse generation to perform as a single
entity.

The kind of distributed energy resources depends on the installed power and has
been characterised and the communication requirements settled according to the
following three groups:

1.Pinst < 10 kW. In this case, there are no direct control actions on devices,
being just necessary to install a smart metre.

2.10 kW ≤ Pinst < 100 kW. In this case, the VPP is responsible for the
management, so that basic control (on/off) has been considered.

3.Pinst ≥ 100 kW. For this kind of facilities, aggregation into a VPP is proposed
in order to offer ancillary services, as well as voltage control to the TSO. This
requires that distributed generators must be able to be controlled as if they
were conventional generators, with PQ set points.

2.5.1 DG of 10 kW ≤ Pinst < 100 kW

Control requirements for this kind of generation, according to the conceptual
design, are low. Therefore, just the possibility of disconnection in case it is necessary
for the TSO has been considered. According to these requirements and considering
that control orders would be submitted by the aggregators, the utilisation of the
protocol open ADR 2.0b simple XMPP in Push mode has been considered for con-
nection and disconnection. In Option 1, the installation of a multiprotocol communi-
cation gateway is proposed in order to connect to the SCADA (local control), or to a
programmable logic controller (PLC). In Option 2, the local control system may have
a SCADA able to receive messages according to the open ADR protocol by means of
an additional software module. Both solutions consider the access to the Internet by
means of any available technology, as shown in the figure:

In that case, devices to be installed would be the following:
Additionally, the installation of smart metres should be considered in the same

rate as the communication gateway devices.

2.5.2 DG of Pinst ≥ 100 kW (VPP)

Control requirements for this kind of generation would be similar to those
expected from a conventional generator. In case of photovoltaic power plants,
inverters will be responsible for incorporating this management option. Such con-
figuration would allow omitting the SCADA, which may be substituted by a RTU
able to use the IEC-61850 protocol for monitoring and controlling the inverters by
means of PQ signals.
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The same protocol IEC 61850 will be used to manage distributed storage such as
batteries because in this particular case it is proposed to be performed by the DSO
(Figure 1).

3. Case study of Galapagos

The proposed architecture is applied to the Santa Cruz Island, located in the
Galapagos archipelago (Ecuador). These 21 islands are located 1000 km West of
Ecuador’s mainland (Figure 2). Approximately 26,000 people inhabit them; being
Santa Cruz Island the most populated one of them. Notwithstanding its bio reserve
protected status and an increasing concern about its preservation, tourism keep
growing. From 1990 to 2015, visitors have doubled every 5 years [24], increasing
the pressure over natural resources, especially electrical power demand. In this
context, a transition to a renewable and sustainable energy mix for the archipelago
is crucial to safeguard it [25]. Thus, the Ecuador government launched a Zero Fossil
Program for Galapagos in 2007 to achieve a zero emission goal [26]. Nevertheless,
this programme raises several technical difficulties due to the small size of the
archipelago’s mini grids and their low capacity to absorb and integrate renewables.
The implementation of a smart grid architecture in Galapagos is aligned with one of
the main energy and sustainability challenges that small islands and systems are
facing currently, energy dependence, reliability and climate change [27]. Moreover,
it boosts the efforts that are being performed to improve the current efforts to
integrate renewables in small islands [28, 29].

3.1 Electricity system of Santa Cruz

Santa Cruz operates as an isolated mini grid coupled with the Baltra Island,
where the island’s airport is located. The island’s electricity is mainly generated

Figure 1.
Proposed communication architecture in Galapagos.
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with diesel that has to be imported from mainland. Currently, 2.25 MWp of wind
power and 1.5 MWp of solar PV are installed in the island. However, both of them
combined did not cover more than 12% of the total electricity demand in 2017.
The main consumption occurs in the urban area and has the potential to become
flexible and integrate renewables on it. The existing distribution network can be
seen in Figure 3.

Due its geographical isolation, Galapagos and particularly Santa Cruz represent
an extreme case to analyse the viability of the proposed architecture and its repli-
cability. Thus, the transformation of Santa Cruz into a smart grid as the one pro-
posed in this chapter offers several benefits at a reduced cost. The proposed
architecture can be easily implemented in Santa Cruz, facilitating renewable energy
integration and improving the system performance.

3.2 Simplified model

In order to assess the potentials of the smart grid, we propose a simplified ex post
energy balance with historical and modelled data. The first requirement in the
analysis is to fulfil at any time step the energy balance presented.

PD
t þ PL

t ¼
X
g

Pgt þ
X
g

Δt ∗ f rCgt (1)

The generation in the smart grid with high penetration of renewable energy
source scenario, the performance of the existing wind turbines and the solar farm;
and the measured wind speed at hub height are used to linearly model the perfor-
mance of the newly integrated renewable energy sources. Thus, the wind has been
modelled with wind speed levels at 10 m. These have been corrected to get them at

Figure 2.
The island of Santa Cruz in Galapagos.
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80 m with a logarithmic correlation and then the wind production curve has been
applied. The solar PV power has been calculated as a correlation of the actual
production and a coefficient to increase the PV capacity. And at any time step, the
system has to be inside the maximum and minimum capacity levels.

PW
gt ¼ 1

2
ρηtR

2πu3t (2)

Pg ≤Pgt ≤Pg (3)

The thermal capacity has been modelled as the difference between demanded
electricity and losses. Thus, the existing thermal generator acts in a flexible manner
to adjust generation to demand as it currently does.

PD
t þ PL

t �
X
g

PPV
gt þ

X
g

PW
gt þ

X
g

Δt ∗ frgt

 !
¼
X
g

PT
gt (4)

The flexible resources such as demand response and electric vehicles have been
characterised as batteries. This is a common model simplification [8, 9]. The flexible
resources have a state that is among a maximum and minimum capacity and is
represented by its state in the prior time step plus the charge or discharge ratio
during the time period. Moreover, the charge and discharge ratios also have limits.
Thus, these elements are modelled as:

SOfrgt ¼ SOfrg t�1ð Þ þ Δt ∗ frCgt (5)

SOfrh ≤ SOfrgt ≤ SOfrh (6)

frCh ≤ frCgt ≤ frCh (7)

Figure 3.
Medium voltage distribution system in Santa Cruz [30].
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No network constraints have been considered since it does remains out of the
scope of this work. However, the costs associated to the increase on the distribution
lines due to the new generation have been included in the installation costs.

The environmental analysis has been performed according to the emissions
associated with electricity generation. Thus, the emissions have been calculated
with emission factors associated with each type of fuel.

GHGe ¼
X
i

EFi ∗ qi (8)

Finally, the analysis of the scenarios has been done with two basic economic
indicators, the net present value (NPV) and the return over investment (ROI):

NPV ¼ Invþ
X
y

CFy

1þ jð Þ y (9)

ROI ¼ NPV
Inv

(10)

3.3 Description of the scenarios

To study the benefits that arise from the smart grid deployment, three scenarios
have been analysed and compared: business as usual, current status with smart grid
and smart grid with high penetration of renewable energy sources.

First, the current situation of the system is taken as the “Business As Usual”
(BAU) scenario. The system performance in 2017 is taken as the base for this
scenario. As mentioned above, this scenario is characterised by 1.5 MW of solar PV,
2.25 MW of wind power and a large reliance on thermal generation to cover almost
90% of the electricity consumption. Currently, some wind production is curtailed
due to the low flexibility of the system.

The second scenario is named “Smart Grid”. The smart grid scenario is able to
integrate all the wind generation that is currently curtailed thanks to the flexibility
given by the system installed in this scenario and the better information channels
implemented. This flexibility capacity is obtained from demand response resources,
the VPP and the management of the EV charging stations installed. Their capacities
have been estimated has percentages of the total demand and the study of the
flexibility options that arise from them. The aggregator manages these programmes,
which provides a flexibility that afterwards is sold to the VPP. Then the VPP manages
this flexibility to provide firm power to the grid. Regarding the capital cost required
to install the smart grid, the prices here summarised have been obtained from [30].
Different international smart systems and automation companies proposed solutions.
Table 1 presents a summary of the average prices communicated by them.

The third scenario is named “Smart Grid + Renewables”. The same smart grid as
the one proposed in the second scenario is implemented. Moreover, the integration
of new renewable energy capacity has been optimised to obtain the maximum share
of renewable energy generation without curtailment. This capacity can be inte-
grated due to the increase in flexibility associated with the smart grid. Demand
response programmes and an optimisation of the system performance allow the
system to largely increase the share of renewables in the electricity mix. For this
scenario, the capital cost of the newly installed generation has been retrieved from
2017 IRENA’s world averages [31]. Prices are assumed to be 1.388 and 1.477 $/kW
for solar PV and onshore wind, respectively. With the current grid infrastructure
and the flexibility that the smart grid systems provide, the Santa Cruz Island could
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absorb renewable energy generation from up to 4.6 MW of solar PV and 4.5 MW of
wind power. Thus, 3.1 MW of solar PV and 2.25 MW of wind power could be
installed. According to the abovementioned prices, the total capital cost required for
this scenario is (Table 2):

The analysis and modelling of the scenarios has been performed to fulfil power
and energy balances in 10 minutes time steps. The simulations have taken into
account the real data from Santa Cruz Island. The data used has been electricity
demand and solar PV, wind and thermal generation data. Whenever wind produc-
tion has been curtailed, the theoretical power values of the wind turbine have been
calculated with the power curve characteristic and the 10-minute wind speed aver-
age at the wind turbine’s hub height data.

Finally, regarding the economic analyses, different data from the country has
been used. Despite the diesel end-price in Ecuador is subsided, a non-subsidised
price of $1.08 per litre is used to analyse the economic benefits of the implementa-
tion. This price is used according to the local ratio where the subsides cover 75% of
the mentioned fuel, and the current prices at April 2018 are $0.27 per litre in
Ecuador and $1.04 per litre as the World’s average [32]. The cash flows have been
calculated for the smart grid and smart grid + renewables scenario as the associated
savings of not using the fuel. For both scenarios of smart grids, the parameters
assumed to evaluate the investment are as follows: the lifetime period has been
considered 10 years; the cash flows have been assumed constant during this period;
the economic benefits are based on a yearlong energy balance simulation and the
interest rate used has been 8%. For the environmental analysis, an emission factor
of 2.67 kg CO2 per litre of diesel has been used after the U.S. EPA [33].

3.4 Discussion

In order to assess the potentialities of each of the proposed scenarios, the busi-
ness as usual scenario is presented in the next Figure 4. As it can be seen, the

Technology Cost

Smart grid $ 1868,200

Solar PV $ 4,302,800

Wind $ 3,323,250

Total $ 9,494,250

Table 2.
Smart grid with high penetration of renewable investment cost.

Element Cost

Smart metering $ 318,200

Demand side management1 $ 950,000

Smart grid control $ 150,000

Virtual power plant $ 450,000

Total $ 1868,200
1The DSM includes all the infrastructure and equipment to implement DR.
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demand in mainly covered by thermal generation as renewable generation just
covers about 10% of it. Moreover, as it has been stated part of the wind power
generation was curtailed.

The smart grid scenario deploys the above-explained infrastructure. This new
communication infrastructure improves the efficiency of the system and the
renewable integration. The smart grid with flexible resources allows improving the
capacity factor of the wind production from 13 to 26.3% with an improved infor-
mation system that allows managing the energy production and optimise the
renewable output. The improvement and digitalisation of the current grid infra-
structure will allow a reduction of 24 kTnCO2. The required investment for the
implementation of the proposed smart grid architecture would be $ 1868 million,
which will be rapidly recovered due to the economic savings obtained from fuel
savings. The payback would be lower than 2 years, the net present value will
amount benefits up to $3.7 million. This shows how the investment would be not
only profitable but highly valuable in economic terms with a Return Over Invest-
ment (ROI) of 197.78% in 10 years. Moreover, the installation of the smart grid
systems will pave the way for future investments and newly renewable energy
generation (Figure 5).

In the third scenario, new solar PV and wind capacity are installed in order to
maximise the share of renewable energy production. The smart grid architecture
provides the needed flexibility to integrate generating facilities characterised by
their stochastic nature. This integration allows the Santa Cruz Island to reduce more
than 46% of the current emissions associated to electricity production. Besides the
environmental benefits, the economic benefits of this action would be positive too.
The installation of new capacity requires a high initial investment, which will be
recovered in less than two and a half years. Moreover, due to the large diesel
demand reduction, the benefits associated with this project would add to $12.4
million. Thus, being a profitable investment with and ROI of 130.15% (Figure 6).

To sum up the scenarios, the following figure shows a comparison among the
energy balances of the presented three scenarios. As it can be seen, the current
situation shows a system with large diesel consumptions associated to thermal
generation while renewable energy has to be curtailed. The smart grid scenario
provides an improved picture; the communication system associated with flexible

Figure 4.
Daily energy balance 2017. BAU scenario. Own elaboration based on [30].
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demand allows a total integration of the renewable generation. Finally, the third
scenario depicts an energy mix with a share of renewables that accounts almost up
to half of the total generated energy (Figure 7).

The variations between scenarios in renewable integration are associated with
economic expenses and environmental impacts. In the BAU scenario, the Ecuador-
ian government is spending approximately $9.3 million a year just in diesel con-
sumption. Moreover, this scenario is far away from the Galapagos Zero Emissions
target with more than 224 kTnCO2 emitted during 2017. Even though the 2.25 MW
of wind and 1.5 MW of solar PV that are currently installed, the share of renewable
energy generation in 2017 accounted just up to 11.2%. However, the renewable
energy production could be optimised with the proposed smart grid implementa-
tion and the installation of new renewable capacity.

Regarding flexible resources, the residential, EV and commercial demand
response centralised in the role of the aggregator allow the system to manage up to

Figure 6.
Daily energy balance 2017. Smart grid + renewables scenario.

Figure 5.
Daily energy balance 2017. Smart grid scenario.
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634 MWh/year. From this amount, EVs provide 50% of the flexibility. Commercial
consumers provide 40% of the flexibility. The commercial DR is used 500 hours a
year with an average flexibility of 250 kW. On the other hand, residential DR is only
used during 85 hours a year, being these ones the most critical for renewable
integration. Thus, commercial flexibility is used 10.5% of the time while the resi-
dential flexibility is used just 1% of the time. This will generate lower distortions to
actual residential consumption patterns. Something may help the social acceptance
of the project.

The results of the three scenarios proposed are summarised in Table 3:
As it can be seen, the payback of investing in the proposed architecture would

have a payback lower than 2 years and a ROI of 198% while reducing 24 k TnCO2.

Figure 7.
Scenario’s energy balance.

Element Scenario

Business as usual Smart grid Smart grids + renewables

Solar PV (MW) 1.50 1.50 4.60

Wind energy (MW) 2.25 2.25 4.50

DR commercial (MW/MWh) 1.0/4.1 1.6/4.1

DR residential (MW/MWh) 0.5/1.0 0.8/1.0

EV (MW/MWh) 0.9/1.6 0.9/1.6

RE integration (%) 11.2 20.3 47.5

Diesel consumption (m3) 8609 7688 4991

Emissions (kTnCO2) 224.7 200.6 130.3

Investment (M$) — 1.87 9.49

Annual savings (k$) — 0.99 3.91

Payback (years) — 1.90 2.43

NPV (M$) — 3.70 12.36

ROI (%) — 197.8 130.2

Table 3.
Scenarios’ results.
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The inclusion of new agents as the VPP and the DR aggregator provides to the
power system more flexibility that allows a larger integration of renewables that
could increase from 11.2 to 47.5%. Both alternative scenarios present environmental
and economic benefits. On the one hand, the implementation of the smart grid with
flexible resources has a lower payback, while the scenario smart grid + renewables
presents more benefits on the long rung due to the significant reduction of the
diesel consumed. This latter scenario shows also a larger energy security due to the
lower needs in diesel transportation and storage to the islands.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents a communication architecture that allows efficient commu-
nication flows to fully exploit the potential of flexible resources in order to accom-
modate larger integration of renewable energy sources. Based on the different
protocols and features of smart grids, the necessities have been characterised, spe-
cially the inclusion of flexible resources such as demand response programmes, the
electric vehicle, storage and distributed generation.

The communication architecture selected for Galapagos has proven to be a
feasible solution in both technical and economic terms. The protocols selected have
focused on maximising the functionalities due to their higher levels of development.
First, the IEC-61850, following the security recommendations of IEC-62351, was
selected as the main standard to control distributed energy resources (connected to
the distribution grid) considering the use of distributor’s private data network.
Second, open ADR 2.0 was selected to ensure a secure and reliable implementation
of the demand response among consumers in order to control loads and small
renewable generation inside the customer facilities. Finally, the OCPP was selected
as the protocol to manage the charge/discharge of EV batteries due to its large
catalogue of functionalities. These two solutions are proposed to be implemented
using the Internet network for reducing the required investment.

The ecological value of Galapagos is undoubtable and a transition to a sustainable
energy system is mandatory. However, their particular orography and isolation gen-
erate to Galapagos Islands’ grids a difficult challenge to achieve renewable energy
integration. For this reason, a case study in the island of Santa Cruz has been studied.
The implementation of a smart grid with the proposed architecture in Santa Cruz can
help the island to perform an effective transition to become zero fossil fuel. A 1-year
simulation in the third scenario highlights the importance of flexible resources to
integrate renewable generation. Nevertheless, the results show that the implementa-
tion of a smart grid could not only immediately improve Santa Cruz power system
emission factor and efficiency but will also allow future integrations of renewables.

As a conclusion, the proposed smart grid architecture proves to be valid and
efficient in both economic and environmental terms. The inclusion of flexible
resources on the system proves to be a valuable asset to help integrating renewables.
This can be done thanks to the aggregation of the individual responses and the
exploitation of electric vehicles, thus showing the importance of managing the
flexibility of the system.
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Nomenclature

Indexes

t index of time periods
g index of generation elements
i index of fuel type
h index of flexibility elements
y index of years

Parameters

ρ air density
R radius
Pg maximum generation capacity of the generator g
Pg minimum generation capacity of the generator g

SOfr
h

minimum state of charge of the flexible resource h

SOfrh maximum state of charge of the flexible resource h
frC

h
maximum discharge capacity of the flexible resource h

frCh
minimum charge capacity of the flexible resource h

EFi emission factor of the fuel type i

Variables

GHGe green house gas emissions of the scenario
PD
t electricity demand during the time period t

PL
t electricity losses during the time period t

Pgt electricity generated by generator g during the time period t
PPV
gt electricity generated by PV generator g during the time period t

PW
gt electricity generated by wind generatorg during the time period t

PT
gt electricity generated by thermal generator g during the time

period t
SCfrht state of charge of the flexible resource h during the time period t
frCht charge/discharge power of the flexible resource h during the time

period t
qi quantity consumed during the year of the fuel type i
CFy cash flow during the year y
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Abstract

Electric vehicles (EVs) are at the forefront of the revolutionized eco-friendly
invention in the transportation industry. With automated metering infrastructure
(AMI) communications in houses, smart EV charging stations, and smart building
management systems in smart grid-oriented power system, EVs are expected to
contribute substantially in overall energy planning and management both in the
grid and the customer premises. This chapter investigates and provides an in-depth
analysis on the charge/discharge management of EV in vehicle to home (V2H),
vehicle to drive (V2D), vehicle to vehicle (V2V), vehicle to grid (V2G), vehicle-to-
building (V2B), and grid to vehicle (G2V). The planning and control of energy
exchange of EV is the main focus considering EV availability in multiple places
during the daytime and in the evening. Indisputably, EV participating in V2G or
V2H affects the state of charge (SOC) of EV battery, and therefore proper sched-
uled charge/discharge plan needs to be embraced. The structures of EV in various
operation modes and approaches are presented for implementing the energy plan-
ning and charge/discharge management of EV in different operation modes. The
simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed charge/discharge
management strategy and regulation of EV SOC in accordance with the energy
management plan of EV owner.

Keywords: electric vehicles (EVs), vehicle to home (V2H), vehicle to grid (V2G),
vehicle to vehicle (V2V), grid to vehicle (G2V), vehicle to building (V2B),
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1. Introduction

With the increasing concern of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, many
attempts have been suggested and already placed in action for clean energy practice.
Electric vehicles (EVs) are one of the revolutionized modern technologies in the
transportation industry that has drawn the greater attention of market investors,
governments, and customers. EVs are considered to have a significant contribution
in reducing GHG emissions. However, in order to access the EVs impact on the way
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governments, and customers. EVs are considered to have a significant contribution
in reducing GHG emissions. However, in order to access the EVs impact on the way
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to clean energy and climate change, this requires the appropriate transformation
and deployment of economy regulations by the governments [1, 2].

In recent years, the developments in different areas of EV technologies are
focused on scheduled charging problem [3], minimizing fuel consumption with a
variable driving schedule [4], increasing battery charger efficiency [5], and energy
incentive policy for EV [6]. However, with the development of smart grid concept
and the availability of bidirectional charging facility, EVs are considered to play a
diverse role that can bring several benefits in the smart city power grid [7]. This will
provide the opportunity for EV to enact as a power source and exchange energy
with the grid for delivering multiple services [8]. The pricing-controlled EV charg-
ing in a smart city can reduce the additional burden on the network during peak
time and subsequently provide economic benefit [9]. The study in [10] concluded
that an optimized investment and operation is imperative to achieve a considerable
amount of economic advantage. However, an extensive survey analysis by the study
in [11] argued that profitability depends on several factors such as types and prices
of regulation services and market regulations. The increasing penetration level of
intermittent renewable energy sources has a positive impact on reducing GHG
emissions. However, the grid voltage, frequency, and power quality are adversely
affected due to the nature of their variable power output. The power grid needs to
compensate and balance power differences to maintain a stable grid operation. EVs
can provide significant support in compensating such power imbalances.

With the increased energy capacity of EV batteries, the energy requirement of
the grid, charging/discharging flexibility of EVs, and concepts of vehicle to home
(V2H), vehicle to grid (V2G), and vehicle to vehicle (V2V) have become more
desirable for grid-connected operation. The V2H can provide multiple energy ser-
vices of a house through smart building management systems during peak periods
[12] and reliability enhancement when a load shedding occurs [13]. In V2H, EV can
be coordinated for flexible load scheduling [14] and optimal energy management
with photovoltaic generation [15], thus increasing the benefit of implementing V2H
[16]. In V2G/V2V, EV can be exploited to minimize network variations and impact
positively in the grid operation [17]. Few experimental studies have also been
carried out to show the effectiveness of EV in different operation modes [18, 19].
Nevertheless, in order to participate in providing ancillary services, an efficient
charging/discharging strategy for EV must be considered. Regardless of operation
modes, smart energy management of EV can ensure reduced energy consumption
from the grid and thus provide direct economic benefit to the customers [20].

This chapter proposes an in-depth analysis and discussion on EV energy man-
agement in V2D, V2H, V2V/V2G/V2B, and G2V. The key objective is to describe
various approaches in EV battery charge/discharge control strategies in different
operation modes, including the modeling of charge/discharge management
methods, types of ancillary services, and feedback regulations to provide the afore-
mentioned services. An energy pricing plan is included in charge/discharge of EV
for “vehicle to everything (V2X)” services which is able to compute the economic
advantage of providing V2X services and G2V.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the concept of
grid services and existing typical EV energy capacity. The structure of EV in differ-
ent operation modes is discussed in Section 3. Feedback regulation strategy in
implementing V2X technology is described in Section 4. The management of
EV battery charging/discharging in numerous operation modes is explained in
Section 5. Simulation studies are demonstrated in Section 6, and the conclusion is
drawn in Section 7.
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2. Energy capacity of EV and V2X concept

The battery energy capacity is one of the most important factors in planning EV
for V2X services. This is particularly important as depleting EV battery for V2X
without an appropriate plan may threaten EV availability for V2D. The capacity of
currently available battery ranges from a few kWh to 100 kWh [21]. The battery
capacity of Ford Focus electric 2018 car is 33.5 kWh, Nissan LEAF 2018 is 40 kWh,
Chevy Bolt 2018 is 60 kWh, Tesla Model 3 is 80.5 kWh, and Tesla Model X or Tesla
Model S is 100 kWh [21]. Although battery capacity is not the only parameters that
decide EV for V2X, it firmly indicates the distance that can be covered before the
next charging event is required. In some cases, large EV battery capacity does not
necessarily mean long distance coverage such as Tesla Model X has lower mileage
(383–475 km) with higher kWh than Tesla Model 3 (499 km) [22]. Therefore, EV
for V2X can be planned if sufficient state of charge (SOC) of EV battery is available
at the end of the journey and the estimated energy requirement for next journey.
Nevertheless, these ratings are fairly indicative assumptions, and actual energy
consumptions per traveling distance may vary in real condition depending on
several factors such as battery age, maintenance of the EV, nature of driving,
number of passengers, weather conditions, etc.

In order to charge/discharge, i.e., load/energy supplier, EVs are plugged in at
home or in a charging station through a charging outlet. EVs come with onboard
unidirectional or bidirectional battery charger and range from various charging
hours depending on charging current, battery capacity, and actual SOC of EV
battery before charging. In recent years, a quick charging facility is also available
that allows fast EV charging, ranging from 30 minutes to an hour [23]. This
improves the flexibility of EV charging and increases the reliability for driving
whenever required. However, longer plugged-in time in a charging station allows
EV to deliver energy as a source and participate in providing ancillary services for a
certain period of time.

Apart from V2D, there are various evolving notions of EV application in V2X
which can be defined as follows:

• V2G allows feeding energy to the grid in the case of energy shortage in the grid,
mainly during a lower power output from renewable energy sources (RESs).

• G2V allows obtaining energy from the grid and charging the vehicle. In
addition to scheduled charging, EV can be charged during the peak generation
periods of RESs.

• V2H allows meeting the partial or total load demand of a house. The preference
can be given to peak periods only to maximize the economic benefit of EV for
V2H.

• V2V allows EV to transfer its energy (charge/discharge) to another EV through
the local grid or EV aggregator. Nonetheless, using the local grid may not be
energy efficient considering the distance, time of charging, and costs.

• V2B performs similar to V2V/V2G but is limited to within the building.
This feature allows efficient charge/discharge management of EVs and the
energy management planning for the building (smart building management
system).
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These concepts of EV provide the flexibility of energy planning for home,
building, and the grid. Thus EV will play a key role in the future smart grid.
Nevertheless, in addition to the above concepts, V2D is the foremost priority before
planning of EV for V2X. Therefore, all the roles of EV including the basic V2D are
preferred for analysis, and their values, controls, practical outcome, and usefulness
are explored in this study.

3. The structures of EV operation modes

This section discusses the structures of EV in different operation modes and the
supports it may provide during the operational periods.

3.1 Structure of V2H

Typically, EV is preferred to be charged in the car park at home during overnight.
This provides the flexibility to charge the vehicle and drive whenever necessary.
With a bidirectional battery charger, the setup of EV for V2H can be formed.
Figure 1 shows the EV structure in V2H for exchanging energy with home energy
demand. The same connection with the power conversion system can be used to
charge EV (G2V) according to the specified energy management scheme. The power
conversion system (PCS) allows feeding the energy demand of home partially or
totally. PCS can be incorporated with small-scale RESs such as small wind turbine or
roof-top solar generation panels through the central home controller. In Figure 1, the
dashed blue line denotes EV discharging power flow for feeding home load demand
(V2H). The solid blue line represents power flow direction to the grid (V2G), and
solid green line symbolizes EV charging power flow (G2V). PCS provides the flexi-
bility to regulate power flow and control charge/discharge of EV in G2V and V2H.
Some of the very significant and unique features for V2H operation are as follows:

• V2H can involve one or two EVs and therefore comprises of significant amount
of energy capacity to meet a typical home load demand.

• V2H facility is simple to implement, and some car manufacturers are already
giving the opportunity to employ EV for V2H.

Figure 1.
Structure of V2D, V2H, V2G, and G2V at home.
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• V2H can reduce peak demand and smooth home load demand profile or
possibly can result in net zero energy purchase from the grid.

• Energy pricing based V2H can acquire financial gain to the owner and
maximize the techno-economic benefit of EV for V2H.

• V2H is able to reduce the negative impact of RESs by operating as a storage
device.

• The energy losses can be minimized through the use of V2H, thus increasing
the efficiency of the grid.

• V2H can increase the operational flexibility in a smart home management
system, thus improving the overall reliability of power supply at home.

3.2 Structure of V2G

A single EV with limited kWh capacity has an insignificant impact on the grid.
However, as the number of EVs increases, a potential impact on grid level perfor-
mance can be significant. The capacity could range from MWh to GWh, consider-
ing global target toward replacing the conventional fossil fuel-based cars with EVs.
Hence, V2G structure comprises of a significant number of EVs connected to the
grid. The structure of V2G is shown in Figure 2. The solid blue line and solid green
line represent the power flow in V2G and G2V, respectively. EV may participate in
V2G through an aggregator which comprises other necessary energy management

Figure 2.
Structure of V2G and G2V at commercial locations.
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planning and controllers to facilitate V2G services. The aggregator can be placed at
different locations such as charging station, parking lots, renewable energy farm,
and smart building with other grid infrastructures to provide V2G services. Since
V2G comprises many EVs, aggregator plays a key role in allocating and controlling
power flows between various EVs. EVs for G2V can be connected to different grid
voltage level through the associated transformers and distribution feeders. Mainly,
EVs in a charging station are connected to the medium voltage network, whereas at
home or buildings, EVs are connected to a low-voltage network. Some of the very
significant and unique features for V2H operation are as follows:

• V2G comprises of a combination of many EVs, from a few to a hundred and
more.

• The control of power flow of individual EVs is more complex but able to offer
greater flexibility in energy regulation.

• V2G can provide both active and reactive power based on requirements.

• V2G through EV aggregator can provide a significant amount of power
regulation capability to the grid.

• The large-scale EV battery storage provides the flexibility for energy planning
based on RESs prediction and also in mitigating real-time power imbalances
due to prediction error.

• In an isolated microgrid (MG), V2G can provide better stability and improved
reliability performance, thus minimizing stress on baseload units.

3.3 Structure of V2B/V2V

V2B/V2V is of a similar kind of service as in V2G but in a reduced scale. V2V can
be formed within a small community or a small isolated system to share energy
according to suitable energy planning and available energy capacity as shown in
Figure 3. V2V can add further flexibility in reducing grid variations due to inte-
grated RESs in the community or MG. V2V can be implemented using direct V2V
connection [24] or traditionally through the grid. On the other hand, V2B service is
limited to a smart building, where EV can participate in overall energy management
of the building. This allows integrating RESs in the building roof, regulating energy
consumptions based on actual electricity pricing and maintaining owner-defined
EV battery SOC. A greater perspective of energy planning, saving, economic gain,
and EV SOC for V2D is possible to obtain through V2B. When EVs are operating in
V2B/V2V, they can easily participate in V2G operation. The unique features of V2V/
V2B can be summarized as follows:

• V2B/V2V consists of interaction between two or more EVs, and the control of
EVs can be more complex than V2H, but it is simpler than V2G.

• V2B/V2V involves smart homes and car parking lots in a community or in a
building for sharing energy among them.

• The energy losses in V2B/V2V vary according to individual vehicle location and
the amount of energy sharing. The losses can be higher than V2H but they are
lower than V2G.
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• V2B/V2V can be coordinated with the RESs installed in the building or
community houses and provide more reliable and secure energy supply for the
consumer and in the end reduce stress to the grid.

• Since V2B/V2V is less complex but has access to large energy capacity, it can
contribute significantly for implementing a smart grid.

4. Feedback regulation for V2X and ancillary services

The controller input for V2X varies according to particular ancillary services to
the grid or home. The energy services can be ranged from under-frequency, over-
frequency, and energy supplies to power smoothing provisions. However, EV bat-
tery SOC is the only parameter that defines the amount of energy capacity available
for ancillary service regardless of the types of services. In V2H, mainly active power
reference is used as feedback, whereas in V2B/V2G the reference could be extended
to frequency, voltage, and other important parameters, as required by the grid
operator.

4.1 Frequency-controlled EV regulation

Frequency regulation along with changing the load-generation situation with
contingencies is crucial to control and maintain frequency balance and satisfy the
grid requirements. A frequency feedback command to V2G controller regulates EV
power output to respond to frequency variations for primary frequency control

Figure 3.
Structure of V2V, V2B, and G2V at commercial locations.
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while maintaining EV owner preferred SOC limit [25]. The method can be used to
regulate grid frequency by coordinating with the variation in RESs power output
and minimize frequency oscillation [26]. In comparison to spinning reserves, fre-
quency regulation is more frequent and is required for a short of time. A typical
schematic of frequency feedback-controlled EV power regulation is shown in
Figure 4. EV power output has regulated the deviation in frequency from the
nominal value. The power-frequency (P-f) droop defines the specific EV power for
the definite frequency deviation, and the droop gain adjusts the overall intensity of
EV response. The set charging power of EV is denoted by PCharge

EV�set. EV charging/
discharging limit ensures that EV does not violate the maximum converter capacity.
The output power reference at EV terminal (PEV/R) is executable when the defined
SOC condition is satisfied, i.e., PEV/O has the absolute value of 1.

4.2 Voltage-controlled EV charging scheduling

With the increased roof-top solar penetration, grid voltage experiences spike
especially during peak solar generation. Voltage-constrained EV charging plan can
regulate the grid voltage considering variation in a solar generation as shown in
Figure 5 [27]. An energy pricing arrangement for voltage control in a fast charging

Figure 4.
Frequency-controlled EV regulation.

Figure 5.
Voltage-controlled EV charging scheduling.
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station can also attract EV customer to charge the vehicle and participate in voltage
control [28]. During peak solar generation in the daytime, EV charging will reduce
the rising voltage distress from the peak generation by operating in charging
mode. EV can be charged as long as the grid voltage is higher than the lower voltage

limit, and hence the status of EV PEV/Set will be 1. EV charging command PCharge
EV�set

defines the power reference for EV charging to be executed, whereas PEV/O
delineates the fulfillment of SOC conditions to maintain EV battery SOC during the
charging/discharging process. EV can also be designed as V2G service provider
(charge/discharge) during voltage transients as in frequency control using droop
control method. EV can also participate in voltage feedback-controlled reactive
power regulation of EV and enhance power quality issues in the grid and improve
power quality of the grid by minimizing voltage sags with the discharge power from
EV [29].

4.3 Power-controlled EV regulation

During peak shaving [30], in the case of load outage [31] or utilizing EV for
mitigating power oscillation [32] resulted from RESs, the active power reference is
taken as the feedback for V2G/V2H/V2B. The power output of EV is constrained by
the converter capacity and SOC of EV battery. The active power output reference
for EV can be written as in Eq. (1):

Pref�EV tð Þ ¼ Pload_e tð Þ � Pload_a tð Þ (1)

where t is the time, Pref-EV(t) is the active power requirement at EV terminal to
maintain power balance, Pload_e(t) is the estimated load demand, and Pload_a(t) is the
actual load demand.

5. EV charge/discharge management (ECDM) and communication
issues in smart grid

As mentioned in Section 4, the corresponding power equation of EV depends on
the particular feedback signal. However, the calculation of SOC remains the same
for any power equation of EV. The changes in battery energy during a charge/
discharge process can be defined as in Eq. (2) [33]:

ΔEi ¼
ðt

0

ηPt dt (2)

Therefore, the actual SOC can be calculated from the SOC value at the previous
stage and the percentage of the available energy capacity of EV battery in the
following way as in Eq. (3):

SOCt ¼ SOC t�1ð Þ þ
ðt

t�1

ΔEi

Ei
dt (3)

where SOCt is the SOC at time t, SOC(t�1) is the SOC at a time (t�1), Ei is the
battery capacity, η is the charging/discharging efficiency, and ΔEi is the change in
battery energy.
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defines the power reference for EV charging to be executed, whereas PEV/O
delineates the fulfillment of SOC conditions to maintain EV battery SOC during the
charging/discharging process. EV can also be designed as V2G service provider
(charge/discharge) during voltage transients as in frequency control using droop
control method. EV can also participate in voltage feedback-controlled reactive
power regulation of EV and enhance power quality issues in the grid and improve
power quality of the grid by minimizing voltage sags with the discharge power from
EV [29].

4.3 Power-controlled EV regulation

During peak shaving [30], in the case of load outage [31] or utilizing EV for
mitigating power oscillation [32] resulted from RESs, the active power reference is
taken as the feedback for V2G/V2H/V2B. The power output of EV is constrained by
the converter capacity and SOC of EV battery. The active power output reference
for EV can be written as in Eq. (1):

Pref�EV tð Þ ¼ Pload_e tð Þ � Pload_a tð Þ (1)

where t is the time, Pref-EV(t) is the active power requirement at EV terminal to
maintain power balance, Pload_e(t) is the estimated load demand, and Pload_a(t) is the
actual load demand.

5. EV charge/discharge management (ECDM) and communication
issues in smart grid

As mentioned in Section 4, the corresponding power equation of EV depends on
the particular feedback signal. However, the calculation of SOC remains the same
for any power equation of EV. The changes in battery energy during a charge/
discharge process can be defined as in Eq. (2) [33]:

ΔEi ¼
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Therefore, the actual SOC can be calculated from the SOC value at the previous
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following way as in Eq. (3):
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where SOCt is the SOC at time t, SOC(t�1) is the SOC at a time (t�1), Ei is the
battery capacity, η is the charging/discharging efficiency, and ΔEi is the change in
battery energy.
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5.1 Modeling of ECDM in V2H and G2V

Since battery charger and battery are not 100% efficient, the amount of power
available for discharging is less than the rated capacity, and the total intake power
of EV during charging is higher than the rated capacity. Hence, the equation of EV
power in V2H/G2V can be defined as in Eq. (4):

PT tð Þ ¼ PD tð Þ þ S tð Þ ∗ ∑
K

n¼1
PTC=TD
EV,n tð Þ (4)

In V2H (discharge), the EV power output can be written as in Eq. (5):

PTC=TD
EV,n tð Þ ¼ �PTD

EV,n tð Þ (5)

In G2V (charge), the equation of EV power can be written as in Eq. (6):

PTC=TD
EV,n tð Þ ¼ PTC

EV,n tð Þ (6)

where PTC
EV,n tð Þ ¼ ηCPEV,n tð Þ= total EV power in charging mode;

PTD
EV,n tð Þ ¼ ηDPEV,n tð Þ= total EV power in discharging mode; N = number of EVs

connected to the home network; PT = total home power demand; PD = home load
power demand without EV; S = EV position {at home and plugged-in (S = 1),
outside/at home but unplugged (S = 0)}; PEV,n tð Þ = the power output of EV (posi-
tive (charging)/negative (discharging)); ηC = charging efficiency of EV charger and
EV battery; ηD = discharging efficiency of EV charger and EV battery.

ECDM can be planned according to real-time pricing or randomly. However,
unplanned charging will increase electricity costs of a home, which is the last thing
an EV owner would wish for. Hence, an optimal charge/discharge plan needs to be
adopted to minimize the cost of electricity in the home. The power calculation in
V2H and G2V can be written as in Eq. (7):

PTC=TD
EV,n tð Þ ¼

�PTD
EV,n tð Þ,

if t ¼ timeon�peak and PE_on�peak tð Þ.PE_off�peak tð Þ
and SOC tð Þ≥ SOCODT or SOC tð Þ≥ SOCmin

PTC
EV,n tð Þ,

if t ¼ timeoff�peak and=or PE_off�peak tð Þ,PE_on�peak tð Þ
and SOC tð Þ≤ SOCmax

0, otherwise

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(7)

where PE_on�peak= on-peak electricity price (per kWh); PE_off�peak = off-peak
electricity price (per kWh); SOCODT = EV owner defined SOC threshold (pu).

In the case of discharging EV during peak periods when electricity price is high
and charging for the period of off-peak time with a lower price, the energy calcula-
tion can be represented as in Eq. (8):

∑
N

n¼1
∑
t

0
PET tð Þ ¼ ∑

off�peakmax

off�peakmin

PD tð Þ þ S tð Þ ∗PTC
EV,n tð Þ� �

∗PE_off�peak tð Þ

þ ∑
peakmax

peakmin

PD tð Þ � S tð Þ ∗PTD
EV,n tð Þ� �

∗PE_on�peak tð Þ
(8)

where PET tð Þ= Total electricity price.
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Without V2H (G2V only), total EV power in discharging mode is zero in Eq. (7),
and hence the associated power reduction in Eq. (8) is zero.

5.2 Modeling of ECDM in V2G and G2V

The power equations of EV for V2G vary according to their installed location
and the services it is providing. At home, EV must meet total home load demand,
and then it can provide power to the grid. This is particularly applicable when a
single connection point at home is available for the incoming and outgoing power.
In V2G at home, the power equation can be written as in Eq. (9):

PT tð Þ ¼ PD tð Þ � S tð Þ ∗ ∑
K

n¼1
PTD
EV,n tð Þ (9)

where ∑K
n¼1P

TD
EV,n tð Þ.PD tð Þ and PT tð Þ is negative which indicates exporting

power to the grid. The battery SOC conditions must be satisfied to secure customer
preference and battery protection as in Eq. (10):

SOC tð Þ≥ SOCODT or SOC tð Þ≥ SOCmin (10)

In view of selling energy to the grid when the price is high and recharging at off-
peak periods with lower energy price, the calculation of energy pricing for V2G can
be defined as in Eq. (11):

∑
N

n¼1
∑
t

0
PET tð Þ ¼ ∑

off�peakmax

off�peakmin

PD tð Þ þ S tð Þ ∗PTC
EV,n tð Þ� �

∗PE_off�peak tð Þ

þ ∑
peakmax

peakmin

PD tð Þ � S tð Þ ∗PTD
EV,n tð Þ� �

∗PSE_on�peak tð Þ
(11)

where PSE_on�peak= on-peak electricity selling price (per kWh).
At charging stations, V2G can be implemented as a power reference in the

feedback loop of EV power regulation or frequency regulation through droop/
inertia. In this case, the calculation of EV power can be defined as in Eq. (12):

PTC=TD
EV,n tð Þ ¼

�PTD
EV,n tð Þ, V2G

PTC
EV,n tð Þ, G2V
0, otherwise

8><
>:

(12)

In the case of frequency regulation in the feedback loop, the droop-controlled
equation can be defined as in Eq. (13):

PTC=TD
EV,n tð Þ ¼

�PTD
EV, f tð Þ,

PTC
EV, f tð Þ,

PTC
EV,r tð Þ,
0,

factual , f ref

factual . fref or SOC tð Þ, SOCmax

SOC tð Þ, SOCmin or SOC tð Þ, SOCRTD or SOCmax

SOC tð Þ. SOCmin or SOCODT or SOCmax

8>>>><
>>>>:

(13)

where

PTD
EV, f tð Þ ¼ PTC

EV, f tð Þ ¼ factual � f ref
R

¼ Δf
R
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where PE_on�peak= on-peak electricity price (per kWh); PE_off�peak = off-peak
electricity price (per kWh); SOCODT = EV owner defined SOC threshold (pu).

In the case of discharging EV during peak periods when electricity price is high
and charging for the period of off-peak time with a lower price, the energy calcula-
tion can be represented as in Eq. (8):
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Without V2H (G2V only), total EV power in discharging mode is zero in Eq. (7),
and hence the associated power reduction in Eq. (8) is zero.

5.2 Modeling of ECDM in V2G and G2V

The power equations of EV for V2G vary according to their installed location
and the services it is providing. At home, EV must meet total home load demand,
and then it can provide power to the grid. This is particularly applicable when a
single connection point at home is available for the incoming and outgoing power.
In V2G at home, the power equation can be written as in Eq. (9):
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n¼1
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where ∑K
n¼1P

TD
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power to the grid. The battery SOC conditions must be satisfied to secure customer
preference and battery protection as in Eq. (10):

SOC tð Þ≥ SOCODT or SOC tð Þ≥ SOCmin (10)

In view of selling energy to the grid when the price is high and recharging at off-
peak periods with lower energy price, the calculation of energy pricing for V2G can
be defined as in Eq. (11):
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where PSE_on�peak= on-peak electricity selling price (per kWh).
At charging stations, V2G can be implemented as a power reference in the

feedback loop of EV power regulation or frequency regulation through droop/
inertia. In this case, the calculation of EV power can be defined as in Eq. (12):

PTC=TD
EV,n tð Þ ¼

�PTD
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8><
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In the case of frequency regulation in the feedback loop, the droop-controlled
equation can be defined as in Eq. (13):

PTC=TD
EV,n tð Þ ¼

�PTD
EV, f tð Þ,

PTC
EV, f tð Þ,

PTC
EV,r tð Þ,
0,

factual , f ref

factual . fref or SOC tð Þ, SOCmax

SOC tð Þ, SOCmin or SOC tð Þ, SOCRTD or SOCmax

SOC tð Þ. SOCmin or SOCODT or SOCmax

8>>>><
>>>>:

(13)

where
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EV, f tð Þ ¼ factual � f ref
R

¼ Δf
R
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PTD
EV, f tð Þ = EV discharge power in V2G for a frequency lower than the rated

value; PTC
EV,f tð Þ = EV charge power in V2G for a frequency higher than the rated

value; PTC
EV,r tð Þ = the rated EV charging power in (a) V2G when EV is inactive

(frequency is within the allowed limit) in V2G priority mode or (b) in the
recharging priority mode, when SOC is lower than the minimum SOC/required
SOC threshold for driving/maximum SOC; Δf = frequency deviation; SOCRTD =
required SOC threshold for driving back to home from the workplace.

Hence, the available SOC for V2G service is as in Eq. (14):

SOCV2G ¼ SOCRTD � SOC tð Þ (14)

The inertia and droop control can be combined to obtain improved frequency
response [34]. Thus, the power reference to reflect charge/discharge in frequency
regulation can be expressed as in Eq. (15):

PTD
EV, f tð Þ ¼ PTC

EV, f tð Þ ¼ factual � f ref
R

þ d
dt

Δf Gin ¼ Δf
R

þ d
dt

Δf Gin (15)

where Gin is the gain of the inertial controller.

5.3 Modeling of ECDM in V2B/V2V

The feedback loop for EV in V2B/V2V modeling can be the same as in V2G. The
modeling depends on the purpose and control in building energy management
system for V2B or simple energy exchange between two or more EVs. Hence, power
regulation as in Eq. (12) or frequency regulation as in Eq. (13) can be picked out for
V2B. In V2V, simple power regulation for exchanging energy can be selected as in
Eq. (12). The exchanged energy of an EV in V2G at charging stations/building
(V2B)/other vehicle (V2B) can be easily priced according to Eq. (16):

∑
t

0
PET tð Þ ¼ PTC

EV tð Þ ∗Pcharge tð Þ � PTD
EV tð Þ ∗Pdischarge tð Þ (16)

where Pcharge is the energy price for charging (G2V) and Pdischarge is the energy
price for discharging (V2G). The negative and positive prices indicate credit and
debt, respectively, for EV owner.

5.4 Modeling of ECDM in V2D

The energy consumption in V2D depends on certain aspects related to the
vehicle as well as weather and road conditions. The tractive effort (Fte) to propel the
vehicle forward must overcome and accomplish the forces as in Eq. (17) [35]:

Fte ¼ Fa þ Frr þ Fad þ Fgr (17)

where Fa = acceleration force, Frr = rolling resistance force, Fad = aerodynamic
force, and Fgr = grade resistance force.

The acceleration force of EV can be derived from Newton’s law as in Eq. (18):

Fa ¼ ma (18)

where m and a are vehicle mass (kg) and acceleration (m/s2), respectively.
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The rolling resistance is related to the frictions related to the vehicle tire on road,
bearings, and gearing system. This is roughly invariable with vehicle speed and
proportional to vehicle mass that can be derived as in Eq. (19):

Frr ¼ maCrr (19)

where Crr is the coefficient of rolling resistance.
The aerodynamic force which is a function of the design of the car that repre-

sents the friction of EV in the air can be formulated as in (Eq. (20)):

Fad ¼ 0:5ρACdV2 (20)

where ρ is the surrounding air density (kg/m3); A is the front area of the car
(m2); Cd is the drag coefficient that depends on the design of the car, shape, and
frontal area of the car; and V is the velocity.

The grade resistance force can be defined as vehicle weight that functions along
the slope as in Eq. (21):

Fgr ¼ ma sinϕ (21)

where ϕ is the slope angle.
Thus, the mechanical power of EV to overcome the aforementioned forces can

be calculated as in Eq. (22):

Ptm ¼ maV þmaV sinϕþ 0:5ρACdV3 þmaCrrV (22)

5.5 EV SOC control in various operation modes

Regardless of different operation modes, EV SOC changes as it consumes or
provides energy and therefore needs to be recharged for guaranteeing the availabil-
ity of EV for the next service. As EV charger and battery are not 100% energy
efficient, the total energy capacity of EV for V2X is not available and can be
calculated according to the efficiency of battery and EV charger. Also, energy
consumed by EV including the charger is slightly higher than the rated capacity.
While V2B, V2G, and V2V are independent of distance, V2D is solely dependent on
traveling distance and speed, in general.

As outlined in Section 5.4, EV SOC in V2D is subjected to certain variables that
are specific to the vehicle such as vehicle mass, rolling resistance, vehicle aerody-
namics, specific road conditions such as down/up slop, the number and behavior of
passengers and the driver, air conditioner/heater on/off, and day/night time (head-
light on/off). In addition to these, vehicle speed defines the change in energy
capacity. In Australia, the average traveling distance is less than 20 km for 73% of
the employed people traveling from their working place to their residing place [36].
Moreover, passenger vehicles in Victoria annually traveled 14,498 km on average
[37]. Thus, an average daily distance by individual passenger vehicle is approxi-
mately 55 km in view of 260 working days. Therefore, the SOC calculation based on
distance can be written as in Eq. (23):

SOCDT ¼ SOC DT�1ð Þ þ ΔEDT

Ei
(23)

where SOCDT is the SOC at present location (km), SOC(DT-1) is the SOC at
previous location (km), and ΔEDT is the amount of energy consumed for the trav-
eled distance per km. In V2G/G2V/V2B/V2H, battery SOC is calculated by Eq. (3).
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debt, respectively, for EV owner.
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The rolling resistance is related to the frictions related to the vehicle tire on road,
bearings, and gearing system. This is roughly invariable with vehicle speed and
proportional to vehicle mass that can be derived as in Eq. (19):

Frr ¼ maCrr (19)

where Crr is the coefficient of rolling resistance.
The aerodynamic force which is a function of the design of the car that repre-

sents the friction of EV in the air can be formulated as in (Eq. (20)):

Fad ¼ 0:5ρACdV2 (20)

where ρ is the surrounding air density (kg/m3); A is the front area of the car
(m2); Cd is the drag coefficient that depends on the design of the car, shape, and
frontal area of the car; and V is the velocity.

The grade resistance force can be defined as vehicle weight that functions along
the slope as in Eq. (21):
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where ϕ is the slope angle.
Thus, the mechanical power of EV to overcome the aforementioned forces can

be calculated as in Eq. (22):
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Regardless of different operation modes, EV SOC changes as it consumes or
provides energy and therefore needs to be recharged for guaranteeing the availabil-
ity of EV for the next service. As EV charger and battery are not 100% energy
efficient, the total energy capacity of EV for V2X is not available and can be
calculated according to the efficiency of battery and EV charger. Also, energy
consumed by EV including the charger is slightly higher than the rated capacity.
While V2B, V2G, and V2V are independent of distance, V2D is solely dependent on
traveling distance and speed, in general.

As outlined in Section 5.4, EV SOC in V2D is subjected to certain variables that
are specific to the vehicle such as vehicle mass, rolling resistance, vehicle aerody-
namics, specific road conditions such as down/up slop, the number and behavior of
passengers and the driver, air conditioner/heater on/off, and day/night time (head-
light on/off). In addition to these, vehicle speed defines the change in energy
capacity. In Australia, the average traveling distance is less than 20 km for 73% of
the employed people traveling from their working place to their residing place [36].
Moreover, passenger vehicles in Victoria annually traveled 14,498 km on average
[37]. Thus, an average daily distance by individual passenger vehicle is approxi-
mately 55 km in view of 260 working days. Therefore, the SOC calculation based on
distance can be written as in Eq. (23):
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5.6 Communication issues of EV in smart grid

In a smart city environment, where centralized or dispersed energy generations
and load systems are connected to the web through wireless or wired connections,
communication issues and standards play an important role for the secure and
reliable exchange of data and information between various entities. Therefore,
scalable and efficient communication technologies are imperative for EV to be a
part of the intelligent transportation system and electric grid [38]. There are multi-
ple communication standards that are in use in existing studies such as ISO 15118
[39], IEEE 1609 WAVE, and IEC 61850 [40]. Nevertheless, the performance eval-
uation studies in [40, 41] demonstrated the superiority of IEC 61850 standards over
the other. Hence, it can be said that standard communication technologies are the
key to implement smart grid facility and attain maximum energy benefit of the
integrated energy elements.

6. Case studies of EV in various operation modes

This section presents various cases of EV charge/discharge management in pro-
viding multiple services.

6.1 EV SOC in V2D, G2V, and V2H at home

When EV participates in different operation modes, the feedback control strat-
egy as mentioned in Section 4 defines EV power regulation. In addition to the
feedback control strategy, an energy pricing policy can also be included in the
control approach for economic analysis and ensuring financial benefit for the EV
owner for EV battery charging/discharging. The power exchange of an EV for a
typical day in different EV operation modes is presented in Figure 6. EV
discharging efficiency for V2X is considered as 98%. It is assumed that EV owner
travels a distance of 55 km/day as mentioned in Section 5.5. The selected EV model
is Nissan LEAF, and discharged power during V2D is collected from the reference
[42]. EV needs to be charged to the maximum SOC (1.0pu) before the next morn-
ing, and considering economic aspect, EV is charged during off-peak periods only.
The consuming and supplying of power are denoted by positive and negative
values, respectively. The daily traveling time of the vehicle is 8–9 am in the morning
and 5–6 pm in the afternoon. The vehicle speed is 80 km/h for 20 km, 90 km/h for
15 km, and 60 km/h for 20 km, and the associated EV power consumption is 152,
163, and 128 Wh/km, respectively [33]. The EV discharges 8.045 kWh of energy for

Figure 6.
The power exchange of an EV for a typical day in various operation modes.
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one-way travel, and thus battery SOC reduces to 0.799 pu when EV arrives at the
work place. The EV SOC reduces by 0.201 pu in the morning, and assuming similar
distance and driving speed, the required battery energy capacity is the same to
return back home. Hence, with the minimum SOC of 0.2 pu for safe battery
discharge limit, the updated SOC value before the departure from office has to be
greater or equal to 0.401 pu. It is assumed that V2G operation starts at 11 am and
continues for multiple hours in accordance with the selected SOC constraints. There
are three SOC constraints in the study, and they are as follows: (1) V2G (with V2V
and V2B) and G2V, Case 1; (2) V2G (with V2V and V2B), V2H, and G2V, Case ; and
(3) V2G (with V2V and V2B), V2H, and G2V (recharge), Case 3. EV is fully charged
during overnight when the energy price is low. EV battery SOC status and con-
straints for three cases are outlined in Table 1.

Case 1 indicates that when EV is not participating in V2H, higher amount of
energy is available for V2G/V2V/V2B services compared to Case 2 as shown in
Figure 6 and Table 1. However, this will drain out all the EV energy, i.e., EV
battery SOC reaches to the lowest safe margin when EV arrives at home as shown in
Figure 7 and may not be accessible in the case of emergency driving. The less
amount of energy is obtainable for V2G/V2V/V2B services in the event of Case 2 as
EV is planned to be utilized for V2H. Therefore, EV battery SOC is higher than Case
1. This has multiple benefits, i.e., EV can be placed for V2H or can be accessible for
emergency V2D in the evening. Nevertheless, available energy for V2G/V2V/V2B
services reduces by nearly half than that of Case 1. EV SOC reduces gradually as EV
discharges in V2H operation. Considering such contrasting environment of Case 1
and Case 2, a new charge/discharge plan is presented, i.e., Case 3. In the instance of
Case 3, EV is discharged until battery SOC reaches to the minimum SOC level as
shown in Figure 7 and then recharged back to the expected value of 0.601pu before

Case SOC on
arrival

at
office

Plan for V2H and
estimated SOC
(pu) reserve for

V2H

Expected
SOC (pu)

on arrival at
home

SOC (pu)
for

traveling
back to
home

SOC (pu) before
departure with
minimum SOC

0.2pu

Energy
(kWh)

available for
V2G/V2V/

V2B

Case 1 0.799 No 0.2 0.201 0.401 15.592

Case 2 0.799 Yes/0.2 0.4 0.201 0.601 7.752

Case 3 0.799 Yes/0.2 0.4 0.201 0.601 23.476

Table 1.
EV SOC status and constraints at various operation modes.

Figure 7.
EV SOC status for a typical day in various operation modes.
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one-way travel, and thus battery SOC reduces to 0.799 pu when EV arrives at the
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straints for three cases are outlined in Table 1.
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energy is available for V2G/V2V/V2B services compared to Case 2 as shown in
Figure 6 and Table 1. However, this will drain out all the EV energy, i.e., EV
battery SOC reaches to the lowest safe margin when EV arrives at home as shown in
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amount of energy is obtainable for V2G/V2V/V2B services in the event of Case 2 as
EV is planned to be utilized for V2H. Therefore, EV battery SOC is higher than Case
1. This has multiple benefits, i.e., EV can be placed for V2H or can be accessible for
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services reduces by nearly half than that of Case 1. EV SOC reduces gradually as EV
discharges in V2H operation. Considering such contrasting environment of Case 1
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the departure of EV in the afternoon. This ensures that higher amount of energy
(23.476kWh) is available for V2G/V2V/V2B services, and also sufficient SOC is
available when EV arrives at home for V2H or emergency V2D.

The amount of energy exchange at home in different EV operation modes is
shown in Figure 8 where Case 0 defines the event of energy exchange without an
EV. For Cases 1, 2, and 3, the maximum charging power is 10 kW during off-peak
time to reduce EV charging cost. The close-up view shown in Figure 9 illustrates
that total house energy demand between 18:00 and 23:00 h is met by EV, and hence
the net cost of energy purchase from the grid is zero.

Hence, it is observed that EV can participate in various operation modes
according to the planning and management of EV battery SOC. An effective SOC
management such as Case 3 provides better resolution on battery SOC management
and maximum utilization of EV battery capacity in a smart grid environment.

6.2 Aggregated EV for V2G services

In order to evaluate the performance and importance of EV in the power system
for V2X services, an isolated MG is considered as shown in Figure 9 with different
level of EV penetration. A 5.1 MW PV farm is integrated at bus 3, and EVs are
connected through an aggregator at bus 2. Two different case studies are simulated
to demonstrate the contribution of EV in V2G. A 100% load growth is applied at bus
3 for the duration of 0–0.5 s for various scenarios, and the generator frequency
responses are shown in Figure 10. Figure 10 depicts that with integrated PV
(dotted green line), the frequency of generator drops to 0.9874pu in comparison to
0.9925pu in the case of without any PV integration (solid blue line). The frequency

Figure 8.
EV power in V2H and G2V at home only.

Figure 9.
Studied MG with PV and aggregated EV.
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drops due to the fact of negative inertial contribution with increased PV penetra-
tion. On the contrary, the frequency drop reduces considerably with EV participa-
tion in V2G regulation. It can also be seen that with the increased number of EVs
(100 vs. 200), frequency deviation reduces as EV aggregator provides more power
with a higher amount of EVs. This implies better frequency regulation and energy
management in a smart grid environment.

Another case study on the temporary outage of PV power output during t = 0–2 s
due to cloudy weather condition is considered to further exhibit EV importance in
V2G regulation. Figure 11a also illustrates an improved frequency performance, i.
e., lower frequency deviation with the integrated EV (dotted green and dark yellow
lines) than without an EV (solid blue line) while providing V2G services. The higher
amount of power output of EV aggregator is visible in Figure 11b as the number of
EV increases which justifies the improved frequency performance following the
disturbance events.

7. Conclusion

With revolutionized transportation industry, numbers of EVs are expected to
rise around the globe. However, the large volumes of EVs are a great concern for
stable and reliable operation of grid due to the unpredictable moving nature of EV.
Hence, it is essential to adopt suitable planning for the management of EV energy.
V2X is one of the paramount means of improving power systems’ stability and
reliability, power quality, and maximizing the economic benefit of EV in the
present-day and future electric grid. This chapter has thoroughly presented and
discussed the structures of EV in various operation modes, feedback regulation, and
the charge/discharge management strategy of EV for V2X services. Furthermore, a
case study demonstrates the flexibility of EV charge/discharge planning and man-
agement at grid level and customer end in accordance with associated EV battery

Figure 10.
The generator frequency response with 100% load growth at bus 3.

Figure 11.
The generator frequency response with temporary PV outage.
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e., lower frequency deviation with the integrated EV (dotted green and dark yellow
lines) than without an EV (solid blue line) while providing V2G services. The higher
amount of power output of EV aggregator is visible in Figure 11b as the number of
EV increases which justifies the improved frequency performance following the
disturbance events.
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With revolutionized transportation industry, numbers of EVs are expected to
rise around the globe. However, the large volumes of EVs are a great concern for
stable and reliable operation of grid due to the unpredictable moving nature of EV.
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agement at grid level and customer end in accordance with associated EV battery
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SOC status and constraints. In addition, this study illustrates the ample opportunity
of EV in V2X and G2V to minimize the technical challenges from the expected
enormous penetration of EV in the coming years.
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Chapter 9

Forecasting Recharging Demand
to Integrate Electric Vehicle Fleets
in Smart Grids
Juan Ignacio Guerrero Alonso, Enrique Personal,
Antonio Parejo, Sebastián García, Antonio García and
Carlos León

Abstract

Electric vehicle fleets and smart grids are two growing technologies. These tech-
nologies provided new possibilities to reduce pollution and increase energy efficiency.
In this sense, electric vehicles are used as mobile loads in the power grid. A distributed
charging prioritization methodology is proposed in this paper. The solution is based
on the concept of virtual power plants and the usage of evolutionary computation
algorithms. Additionally, the comparison of several evolutionary algorithms, genetic
algorithm, genetic algorithmwith evolution control, particle swarm optimization, and
hybrid solution are shown in order to evaluate the proposed architecture. The pro-
posed solution is presented to prevent the overload of the power grid.

Keywords: smart grids, vehicle-to-grid, electric vehicles, charging prioritization,
electric vehicle fleets, evolutionary computation

1. Introduction

The electric vehicle (EV) means a new research field in smart grid (SG) ecosys-
tems [1]. Currently, the new generation of EV provides different technologies that
can be integrated in SGs [2]. However, these new technologies make the distribu-
tion grid management difficult [3, 4]. In particular, the EVs and the infrastructure
needed to charge them have provided a great quantity of new standards and tech-
nologies. Currently, there are several research lines related to EVs, fast-charging
networks (e.g., see [5], battery performance modeling [6], parasitic energy con-
sumption, EV promotional policies, and increase in the range of the battery in EV
[7], and other research lines related to EV energy management, contract models for
consumption vehicle, market model to adopt the EVs, distributed energy resources
management systems (DERMS), DER standards, faster charging technologies,
demand response management systems (DRMS), the role of aggregators in the V2G
(vehicle-to-grid), and energy efficiency (e.g., see [8], customer support, driver
support, etc.). Additionally, all these lines are influenced by current regulations,
and it could be very different among countries (e.g., the regulation between United
States and Europe is very different in energy management). The charging infra-
structure affects the SG on several levels. These levels concern transportation,
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distribution, and retailer levels. The main affected frameworks inside these levels
are energy management, distribution management, and demand response. The
energy management systems compound several functions [9]. One of them is the
control of energy flows. The charging of EV can be made in any point of the grid
that has a charging unit. If the system has information about the expected use of the
charging unit, the energy flow will be easier to manage [10, 11]. The distribution
management is related to distribution system operators (DSO). Usually, the charg-
ing infrastructure oversees DSOs. Thus, the DSOs must manage these facilities and
maintain the information about them. Finally, the demand response concerns
retailers and DSOs, and the main problem is demand curve flattening and price
management [12]. Nevertheless, the new paradigm proposed by standard organiza-
tions, like National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), etc., related to the V2G proposed that the EV
could charge or discharge the batteries [13]. Thus, the EV is a power source in
specific scenarios. In these cases, the distributed resource management is affected
by the new V2G technologies as a distributed power resource in low voltage without
total availability, like some renewable energy resources, for example, wind and
solar energy [14].

This paper proposed a solution for fleet charging prioritization, based on
the concept of virtual power plant (VPP) and using distributed evolutionary
computation algorithms to optimize the prioritization of EV fleets at different
levels of SG ecosystems. A comparison of different evolutionary algorithms is
performed.

This paper shows the proposed solution, starting with a bibliographical review.
Then the architecture over different levels of SG is described, including the infor-
mation flows. The evolutionary algorithm is described at different levels of SG
ecosystem. Finally, the results of test the evolutionary algorithms are shown.

2. Bibliographic review

There are several research lines that are related with EVs, involving batteries (e.g.,
in [15], renewable energy [16], battery management systems [17, 18], energy man-
agement systems [19], charging spots [20, 21], driver assistance system [22], etc.).
The EVs in the last millennium [23] provided a scenario with several vehicles with
different types of vehicles: EVs, hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), fuel cell vehicles, etc.
The introduction of EVs provides several advantages, like reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions [24]. But people’s acceptance is necessary of EVs for daily usage [85, 86]
and to have additional energy resources [23] in order to include the associated infra-
structure. Additionally, the acceptance of EVs for daily usage, one of the first EVs,
was the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), and different types of HEVs were designed to
reduce power requirements and increase vehicle autonomy, charging duration, and
energy efficiency, selecting the appropriate battery [25]. Additionally, there are sev-
eral studies about the performance of batteries in Ref. [26] and battery degradation in
[27]. The new generation of EVs has several requirements not only in power but also
infrastructure in Ref. [28]. There are several studies to establish renewable energy
sources to support the charging of EVs and HEVs and cover the power requirements,
for example, based on wind energy [87, 88], photovoltaic resources [29], general
congestion of EV charging based on renewables [30], etc. However, SGs have pro-
vided a good scenario to integrate EVs and charging infrastructure.

Another solution could be the application of the queue theory [31]. The queue
theory has an application in several topics: boarding management in [32],
healthcare in Refs. [89, 90], dynamic facility layout problem in [33], optimization
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of traffic by means of signal-controlled management in [34], data acquisition in
[35], etc. Usually, these references manage only one queue or several independent
queues. However, there are more complex problems based on distributed software
systems [36], which provide more difficult applications of queue theory. In these
cases, queue theory should be adapted to a distributed environment. This paper
proposes a novel solution to avoid this complexity.

There are other manners to manage the EV fleets that involve directly or indi-
rectly the demand concept, improving the accuracy of energy forecasting [37]. The
driver pattern modeling could improve fleet management, increasing the efficiency
and sustainability and it could be used to forecast demand, some of these cases are:
vehicular driving patterns in the Edinburgh region and to offer an option of battery
electric vehicles for sustainable mobility is estimated in Ref. [38]; usage patterns
and the user perception are the main objectives of a longitudinal assessment of the
viability of EV for daily use study in Ref. [39]; the usage of autonomous vehicles
and eco-routing like in [40]; or, ridesharing of shared autonomous vehicle fleet
[41]. There are other examples oriented to transport management which includes in
different ways the concept of demand: a bi-level optimization framework for EV
fleet charging based on a realistic EV fleet model including a transport demand sub-
model is proposed in Ref. [42]. Other references treated the problem from the point
of view of the congestion management of the electrical distribution network in case
of limited overall capacity, for example, a distributed control algorithm for optimal
charging is proposed in reference [43], or depending on the routing problem [44],
allowing partial battery recharging with hybrid fleets (conventional and electric
vehicles). Other references provided a solution to integrate renewable energy
sources, investigating the possibilities to integrate additionally loads of uncertain
renewable energy sources by smart-charging strategies as is proposed in Ref. [45].

There are several algorithms which provide solutions related to peak saving in
demand curve. A real-time EV smart-charging method that not only considers
currently connected EVs but also uses a prediction of the EVs that are expected to
plug in the future is proposed in Ref. [46].

The authors in Ref. [47] propose VPPs as a new solution for the implementation
of technologies related to SGs, and several applications were developed to show the
advantages of VPPs. The authors of [48] proposed the integration of combined heat
and power (CHP) microunits based on VPP in a low voltage network from a
technical and economical point of view. The authors of [49] presented a new
concept where microgrids and other production or consumption units form a VPP.
The authors of [50] presented a concept VPP as a primary vehicle for delivering
cost-efficient integration of distributed energy resources (DER) into the existing
power systems. This study presented the technical and commercial functionality
facilitated through the VPP and concluded with case studies demonstrating the
benefit of aggregation and the use of the optimal power flow algorithm to charac-
terize VPPs. The authors of [51] proposed the concept of generic VPP (GVPP),
showing three case scenarios and overcoming challenges using a proposed solution
framework and service-oriented architecture (SOA) as a technology which could
aid in the implementation of GVPP. The authors of [52] provided a suitable soft-
ware framework to implement GVPP with SOA. The FENIX European Project [53]
delved into the concept of VPP and considered two types of VPP: the commercial
VPP (CVPP) that tackles the aggregation of small generating units with respect to
market integration and the technical VPP (TVPP) that tackles aggregation of these
units with respect to services that can be offered to the grid. The authors of [54]
described a general framework for future VPP to control low and medium voltage
for DER management. The authors of [55] presented a case study which shows how
a broker GVPP was developed based on the selection of appropriate functions. The
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distribution, and retailer levels. The main affected frameworks inside these levels
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EDISON Danish project [56] described an ICT-based distributed software integra-
tion based on VPPs and standards to accommodate communication and optimize
the coordination of EV fleets. The authors of [57] proposed an architecture for EV
fleet coordination based on V2G integrating VPP. The authors of [58] analyzed the
possibility of using EVs as an energy storage system (V2G) within a VPP structure.
The authors of [59] considered the EV as a mobile load and described a VPP
containing aggregated microgeneration sources and EV, but it is centered around
minimizing carbon emissions. The authors of [60] proposed and discussed three
approaches for grid integration of EVs through a VPP: control structure, resource
type, and aggregation. The authors of [61] presented a solution for integrating EVs
in the SG through unbundled smart metering and VPP technology dealing with
multiple objectives. The authors of [62] addressed the design of an EV test bed
which served as a multifunctional grid-interactive EV to test VPP or a generic EV
coordinator with different control strategies.

The common point of these references is the utilization of the VPP concept in a
simulation, but they only simulate the VPP which aggregates the information of EV.
Although the aggregation idea is not always implemented with a VPP, for example,
the authors in [63] proposed an aggregate battery modeling approach for EV fleet,
which is aimed for energy planning studies of EV-grid integration, they did not use
the concept of VPP. The present paper proposes the charging prioritization of EV
fleets to provide additional services [64], like EV fleet management or demand
forecasting.

Of course, there are not a lot of examples of EV fleet currently with a complete
charging infrastructure, notwithstanding several references papers in the simulation
focused in EV fleet simulation, for example, an evolutionary approach is proposed in
Ref. [65] or a planning simulation model is presented in Ref. [66] that evaluates the
feasibility of electric vehicle driving range when recharging is considered at home, at
work, or at quick charging stations. But some scenarios are more difficult to simulate,
for example, the use of electric modules which can be added or removed from a
freight vehicle proposed in Ref. [67]. However, the problem, in this case, is the
recharging of electric modules, which is done in different nodes or point of reception,
and they will have a charging infrastructure; the authors provide a good mathemati-
cal background to calculate the time windows of electric module availability. This
problem is similar to battery exchange infrastructures proposed in Ref. [68].

Additionally, a charging management could provide a good contribution to the
demand forecasting, although the different references did not treat the problem of
demand forecasting, but the scheduling and suitable assignment of EVs to charging
stations could provide information about the demand in the charging stations. For
example, the optimal solution provided in Ref. [69] could be a contribution for an
algorithm to provide an aggregated demand forecasting. Other solutions are ori-
ented to specific sectors or infrastructures: EV fleet parking determining the mini-
mum number of chargers that are required to charge all electric vehicles [70] or
estimating total daily impact of vehicles aggregated in parking lots on the grid [71],
taxi fleets [72], and taxi fleets with mixed electric and conventional vehicles [73].

On the other hand, some researchers have studied the impact of HEV and plug-
in HEV (PHEV) [74]. In this sense, decentralized algorithms for coordinating the
charging of multiple EVs have gained importance in recent years. The authors of
[75] compared several approaches based on centralized, decentralized, and hybrid
algorithm, with the latter showing better results. The authors of [76] introduced the
electric fleet size and mix vehicle routing problem with time windows and
recharging stations (E-FSMFTW) to model decisions to be made with regard to fleet
composition and vehicle routes, including the choice of recharging times and loca-
tions. The authors of [64] presented a review and classification of methods for
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smart charging of EVs for fleet operators, providing three control strategies and
their commonly used algorithms. Additionally, they studied service relationships
between fleet operators and four other actors in SGs.

3. Virtual power plants

The viewpoint of the proposed solution treats vehicles as a mobile load. In
this manner, the system must have data about these loads and the charging
prioritization. Thus, the system will have information about the expected
consumption or the expected generation of the resource (in the case of a fault in
the grid), such as a battery.

The proposed system works like a service for large companies with EV fleets.
The knowledge about the state and prioritization of vehicles may minimize the
impact of charging loads. These services provide new tariffs for retailers and new
policies for energy price management.

The conceptual architecture of the proposed solution is shown in Figure 1. The
proposed architecture is based on VPP concept [77]. Several VPPs are included. The
information is aggregated on the lower level. Then, the aggregated information is
sent by each lower VPP to a higher level. In this way, each VPP aggregates the data
and services from lower VPPs to higher VPPs. Each level may have one or more
VPPs, depending on the needs at each level and the power grid.

The information representation in different levels was based on an extension of
the Common Information Model (CIM) from IEC 61970, 61,968, and 62,325. The
interface information is based on the Component Interface Specification (CIS) from
the IEC. The Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) version 2.0 is
included in the VPP, but it is only enabled in some levels. The information repre-
sentation and interface description are beyond the scope of this paper.

Each higher VPP can perform evolutionary algorithms to generate commands or
instructions to modify the queues from lower VPPs. Additionally, lower VPPs can
perform the same evolutionary algorithms to request resources from other VPPs to
prioritize the charging of vehicles that cannot be charged at their charging stations.

4. The distributed evolutionary prioritization framework

The distributed evolutionary prioritization framework (DEPF) is implemented
in each VPP. The architecture of this framework is shown in Figure 2. The modules
are shown in Figure 2. Each module has specific functions:

• Asset management system. The asset management system is based on the
predictive maintenance of vehicles and charging stations. These modules
establish the maintenance periods and register the usage of all equipment
(vehicles and charging stations).

Figure 1.
Conceptual model of VPP.
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coordinator with different control strategies.

The common point of these references is the utilization of the VPP concept in a
simulation, but they only simulate the VPP which aggregates the information of EV.
Although the aggregation idea is not always implemented with a VPP, for example,
the authors in [63] proposed an aggregate battery modeling approach for EV fleet,
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work, or at quick charging stations. But some scenarios are more difficult to simulate,
for example, the use of electric modules which can be added or removed from a
freight vehicle proposed in Ref. [67]. However, the problem, in this case, is the
recharging of electric modules, which is done in different nodes or point of reception,
and they will have a charging infrastructure; the authors provide a good mathemati-
cal background to calculate the time windows of electric module availability. This
problem is similar to battery exchange infrastructures proposed in Ref. [68].

Additionally, a charging management could provide a good contribution to the
demand forecasting, although the different references did not treat the problem of
demand forecasting, but the scheduling and suitable assignment of EVs to charging
stations could provide information about the demand in the charging stations. For
example, the optimal solution provided in Ref. [69] could be a contribution for an
algorithm to provide an aggregated demand forecasting. Other solutions are ori-
ented to specific sectors or infrastructures: EV fleet parking determining the mini-
mum number of chargers that are required to charge all electric vehicles [70] or
estimating total daily impact of vehicles aggregated in parking lots on the grid [71],
taxi fleets [72], and taxi fleets with mixed electric and conventional vehicles [73].

On the other hand, some researchers have studied the impact of HEV and plug-
in HEV (PHEV) [74]. In this sense, decentralized algorithms for coordinating the
charging of multiple EVs have gained importance in recent years. The authors of
[75] compared several approaches based on centralized, decentralized, and hybrid
algorithm, with the latter showing better results. The authors of [76] introduced the
electric fleet size and mix vehicle routing problem with time windows and
recharging stations (E-FSMFTW) to model decisions to be made with regard to fleet
composition and vehicle routes, including the choice of recharging times and loca-
tions. The authors of [64] presented a review and classification of methods for
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smart charging of EVs for fleet operators, providing three control strategies and
their commonly used algorithms. Additionally, they studied service relationships
between fleet operators and four other actors in SGs.

3. Virtual power plants

The viewpoint of the proposed solution treats vehicles as a mobile load. In
this manner, the system must have data about these loads and the charging
prioritization. Thus, the system will have information about the expected
consumption or the expected generation of the resource (in the case of a fault in
the grid), such as a battery.

The proposed system works like a service for large companies with EV fleets.
The knowledge about the state and prioritization of vehicles may minimize the
impact of charging loads. These services provide new tariffs for retailers and new
policies for energy price management.

The conceptual architecture of the proposed solution is shown in Figure 1. The
proposed architecture is based on VPP concept [77]. Several VPPs are included. The
information is aggregated on the lower level. Then, the aggregated information is
sent by each lower VPP to a higher level. In this way, each VPP aggregates the data
and services from lower VPPs to higher VPPs. Each level may have one or more
VPPs, depending on the needs at each level and the power grid.

The information representation in different levels was based on an extension of
the Common Information Model (CIM) from IEC 61970, 61,968, and 62,325. The
interface information is based on the Component Interface Specification (CIS) from
the IEC. The Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) version 2.0 is
included in the VPP, but it is only enabled in some levels. The information repre-
sentation and interface description are beyond the scope of this paper.

Each higher VPP can perform evolutionary algorithms to generate commands or
instructions to modify the queues from lower VPPs. Additionally, lower VPPs can
perform the same evolutionary algorithms to request resources from other VPPs to
prioritize the charging of vehicles that cannot be charged at their charging stations.

4. The distributed evolutionary prioritization framework

The distributed evolutionary prioritization framework (DEPF) is implemented
in each VPP. The architecture of this framework is shown in Figure 2. The modules
are shown in Figure 2. Each module has specific functions:

• Asset management system. The asset management system is based on the
predictive maintenance of vehicles and charging stations. These modules
establish the maintenance periods and register the usage of all equipment
(vehicles and charging stations).

Figure 1.
Conceptual model of VPP.
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• Driver modeling. This module executes a modeling process of driver behavior.
This module provides a driver pattern, which is used to schedule the routes.

• Energy efficiency. This module applies different techniques to optimize the
energy consumption and reduce the maintenance periods and economic
impact.

• Real-time route scheduling. This module manages all information about vehicles,
routes, drivers, and external conditions to establish better prioritization in each
charging station.

• Information management. This module manages all information of this VPP for
reporting and visualization.

• Prioritization algorithm. The prioritization algorithm in this layer is based on
swarm intelligence.

• External coordination. This module sends information to higher layers and
gathers information about external requirements or vehicles to charge. This
module oversees communications with other VPPs (higher or lower) by using
CIS or OpenADR.

Figure 2.
Modules of distributed evolutionary prioritization framework.
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Some modules, such as external coordination, prioritization algorithm, and the
SoC module, are available for all VPPs. The other modules are enabled depending
on the available information in the VPPs.

The modules shown in blue are not included in this chapter. The asset manage-
ment system is in development and will not be described in this chapter.

The prioritization algorithm includes different options of evolutionary
computations, to test the best algorithm. Several approaches are tested: genetic
algorithm, genetic algorithm with evolution control, particle swarm optimization,
and a hybrid solution. All these algorithms use the information available from
the different modules. The information in each module is described in
Sections 4.1 to 4.4. The information is channeled through information
management module.

4.1 Available information

Much information about different entities is available, depending on the level of
VPP. This information is used to calculate the SoC, the best driver for each router,
and the prioritization at the charging stations of the company. When the route
needs an external charging station (out of company supply), the final prioritization
is assigned by higher VPP levels.

The available information is stored in a relational database management system
(RDBMS) that is based on the IEC CIM. This information includes the following
data: information about asset management, current configuration for prioritization
algorithm, technical information about charging stations, parametric information
about technical characteristics of different connection types for vehicles and charg-
ing stations, information about driver patterns, different measures gathered from
charging stations and power register, establishing the expected periods of availabil-
ity and nonavailability for each vehicle and charging station, information about
pending and assigned routes, technical information about vehicles and their batte-
ries, and information about traffic, roadwork, and topology. In addition, stored
information about previously calculated charging prioritization and real informa-
tion about charging stations. This information is stored to determine the difference
between the expected charging process and the real charging process. This infor-
mation will be useful to improve models for charging prioritization. Furthermore,
other historical information included historical information about usage of charging
stations, configuration of prioritization, drivers that will be used in the driver
pattern modeling, traffic related to roadworks, weather conditions, traffic condi-
tions and accidents, periods configured in the system, different routes stored in the
system, statistical information, mechanical problems and statistics from EVs, and
the execution, configuration, and results of configurations.

4.2 Driver patterns

Driver behavior is stored in driver patterns. The driver pattern is a model that
takes effect on the consumption of a vehicle in route scheduling. The driver pattern
affects the calculated SoC calculated for each section of a route; it depends on the
terrain topology and traffic data. Driver behavior is calculated according to the
historical data of a driver. If historical information about a driver is not available,
this pattern cannot be calculated.

The driver pattern consists of the deviation from the original predicted SoC. This
pattern considers information about traffic and weather to explain the variation
from the original predicted SoC.
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Sections 4.1 to 4.4. The information is channeled through information
management module.
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charging stations and power register, establishing the expected periods of availabil-
ity and nonavailability for each vehicle and charging station, information about
pending and assigned routes, technical information about vehicles and their batte-
ries, and information about traffic, roadwork, and topology. In addition, stored
information about previously calculated charging prioritization and real informa-
tion about charging stations. This information is stored to determine the difference
between the expected charging process and the real charging process. This infor-
mation will be useful to improve models for charging prioritization. Furthermore,
other historical information included historical information about usage of charging
stations, configuration of prioritization, drivers that will be used in the driver
pattern modeling, traffic related to roadworks, weather conditions, traffic condi-
tions and accidents, periods configured in the system, different routes stored in the
system, statistical information, mechanical problems and statistics from EVs, and
the execution, configuration, and results of configurations.

4.2 Driver patterns

Driver behavior is stored in driver patterns. The driver pattern is a model that
takes effect on the consumption of a vehicle in route scheduling. The driver pattern
affects the calculated SoC calculated for each section of a route; it depends on the
terrain topology and traffic data. Driver behavior is calculated according to the
historical data of a driver. If historical information about a driver is not available,
this pattern cannot be calculated.

The driver pattern consists of the deviation from the original predicted SoC. This
pattern considers information about traffic and weather to explain the variation
from the original predicted SoC.
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Although a default driver pattern can be defined, information about driver
patterns is currently unavailable. A default “average” driver pattern can be created
when a system has adequate information.

4.3 Real-time routing scheduling

This module controls several conditions that can modify the current prioritiza-
tion charging queues. This module notifies any change in the following conditions:
charging station availability, driver and EV availability, route modifications, traffic
and roadworks, and weather conditions.

The charging station availability updates the unavailability periods of
the corresponding charging stations, in this case, if the higher VPPs can send
commands or instructions to limit the consumption or availability of the
power supply.

On a route, the driver and EV availability is related to a driver (or EV). The
driver may have an accident or a driver (or EV) may notify temporary
unavailability. In this case, the module updates the calendar for the driver (or EV).
This new condition takes effect in the prioritization process by a fitness function of
evolutionary algorithms. Sometimes, the temporal unavailability of an EV can be
notified by the asset management module.

Three types of route modifications are possible: adding new stop, adding new
stop to charge an EV, and adding new stop to change drivers.

The traffic and work road modeling is translated into a penalty coefficient for
different sections of a route. In this case, the route scheduling algorithm may
provide the route with lesser penalties. These penalties take effect on the calculated
SoC and the driver selection. The penalty coefficient is stored for each geographical
zone and is associated with driver information. If a driver has a very high deviation
from the original predicted value, the penalty is increased. This pattern did not
consider any information about the origin of the traffic load. The pattern only
assigns a penalty coefficient according to the fluidity of traffic.

The weather conditions would take effect over the SoC module, prioritization
algorithm, and asset management module.

4.4 SoC module: estimation of EV consumption

The proposed solution is based on the SoC instantaneous value of each EV. These
algorithms require an estimation of some consumptions, according to its planned
route and alternative routes to achieve different recharging spots. This consumption
estimation is supported by a route planning tool. However, these estimations are not
trivial and relate to the distance or time of the trip [91, 92]. Other factors (e.g., road
[78] and vehicle characteristics, traffic [79], driving style [80], and weather condi-
tions) are essential for this estimation.

Typical approaches to estimating route consumptions must be reviewed and
briefly explain the architecture that supports the main algorithm in this chapter.
The two approaches can be easily distinguished in the literature:

• Knowledge-based models are the most common approach. This type of model
performs a consumption characterization based on records of vehicle
operations using computational intelligence techniques, such as artificial
neural networks (ANNs) [81] and fuzzy neural networks (FNNs) [82].
However, these techniques have the disadvantage of requiring a large amount
of data, which must contain different conditions to model realistic vehicle
behaviors in as many situations as possible.
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• They are analytical models (also known as longitudinal models) that study the
necessary energy to move a vehicle by analyzing the losses along its different
mechanical and electronic elements [43, 93]. Thus, these models are typically
more complex than knowledge-based models. However, analytical models do
not require as much information as knowledge-based models because their
parameters can be characterized based on information provided by a
manufacturer (i.e., New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) standards test) [83].

Based on these philosophies and due to the lack of availability of necessary sets
of registered data (especially in the initial phases of the project), an analytical model
was chosen to estimate the consumption of this system. It provides the different
SoCs that are associated with each route stage. This estimation is based on a model
that can be divided into two blocks (refer to Figure 3): the first block—the μStep
Driving Model (μSDM)—is responsible for estimating the driving profile. This
estimate consists of the velocity and elevation profiles accomplished by the ana-
lyzed EV. The velocity profile is constructed from the averaged inferred patterns for
different situations, which are characterized by the different input parameters. The
elevation profile is directly estimated from the route information (in each μStep).
A complete list of parameters in the model is shown in Table 1.

Figure 3.
Consumption model architecture.
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μStep start elevation μSDM

μStep final elevation μSDM

μStep estimated time μSDM
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The second block of the model—the longitudinal consumption pattern (LCP)—
is responsible for estimating the consumptions and SoC variations associated with
the velocity and elevation profiles for each μStep. This consumption is obtained by
adding the different losses and consumptions that are required to generate these
profiles, which are associated with the trip. This analysis also considers the vehicle
configuration, as listed in Table 1.

The combination of part of the model and the initial SoC value enables the
estimation of the SoC at the end of a trip or part there of (as shown in Figure 4).

Parameter Group Associated to

Vehicle mass EV constant
characteristics

LCP

Eq. mass of rotating parts LCP

Maximum acceleration μSDM, LCP

Frontal area LCP

Friction resistance coefficient LCP

Drag coefficient LCP

Performance internal systems
(inverter + engine + transmission)

LCP

A/C consumption LCP

Heating consumption LCP

Cooling consumption LCP

Light consumption LCP

Power steering consumption LCP

Secondary consumptions (light panels, control systems,
etc.)

LCP

Battery performance LCP

Battery capacity LCP

Battery voltage LCP

Maximum recovery capacity LCP

Table 1.
List of consumption model inputs.

Figure 4.
Consumption and SoC estimation for a route.
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5. Prioritization algorithm

Three algorithms are proposed to prioritize the charging queues:

• Genetic algorithm (GA)

• Genetic algorithm with evolution control (GAEC) based on fitness evolution
curve

• Swarm intelligence based on particle swarm optimization (PSO)

These algorithms were applied in the same scenario and different layers to
determine the best combination of algorithms.

The application of these algorithms is performed after a preprocessing stage
after the following steps:

1.The routes are sorted by starting timestamp, route distance, and ending
timestamp.

2.The vehicles are sorted by range or battery capacity.

3.The drivers are sorted according to the difference between the real and
expected routes, in ascending order. The new drivers or drivers without
historical information are positioned in first place.

4.The charging stations are ordered by connector type, according to the
estimated charging period.

5.1 Genetic algorithm (GA)

The genetic algorithm (GA) [94, 95] is a bioinspired algorithm. This algorithm is
based on the evolution of populations, in which only the best individuals survive.
Everyone from a population is a possible solution to a problem, and a fitness value is
assigned according to an indicator that determines the distance from the final
solution. In each evolution, a new generation from the previous population is
created based on cross, mutation, and selection processes. After some evolutions
(iterations), the algorithm converges to a best solution or a solution that complies
with the threshold.

Algorithm 1. Genetic algorithm (GA): size p of population (P(t)), rate q of elitism, rate c of crossover
(default 0,9), and rate m of mutation (default 0,1).

1.Randomly generate p feasible solutions,
2. Save them in the population P(t),
3.Evaluation of the population P(t); thus, the fitness of each solution of the population P(t) are
determined.

4.Repeat
4.1. Select parents from the population P(t), number of elitism ne=p*q
4.2. Perform the crossover on parents by creating the new population P(t+1) with the

probability c.
4.3. Perform mutation of the population P(t+1) with the probability m.
4.4. Assess the population P(t+1).
4.5. If the stopping criteria are true, then return to step 3; otherwise, proceed to step 5.

5. If the threshold is active, then obtain all solutions for which the fitness value complies with the
threshold; otherwise, obtain the best solution (the best evaluation value).
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based on the evolution of populations, in which only the best individuals survive.
Everyone from a population is a possible solution to a problem, and a fitness value is
assigned according to an indicator that determines the distance from the final
solution. In each evolution, a new generation from the previous population is
created based on cross, mutation, and selection processes. After some evolutions
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with the threshold.

Algorithm 1. Genetic algorithm (GA): size p of population (P(t)), rate q of elitism, rate c of crossover
(default 0,9), and rate m of mutation (default 0,1).

1.Randomly generate p feasible solutions,
2. Save them in the population P(t),
3.Evaluation of the population P(t); thus, the fitness of each solution of the population P(t) are
determined.

4.Repeat
4.1. Select parents from the population P(t), number of elitism ne=p*q
4.2. Perform the crossover on parents by creating the new population P(t+1) with the

probability c.
4.3. Perform mutation of the population P(t+1) with the probability m.
4.4. Assess the population P(t+1).
4.5. If the stopping criteria are true, then return to step 3; otherwise, proceed to step 5.

5. If the threshold is active, then obtain all solutions for which the fitness value complies with the
threshold; otherwise, obtain the best solution (the best evaluation value).
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The stopping criteria are specified in the configuration of the prioritization
algorithm.

5.2 Genetic algorithm with evolution control (GAEC) based on fitness
evolution curve

The GAEC is a genetic algorithm with additional restrictions that influence the
probability of mutate and cross operators according to the fitness evolution curve.
The fitness evolution curve is created in each evolution and stores the best fitness
value of each evolution. The angle of the tangent line in each point of the fitness
evolution curve determines the probability of the operators.

Algorithm 2. Genetic algorithm with evolution control (GAEC): size p of the population (P(t)),
rate q of elitism.

1.Randomly generate p feasible solutions,
2. Save them in the population P(t),
3.Evaluation of the population P(t); thus, the fitness of each solution of the population P(t) are
determined.

4.Repeat
4.1. Select parents from the population P(t), number of elitism ne = p*q
4.2. Perform the crossover on parents by creating the new population P(t + 1) with the

probability based on the absolute value of the sine of the angle of the tangent line to the
fitness evolution curve.

4.3. Perform a mutation of the population P(t + 1) with the probability based on the absolute
value of the cosine of the angle of the tangent line to the fitness evolution curve.

4.4. Assess the population P(t + 1).
4.5. If the stopping criteria are true, then return to 3; otherwise, proceed to 5.

5. If the threshold is active, then obtain all solutions for which the fitness value complies with the
threshold; otherwise, obtain the best solution (the best evaluation value).

5.3 Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm

The prioritization algorithm works as a swarm intelligence algorithm. The
application of the algorithm is performed after a preprocessing of information:

The prioritization algorithm is based on the parametric optimization until a
solution is obtained. This optimization is executed depending on the capabilities of a
system. The algorithm employs a PSO to establish the initial prioritization for the
charging stations in the company area. The canonical PSO model consists of a
swarm of particles, which are initialized with a population of random candidate
solutions. They iteratively move through the d-dimension problem space to search
for the new solutions, where the fitness f can be calculated as the certain quality
measure. Each particle has a position that is represented by the position-vector xid
(i is the index of the particle, and d is the dimension) and a velocity represented by
the velocity-vector vid. Each particle remembers its best position in the vector xi#,
and its j-th dimensional value is x#ij. The best position-vector among the swarm is
stored in the vector x*, and its j-th dimensional value is x*j. At the iteration time t,
the update of the velocity from the previous velocity to the new velocity is
determined by Eq. (1). The new position is determined by the sum of the previous
position, and the new velocity is determined by Eq. 2.

vid tþ 1ð Þ ¼ w ∗ vid tð Þ þ c1 ∗ψ1 ∗ pid tð Þ � xi tð Þ
� �þ c2 ∗ψ2 ∗ pg tð Þ � xid tð Þ

� �
(1)
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xid tþ 1ð Þ ¼ xid tð Þ þ vid tþ 1ð Þ (2)

where c1 and c2 are constant weight factors, pi is the best position achieved by
particle i, pg is the best position obtained by the neighbors of particle i, ψ1 and ψ2

are random factors in the [0,1] interval, and w is the inertia weight. Some refer-
ences denote c1 and c2 as the self-recognition component and the coefficient of the
social component, respectively.

Different constraints can be applied to ensure convergence of the algorithm.

Algorithm 3. PSO Algorithm

1. Initialize particles
2.Repeat

2.1. Calculate the fitness values for each particle
2.2. Is the current fitness value better than pi?

2.2.1. Yes. Assign the current fitness as the new pi
2.2.2. No. Keep the previous pi

2.3. Assign the best particle’s pi value to pg
2.4. Calculate the velocity for each particle
2.5. Use each particle’s velocity value to update its data values

3.Until stopping criteria are satisfied.

5.4 Configuration of prioritization algorithms

The system enables different restrictions to be specified for the prioritization
algorithm: assignation prioritization of external charge, driver rest periods along a
route, driver rest periods between different routes, external charging priority,
external charging, maintenance periods for charging stations, maintenance periods
for vehicles, possibility of partial charging, possibility of reuse drivers, possibility of
several vehicles per route, possibility of specifying periods of unavailability of
charging stations, possibility of specifying periods of unavailability of drivers, pos-
sibility of specifying periods of unavailability of vehicles, rest periods between
vehicles that charge at charging stations, time interval to prioritize (1 day by
default), and usage balancing of charging stations.

The external charging priority takes effect in the way which system will assign
the first available slot in the queues to the external vehicles; however, the system
moves the vehicles of the lowest VPPs (if possible). Furthermore, the system may
accept a charging request from the different VPPs.

These parameters can be modified while the algorithm is running. These param-
eters take effect over the convergence of evolutionary algorithms because the
parameters can modify the fitness function.

The evolutionary algorithms are based on an iterative algorithm. In this case, the
proposed algorithms have several similarities. These algorithms have an end criteria
to control the iterative part of the algorithm. In the proposed algorithms, the end
criteria can be configured by the user by specifying one or more parameters:

• Maximum number of iterations: the optimization process is terminated after a
fixed number of iterations.

• Number of iterations without improvements: the optimization process is
terminated after a fixed number of interactions without any iterations and
without any improvement.
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accept a charging request from the different VPPs.
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The evolutionary algorithms are based on an iterative algorithm. In this case, the
proposed algorithms have several similarities. These algorithms have an end criteria
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• Minimum objective function error: the error between the obtained objective
function value and the best fitness value is less than a prefixed anticipated
threshold.

The value of these parameters is dependent on the size of the search space and the
complexity of the problem. These values are established by the default value
according to the number of vehicles, number of drivers, number of routes, and
number of charging stations, as well as the system characteristics in the installation
stage. Other parameters in the PSO algorithm are dependent on the same parameters:
maximum number of particles (swarm size or number of neighbors), maximum
velocity (vmax) for the PSO algorithm [84], maximum particle position (xi,max) for the
PSO algorithm [84] to retain the value of the particle position in the interval [�xi,max,
xi,max], inertia weight (w) for PSO algorithm, modifiers for random number genera-
tion, self-recognition component (must be a positive value), coefficient of the social
component (must be a positive value), and maximum and minimum velocities.

A GA and GAEC have similar parameters: population size, and, only in the GA,
the operator probabilities (mutation and crossover).

These factors are employed in the algorithm to fix the evolution of each particle
and dimension, in the case of PSO, or everyone in a population, in the case of a GA
and GAEC. The previously defined parameters and the parameters defined in this
section can modify the convergence of an algorithm. These parameters are auto-
matically adjusted in each evolution and running.

5.5 Fitness function

The fitness function is calculated to test the validity of a particle. The fitness
function is based on the following items: the number of routes that have been
assigned to a vehicle and driver for the time requirements to perform the route and
the number of routes that are assigned to a vehicle and driver but exceeds the time
requirements to perform the route are significantly penalized.

Additionally, the parameters that are configured in the system can modify the
final fitness value that is calculated for each solution: queue balancing of a charging
station, external charging, external charging priority, reuse of vehicles, reuse of
drivers, assignation prioritization of external charging, several vehicles per route,
instructions from higher VPPs, or presence of autonomous vehicles.

Several of these configurations can change at any time. Thus, the fitness value
can change for each generation of evolutionary algorithm.

The proposed fitness function is performed in the proposed evolutionary algo-
rithms. Thus, the fitness value is normalized in the interval [�1,1]. This fact sim-
plifies the comparison of different options.

6. Experimental results

The proposed algorithm was tested in different scenarios. These scenarios were
simulated using a computer. Several entities are created:

• Two smart business parks (A and B)with separate EV fleets. Company A is a
company in the logistics sector, and companyB is a company in the transport sector.

• Three public charging stations.

• Five private EVs.
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The different levels of VPPs are defined as shown in Figure 5. Each level runs
the DEPF. The VPP level at which the DEPF is performed determines the availabil-
ity of services, protocols, and data. Several VPP levels are proposed (Figure 5):

• Smart business VPP (SBVPP). This is the lowest level. At this level, all
information about vehicles, routes, and drivers from the same company is
available. Thus, the charging prioritization of the charging stations of the
company is treated at this level. The state of charge (SoC) is also calculated at
this level. Some routes may be very long, which may cause a vehicle to use a
charging station that is located outside of the company. This charging station
may be administered by another company or the corresponding power
distribution company. In this case, the algorithm sends the restrictions to
higher VPP levels to obtain a solution for the charging needs. This VPP
communication is based on CIS and OpenADR protocols.

• Distribution VPP (DVPP). At this level, information is aggregated from lower
levels, and information about retailers and the presence of charging stations is
stored. This information is sent to higher levels, such as an energy VPP
(EVPP). Additionally, the restrictions from an EVPP to the corresponding
retailer and SBVPP are addressed at this level. This VPP communication is
based on CIS and OpenADR protocols.

Figure 5.
Information aggregation between different VPP layers proposed.
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• Minimum objective function error: the error between the obtained objective
function value and the best fitness value is less than a prefixed anticipated
threshold.

The value of these parameters is dependent on the size of the search space and the
complexity of the problem. These values are established by the default value
according to the number of vehicles, number of drivers, number of routes, and
number of charging stations, as well as the system characteristics in the installation
stage. Other parameters in the PSO algorithm are dependent on the same parameters:
maximum number of particles (swarm size or number of neighbors), maximum
velocity (vmax) for the PSO algorithm [84], maximum particle position (xi,max) for the
PSO algorithm [84] to retain the value of the particle position in the interval [�xi,max,
xi,max], inertia weight (w) for PSO algorithm, modifiers for random number genera-
tion, self-recognition component (must be a positive value), coefficient of the social
component (must be a positive value), and maximum and minimum velocities.

A GA and GAEC have similar parameters: population size, and, only in the GA,
the operator probabilities (mutation and crossover).

These factors are employed in the algorithm to fix the evolution of each particle
and dimension, in the case of PSO, or everyone in a population, in the case of a GA
and GAEC. The previously defined parameters and the parameters defined in this
section can modify the convergence of an algorithm. These parameters are auto-
matically adjusted in each evolution and running.

5.5 Fitness function

The fitness function is calculated to test the validity of a particle. The fitness
function is based on the following items: the number of routes that have been
assigned to a vehicle and driver for the time requirements to perform the route and
the number of routes that are assigned to a vehicle and driver but exceeds the time
requirements to perform the route are significantly penalized.

Additionally, the parameters that are configured in the system can modify the
final fitness value that is calculated for each solution: queue balancing of a charging
station, external charging, external charging priority, reuse of vehicles, reuse of
drivers, assignation prioritization of external charging, several vehicles per route,
instructions from higher VPPs, or presence of autonomous vehicles.

Several of these configurations can change at any time. Thus, the fitness value
can change for each generation of evolutionary algorithm.

The proposed fitness function is performed in the proposed evolutionary algo-
rithms. Thus, the fitness value is normalized in the interval [�1,1]. This fact sim-
plifies the comparison of different options.

6. Experimental results

The proposed algorithm was tested in different scenarios. These scenarios were
simulated using a computer. Several entities are created:

• Two smart business parks (A and B)with separate EV fleets. Company A is a
company in the logistics sector, and companyB is a company in the transport sector.

• Three public charging stations.

• Five private EVs.
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The different levels of VPPs are defined as shown in Figure 5. Each level runs
the DEPF. The VPP level at which the DEPF is performed determines the availabil-
ity of services, protocols, and data. Several VPP levels are proposed (Figure 5):

• Smart business VPP (SBVPP). This is the lowest level. At this level, all
information about vehicles, routes, and drivers from the same company is
available. Thus, the charging prioritization of the charging stations of the
company is treated at this level. The state of charge (SoC) is also calculated at
this level. Some routes may be very long, which may cause a vehicle to use a
charging station that is located outside of the company. This charging station
may be administered by another company or the corresponding power
distribution company. In this case, the algorithm sends the restrictions to
higher VPP levels to obtain a solution for the charging needs. This VPP
communication is based on CIS and OpenADR protocols.

• Distribution VPP (DVPP). At this level, information is aggregated from lower
levels, and information about retailers and the presence of charging stations is
stored. This information is sent to higher levels, such as an energy VPP
(EVPP). Additionally, the restrictions from an EVPP to the corresponding
retailer and SBVPP are addressed at this level. This VPP communication is
based on CIS and OpenADR protocols.

Figure 5.
Information aggregation between different VPP layers proposed.
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• Retailer VPP (RVPP). At this level, a retailer needs to know when vehicles
require charging at any point outside of the company points. The retailer can
use this information to offer different tariffs to a company. This level acts as an
intermediate between charging stations of different companies. This VPP
communication is based on OpenADR protocol.

• Energy VPP (EVPP). In this paper, the vehicles represent mobile loads. Thus, if
an energy management system has information about the expected charging
stations, it may take advantage of this information to improve the load flow
forecasting algorithms. The load flow forecasting algorithm is not an objective
of this paper. This paper proposes a distributed prioritization algorithm based
on the VPP concept for SGs. The prioritization algorithm that is performed at
this level treats the total load and establishes possible restrictions at any point
of the grid. This VPP communication is based on CIS and OpenADR protocols.

From the point of view of the power market:

• Two power retail companies. The first retailer has a contract to supply
company A. The second retailer has a contract to supply company B. The
retailer has three contracts to supply private consumers.

• One power distribution company.

• An EMS is simulated. This system is configured to randomly generate a power
consumption command in the EVPP. This power consumption command takes
effect on 171 routes: 68 routes from company A and 103 routes from company
B. This power consumption will be generated after a solution is obtained to
assess the algorithm and address any changes in conditions.

• Companies A and B have an SBVPP. The characteristics of these companies are
listed in Table 2. For each driver, EV, and charging station, some periods of
unavailability are defined to check the capability of the algorithms to manage
these contingencies.

• In this case, the private consumers are managed by the RVPP.

The evaluation of the proposed solution is conducted in several scenarios based
on algorithms: GA, GAEC, PSO, and hybrid solution. In case of hybrid solution, all
possible combinations (81 cases) were tested; however, only the best hybrid

Characteristics Company A Company B

Number of routes 200 300

Number of EVs 4 7

Number of drivers 3 6

Number of charging stations 2 2

Number of plugs by charging station 2 3

Power of charging stations DC 50 kW/AC 43 kVA DC 50 kW/AC 43 kVA

Time of fast charging (0–80%) 30 minutes 30 minutes

Table 2.
Characteristics of both companies with EV fleets.
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solution is shown in this chapter. The best hybrid solution applies PSO in SBVPP
and GAEC in the higher VPPs.

The proposed solution is evaluated by checking two aspects (Table 3); both
aspects are evaluated in the general best fitness curve:

• Convergence time (tc). Time to reach a solution. The convergence time is
measured in number of generations.

• Transient time (tt). Time to obtain a new solution when changes occur in the
conditions of the problem. The transient time is measured in a number of
generations.

The general best fitness curve for each scenario is shown in Figure 6. The first
part (until generation 17) of the curve is the search of the best solution to schedule
the routes (500 routes). The corresponding number of scheduled routes is shown in
Figure 7. After the best solution is obtained, the simulated EMS randomly generates
several commands in each scenario. In the case of the GA scenario, the command
was fired in generation 34 (Figure 6) with 258 scheduled routes (Figure 7); in the
GAEC scenario, the command was fired in generation 19 with 456 scheduled routes;
in the PSO scenario, the command was fired in generation 30 with 338 scheduled
routes; and in the hybrid scenario, the command was fired in generation 39 with 378
scheduled routes. The command takes effect in a different number of routes in each
scenario; the results did not agree with the fitness value (Figure 6) and the number
of scheduled routes (Figure 7) between different scenarios, because there are dif-
ferent scheduling solutions. When the command is fired, the fitness is updated with

Test scenarios tc (number of generations) tt (number of generations)

Only GA 16 5

Only GAEC 11 2

Only PSO 17 5

Hybrid solution 11 3

Table 3.
Evaluation parameters for each scenario.

Figure 6.
General best fitness curve.
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solution is shown in this chapter. The best hybrid solution applies PSO in SBVPP
and GAEC in the higher VPPs.

The proposed solution is evaluated by checking two aspects (Table 3); both
aspects are evaluated in the general best fitness curve:
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the routes (500 routes). The corresponding number of scheduled routes is shown in
Figure 7. After the best solution is obtained, the simulated EMS randomly generates
several commands in each scenario. In the case of the GA scenario, the command
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scheduled routes. The command takes effect in a different number of routes in each
scenario; the results did not agree with the fitness value (Figure 6) and the number
of scheduled routes (Figure 7) between different scenarios, because there are dif-
ferent scheduling solutions. When the command is fired, the fitness is updated with
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the new restrictions. This updating changed the value of the best solution by
converting it into another solution with lower fitness. However other solutions in
the same population generation could have a good fitness in the new scenario. In the
population (in the case of GA and GAEC) or swarm (in the case of PSO), several
solutions were reassessed. Although some solutions were not the best solutions in
the initial scenario, after the command was fired, the new fitness value improved,
and the solutions were sorted according to this new assessed fitness.

In the same manner, the transient time is less than the initial part of the algo-
rithm because the current solutions are disseminated in the space of possible solu-
tions. Thus, the solution is obtained at a faster rate.

According to the results, some conclusions are formed:

• GA and PSO exhibit the best trend.

• GAEC performs better in transient situations.

• The hybrid solution obtains better results because it takes advantage of all
evolutionary algorithms.

One of the most interesting effects is shown in Figure 6 in GAEC (fitness
GAEC) scenario. This algorithm has several steps. In these steps, the mutation
probability is increased, and the crossover is decreased. This fact disseminates the
solutions in the space of possible solutions, which increases the probability of
obtaining better solutions.

7. Conclusions

A novel solution for the distributed prioritization of charging station queues is
presented in this chapter. The proposed solution provides additional results:

• An algorithm to manage the EV fleet, to improve the efficiency of fleet.

• A model of mobile load inside a power grid. The algorithm provides a load
forecasting of mobile loads, and it again calculates in real time in case an
unexpected incident or an additional EV is added.

Figure 7.
Translate of general best fitness curve to the number of assigned routes.
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• The comparison between different energy management scenarios showing the
hybrid solution as the best solution to different scenarios.

• The aggregation in different levels decreases the response time of system at
different levels, allowing to respond in real time. In the consumer level, the EV
is charging with minimized waiting periods. In the retailer level, the retailer
can offer different rates and services according to the demand forecasting. In
the distribution and energy level, the asset management, the energy flow, and
the demand peak shaving are simplified based on demand forecasting.

• The reduction of waiting time to charge the EV. The prioritization takes into
account the minimization of the waiting time.

• The successful usage of CIM and CIS in a VPP-based environment.

Although the usage of EVs can be an excellent solution for decreasing pollution,
it may cause serious problems in the power grid. Several solutions could be applied
to solve this problem. In this chapter, the proposed solution is to establish prioriti-
zation queues that enable control of the mobile loads or EV charging by taking
advantage of the fact that this EV can only be plugged into charging stations. This
type of knowledge can help energy management systems and other participants of
power distribution to maintain a high quality of service and supply. Additionally,
this knowledge provides information for distributed energy resource systems in the
case of an alarm or emergency; in this case, the battery of EV (V2G) can serve as an
energy resource.
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